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Foreword
The Commission of the European Communities has supported the LISA project on Limit
and Shakedown Analysis for industrial use, which connects direct methods of plasticity
with stochastic methods of structural reliability in a general purpose Finite Element pack-
age. There was no commercial Finite Element Code that could perform either of this kind
of analysis at the time when Professor P.D. Panagiotopoulos and I began the first planning
of the LISA project ten years ago. Therefore, we had to answer ourselves three questions:
Who may benefit?, Why now?, and Is the idea challenging, can it be realized and will it be
successful?
The first question was easily answered from observing recent trends in engineering design
codes and standards. Instead of the traditional reinterpretation of Finite Element Analyses
by stress assessment, modern design codes address structural failure modes directly with
the objective to use inelastic deformations of ductile materials for the extension the load
carrying capacity. More economic steel structures, pressure vessels and piping can be
designed with checks against plastic collapse (gross plastic deformation) and ratchetting
(progressive plastic deformation) by Limit and Shakedown Analysis. Optionally, Low
Cycle Fatigue (alternating plasticity) may be excluded. Parallel to the LISA project, the
new European pressure vessel standard EN 13445-3 has been established with a direct route
for design by limit and shakedown analysis. It is a second trend in modern design codes to
base partial safety factors on the stochastic concepts of structural reliability analysis. Limit
analysis also forms the basis of a number of simplified two-criteria assessment methods
in ductile fracture mechanics. Limit and shakedown analysis found applications in a wide
range, spanning from soil mechanics to wear in rolling and sliding contact. This answers
the second question ’a posteriori’.
Although being based on exact theorems of classical plasticity, limit and shakedown analy-
sis are considered as simplified methods. Simplification is achieved without any additional
approximation, by restricting analysis to only the failure states of the structure. From an
engineering design standpoint, the merit of more elaborate analyses has to be judged in
the light of the uncertainty of material data and the difficulties in obtaining suitable con-
stitutive equations. One of the most important results of the simplification is that limit and
shakedown analysis makes robust assessments of structural safety. Robustness of a method
is its ability to provide acceptable results on the basis of a less than ideal input data.
Limit and shakedown analysis states the design problem as a nonlinear optimization prob-
lem for the maximum of a safe load or for its dual, the minimum of a failure load. This
is a challenging concept, because the number of constraints defining a safe load and a
failure load in lower and upper bound analysis, respectively, is huge with Finite Element
discretization. Realistic industrial problems are modelled with several 100 thousands of
unknowns and constraints today. Different methods for large-scale optimization have been
developed by the research groups contributing to the LISA project. The present report in-
cludes: basis reduction by plastic analyses and search for the maximum in a sequence of
low dimensional subspace by Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP); dual upper and
lower bound analysis of the full size problem by large-scale nonlinear programming meth-
ods based on a sequence of linear elastic analyses; reformulation of the problem in the
form of a Second Order Cone Programming problem (SOCP). Zarka’s method has been
contributed as an additional direct plasticity method, which estimates the plastic deforma-
tion prior to failure. Methods which try to go around the difficulties of optimisation are
not considered in the LISA project: deviatoric map and methods based on elastic mod-
uli modification such as the Generalized Local Stress Strain (GLOSS) analysis, the elastic
compensation method or the linear matching method.
The LISA project extends the perfect plasticity models that are used in design code appli-
cations. More realistic structural behaviour is modelled by a two-surface plasticity model
for bounded kinematic hardening, by the inclusion of moderately large deformations and
displacements, and by continuum damage models. Two contributions treat the structural
reliability problem for uncertain material data and loading by First and Second Order Reli-
ability Methods (FORM/SORM). These methods become particularly effective with limit
and shakedown analysis yielding linear limit state functions. Moreover, the solution of the
optimization problem in limit and shakedown analysis generates already the sensitivities
needed for the reliability analysis. The extension to chance constraint stochastic program-
ming is indicated.
The contributions from the different research groups to this report have been written self-
contained such that they can be read independently. Some effort has been made to use
similar notations for the convenience of the reader. Few test problems have been chosen
to demonstrate that limit and shakedown analysis combine conceptual insight with the
economy of computational effort for a wide range of component geometry and loading
conditions.
I thank all LISA project partners and the authors for their contribution to this book. I also
thank Mr. D. Koschmieder, Prof. Dr. E.F. Hicken, and Dr. M. Heitzer for assisting me
during the coordination of the LISA project.
It was sad that Prof. Panagiotopoulos unexpectedly passed away seven months after project
start. The project would not have come into existence without his personal commitment to
our plans and his encouraging promotion. I will always be grateful for the experience of
his authentic warmth, brightness and reliability.
Manfred Staat
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Basis reduction technique for limit and shakedown problems
Nomenclature
e total strain
e˙p plastic strain vector
f, f0 body force
p, p0 surface traction
n outer normal vector
s stress vector
r strength vector
t time
u actual displacement
u˙, u˙0 velocity, given velocity
x coordinate vector
C system dependent matrix
E Young’s modulus
E tensor of elasticity, matrix
D(ε˙p) plastic dissipation
F yield function (F ≤ σ2y or σ2u)
P loads
T absolute temperature
T0 reference temperature
NE number of elements
NF number of DOF’s
NG number of Gaussian points
NSK number of stress components
NV number of load vertices
V structure
∂V boundary (∂V = ∂Vp ∪ ∂Vu)
W˙ex external power of loading
W˙in internally dissipated power
ε, ε˙ total strain and rate
εE , ε˙E elastic strain and rate
εp, ε˙p plastic strain and rate
εth, ε˙th thermal strain and rate
ε˙Peq effective plastic strain rate
pi back-stress
p¯i time-independent back-stress
ρ, ρ˙ residual stress and rate
ρ¯ time-independent residual stress
σ actual stress
σE fictitious elastic stress
σD deviatoric stress
Ψ thermodynamic potential
∇ gradient-operator
B,Bd residual stress spaces
L load domain
I,J ,A index sets
αt coefficient of thermal expansion
α load factor
αSD shakedown factor
αs lower bound shakedown factor
αk upper bound shakedown factor
θ Temperature difference T − T0
ν Poisson’s ratio
σu uniaxial limit strength
σy yield stress
Code Aster FEM software by EDF, France
DOFs Degrees of Freedoms
FEM Finite Element Method
FZJ Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich GmbH
INTES Ingenieurgesellschaft fu¨r technische Software mbH, Stuttgart
LCF Low Cycle Fatigue
LISA Limit and Shakedown Analysis
PDE Partial Differential Equation
PERMAS FEM software by INTES
SQP Sequential Quadratic Programming
ULg University of Liege
V4, V7 PERMAS Version 4, Version 7
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1 Formulation of the problem
1.1 Introduction to limit and shakedown analysis
Static theorems are formulated in terms of stress and define safe structural states giving an
optimization problem for safe loads. The elasto-plastic behaviour of a structure subjected
to variable loads, is characterized by one of the following possibilities:
• purely elastic behaviour,
• purely elastic behaviour after initial plastic flow (shakedown),
• Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) by alternating plasticity,
• Incremental collapse by accumulation of plastic deformations over subsequent load
cycles (ratchetting),
• Instantaneous collapse by unrestricted plastic flow at limit load.
The maximum safe load is defined as the limit load avoiding collapse and the shakedown
load avoiding LCF and ratchetting. Alternatively, kinematic theorems are formulated in
terms of kinematic quantities and define unsafe structural states yielding a dual optimiza-
tion problem for the minimum of unsafe loads. Any admissible solution to the static or
kinematic theorem is a true lower or upper bound to the safe load, respectively. Both can
be made as close as desired to the exact solution. Let us define a load factor α = Pl/P0,
where Pl = (fl,pl) and P0 = (f0,p0) are the plastic limit load and the chosen reference
load, respectively. We will first suppose that all loads (f body forces and p surface loads)
are applied in a monotonic and proportional way. Then we may first state the limit load
theorems.
1. Static limit load theorem (lower bound): An elastic–plastic structure will not collapse
under monotone loads if it is in static equilibrium and if the yield function is nowhere
violated.
2. Kinematic limit load theorem (upper bound): The structure fails by plastic collapse
if there is an (kinematically admissible) velocity field such that the power of the
external loads is higher than the power which can be dissipated within the structure.
If the loads vary in the load domain L one may ask by which load factor α ≥ 1 it may
safely be enlarged to αL. This question is answered by the shakedown theorems.
1. Static shakedown theorem (lower bound): An elastic–plastic structure will not fail
with macroscopic plasticity under time variant loads if it is in static equilibrium, if the
yield function is nowhere and at no instance violated, and if all plastic deformations
decay.
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2. Kinematic shakedown theorem (upper bound): The structure fails with macroscopic
plasticity under time variant loads if there is an (kinematically admissible) velocity
field such that the power of the external loads is higher than the power which can be
dissipated within the structure.
1.2 Lower bound approach
1.2.1 Limit analysis
The objective of the lower bound approach of limit analysis is to find the maximum load
factor αL for which the structure is safe. A maximum problem can be formulated:
max α
s. t. F (σ) ≤ σ2y in V
divσ = −αf0 in V (1.1)
σ n = αp0 on ∂Vp
for the structure V , traction boundary ∂Vp (with outer normal n), yield function F , yield
stress σy, body forces αf0 and surface loads αp0. From now on F is chosen as the square
of the von Mises yield function (1.14).
1.2.2 Shakedown analysis
The concepts for time-variant loading are more involved. Time is denoted by t. The stresses
σ can be decomposed into fictitious elastic stresses σE and residual stresses ρ by
σ = σE + ρ. (1.2)
σE = E : ε are stresses which would appear in an infinitely elastic material for the same
loading, so that theρ result from plastic deformations. The residual stresses (eigen stresses)
ρ satisfy the homogeneous static equilibrium and boundary conditions
div ρ = 0 in V (1.3)
ρ n = 0 on ∂Vp. (1.4)
One criterion for an elastic, perfectly plastic material to shake down elastically is that the
plastic strains εP and therefore the residual stresses ρ become stationary for given loads
P(t) = (f ,p) in a load domain L:
lim
t→∞
ε˙P (x, t) = 0,
lim
t→∞
ρ˙(x, t) = 0, ∀ x ∈ V. (1.5)
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In every considered failure mode there is at least one point x of the structure where con-
dition (1.5) is violated. Thus there exists at least one point x for which the density of the
plastic energy dissipation wp per unit volume
wp(x, t) =
∫ t
0
σ(x, τ) : ε˙P (x, τ) dτ (1.6)
increases infinitely in time. To avoid the possibility of plastic failure the maximum possible
plastic energy dissipation
Wp(x) = lim
t→∞
wp(x, t) ≤ c(x) (1.7)
must be bounded above for all points x ∈ V . We restrict ourselves to the shakedown
criterion (1.5). This means, that independent of the loading history the system has to
approach asymptotically an elastic limit state. For details of the extended theorem see
[27]. The following static shakedown theorem holds [33].
Theorem (Melan):
If there exists a factor α > 1 and a time-independent residual stress field ρ¯(x)
with
∫
V
ρ¯ : E : ρ¯ dV <∞, such that for all loads P(t) ∈ L it is satisfied,
F [ασE(x, t) + ρ¯(x)] ≤ σ2y ∀ x ∈ V (1.8)
then the structure will shake down elastically under the given load domain L.
The greatest value αSD which satisfies the theorem is called shakedown-factor. The static
shakedown theorem is formulated in terms of stresses and gives a lower bound to αSD.
This leads to the mathematical optimization problem
max α (1.9)
s. t. F [ασE(x, t) + ρ¯(x)] ≤ σ2y ∀x ∈ V (1.10)
div ρ¯(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ V (1.11)
ρ¯(x) n = 0 ∀x ∈ ∂Vp (1.12)
with infinitely many restrictions, which has to be reduced to a finite optimization problem
by FEM discretization (see the following sections). Shakedown analysis gives the largest
range in which the loads may safely vary with arbitrary load history. If the load domain αL
shrinks to the point of a single monotone load, limit analysis is obtained as special case.
Remark
In special cases the load domain L can be divided in a load domain Lt of the
time-variant load Pt and a time-independent (dead) load P0, such that L =
Lt ⊕ P0 := {P | P = Pt + P0, Pt ∈ Lt}. With σE0 (x) corresponding to the
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dead load P0 the condition (1.10) in the shakedown analysis is transformed
into:
F [ασEt (x, t) + σ
E
0 (x) + ρ¯(x)] ≤ σ2y (1.13)
where σEt (x, t) corresponds to the load Pt ∈ Lt and σE0 (x) is constant in time.
1.3 Upper bound approach
Koiter has formulated an upper bound theorem in kinematic quantities [26]. It may be
obtained from Markov’s theorem for rigid perfectly plastic material [56], [62]. We will
derive it as the formal dual of the static or lower bound theorem.
The simplest smooth J2-yield function was proposed by von Mises
F (σ) =
3
2
σD : σD = 3J2, J2 =
1
2
σD : σD (1.14)
σD = devσ = σ − 1
3
(trσ)I.
In associated plastic flow the plastic deformation rate is normal to the yield surface F = σ2y
ε˙P = λ
∂
√
F
∂σ
(1.15)
with the nonnegative consistency parameter λ ≥ 0. The irreversible response to loading
and unloading obeys the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementarity conditions
λ[F (σ)− σ2y ] = 0, λ ≥ 0, F (σ)− σ2y ≤ 0. (1.16)
additionally λ ≥ 0 satisfies the consistency condition
λ
∂
√
F
∂σ
: σ˙ = 0. (1.17)
These flow rules are non-smooth. For the von Mises yield function (1.14) one obtains
∂
√
F
∂σ
=
√
3
2
σD√
σD : σD
=
3
2
σD√
F (σ)
. (1.18)
Inserted into (1.15) it holds
ε˙P = λ
3
2
σD√
F (σ)
. (1.19)
which satisfies the incompressibility requirement
trε˙P = 0,
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so that ε˙P is equivalent with its deviator. Now the effective plastic strain rate ε˙Peq may be
computed
ε˙Peq =
√
2
3
ε˙P : ε˙P = λ
√
2
3
∂
√
F
∂σ
:
∂
√
F
∂σ
= λ
√
2
3
3
2
√
σD : σD√
F (σ)
= λ ≥ 0, (1.20)
which equals the consistency parameter λ. The internally dissipated power W˙in is obtained
from the plastic dissipation density D(ε˙Peq)
D(ε˙Peq) = ε˙
P : σ = ε˙Peqσy = λσy. (1.21)
We could then formulate a minimum principle
min αk
with αk = W˙in =
∫
V
ε˙PeqσydV
s. t. 1 = W˙ex =
∫
V
fT0 u˙dV +
∫
∂Vp
pT0 u˙dS ≥ 0,
ε˙(t) =
1
2
(∇u˙+ (∇u˙)T ) in V ,
u˙(t) = u˙0(t) on ∂Vu, (1.22)
for the structure V , boundary ∂V = ∂Vp∪∂Vu, displacement boundary ∂Vu, given velocity
u˙0.
The objective function αk is non-smooth on the boundary of the plastic region. Then the
optimization problem resulting from a FEM discretization is also non-smooth. It may be
solved with a bundle method [65]. As a practical alternative, different regularization meth-
ods are used as smoothing tools in [56] and in [24], [25], [63]. The regularized minimiza-
tion problem is solved by a reduced-gradient algorithm in conjunction with a quasi-Newton
algorithm [35].
1.4 Discretization with FEM
While using the FEM for the limit and shakedown analysis, the boundary conditions of the
lower and upper bound approach eventually vanish because of the approximative calcula-
tion of the stresses and displacements. To handle a wide range of complex structures it was
decided to use the commercial FEM-Code PERMAS (INTES, Stuttgart, [36]) for the lower
bound approach. The program calculates the fictitious elastic stresses σE, the optimization
procedure is a decoupled process (see [14]).
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For the FEM the structure V is decomposed inNE finite elements with the Gaussian points
xi, i = 1, . . . , NG. The restrictions of the optimization problems are checked only in the
Gaussian points.
The structure V is subjected to the load P (t) and the discretized fictitious elastic stresses
σEi (t) = σ
E(xi, t) are calculated with the displacement FEM (see [36]). With the dis-
cretized residual stresses ρ¯i = ρ¯(xi) the discretized necessary limit and shakedown condi-
tions are derived with the yield stress σy,i in every Gaussian point i:
F (σEi (t) + ρ¯i) ≤ σ2y,i. (1.23)
With the element matrices ci, the element incidence matrix and the global matrix C the
discretized equilibrium equations of the residual stresses are derived ([1], [14], [36], [64]):
NG∑
i=1
ciρ¯i = 0. (1.24)
We use the abbreviations1
NE number of elements of the structure
NF number of DOF’s
NG number of Gaussian points of the structure
NSK number of stress components of each Gaussian point
NV number of load vertices
The element matrices ci are calculated by the nodal point displacements and the boundary
conditions of the structure such that ci ∈ IRNF×NSK and ρ¯i ∈ IRNSK holds. With the
abbreviations C = (c1, . . . , cNG) and %¯T =
(
ρ¯T1 , . . . , ρ¯
T
NG
)
, eq. (1.24) yields
C%¯ = 0. (1.25)
The matrix C ∈ IRNF×(NSK·NG) has maximum rank because rigid body movements are
excluded. The rank is defined by the number NF of DOF’s of the structure V . All vectors
%¯ which fulfill eq. (1.25) are the kernel of the linear mapping defined by the matrix C and
define with the addition and scalar multiplication a vector space B, the so called residual
stress space. The dimension of B is given by dim(B) = NSK ·NG−NF . This dimension
is dominated by product of the number of Gaussian points NG and the number of stress
components NSK. The discretized problem of the lower bound approach is defined by
max α
s. t. F [ασEi (t) + ρ¯i] ≤ σ2y,i i = 1, . . . , NG, P (t) ∈ L, %¯ ∈ B. (1.26)
This problem has NSK · NG + 1 unknowns: ρ¯i and the load factor α. Because of the
time dependence of the fictitious elastic stresses σEi we have still infinite restrictions. So
we have to discretize also the load domain to obtain an effective algorithm for the limit and
shakedown analysis.
1For simplicity of notation we assume here that all elements have the same number of Gaussian points.
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1.5 Discretization of the load domains
Let L be a load domain containing any possible load which acts on the structure V . Any
load P (t) ∈ L could be specified by a variable t. For a variable cyclic loading the load
domain contains infinitely many loads (for a monotonic load in limit analysis it is presented
by one single load.) In shakedown analysis the sufficient conditions must be verified for
all the non-countable loads P (t).
Usually the cyclic loading could be described by a finite number of load cases P (k), k =
1, . . . , NV . These load cases P (k) vary between given load limits P (k)− and P (k)+, e.g.
for a cyclic pressure load the pressure is bounded by minimum and maximum pressure
(see [28]). We restrict ourselves to problems where the traction boundary ∂Vp remains
constant (see e.g. [27], [43] for moving loads on plates and [23] structures with contact).
By defining the load cases P (1), . . . , P (NV ) via the load limits in each case, any load
P (t) ∈ L is given by an unique convex combination of the P (j), s.t.
P (t) =
NV∑
j=1
λjP (j),
NV∑
j=1
λj = 1, and λj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , NV. (1.27)
This yields, that the load domain L is a convex polyhedron and the load cases form the
vertices of the polyhedron, so they are called load vertices.
Let σEi (j) be the fictitious elastic stress in the Gaussian point xi corresponding to the j-th
load vertices. From the principle of superposition for the elastic stresses we derive the
convex combination of the stresses σEi (t) by
σEi (t) =
NV∑
j=1
λjσ
E
i (j). (1.28)
For the verification of inequality (1.26) in the point xi the reduced verification for the
stresses σEi (j) is sufficient [47]
F (ασEi (j) + ρ¯i) ≤ σ2y,i. (1.29)
Because of the convexity of F in all xi we derive from (1.27)-(1.29) for all P (j)
F [ασEi (t) + ρ¯i] = F [α
NV∑
j=1
λjσ
E
i (j) + ρ¯i] = F [
NV∑
j=1
λj(ασ
E
i (j) + ρ¯i)]
≤
NV∑
j=1
λjF [ασ
E
i (j) + ρ¯i] ≤
NV∑
j=1
λjσ
2
y,i = σ
2
y,i. (1.30)
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The sufficient shakedown conditions (1.26) must be verified only in the load vertices, such
that we deduce the discretized minimum problem for the loads for perfectly plastic material
max α
s.t. F [ασEi (j) + ρ¯i] ≤ σ2y,i i = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV, %¯ ∈ B. (1.31)
The unknowns are the time independent residual stresses ρ¯i and the load factor α. This
means a reduction to NV ·NG inequality and NF equality constraints, resulting from the
yield condition and the equilibrium condition, respectively.
The number of restrictions is finite and for structures with NG Gaussian points we have to
handle O(NG) unknowns and O(NG) restrictions. For realistic FEM models of industrial
structures no effective solution algorithms for nonlinear optimization problems of such a
size are available.
Remark
In the special case of a load domain L with one dead load P0 and a variable
load 0 ≤ P (t) ≤ Pmax the conditions (1.31) and (1.13), have the form:
F [σE0,i + ρ¯i] ≤ σ2y,i
F [ασEi (j) + σ
E
0,i + ρ¯i] ≤ σ2y,i.
On the other hand, the convex combination of the load vertices P1 = P0 and
P2 = P0 + P gives with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1:
λP1 + (1− λ)P2 = λP0 + (1− λ)(P0 + P ) = P0 + (1− λ)P, (1.32)
such that the load domain L is spanned by the load vertices P1 and P2. There-
fore, by choosing different ratios of P0/Pmax a whole shakedown interaction
diagram can be generated with the shakedown analysis (1.31) instead of (1.13).
1.6 Duality
The minimum and maximum problems resulting from the static and kinematic theorems
for the discretized structures are dual. In case of limit analysis we give a prove of this
statement ([2]).
Let the lower bound problem be the primal problem
Maximize αs
s. t. f(s)− r ≤ 0,
Cs− αsp = 0. (1.33)
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The quantities in the NG Gaussian points were collected to the vectors f , s, r, and p to
formulate the matrix notation of the constraints. The unknowns are the limit load factor
αs and the stresses s. The minimum problem with restrictions is transformed into an
unrestricted problem by the Lagrangian L(αs, s, u˙,λ), such that the optimality conditions
for unrestricted problems hold (see [2], [7], [30]). With the Lagrange factors λ ≥ 0 and u˙
it holds
L(αs, s, u˙,λ) = αs + u˙
T (Cs− αsp)− λT (f(s)− r). (1.34)
In the minimum the Lagrangian L(αs, s, u˙,λ) has a saddle point, so that the optimal value
is the solution of
min
u˙,λ
max
αs, s
L(αs, s, u˙,λ). (1.35)
The necessary optimality conditions of the maximum are
∂L
∂αs
= 1− u˙Tp = 0, (1.36)
∂L
∂s
= u˙TC − λT ∂f
∂s
= 0. (1.37)
Equation (1.36) means a normalization of the external power of loading W˙ex = u˙Tp = 1
of the discretized structure. By substituting (1.36), (1.37) in the dual objective function
l(u˙,λ) = max
αs, s
L(αs, s, u˙,λ), with the Euler PDE for the homogeneous function f (s),
sT
∂f (s)
∂s
= f(s), (1.38)
and with λ ≥ 0 it follows
l(λ) = max
αs, s
L(αs, s, u˙,λ) = λ
Tr = W˙in(e˙). (1.39)
Equation (1.35) is derived by eq. (1.36), (1.37) and (1.39), such that the dual problem is
defined by the non-smooth mathematical program
Minimize λTr (= αk)
s. t. λ ≥ 0,
u˙Tp = 1,
CT u˙− λT ∂f
∂s
= 0. (1.40)
Because of the normalization W˙ex = u˙Tp = 1 it holds αk = l(λ) = W˙in(e˙).
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The Lagrange factors of the primal problem are the unknowns of the dual problem. The
dual problem is formulated in the kinematic terms u˙ and λ. With
e˙p = λT
∂f (s)
∂s
(1.41)
(1.37) could be formulated for the associated flow rule and e˙p = e˙ in the collapse state
CT u˙− e˙ = 0, (1.42)
which is automatically satisfied in a displacement FEM discretization. Equation (1.21)
shows that λ may be replaced by the collection of effective strain rates e˙eq and always
λ = e˙eq ≥ 0 by inequality (1.20). Then the dual problem reduces to
Minimize e˙Teqr (= αk)
s. t. u˙Tp = 1. (1.43)
The saddle point properties of the Lagrangian show, that the maximum problem is concave
and the minimum problem in convex such that both problem have the same optimal value
maxαs = α = minαk. (1.44)
Because of the convexity of the problem the obtained local optimum is a global one (see
[2], [7]) such that the limit load factor is unique.
2 The basis reduction technique
For a Finite Element (FE) discretization a finite but generally large number of constraints
is achieved. The basis reduction method keeps only a small number of unknowns. It
was developed for linear optimization in [43] making use of the special structure of the
shakedown problem for perfectly plastic material. In the same constitutive setting the
method has been extended to nonlinear optimization in [10], [14], [46], [64].
Instead of searching the whole vector space B for a solution of the maximum problem, a
d–dimensional subspace Bd is searched. In the k-th step of the algorithm different sub-
spaces Bkd are chosen iteratively to improve the obtained load factor αk. The dimension
of the chosen subspace is rather small compared to the dimension of B, we use typically
dim Bkd ≤ 6. The subspaces Bkd ⊂ B could be generated by d linear independent base
vectors bki , such that for all ρk ∈ Bkd there exists µ1, . . . , µd ∈ IR with
ρk = µ1b
k
1 + µ2b
k
2 + . . .+ µdb
k
d. (2.1)
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Instead of the unknown residual stresses ρ ∈ Bd the unknowns µ1, . . . , µd are chosen. If
we collect the base vectors bki , i = 1, . . . , d of Bkd ⊂ B to a matrix Bd,k it holds
Bd,k =
(
bk1, . . . ,b
k
d
)
,
such that for all ρk ∈ Bkd exists a vector µk = (µk1, . . . , µkd)T ∈ IRd with
ρk = µ1b
k
1 + . . .+ µdb
k
d = B
d,kµk.
With the load factor αk−1 and the stresses ρk−1 (ρ0 = 0) resulting from the step k − 1 of
the algorithm the new problem in Bkd is given by
max αk (2.2)
s.t. F [αkσEi (j) + ρ
k−1
i +B
d,k
i µ¯
k] ≤ σ2y,i i = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV, µ¯k ∈ IRd.
This problem has d + 1 unknowns (αk and µk) and NG · NV restrictions. This basis
reduction technique is well known in the field of optimization. Instead of searching the
whole feasible region for the optimum a search direction (one– or small dimensional) is
chosen to find the best value in this direction (see ([2], [7]). A sketch of this method
for a two dimensional feasible region is shown in Fig. 2.1. The subspaces are chosen as
one dimensional search directions such that each search step is one step k in the subspace
technique.
*
 f(x ,y  )
O
bje
cti
ve
 fu
nc
tio
n
*
(x ,y  )* *
x
f(x
,y)
y
Variables 
Feasible region
Contour lines 
Figure 2.1: Sketch of the subspace technique for optimization problems
It has to be clarified how the base vectors of the residual subspace Bkd have to be chosen,
such that the optimum in the residual stress space B will be reached. Further it has to be
pointed out if it is possible to guarantee that every step yields an improvement of the load
factor αk.
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2.1 Generation of residual stress space Bd
Some authors offer different methods for the generation of the residual stress space. Shen
suggests in [43] a method for generating the residual stress space with FEM. The base
vectors are calculated by an equilibrium iteration. Gross–Weege and Weichert suggest
in [10] a modified method. Buckthorpe and White calculate the base vectors by thermal
loading ([4], [5]), because all thermal stresses are residual stresses. We will follow the
method of Shen, because of its easy implementation into a commercial FEM-Code.
The base vectors of Bd are generated by an equilibrium iteration with the FEM-Code
PERMAS V4 (see [36]). By using a general purpose FE-Code it is possible to treat all
loading cases, element types and structures. The basis reduction technique could be imple-
mented in all FE-Codes which could generate plastic stresses and residual stress bases.
In the plastic part of the equilibrium iteration in PERMAS V4 additional load increments
were applied iteratively. The following algorithm is implemented in PERMAS V4. For the
special nomenclature see also [1], [36], [43].
Starting from the actual nodal stress and strain σ0 and ε0, respectively, resulting from the
preceeding load step, the following steps are performed
1. The plastic strain increment εP∆ is derived from the estimated equivalent plastic strain
increment εPeq∆ and a nodal stress σ
 
proportional to the deviator of σ:
εP∆ = ε
P
eq∆ σ
 
.
2. With the elastic material stiffness matrixE the initial elemental nodal load increment
Jp∆ is calculated
Jp∆ = −hE εP∆.
3. The total nodal load increment pt∆ of the assembled structure is generated by the
total initial load increment p∆1, the Jp∆ and the element matrix a by
pt∆ = p∆1 − aT Jp∆.
4. The nodal displacement increment u∆ is calculated with the structural stiffness ma-
trix K from
u∆ = K
−1 pt∆.
5. The element nodal displacement increments ue∆ are
ue∆ = a u∆.
6. By the strain-displacement matrix D, the elastic material stiffness E the fictitious
stress increments σt∆ are calculated:
σt∆ = E D ue∆.
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7. The actual nodal stress increment σ∆ is derived from σt∆ and εP∆
σ∆ = σt∆ −E εP∆.
8. Now the actual nodal stresses are the sum of the initial nodal stresses σ0 and the
nodal stress increment σ∆
σ = σ0 + σ∆.
9. From the actual nodal stresses the equivalent plastic strain increment εPeq∆ is gener-
ated and the convergence is analyzed.
If the given convergence criterion is fulfilled the new initial nodal stresses σ0 = σ and a
new load increment p∆1 are defined. Otherwise, all steps are repeated with the new equiv-
alent plastic strain increment εPeq∆ and the old load increment p∆1. The stiffness matrix is
not updated during the iteration, because this would be ineffective for large structures (see
[44] and [11] for an updating schema of the stiffness matrix). In the conventional algorithm
the iteration is repeated until convergence is reached.
In the basis reduction technique we define a residual nodal stress by ρ = σm − σn fol-
lowing a suggestion in [43]. The nodal stresses σm, σn are calculated during one iteration
corresponding to the same load increment p∆1 for different iteration steps m,n. The static
equilibrium conditions of the discretized structure to the load increment p are:
p = Ku+ aTJp∆.
For the nodal stresses ρ = σm − σn it yields
p = pm − pn = K(um − un) + aT (Jp∆m − Jp∆n)
= [p∆1 − aT Jp∆m − p∆1 + aT Jp∆n] + aT (Jp∆m − Jp∆n) = 0, (2.3)
such that ρ is in fact a residual nodal stress. For the generation of a d–dimensional residual
subspace Bd we iterate d+1 times to get the nodal stressesσ1, . . . ,σd+1 and the differences
ρ1 = σ
2 − σ1, . . . , ρd = σd+1 − σ1. All ρ1, . . . ,ρd are residual nodal stresses if the
iteration converges or not.
In shakedown analyses NV load vertices have to be considered in every step k. In order
to obtain an effective algorithm, a new load increment pj is defined only in the active load
vertices of the preceding load step k − 1 to generate j0d new base vectors. The number of
base vectors is restricted to 3,. . .,6, such that eventually not all active load vertices generate
the same number of base vectors. Nevertheless, usually all active load vertices are taken
into consideration. By iterating this base vector generation, a d–dimensional subspace Bkd
of the residual stress space B is obtained in every step k. In the subspace Bkd the problem
(2.2) is solved and one gets the improved solutions αk and ρk. These values are the new
starting values for the next iteration step k + 1.
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2.2 A convergence criterion
The main objective of this section is a criterion which guarantees, that in every new sub-
space Bkd of the residual stress space B an improvement of the load factor αk is obtained
(i.e. αk − αk−1 > 0). For 2–dimensional problems a similar criterion is achieved in [64].
The criterion below is an extension of this criterion to 3–dimensional problems. Let b1,ki a
base vector of an one-dimensional subspace B1,k of Bd. In step k − 1 the load factor αk−1
and the residual stresses ρk−1 are known, such that
σk−1i = α
k−1σEi + ρ
k−1
i . (2.4)
We search a base vector b1,k such that the increase ∆α = αk − αk−1 is maximal. This
means a solution (∆αk, uk) is searched of
∆αk → max
F (αkσEi + ρ
k−1
i + b
1,k
i u
k) = F (σk−1i +∆α
kσEi + b
1,k
i u
k) ≤ σ2y ∀ i ∈ I (2.5)
with ∆α > 0. In step k − 1 not the whole structure reaches the yield stress in all Gaussian
points. We split the set of indices I in the set of active indices Ak−1 and the set of inactive
indices Ck−1, such that I = Ak−1 ∪ Ck−1 and Ak−1 ∩ Ck−1 = ∅. It follows
F (σk−1i ) = σ
2
y ∀ i ∈ Ak−1. (2.6)
Gaussian points corresponding to inactive indices i ∈ I \ Ak−1 admit a small additional
load increment, such that they are not taken into consideration further. We consider only
such indices i ∈ A˜k−1 ⊆ Ak−1 such that the stresses in the corresponding Gaussian points
further reach the yield limit due to an increase of the load increment. The Gaussian points
corresponding to the indices i ∈ Ak−1 \ A˜k−1 are relieved from stress, such that we study
the following optimization problem
∆α→ max
F (σk−1i +∆ασ
E
i + u
kb1,ki ) ≤ σ2y ∀ i ∈ A˜k−1 (2.7)
The next lemma is an extension of the 2-dimensional one (see [64]) to the 3-dimensional
case. The proof is given in [14]
Lemma
The problem (2.7) has a solution (∆αk, uk) with ∆αk > 0, if and only if
either
∂F
∂σ
∣∣∣∣
σk−1i
· b1,ki < 0 ∀ i ∈ A˜k−1
or
∂F
∂σ
∣∣∣∣
σk−1i
· b1,ki > 0 ∀ i ∈ A˜k−1 holds.
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The residual stresses bases are generated by the equilibrium iteration by PERMAS in the
given way. If the equilibrium iteration converges, then the residual stresses fulfill the as-
sumptions of the lemma. This is derived from the vanishing of the ε˙p during the conver-
gence and the convexity of the yield surface. Thus we have to guarantee, that the applied
load increment is lower than the limit or shakedown load. In general the limit or shake-
down load is unknown, such that we have to apply a strategy for the decrease of the load
increments. Additionally the load increments have to be chosen such that the constraint
qualifications (see [2], [7]) of the optimization problem are fulfilled. This means that the
generated residual base vectors are linearly independent. In all limit load models a bisec-
tion of the load increments after 2 or 3 load steps yields good convergences. For all models
with known analytic solution of the limit loads the solution is achieved within 10 iteration
steps with an error of 5 %. After 20 iteration steps the error is typically less than 1–2 %,
so we limit the number of steps to 20. Shakedown analysis is typically much faster.
If the applied load increment exceeds the limit or shakedown load, we could not guarantee
that we get an improved load factor, but the base vectors are still residual stresses. Nev-
ertheless, after the next bisection of the applied load increment we get an improved load
factor.
3 Mathematical optimization techniques
In this section the mathematical basis for the solution of the limit and shakedown analysis
is given (see [37], [38], [39], [40], [41] and [42]). The constrained optimization problems
were analyzed and a strategy based on a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algo-
rithm is derived. Because of the special structure of the optimization problem and the close
connection to the FEM-code PERMAS a self-implemented version of the SQP-algorithm
is used instead of a commercial mathematical software like LANCELOT or MINOS (see
[6], [35]). The complete algorithm is summarized in the flowchart in fig. 3.1
The mathematical formulation of the shakedown analysis in step k of the SQP-algorithm
is given. The limit analysis can be derived by modifying the structure for one load vertex.
(OP’) Maximize αk
s.t. F (αkσEi (j) + ρ
k−1
i +B
d,k
i x) ≤ σ2y ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J
with the fictitious elastic stresses σEi (j) corresponding to the Gaussian point i and to the
load j. All stresses were handled as vectors. The Bd,ki are generated by the basis vectors
of the subspace Bd (d = dim Bd) of point i in the k–th step of the iteration. x is the vector
of the coefficients of the basis vectors (see eq. (2.2)).
The indices k and d from αk andBd,ki are omitted in this section for abbreviation. Let ρk−1i
be the optimal residual stress of iteration step k − 1 of point i to the load j (with ρ0 = 0).
Let |I| = NG and |J | = NV be the number of Gaussian points and the number of load
17
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Finite Element Model
Calculation of elastic 
stresses by PERMAS
Yes
  Limit load resp. 
shakedown load
Structure of  
ductile material
Calculation of residual subspace  
by a plastic equilibrium iteration
No
Solution of the mathematical
 optimization problem by Sequential 
Programming Methods
Convergence ?
Yes
No
Convergence ?
Figure 3.1: Flowchart of lower bound limit and shakedown analyses
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vertices, respectively. With the definition F (σ) = σTQσ it holds for the constraints holds:
F (ασEi (j) + ρ
k−1
i +Bix) (3.1)
= α2F (σEi (j)) + 2α(σ
E
i (j))
TQ(Bix) + F (Bix)
+ 2α(σEi (j))
TQρk−1i + 2(ρ
k−1
i )
TQ(Bix) + F (ρ
k−1
i )
= α2ai(j) + 2αb
T
i (j)x+ x
TCi(j)x+ 2αdi(j) + 2e
T
i (j)x + fi (3.2)
with ai(j) = F (σEi (j)) ∈ IR di(j) = (σEi (j))TQρk−1i ∈ IR
bi(j) = B
T
i (j)Qσ
E
i (j) ∈ IR d ei(j) = BTi (j)Qρk−1i ∈ IRd
Ci(j) = B
T
i (j)QBi ∈ IR d×d fi = F (ρk−1i ) ∈ IR (3.3)
and for 3-dimensional problems it holds
Q3 =

1 −0.5 −0.5 0 0 0
−0.5 1 −0.5 0 0 0
−0.5 −0.5 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 3
 . (3.4)
In point i to the load j (and with the abbreviation · |i,j) it holds with Bi = (bkl)k,l |i,j and
Q = (qkl)k,l:
Ci(j) =
 b11 . . . bm1..
.
.
.
.
b1d . . . bmd

 q11 . . . q1m..
.
.
.
.
qm1 . . . qmm

 b11 . . . b1d..
.
.
.
.
bm1 . . . bmd

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
i,j
(3.5)
=

m∑
k=1
m∑
l=1
bk1qklbl1 . . .
m∑
k=1
m∑
l=1
bk1qklbld
.
.
.
.
.
.
m∑
k=1
m∑
l=1
bkdqklbl1 . . .
m∑
k=1
m∑
l=1
bkdqklbld

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
i,j
(3.6)
Ci(j) is symmetric by definition and therefore it holds
Di(j) =
(
ai(j) b
T
i (j)
bi(j) Ci(j)
)
∈ IR(d+1)×(d+1).
With y = (α,x)T ∈ IRd+1 and Fi(j) = (di(j), ei(j)) it follows for the constraints of the
problem (OP’) with equation (3.1)
F (ασEi (j) + ρ
k−1
i (j) +Bix) = y
TDi(j)y + 2Fi(j)y + fi ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J .
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Q is positive definite in the deviatoric stress space and the same holds for Di(j). From
now on, we analyze the following optimization problem with linear objective function and
quadratic constraints
(OP) Minimize −y1
s.t. −yTDi(j)y− 2Fi(j)y− fi + σ2y ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J .
Remark
By scaling the constraints of (OP) with a constant factor t2, i.e. by considering
the problem
−t2yTDi(j)y − 2t2Fi(j)y − t2fi + t2σ2y ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J ,
the solution of the optimization problem is not changed. The scaled constraints
of problem (OP’) are
F (αtσEi (j) + tρ
k−1
i + tBix) ≤ (tσy)2 ∀ i ∈ I, j ∈ J .
If we consider the stresses σE , ρk−1 and the matrixB of point i and load j the
optimal value is not changed. In the case of numerical instabilities based on
nearly singular matrices it is of benefit to use scaled stresses.
The idea of the SQP-algorithm is to replace a nonlinear problem by a sequence of quadratic
subproblems. The sequence of solutions of the subproblems converges to the solution of
the original problem. Therefore, we define the following general nonlinear problem by
(GNP) Minimize f(x)
s.t. gi(x) ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I,
with x ∈ IRn and f, gi : IRn → IR ∀ i ∈ I. LetR (feasible region) be the set of admissible
points for (GNP), i. e. R = {x ∈ IRn|gi(x) ≥ 0, i ∈ I}. In general not every constraint g
is active (gi(x) = 0) in a point x of the feasible region. So we define the active mapping by
I0(x) = {i ∈ I|gi(x) = 0}.
Let Tx(R) be the tangential space of R in point x
Tx(R) = {ξ ∈ IRn|ξT∇gi(x) = 0, i ∈ I}.
We define the Lagrangian function L of the problem (GNP) by
L(x,µ) = f(x)−
∑
i∈I
µigi(x).
Let x∗ ∈ R be a local minimum of the problem (GNP) and the constraint qualifications
are fulfilled in x∗ (e.g. if the vectors ∇gi(x∗) are linear independent for i ∈ I0(x∗)) then
there exists Lagrangian multipliers µ∗i such that with ∇(·) =
(
∂(·)
∂x1
, . . . , ∂(·)
∂xn
)T
holds
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1) µ∗i ≥ 0 , ∀ i ∈ I
µ∗i gi(x
∗) = 0 , ∀ i ∈ I
∇L(x∗,µ∗) = 0 ,
2) ξT∇2L(x∗,µ∗)ξ ≥ 0 ∀ ξ ∈ Tx∗(R).
The first necessary condition is called Kuhn-Tucker–condition. It means that in a local
minimum the gradient of the objective function is a positive linear combination of the
gradients of the constraints. The second necessary condition means, that ∇2L(x∗,µ∗) is
positive semi-definite on the tangential space Tx∗(R).
The condition µ∗i gi(x∗) = 0 ∀ i ∈ I is the complementary conditions, because it holds
µi = 0 for i ∈ I \ I0(x∗), such that the Lagrangian multipliers vanish in the inactive
constraints. With the complementary condition and the Lagrangian multipliers µ∗i we write
the first necessary condition of a minimum x∗ only in the active constraints:
1’) µ∗i ≥ 0 , ∀ i ∈ I0(x∗)∑
i∈I0(x∗)
µ∗i∇gi(x∗) = ∇f(x∗).
If a point x∗ ∈ R with the Lagrangian multipliers µ∗i fulfills additionally to the Kuhn-
Tucker-conditions the conditions
1. µ∗i > 0 ∀ i ∈ I0(x∗)
2. ∇2L(x∗,µ∗) is positive definite on Tx∗(R)
then x∗ is a local minimum of the problem (GNP). Instead of solving the problem (GNP)
the SQP-algorithm analyzes linearized constraints and a quadratic approximation of the
objective function. If we expand the objective function f in the kth step of the SQP-
algorithm in a Taylor series in points xk of (GNP) it holds
f(x) = f(xk) +∇f(xk)(x− xk) + 1
2
(x− xk)T∇2f(xk)(x− xk) + . . .
g(x) = g(xk) +∇g(xk)(x− xk) + . . . (3.7)
If we use only the first order expansion we derive the algorithm of the Sequential Linear
Programming (SLP) (see [32]). The SQP-algorithm yields a better approximation, because
the structure of the problem could be modeled more precisely.
We define d = x− xk as search direction in (3.7), such that we derive the transformation
Minimize 1
2
dT∇2f(xk)d+∇f(xk)d+f(xk)
s.t. ∇gTi (xk)d+ gi(xk) ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I.
The optimal value of a problem with a translated objective function by a scalar is the
same as the original optimal value. With the approximation Ak ≈ ∇2f(xk) we derive the
problem
(QP) Minimize 1
2
dTAkd+∇f(xk)d
s.t. ∇gTi (xk)d+ gi(xk) ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I.
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This problem has the unknowns d ∈ IRn and the feasible region
R′ = {d ∈ IRn|∇gTj (xk)d+ gi(xk) ≥ 0, i ∈ I}.
The Lagrangian function L is given by
L(d,µ) =
1
2
dTAkd+∇f(xk)d−
∑
i∈I
µi(∇gi(xk)d+ gi(xk)),
∇L(d,µ) = Akd+∇f(xk)−
∑
i∈I
µi∇gi(xk) and
∇2L(d,µ) = Ak. (3.8)
The matrixAk is positive definite and is an approximation of the Hessian of the Lagrangian
function of (GNP) in the minimum with A0 = I. Therefore, the second necessary condi-
tion of a minimum is fulfilled, because with Ak also ∇2L(d∗, µ∗) is positive definite on
Td∗(R′).
For the active constraints we must solve the following linear system
∇L(d,µ) = 0
∇gTi (xk)d+ gi(xk) = 0 ∀ i ∈ I0(d). (3.9)
If for a solution (d∗,µ∗) of this system it holds µ∗i > 0 ∀ i ∈ I0(d∗), then d∗ is a local
minimum of (QP) because of the positive definiteness of∇2L(d∗,µ∗) = Ak. We write the
linear system in the form Hz = h with m = |I0(d∗)| and
Ak −∇g1(xk) . . . −∇gm(xk)
−∇gT1 (xk) 0 . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
−∇gTm(xk) 0 . . . 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H

d
µ1
.
.
.
µm

︸ ︷︷ ︸
z
=

−∇f(yk))
g1(xk)
.
.
.
gm(xk)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
h
.
H is symmetric but not positive definite, because with S = (∇g1(xk), . . . ,∇gm(xk)) ∈
IRn×m it holds
H =
(
Ak −S
−ST 0
)
.
After one step of a Gauss’ elimination method we have two quadratical blocks and it holds
det(H) = det(Ak) det(−STA−1k S). In the point xk the constraint qualifications are ful-
filled (i.e. S has maximum rank) and Ak (and A−1k ) is positive definite, such that we derive
det(H)< 0. For the problem (OP) the sequential subproblem (SOP) in the kth step with
d1 = ∇f(xk)d = (−1, 0, . . . , 0)d is given by:
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(SOP) Minimize 1
2
dTAkd− d1
s.t. −2(yTkDi+Fi)d−(yTkDi+2Fi)yk−fi+σ2y ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I,
The Lagrangian function L and ∇dL are given by
L(d,µ) =
1
2
dTAkd− d1 +
∑
i∈I
µi(2(y
T
kDi + Fi)d+ (y
T
kDi + 2Fi)yk + fi − σ2y)
∇dL(d,µ) = Akd+ d1 + 2
∑
i∈I
µi(Diyk + Fi), (3.10)
with d1 = (−1, 0, . . . , 0)T . If we use only the active constraints the necessary conditions
of problem (SOP) for every load case are given by (with (3.9) and (3.10))
Akd+ d1 + 2
∑
i∈I
µi(Diyk + Fi) = 0
−2(yTkDi + Fi)d− (yTkDi + 2Fi)yk − fi + σ2y = 0 ∀ i ∈ I0(d), (3.11)
such that in every load vertex we solve the linear system Hz = h with m = |I0(d∗)|,
H =

Ak 2(D1yk + F1) . . . 2(Dmyk + Fm)
2(yTkD1 + F1) 0 . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
2(yTkDm + Fm) 0 . . . 0

h = (1, . . . , 0, σ2y − (yTkD1 + 2F1)yk − f1, . . . , σ2y − (yTkDm + 2Fm)yk − fm)T
z = (d1, . . . , dd+1, µ1, . . . , µm)
T , (3.12)
with H ∈ IR (d+1+m)×(d+1+m) , h ∈ IR d+1+m and z ∈ IR d+1+m. For the solution of this
problem we use an active set strategy (see [7], [30]). The solution of (SOP) is based on an
iterative solution of finite linear systems.
Let dk be an admissible approximation of (SOP) and let I0(dk) be the set of active indices
in the point dk. With the introduction of the slack variables δ and d = dk + δ the problem
(SOP) of active constraints is equivalent with the problem
(GSOP) Minimize 1
2
δTAkδ + (d
T
1 + d
T
kAk)δ
s.t. (−2yTkDi − 2Fi)δ = 0 ∀ i ∈ I0(dk).
This is equivalent for every load vertex with the linear system H¯z¯ = h¯ with(
Ak 2(Diyk + Fi), i ∈ I0(dk)
2(yTkDi + Fi)q, i ∈ I0(dk) 0
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H¯
(
δ
ν
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
z¯
=
( −d1 −Akdk
0
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
h¯
.
Let δ∗ be a solution of H¯z¯ = h¯. If it holds δ∗ 6= 0 maybe the feasible region of (SOP) is
deserted. If not, we define the new approximation dk+1 = dk + δ∗. If the feasible region
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is deserted we search on a semi ray (in direction of δ∗) starting from dk for the first point
dk+1 which violates one inequality constraint of (SOP). This means we search along the ray
s∗(≡ δ∗) starting from dk for a maximal γk, such that the approximation dk+1 = dk+γks∗
is admissible. γk is the minimum for all i 6∈ I0(dk) with −2(yTkDi + Fi)s∗ < 0 of
γk = min
{
1,
2(yTkDi + Fi)dk + (y
T
kDi + 2Fi)yk + fi − σ2y
−2(yTkDi + Fi)s∗
}
.
For γk = 1, i.e. ∀ i 6∈ I0(dk) it holds
2(yT
k
Di+Fi)dk+(yTkDi+2Fi)yk+fi−σ2y
−2(yT
k
Di+Fi)s∗
≥ 1
⇐⇒ 2(yTkDi + Fi)dk + (yTkDi + 2Fi)yk + fi − σ2y ≤ −2(yTkDi + Fi)s∗
⇐⇒ 2(yTkDi + Fi)dk + (yTkDi + 2Fi)yk + fi − σ2y ≤ −2(yTkDi + Fi)(dk+1 − dk)
⇐⇒ −2(yTkDi + Fi)dk+1 − (yTkDi + 2Fi)yk − fi + σ2y ≥ 0, (3.13)
such that dk+1 is admissible for (SOP) and we replace dk by dk+1.
If it holds γk < 1 we define dk+1 = dk+γks∗ and I0(dk+1) = I0(dk)∪{i∗}, were i∗ is the
index yielding to the minimal γk. The feasible region is enlarged and we solve (GSOP) with
the new input data. This procedure could be repeated only finite times, such that we arrive
after k steps δ∗ = 0, i.e. dk is the optimum for (GSOP). If the Lagrangian multipliers νi of
dk are non-negative dk is the optimum of (SOP). If at least one multiplier is negative we
define i∗∗ as the index of the lowest Lagrangian multiplier νi∗∗ . This constraint is deleted,
i.e. we replace the feasible region of (GSOP) by I0(dk) \ {i∗∗} and then we solve (GSOP)
again.
If we use all constraints instead of an active-set strategy we derive with the complementary
conditions the nonlinear system:
∇L(d,µ) = 0
µi(∇gTi (xk)d+ gi(xk)) = 0 ∀ i ∈ I. (3.14)
For problem (SOP) it holds for all j ∈ J :
Akd+ d1 + 2
∑
i∈I
µi(Di + Fi)yk = 0
−2µi(yTkDi + 2Fi)d− µi[(yTkDi + 2Fi)yk + fi − σ2y ] = 0 ∀ i ∈ I. (3.15)
For every load vertex the system Hˆzˆ = hˆ must be solved with mˆ = |I|,
Hˆ =

Ak 2(D1yk + F1) . . . 2(Dmˆyk + Fmˆ)
2µ1(y
T
kD1 + Fi) (y
T
kD1 + 2F1)yk + f1 − σ2y 0 . . . 0
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0
2µmˆ(y
T
kDmˆ + Fmˆ) 0 . . . 0 (y
T
kDmˆ + 2Fmˆ)yk + fmˆ − σ2y

,
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zˆ = (d1, d2, . . . , dd+1, µ1, . . . , µmˆ)
T and hˆ = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T . If the Lagrangian multipliers
of a solution d∗ of the active constraints are positive the solution d∗ is a local minimum of
(SOP) and from convex optimization theory therefore the global optimum. A set M ∈ IRn
is called convex, if with x,y ∈M also λx + (1− λ)y ∈M holds ∀ λ ∈ (0, 1).
Let d1 and d2 be points of the feasible region of (SOP) then it holds for λd1 + (1− λ)d2:
−2(yTkDi + Fi)(λd1 + (1− λ)d2)− (yTkDi + 2Fi)yk − fi + σ2y
= λ(−2(yTkDi + Fi)d1 − (yTkDi + 2Fi)yk − fi + σ2y︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
)
+ (1− λ)(−2(yTkDi + Fi)d2 − (yTkDi + 2Fi)yk − fi + σ2y︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
)
≥ 0 ∀ λ ∈ (0, 1). (3.16)
This means that the feasible region of (SOP) is a convex set. A function f : M → IR (M
convex) is called convex if f(λx + (1 − λ)y) ≤ λf(x) + (1 − λ)f(y) holds ∀ x,y ∈
M, ∀ λ ∈ (0, 1) (f is called concave if −f is convex). If the strict inequality holds the
function is called strictly convex. Let f : IRn → IR be twice continuous differentiable
then the following statements are equivalent ([30]):
1. f is convex
2. f(y)− f(x) ≥ ∇Tf(x)(y − x)
3. ∇2f(x) is positive semi-definite ∀ x ∈ IRn.
Ak is positive definite and thus the objective function 12dTAkd − d1 of (SOP) is convex.
The following equivalence holds for convex functions f : IRn → IR and convex feasible
regions R:
1. x∗ is a local minimum for f with respect to R
2. x∗ is a global minimum for f with respect to R
3. x∗ is a critical point of f , i.e. ∇f(x∗) = 0.
We derive the following connection between the feasible regionsR andR′ of the problems
(GNP) and (QP), respectively (see [8]). Let xk be an approximation of the solution of
(GNP) and dk = x− xk (search direction with constant step length) then
Rk = {x | gi(xk) +∇gi(xk)(x− xk) ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ I}
is the shifted feasible region of (QP). IfR is non empty and all gi are concave thenR ⊂ Rk
holds. Therefore, we assume that all gi are concave. For x ∈ R and the approximation xk
holds
−gi(x) + gi(xk) ≥ −∇gi(xk)(x− xkq), bzw. gi(x) ≤ gi(xk) +∇gi(xk)(x− xk).
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Thus we derive for x ∈ R
0 ≤ gi(x) ≤ gi(xk) +∇gi(xk)(x− xk) ∀i ∈ I,
this means x ∈ Rk and R ⊂ Rk. Because of the convexity of the von Mises–function this
also holds for the feasible regions of (OP) and (SOP).
Let yk be an approximation of the minimum and λk be an approximation of the Lagrangian
multipliers of (OP) in step k. If we solve (SOP) in step k we have the solution dk with the
Lagrange multipliers µk. A new approximation of the solution of (OP) we derive with
γk ∈ IR by (
yk+1
λk+1
)
=
(
yk
λk
)
+ γk
(
dk
µk − λk
)
.
Therefore, the solution dk is a new search direction of the problem (OP). The following
theorem describes the relation between the solution of (OP) and (SOP) (see [7]).
Theorem:
Let d∗k be the solution of the quadratic problem (SOP) in the kth step and µ∗
the corresponding Lagrangian multipliers and yk be an approximation of the
minimum of (OP). If d∗k = 0 holds, then the necessary conditions of a local
minimum of (OP) are fulfilled for yk and µ∗ .
Proof:
dk is a solution of (SOP) and therefore the first necessary condition of (SOP) are fulfilled
because of
µ∗i ≥ 0 , ∀ i ∈ I
µ∗i [−2(yTkDi + Fi)d∗k − (yTkDi + 2Fi)yk − fi + σ2y ] = 0 , ∀ i ∈ I,
Akd
∗
k + d1 + 2
∑
i∈I
µ∗i (Diyk + Fi) = 0 . (3.17)
With d∗k = 0 it holds
µ∗i ≥ 0 , ∀ i ∈ I
µ∗i [−(yTkDi + 2Fi)yk − fi + σ2y ] = 0 , ∀ i ∈ I,
d1 + 2
∑
i∈I
µ∗i (Diyk + Fi) = 0 . (3.18)
The problem (SOP) and (OP) have the same Hessian of the Lagrangian function and thus
the second necessary condition is fulfilled.  
(SOP) is a convex problem and thus a local minimum is also a global. We must show
that (OP) is a convex problem. The objective function −y1 is convex as linear function.
Let S = {y| − (yTDi + 2Fi)y − fi + σ2y ≥ 0} be the feasible region for each load
vertex of (OP). If we choose two points y1 = (α1,x1)T and y2 = (α2,x2)T ∈ S with
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σ1 = α1σ
E
i + ρ
k−1
i + Bix1 and σ2 = α2σEi + ρk−1i + Bix2 it holds ∀ λ ∈ (0, 1) and
λy1 + (1− λ)y2 :
−[(λy1 + (1− λ)y2)TDi + 2Fi][λy1 + (1− λ)y2]− fi + σ2y
= −F [(λα1 + (1− λ)α2)σEi + ρk−1i +Bi(λx1 + (1− λ)x2)] + σ2y
= −F [λ(α1σEi + ρk−1i +Bix1) + (1− λ)(α2σEi + ρk−1i +Bix2)] + σ2y
= −F (λσ1 + (1− λ)σ2) + σ2y ≥ 0, (3.19)
because F (σ) is convex. The convexity of the von Mises–function F in the variables σ is
transformed into the convexity of F in the variables y, such that a local minimum of (OP)
is also a global one.
We derive the following characteristic of the SQP methods for convex problems (GNP):
Lemma:
Let xk be an admissible point of (GNP), dk be a solution of the kth sub-problem with the
Lagrangian multipliers µk, µki ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I and γ ∈ [0, 1] a step length, then it holds
gi(xk + γdk) ≤ gi(xk) und
∇Tgi(xk + γdk)dk ≤ ∇Tgi(xk)dk ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ I.
Proof:
dk as solution of the sub-problem fulfills the complementary conditions such that it holds
µki(gi(xk) +∇Tgi(xk)dk) = 0 ∀ i ∈ I.
From the admissibility of xk follows, that∇T gi(xk)dk is negative. All gi are concave such
that
gi(xk + γdk)− gi(xk) ≤ γ∇Tgi(xk)dk ≤ 0 ∀ i ∈ I
holds, this is the first assumption of the lemma. Further follows on one hand
gi(xk)− gi(xk + γdk) ≤ −γ∇T gi(xk + γdk)dk ∀ i ∈ I
and on the other hand follows
gi(xk + γdk)− gi(xk) ≤ γ∇Tgi(xk)dk ∀ i ∈ I.
Adding the two inequalities it follows
0 ≤ γ[∇Tgi(xk)dk −∇T gi(xk + γdk)dk] ∀ i ∈ I.
With γ ∈ [0, 1], the admissibility of xk and the complementary condition of the sub-
problem follows the second assumption of the lemma.  
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The second assumption follows independently of the solution dk. We derive from the
concave gi for two step lengths γ1 and γ2 with 0 ≤ γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ 1
∇Tgi(xk + γ2dk)dk ≤ ∇Tgi(xk + γ1dk)dk ∀ i ∈ I.
The first assumption is extended for γ1 and γ2 with 0 ≤ γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ 1 by
gi(xk + γ2dk)− gi(xk + γ1dk) ≤ (γ2 − γ1)∇Tgi(xk + γ1dk)dk
≤ (γ2 − γ1)∇Tgi(xk)dk ≤ 0. (3.20)
All functions g¯i(γ) = gi(xk+γdk) are monotone decreasing on [0, 1]. For convex problems
the solution converges to the boundary of the feasible region.
We must guarantee that with the choose of the step length γk the new value yk+1 is in the
feasible region of (OP). We define in step k the one dimensional penalty function
Γ(γk) = Ψr(zk − γkpk) with zk :=
(
yk
λk
)
and pk := −
(
dk
µk − λk
)
.
The function Ψr is defined with a penalty parameter r (see [30], [31] and [39]). We define
the augmented Lagrangian function with z := (yT ,λT )T (see [39])
Ψr(z) = f(y)−
∑
i∈I
{
λigi(y)− 12rgi(y)2 , if gi(y) ≤ λir
1
2
λ2i
r
, else
with the derivative
∇∗Ψr(z) =
 ∇yf(y) −∑
i∈I
{ ∇ygi(y)(λi − rgi(y)) , if gi(y) ≤ λir
0 , else
−g¯(y)

with
∇∗(·) =
(
∂(·)
∂y1
, . . . ,
∂(·)
∂yr+1
,
∂(·)
∂λ1
, . . . ,
∂(·)
∂λ|I|
)T
,
g¯T = (g¯1, . . . , g¯|I|)T
g¯i(y) =
{
gi(y) , if gi(y) ≤ λir
λi
r
, else
, ∀i ∈ I.
The augmented Lagrangian function gives a penalty if the feasible regionR is deserted. In
Schittkowski’s SQP - algorithm we choose for a solution dk of (SOP) the positive constants
r¯ > 1, ε¯ < 1 and define the parameter δk, εk with δ−1 := 1 by
δk = min
{
dTkAkdk
‖dk‖2 , δk−1
}
and εk =
{
‖dk‖2
‖µ
k
−λk‖2
, if µk 6= λk
ε¯ , else.
(3.21)
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With this parameters we calculate the smallest jk with
1
r¯j
<
1
4
εkδk
(
1− 1
4
δk
)
holds, i.e. jk = min
{
j ∈ IN, j >
ln 16
εkδk(4−δk)
ln r¯
}
.
The penalty parameter rk is given by rk = max {rk−1, r¯jk} with r−1 := r¯. We choose the
start values γ < 1 and ξ < 1
2
and calculate the smallest non negative ik with
ik = min {i ∈ IN,Ψrk(zk − γipk) ≤ Ψrk(zk)− ξγi∇∗ΨTrk(zk)pk},
such that we derive the step length γk by γk = γik . It holds
∇∗ΨTrk(zk)pk = −∇Tyf(yk)dk
+
∑
i∈I

(λki − rgi(yk))∇Tygi(yk)dk
+gi(yk)(µki − λki) , if gi(yk) ≤ λkir
λki
r
(µki − λki) , else
(3.22)
This guarantees that the step length is small enough to stay in the feasible region but large
enough to achieve an improved solution. The algorithm begins with positive step length
and decreases the step length iteratively (Armijo-rule). The update of the matrix Ak is
given by the modified BFGS-update of Powell (see [39]). Starting with a positive definite
matrix A0 we calculate Ak+1 by
Ak+1 = Ak − Aksks
T
kAk
sTkAksk
+
qkq
T
k
qTk sk
. (3.23)
sk = yk+1 − yk is the increment of the solutions and it holds for qk
qk = θktk + (1− θk)Aksk with tk = ∇L(yk+1,µ∗)−∇L(yk,µ∗).
µ∗ := λk+1 are the Lagrangian multipliers of the solution yk+1. θk is defined by
θk =
{
1 , if sTk tk ≥ 0.2sTkAksk
0.8sTkAksk
sTkAksk−sTk tk
, else.
yk+1 is calculated with the augmented Lagrangian function such that sk = γkdk holds with
the step length γk obtained by the Armijo-rule. We derive with equation (3.10) for tk in
every load vertex
tk =
∑
i∈I
2µ∗iDi(yk+1 − yk) =
∑
i∈I
2µ∗iDisk. (3.24)
If it holds sTk tk ≥ 0.2sTkAksk then we derive θ = 1 and qTk sk = sTk tk. If sTk tk < 0.2sTkAksk
holds it follows
qk =
0.8sTkAksk
sTkAksk − sTk tk
tk +
(
0.2sTkAksk − sTk tk
sTkAksk − sTk tk
)
Aksk.
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Finally it holds
qTk sk =
0.8(sTkAksk)s
T
k tk + 0.2(s
T
kAksk)
2 − (sTkAksk)sTk tk
sTkAksk − sTk tk
= 0.2sTkAksk (3.25)
and therefore qTk sk = max {sTk tk, 0.2sTkAksk} > 0, because of sk 6= 0 and the positive
definiteness of Ak. With this definition follows that Ak+1 is positive definite (see [14]).
4 Validation
4.1 Benchmarks
The meshes for the following limit load tests [57] have been provided by EDF, FZJ and
ULg and are shared between the partners (FZJ, ULg, EDF and INTES):
• A thick plate (plane strain) under tension with a centered hole. The main geometrical
parameter are the ratio of square length L and hole diameter D.
• A vessel-head under pressure. Two different geometries with longer and shorter
cylindrical part of the vessel are given.
The computing times were made independent on the computing environment by normaliz-
ing to the time for an elastic step. For examples with defects see the report [50].
EDF: The upper bound solutions of EDF were calculated with Code Aster which is
also used for incremental plastic analyses (see [56]). Lower bounds are estimated by
a post-processor from the computed upper bounds.
FZJ: The lower bound solution of FZJ were calculated with a deterministic LISA soft-
ware which was developed and implemented into PERMAS V4 (Version 4) (see [14],
[45], [46]). Fully integrated finite elements are used.
ULg: The benchmark calculations of ULg are carried out by a direct upper bound pro-
gramming method via the FEM code ELSA.
INTES: INTES has contributed some additional incremental analyses of the benchmark
tests with PERMAS V7 (Version 7).
The calculations are performed on rectangular meshes. The numerical tests achieved some
quite close results. Others exhibited differences which may be perhaps attributed to the
used finite elements rather than to the different LISA software. The required computing
time as multiples of the time for an elastic calculation has been used as fairly machine
independent performance measure. Initial differences between the different algorithms
could be reduced during the project. At project end all direct methods achieved convergent
limit analyses in a time needed for 20 equivalent elastic calculations typically. A much
more rapid convergence is observed in shakedown analyses, which typically need the time
of only 2-4 elastic analyses.
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4.1.1 Thick plate with a centered hole under uniaxial tension
There is a well known exact plane stress solution for D/L = 0.2 (see [9]). Estimating the
corresponding plane strain solution yields the value 0.924, which shows that the numerical
errors are small. However, the lower bounds estimated by EDF from its upper bound
solution appears to be too low i.e. too conservative. Fig. 4.1.1 shows a FE–mesh of the
plate with D/L = 0.2. Further, a plate with D/L = 0.5 is investigated. The results of the
different partners are shown in Tab. 4.1
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Figure 4.1: Finite element mesh of the plate with a hole
Plate with a centered hole under biaxial tension
D/L 0.2 0.5
inf. EDF Tlim/σ0 0.710 0.367
sup EDF Tlim/σ0 0.947 0.527
inf. FZJ Tlim/σ0 0.913 0.486
sup. ULg Tlim/σ0 0.926 0.513
incr. INTES Tlim/σ0 0.904 0.494
Table 4.1: Comparison of the limit load results
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4.1.2 Torispherical vessel head under internal pressure
Both geometries were modeled by a coarser and a finer mesh. The limit loads have been
found by the partners close to the collapse load of the spherical part. Here, INTES observed
a high influence of the accuracy of the solution on the limit pressure values. This needs
some discussion on the failure criterion and the meshing.
Torispherical vessel head under internal pressure
short/coarse short/fine long/coarse long/fine
analytical sphere solution Plim 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
inf. EDF Plim 3.837 - - -
sup EDF Plim 3.940 - - -
inf FZJ Plim 3.997 3.982 3.940 3.937
sup. ULg Plim 3.931 3.929 3.942 3.905
incr. INTES Plim 3.918 3.891 3.890 3.832
Table 4.2: Comparison of the limit load results
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Figure 4.2: Finite element meshes
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4.2 Mixing device
A mixing device is considered as a complex industrial practice problem with high ther-
mal transient loading, internal pressure and external piping loads. Framatome/Siemens
performed some FE-calculations on the mixing device and finished the thermal analyses.
The modeling details (ANSYS-FEM files) are transformed into a PERMAS V4 mesh with
30,480 eight nodes volume elements (HEXE8) and 38,196 nodes. For the shakedown
analysis seven load vertices are chosen from the dataset of given temperature distribu-
tions. These temperature loads Tj are chosen at seven time steps tj : t1 = 0s, t2 = 14.5s,
t3 = 18.7s, t4 = 33.2s, t5 = 614.5s, t6 = 618.7s and t7 = 633.2s. They are ap-
plied as temperature differences θj = Tj − 50◦C. In addition a constant inner pressure of
P = 3.3MPa is applied. The load domain L is spanned by seven independent load vertices
which makes an illustration impossible.
Different to the model of Framatome/Siemens, the model is fixed at the coolant pipe in
x, y and z direction, because it is not possible to introduce multi-point constraints (MPC)
in the plasticity part of PERMAS V41. At the end of the hot-water pipe precalculated
stress resultants are applied. Due to the symmetry of the model the shakedown analysis
is performed only for one half of the model. The shakedown constraints are checked in
only two of eight Gaussian points of every element, because of the memory restrictions.
Different choices of the two nodes in the element give no significant difference in the
shakedown analysis. The corresponding shakedown optimization problems with reduced
basis have up to 5 unknowns and some 213,360 nonlinear constraints. Nevertheless, the
FEM-computation of the model is performed with PERMAS for the whole structure. The
material data are temperature dependent (see the following table) corresponding to KTA
3201.1:
T 50 100 200 300 400 [◦C]
σy 191 177 157 136 125 [MPa]
E 200 194 186 179 172 [GPa]
ν 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 -
αt 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 ·10−5 [K−1]
Due to the loading the material data are chosen at 400◦C in the first step, such that ν = 0.3,
E = 172 GPa, σy = 125 MPa, αt = 1.8 10−5K−1. A good fit for the yield stress in the
given temperature range is the function
σy(T ) = 197.2MPa− 0.19MPa/◦C · T.
After the first shakedown analysis the maximal temperature is estimated and the tem-
perature dependent material data are updated. Under constant pressure loading without
1MPC are available with plasticity from PERMAS Version 6 onwards
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cold water injection (t1 = 0s) the highest von Mises stresses in the mixing device are
σmax = 53 MPa, such that no yielding occurs.
The highest fictitious elastic equivalent stresses occur at t4 = 33.2s such that the corre-
sponding load vertex is decisive for the behaviour of the structure. The model starts to
yield at the maximal highest temperature difference θelast = 57◦C for a fixed cold water
temperature of 50◦C.
The obtained shakedown load factor α corresponding to the initial load domain L induced
by the seven temperature differences θj is α = 1.3, such that the maximum allowed tem-
perature Tmax for a fixed cold water temperature of T0 = 50◦C is Tmax = αθelast+50◦C =
124◦C, instead of the applied maximum temperature of Tmax = 237◦C. The corresponding
yield stress is σy(T = 124◦C) = 173.6MPa.
Therefore no shakedown is achieved for perfectly plastic material. However, it may be
expected that the kinematic hardening effect leads to elastic shakedown.
R  A  P  S
JUNCTION
X
Y
Z
Figure 4.3: Mixing device with high thermal transient loading, internal pressure and exter-
nal piping loads
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4.3 Experimental validation
In the LISA project shakedown experiments were carried out for Framatome/Siemens using
a 4-bar model comprising a water-cooled internal tube and three insulated heatable outer
test bars. The system was subjected to alternating axial forces, superimposed with alternat-
ing temperatures at the outer bars. The test parameters were partly selected on the basis of
previous shakedown analyses. PERMAS shakedown analyses and detailed ANSYS FEM
ratchetting analyses are compared with the experiments in [29]. A tension–torsion shake-
down experiment and shakedown analyses are presented in [18], [49].
Limit analyses have been compared to of fracture mechanics tests in [50] and to 281 burst
tests of pressure vessels and piping in [51]. It is found that limit analysis makes close
predictions of collapse loads for structures with crack like defects if the material is not
brittle.
5 Kinematic hardening material model
The static limit and shakedown theorem has been formulated by Melan for perfectly plas-
tic and for unbounded kinematic hardening material [34]. Using a two–surface plasticity
model, a generalization to bounded kinematic hardening has been proposed in [58]. The
bounded hardening is the key to realistic shakedown analyses and the simple two–surface
plasticity model compares well with the Armstrong and Frederick hardening model [49].
Originally, the basis reduction method has been formulated for a perfectly plastic mate-
rial model. Its extension to the more realistic bounded kinematic hardening material has
been achieved in [64], [53] by use of the overlay model (also called fraction or multiple
subvolume model) which preserves the characteristic structure of the perfectly plastic for-
mulation. However, before this approach can be used with a commercial FE code it would
be necessary to implement the overlay model for different types of finite elements.
It is the purpose of this section to propose a modified basis reduction method for the struc-
ture of a two-surface plasticity formulation of bounded kinematic hardening [17]. It can
be used for any type of finite elements with no need to make any changes in the plasticity
section of the FE code. The new method is implemented in the general FE–code PERMAS
[36]. An increase of the load carrying capacity due to hardening is shown in some numer-
ical examples.
5.1 Bounded kinematic hardening
The Generalized Standard Material Model is used to describe the theoretical frame [13].
An elastic–plastic body of finite volume V with a sufficiently smooth surface ∂V , sub-
jected to the quasi–statical thermo–mechanical loads P(t) varying in the load domain L
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is considered. The hypothesis of small displacements and small strains is made and the
strains are decomposed in:
ε = εE + εp + εth with εth = αt θ I. (5.1)
Here αt is the coefficient of isotropic thermal expansion and θ = T − T0, where T0 is a
reference temperature. The observable variables are the total strain ε and the temperature
T . The internal variables εp and κ will describe the influence of the past history. The
thermodynamic potential ψ has the form
ψ = ψ(εE, κ , T ) = ψe(ε
E , T ) + ψp(κ). (5.2)
It is assumed that ρψp is a quadratic form in the variable κ and
ρψe =
1
2
(εE − αtθI) : E : (εE − αtθI) + Cεθ2, (5.3)
where ρ is the mass density, E is the elasticity tensor, Cε is the specific heat at constant
strain.
The associated variables, i.e. the observable stresses σ and the internal back–stresses pi,
are derived from the potential ψ as follows:
σ = ρ
∂ψ
∂εE
; pi = ρ
∂ψ
∂κ
. (5.4)
The internal variable κ is a kinematic hardening variable and its associated variable pi is
associated with the center of the elastic domain.
Assuming the decoupling between intrinsic (mechanical) dissipation and thermal dissipa-
tion, the Clausius–Duhem inequality gives:
σ : ε˙p − pi : κ˙ ≥ 0. (5.5)
The linear kinematic hardening corresponds to the translation of the loading surface:
F [σ − pi] = σ2y . (5.6)
The interior of the loading surface
{
σ | F [σ − pi] < σ2y
}
is the elastic domain which is
described by the yield function F and the yield stress σy. The stress σ is bounded by the
uniaxial limit strength σu (somewhat below the ultimate stress) and the limit surface is
described with the same von Mises function:
F [σ] ≤ σ2u. (5.7)
The elastic domain remains always in the limit surface and any stress point in it may be
reached if and only if
F [pi] ≤ (σu − σy)2 . (5.8)
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The associated normality hypothesis is made for the plastic flow:
κ˙ =ε˙p = λ˙
∂
√
F
∂σ
[σ − pi], with

λ˙ = 0, if F [σ − pi] < σ2y
λ˙ = 0, if F [σ − pi] = σ2y and
(σ˙ − p˙i) : ∂
√
F
∂σ
[σ − pi] < 0
λ˙ > 0, else.
(5.9)
5.2 Lower bound approach
The extended static shakedown theorem can be formulated for a bounded kinematic hard-
ening material as follows [53]:
If there exist a time–independent back–stresses field p¯i(x) satisfying
F [p¯i(x)] ≤ (σu(x)− σy(x))2 , (5.10)
a factor α > 1 and a time–independent residual stress field ρ¯(x) such that
F [ασE(x, t) + ρ¯(x)− p¯i(x)] ≤ σ2y(x) (5.11)
holds for all possible loads P(t) ∈ L and for all material points x, then the
structure will shake down elastically under the given load domain L.
The greatest value αsd for which the theorem holds is called shakedown-factor. This lower
bound approach leads to the convex optimization problem
max α (5.12)
s.t. F [ασE(x, t) + ρ¯(x)− p¯i(x)] ≤ σ2y(x) ∀x ∈ V
F [pi(x)] ≤ (σu(x)− σy(x))2 ∀x ∈ V
div ρ¯(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ V
ρ¯(x) n = 0 ∀x ∈ ∂Vp
with infinitely many constraints, which can be reduced to a finite problem by FEM dis-
cretization (see the preceeding sections). For the perfectly plastic behavior (σu = σy), the
back–stresses p¯i are identical zero due to the second inequality. Melan’s original theorem
for unbounded kinematic hardening can be also deduced from the previous formulation if
σu →∞. Then the second inequality is not relevant anymore and the back–stresses p¯i are
free variables.
The 3–dimensional overlay (microelement) model, known also as Besseling’s fraction
model [3], was used in [53] for solving numerically the problem (5.12). In the overlay
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model an infinite number of microelements denoted by the scalar ξ ∈ [0, 1] are associ-
ated with each material point of the given structure x ∈ V . In a simple model each layer
(characterized by a constant ξ) behaves elastic, perfectly plastic. All layers have the same
elasticity tensor, but they have different yield stresses denoted by k(ξ). It is assumed that
the internal strength k(ξ) is a monotonously increasing function of ξ and for each x holds,
k(x, 0) = σy(x),
1∫
0
k(x, ξ)dξ = σu(x). (5.13)
It has been proven in [64] that the solution of the problem (5.12) depends only on the values
σu(x) and σy(x), i.e. it does not depend on the function k(ξ).
5.3 Discretization of the problem
The discretization is similar to the perfectly plastic case, such that with the fictitious elastic
stresses σEi (j), the residual stresses ρ¯i, the back-stresses p¯ii, the yield stresses σy,i and the
uniaxial limit strength σu,i in the Gaussian points i for the load vertices j the discretized
shakedown problem of the lower bound approach for bounded kinematic hardening be-
comes:
max α (5.14)
s.t. F [ασEi (j) + ρ¯i − p¯ii] ≤ σ2y,i
F [p¯ii] ≤ (σu,i − σy,i)2
fori = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV, ρ¯i ∈ B andpii ∈ IRNSK·NG.
The number of constraints is finite and for structures with NG Gaussian points we have
to handle O(NG) unknowns and O(NG) constraints. Compared to the perfectly plastic
and the unbounded kinematic hardening models, the problem (5.14) has almost a double
number of unknowns. The number of inequality constraints increases by NG because of
the limiting conditions F [p¯ii] ≤ (σu,i − σy,i)2.
5.4 Proposed method for bounded kinematic hardening
The basis reduction and the subspace iteration technique described in the preceeding sec-
tion cannot be directly applied to the shakedown problem for bounded kinematic hardening
model. A method using the overlay model and the basis reduction was developed in [64],
[53]. The overlay model imposes that all the layers are discretized in the same way, i.e. the
elements which lay on top of each other have the same nodes. Therefore, the implemen-
tation described in these papers can be applied only for two–dimensional finite elements
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or for particular three–dimensional finite elements. The method proposed in this section is
applicable with arbitrary three–dimensional finite elements.
Under the condition
σu < 2σy (5.15)
we propose a new method for estimating the shakedown load factor corresponding to a
bounded kinematic hardening behavior described through the constitutive equations of the
preceeding section (see also the following Remark 3).
Let αpp be the solution of the optimization problem corresponding to the perfectly plastic
case (1.31). The basis reduction technique for perfectly plastic material can be used for this
problem. Let ρ¯pp be a residual stress such that (αpp , ρ¯pp) is a feasible point for problem
(1.31) and at least for one Gaussian point i∗ and one load vertex j∗, the equality is achieved
(i.e. the vertex j∗ is active). Corresponding to this load vertex the back–stress pi∗ is chosen:
pi∗i =
σu,i − σy,i
σy,i
(
αppσ
E
i (j
∗) + ρ¯pp,i
)
with i = 1, . . . , NG. (5.16)
The following optimization problem gives an estimation of the bounded kinematic harden-
ing load factor αBSD regarding the back-stresses pi∗i as the elastic response to a fictitious
dead load:
max α (5.17)
s.t. F [ασEi (j) + ρ¯i − pi∗i ] ≤ σ2y,i
for i = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV, ρ¯i ∈ B.
The basis reduction technique for perfectly plastic problems with dead loads (1.13) applies
to the problem (5.17), this time with the stresses σE0 = −pi∗. The condition (5.15) assures
that (0, 0) is a feasible point for this problem, therefore its admissible set is non-empty.
The solution α∗ of the problem (5.17) is an estimation of the load factor αBSD.
If (α, ρ¯) is a feasible point for the problem (5.17), then (α, ρ¯,pi∗) is a feasible point for
the optimization problem which gives the shakedown load factor αSD for problem (5.14),
such that it follows α∗ ≤ αBSD.
Also, we must notice that if (α, ρ¯) is a feasible point for the problem (1.31), then σy/σu (α, ρ¯)
is a feasible point for the problem (5.14). Consequently, the greatest possible value of αBSD
is σu/σyαpp. The constants σy and σu denote the minimum, respectively the maximum,
over all the Gaussian points xi of σy,i and σu,i, respectively.
Remark 1
Let us consider the particular load domain L = [0,P] , i.e. L is the convex set
generated by the load vertices 0 and P. For homogeneous material the yield
and the uniaxial limit strength do not vary with the Gaussian points. In this
case, if (α, ρ¯) is a feasible point for the problem (1.31), then F [ρ¯i] ≤ σ2y for
each i and it follows easily that (α, (2− σu/σy) ρ¯) is a feasible point for the
problem (5.17). Consequently, in this particular case αpp ≤ α∗.
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Remark 2
In limit analysis, i.e. for the load domain L = {P}, if the yield stress and
the uniaxial limit strength are constant then a well–known result proves that
αBSD = σu/σyαpp. Moreover, it follows easily that in this hypotheses also
α∗ = αBSD. For a general load domain this assertion is not true anymore,
αBSD could take any value in the closed interval [αpp, σu/σyαpp].
Remark 3
Let us consider the particular load domain L which contains the zero load (e.g.
as load vertex). We will prove that in the case σu ≥ 2σy the load factor αBSD
for the bounded kinematic hardening shakedown problem (5.14) is equal to the
load factor αUSD for the unbounded kinematic hardening shakedown problem.
The unbounded kinematic hardening shakedown problem is:
max α (5.18)
s.t. F [ασEi (j) + ρ¯i − p¯ii] ≤ σ2y,i
for i = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV, ρ¯i ∈ B andp¯ii ∈ IRNSK·NG.
As the feasible set of the maximum problem (5.14) is obviously in the feasi-
ble set of the maximum problem (5.18), it follows immediately that αBSD ≤
αUSD. On the other hand, αUSD is the solution of the problem (5.18), therefore
there exist ρ∗, pi∗ such that (αUSD,ρ∗,pi∗) is a feasible point for this problem.
The first inequality of (5.18) gives for the zero load:
F [ρ∗i − pi∗i ] ≤ σ2y,i for i = 1, . . . , NG. (5.19)
From the hypothesis σu ≥ 2σy it follows that
F [ρ∗i − pi∗i ] ≤ (σu,i − σy,i)2 for i = 1, . . . , NG. (5.20)
On the other hand,
F [αUSDσ
E
i (j)+ρ
∗
i −pi∗i ] ≤ σ2y,i fori = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV. (5.21)
Therefore, (αUSD, 0,pi∗ − ρ∗) is a feasible point for the problem (5.14) of
bounded kinematic hardening and it follows αBSD ≥ αUSD. We have proved
that αBSD = αUSD in the case σu ≥ 2σy.
Remark 4
Let us consider the particular load domain L which contains the zero load
(e.g. as load vertex). Let αBSD be the load factor for the bounded kinematic
hardening shakedown problem (5.14) and let (αBSD, ρ¯, p¯i) be a feasible point
for this problem. As the zero load is part of the load domain L, from the first
inequality of (5.14) it follows that
F [ρ¯i − p¯ii] ≤ σ2y,i fori = 1, . . . , NG. (5.22)
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By using now the first inequality for arbitrary load vertices, one obtains√
F [αBSDσEi (j)] ≤
√
F [αBSDσEi (j) + ρ¯i − p¯ii] +
√
F [ρ¯i − p¯ii] ≤ 2σy,i
(5.23)
Therefore
F
[αBSD
2
σEi (j)
]
≤ σ2y,i fori = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV. (5.24)
We proved that αBSD/2 is a feasible point for the problem
max α
s.t. F [ασEi (j)] ≤ σ2y,i fori = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV.
The solution of the previous problem is the elastic load factor αel, because it
allows the enlargement of the load domain until the yielding starts in a point
of the structure. Consequently, αBSD ≤ 2αel. With similar arguments, it
can be proved that the same upper limit is valid for the unbounded kinematic
hardening case, i.e. αUSD ≤ 2αel. This means, that the enlargement of the
load domain is limited up to 2αel if the load domain L contains the zero load
in the case of bounded or unbounded kinematic hardening material law.
5.5 Local Failure
The shakedown factor for perfectly plastic material αpp could not be greater than the shake-
down factor αBSD for bounded kinematic hardening material. Furthermore the relation
αBSD ≤ αUSD holds for the shakedown factor αUSD for unbounded kinematic hardening
material. The local failure in one point of a structure of unbounded kinematic harden-
ing material corresponds to the weakest failure mode and leads to the greatest shakedown
factor αlocal such that the following chain holds:
αpp ≤ αBSD ≤ αUSD ≤ αlocal. (5.25)
If αpp equals the value αlocal all other shakedown factors are the same independent of the
specific hardening mode. For structures made of unbounded kinematic hardening material
the shakedown behaviour is dominated by some points of the structure, where the maxi-
mum expansion of the elastic domain is the minimum over all points x ∈ V :
αUSD = minx∈V
(max
ρ¯
α). (5.26)
If only one point dominates the behaviour it is possible to solve the optimization problem
analytically. In this case the shakedown load for perfectly plastic and unbounded kinematic
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hardening material correspond (see [64]). The shakedown optimization problem is solved
analytically for unbounded kinematic hardening material in the case of local failure in
proportional loading. The backstresses p¯i have no restrictions in the case of unbounded
kinematic hardening material, so that y = ρ¯ − p¯i are free variables. Assuming that the
maximum effective stress would appear at one point of the system, then the optimization
problem with the backstresses p¯i has to be solved
max α
s.t. F (ασEj + y) ≤ σ2y j = 1, . . . , NV (5.27)
only in this point (see [52]). The corresponding Lagrange function is defined as [7]
L(α,y) = −α−
NV∑
j=1
λj [σ
2
y − F (ασEj + y)]. (5.28)
With the abbreviation σj := σEj it holds
F (ασj + y) = α
2σTj Qσj + 2ασ
T
j Qy + y
TQy = (α,y)
(
σTj Qσj σ
T
j Q
Qσj Q
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Aj
(
α
y
)
.
(5.29)
The matrix Q ∈ IR6×6 is defined for a 3-dimensional problem by the von Mises function.
With z := (α,y)T and y ∈ IR6 the short form of (5.28) is
L(z) = (−1, 0, . . . , 0)z−
NV∑
j=1
λj [σ
2
y − zTAjz] (5.30)
and ∇zL(z) = (−1, 0, . . . , 0)T + 2
NV∑
j=1
λjAjz (5.31)
with the differential operator ∇zL(·) =
(
∂(·)
∂α
, ∂(·)
∂y1
, . . . , ∂(·)
∂y6
)
. From the Kuhn–Tucker–
conditions ∇zL(z∗) = 0 of a local maximum z∗ = (α∗,y∗)T [7] it follows with the
optimal Lagrange multipliers λ∗j
1
0
.
.
.
0
 = 2
NV∑
j=1
λ∗j
(
σTj Qσj σ
T
j Q
Qσj Q
)
z∗ = 2

NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσ
T
j Qσj
(
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσj
)T
Q
Q
(
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσj
) (
NV∑
j=1
λ∗j
)
Q
 z∗.
(5.32)
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In the local maximum z∗ the complementary condition of every restriction reads:
λ∗j (σ
2
y − z∗TAjz∗) = 0 j = 1, . . . , NV. (5.33)
After summation of all complementary conditions, it is deduced with (5.32)
σ2y
NV∑
j=1
λ∗j =
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jz
∗TAjz∗ = z∗T
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jAjz
∗ =
1
2
(1, 0, . . . , 0)z∗ =
1
2
α∗. (5.34)
There is a unique representation of α∗ by the Lagrange multipliers λ∗j :
α∗ = 2σ2y
NV∑
j=1
λ∗j . (5.35)
With Eq. (5.35) it follows from (5.32)
0 =
(
Q
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσj ,
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jQ
)
z∗ = α∗
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jQσj +
(
NV∑
j=1
λ∗j
)
Qy∗ (5.36)
= α∗
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jQσj +
α∗
2σ2y
Qy∗, (5.37)
and with α∗ > 0
Qy∗ = −2σ2y
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jQσj. (5.38)
Now with Eq. (5.32) it follows
1
2
=
(
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσ
T
j Qσj ,
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσ
T
j Q
)
z∗ = α∗
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσ
T
j Qσj +
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσ
T
j Qy
∗ (5.39)
and with Eq. (5.38) it is
2α∗
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσ
T
j Qσj − 1
4σ2y
=
(
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσj
)T (NV∑
j=1
λ∗jQσj
)
=
(
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσj
)T
Q
(
NV∑
j=1
λ∗jσj
)
(5.40)
In the case of proportional loading the load domain L has two vertices in shakedown
analysis. The corresponding fictitious elastic stresses σ1 and σ2 with F (σ1) = 0 and
F (σ2) = σ
2
y to the two load vertices read
σ1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and σ2 = (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6) (5.41)
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From Eq. (5.35) follows
α∗ = 2σ2y(λ
∗
1 + λ
∗
2) (5.42)
such that with Eq. (5.35) and Eq. (5.40) it is
(λ∗1 + λ
∗
2)λ
∗
2 −
1
4σ2y
= λ∗2σ
2
y or λ
∗
1λ
∗
2 =
1
4σ4y
. (5.43)
This means, that both restrictions must be active in the local maximum. From the Kuhn–
Tucker–conditions and equations (5.35) and (5.43) follows
λ∗1 = λ
∗
2 =
1
2σ2y
and α∗ = 2. (5.44)
In proportional loading the shakedown load is twice the elastic load for unbounded kine-
matic hardening material if the failure is local, such that it holds αproplocal = 2. This result
holds independently of the hardening exponent and also for perfectly plastic material due
to the local failure.
For elastic-plastic structures subjected to thermal loading the elastic stresses are residual
stresses ρ¯ = σE , such that a lower bound for the shakedown load is α = 2 independent of
the hardening type. Therefore, for structures subjected to thermal loading the shakedown
load factor is twice the elastic load independent of the hardening type, i.e. for perfectly
plastic, bounded and unbounded kinematic hardening materials.
5.6 Implementation
The method proposed in the previous paragraph for obtaining an estimation of the shake-
down factor has the advantage that instead of solving the optimization problem (5.14) with
1 + dimB + NSK · NG unknowns, two optimization problems are solved which can
be treated with the basis reduction method for perfectly plastic material with dead loads.
Consequently, even for large–scale optimization problems we have to solve a sequence of
optimization problems with a small number of unknowns (maximum 7 unknowns).
The numerical tests performed for the mechanical problems described in the next paragraph
give values of α∗ which are superior to αpp. For particular load domains the new method
gives a value of α∗ equal to the limit value σu/σyαpp.
For the considered examples, a reiteration of the method proposed in section 5.4 does not
give an improvement of the load factor α∗. We expect that if the residual stress ρ∗ is
chosen such that (α∗,ρ∗) is a feasible point for the problem (5.17) and if the fictitious
elastic stress σ˜E corresponds to an active load vertex, then α∗ is an approximation for the
numerical solution of the problem
max α
s.t. F [ασEi (j) + ρ¯i − p˜ii] ≤ σ2y,i
for i = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV, ρ¯i ∈ B
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with the back–stress p˜i given by
p˜ii =
σu,i − σy,i
σy,i
(
α∗σ˜Ei + ρ
∗
i
)
i = 1, . . . , NG. (5.45)
Therefore, we consider that a better estimation of the shakedown load factor αSD cannot
be obtained in this way. The numerical tests have shown that the particular choice of an
active load vertex j∗ has no influence on the value obtained for α∗.
5.7 Numerical results
5.7.1 Problem 1
A thin rectangular plate supported in the vertical direction is considered. The tension p is
applied on the lateral sides and the temperature T is equally distributed on the plate (see
Figure 5.1). The numerical results for the bounded kinematic hardening material corre-
spond to the choice σu = 1.5 σy. Due to the symmetry of the problem, only a quarter of
the plate is considered. The nodes on the symmetry plane x = 0 can move only in the hor-
izontal direction and the nodes on the symmetry plane y = 0 only in the vertical direction.
Because of the homogeneity of the problem we have used only one 9-noded quadrilateral
plane membrane element QUAM9 [36]. The load factors corresponding to the elastic, the
perfectly plastic and the bounded kinematic hardening material were computed for differ-
ent ratios of p and T . The load domain L represented in the tension–temperature space has
p
p
p
p
y
x0
T
Figure 5.1: Thin plate
four load vertices:
P(1) = (p, 0), P(2) = (0, T ), P(3) = (p, T ), P(4) = (0, 0). (5.46)
The enlarged domain αL is completely determined by the load vertex (αp, αT ). The points
(αp, αT ), where α is the computed load factor, are represented for different ratios of p and
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T . The obtained numerical results are shown in the Figure 5.2. The analytical elastic
solution for purely mechanical and purely thermal load,
p0 =
1√
1− ν + ν2σy and T0 =
1
Eαt
σy, (5.47)
respectively, are used for scaling. Here, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, E is the Young’s modulus
for the considered material and αt is the coefficient of thermal expansion.
p/p
    0
T/T
    0
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bounded kin.hardening
numerical results
unbounded kin.hardening
Figure 5.2: Shakedown diagram for thin plate
We have observed only a small influence of the bounded hardening for predominant ther-
mal loadings. A significant increase of the load factor due to the bounded hardening is no-
ticed if the pressure is dominant. The maximal possible shakedown load factor of 1.5αpp
(i.e. σu/σy–times the perfectly plastic αpp) is achieved when there is no temperature load.
The curve obtained from the elastic curve through a homothety by factor 2 gives an an-
alytical lower bound of the shakedown load factors for unbounded kinematic hardening
behavior. In the purely mechanical loading case the plate yields homogeneously, thus the
elastic and perfectly plastic factors coincide. Due to this behavior it is impossible to gener-
ate nontrivial residual stresses and therefore numerical problems occur in the optimization
algorithm.
5.7.2 Problem 2
A thin pipe with the radius R and the thickness d = 0.1R is fixed in the axial direction.
The pressure p and the temperature diffference θ ≥ 0 are applied on the interior side (see
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Figure 5.3). The numerical results for the bounded kinematic hardening behavior corre-
spond to the choice σu = 1.35 σy. Eight axisymmetric ring elements with quadrilateral
cross section QUAX9 [36] are used for the discretization. A linear temperature distribu-
tion is chosen for the thin pipe. The load factors corresponding to the elastic, the perfectly
plastic and the bounded kinematic hardening material were computed for different ratios
of p and T .
The load domain L represented in the pressure–temperature space has four load vertices:
P(1) = (p, 0), P(2) = (0, T ), P(3) = (p, T ), P(4) = (0, 0). (5.48)
The enlarged domain αL is completely determined by the load vertex (αp, αT ). The max-
imal pressure p0 computed for purely mechanical loads and the maximal temperature T0
for purely thermal loads are used for scaling,
p0 =
2σy√
3
ln
(
1 + e
R
)
and T0 =
2(1− ν)σy
Eαt
. (5.49)
The points (αp, αT ) are represented for different ratios of p and T in Figure 5.4. No influ-
ence of the bounded hardening for predominant thermal loadings is observed. An increase
of the load factor due to the bounded hardening is observed for predominant pressure load-
ing. The increase of the load factor due to the considered hardening has been observed
for those ratios of p and T for which the influence of the mechanical load on the initial
yielding is significant.
T
ppR
d
Figure 5.3: Thin pipe
5.7.3 Problem 3
A turbine with uniform thickness rotating around its axis at an angular velocity ω. A
radial temperature distribution T (r) = r2
R2
TR with outer radius R is applied (see Fig. 5.5).
Twenty axisymmetric ring elements with quadrilateral cross section QUAX9 [36] are used
for the discretization. Due to the symmetry of the problem only the upper half of the turbine
is considered. The load factors corresponding to the elastic, the perfectly plastic and the
bounded kinematic hardening material were computed for different ratios of ω and TR.
The load domain L has four load vertices:
P(1) = (ω2, 0), P(2) = (0, TR), P(3) = (ω2, TR), P(4) = (0, 0). (5.50)
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Figure 5.4: Shakedown diagram for thin pipe
The enlarged domain αL is completely determined by the load vertex (αω2, αTR). The
points
(
αω2, αTR
)
where α is the corresponding computed load factor, are represented for
different ratios of ω2 and TR. The obtained numerical results are shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Turbine model and shakedown diagram for turbine
The elastic limits for purely mechanical and for purely thermal load
ω20 =
8σy
(3 + ν)ρR2
and TR0 =
2σy
Eαt
, (5.51)
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respectively, are used for scaling with the the mass density ρ (see the following remark).
Remark
It is assumed that the stresses on planes parallel to the plane of the turbine are
zero, the solution corresponding to an elastic behaviour of the turbine is given
in [55] by
σr(r) =
3 + ν
8
ρω2R2
(
1− r
2
R2
)
+
Eαt
4
TR
(
1− r
2
R2
)
σϕ(r) =
3 + ν
8
ρω2R2
(
1− 1 + 3ν
3 + ν
r2
R2
)
+
Eαt
4
TR
(
1− 3r
2
R2
)
The polar coordinates are denoted by r and ϕ. In this case the von Mises yield
function becomes
F [σ(r)] = σ2r(r) + σ
2
ϕ(r)− σr(r)σϕ(r).
Its maximum
max
{(
3 + ν
8
ρω2R2 +
Eαt
4
TR
)2
,
(
1− ν
4
ρω2R2 − Eαt
2
TR
)2}
is achieved for r = 0 or for r = R. For the considered load domain the elastic
load factor is given by the solution of the following problem
max α
s.t. max
{
α
(
3 + ν
8
ρω2R2 +
Eαt
4
TR
)
, α
∣∣∣∣1− ν4 ρω2R2 − Eαt2 TR
∣∣∣∣} ≤ σy
0 ≤ αEαt
2
TR ≤ σy and 0 ≤ α3 + ν
8
ρω2R2 ≤ σy
1. If TR = 0, the elastic load factor is
α =
8σy
(3 + ν)ρω2R2
,
such that the elastic limit for purely mechanical load is ω20 = αω2, which
is used for scaling.
2. If 3+ν
8
ρω2R2 ≥ Eαt
4
TR > 0 then the elastic load factor is
α = σy
(
3 + ν
8
ρω2R2 +
Eαt
4
TR
)−1
.
The obtained points (αω2, αTR) are situated on the line
3 + ν
8
ρω2R2 +
Eαt
4
TR = σy
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3. If 3+ν
8
ρω2R2 < Eαt
4
TR then the elastic load factor is
α =
2σy
EαtTR
.
The obtained points (αω2, αTR) are situated on the line
TR =
2σy
Eαt
.
The elastic limit of TR for purely thermal load is TR0 .
6 Conclusions
Limit and shakedown analyses are simplified but exact methods of classical plasticity,
which do not contain any restrictive prerequisites apart from sufficient ductility. The sim-
plifications are obtained by restricting the analysis to the failure state of the structure. Dif-
ferent to the classical handling of nonlinear problems in structural mechanics, the methods
lead to optimization problems. A procedure for the direct calculation of the load-carrying
capacity of ductile structures is developed on the basis of the industrial FEM program
PERMAS using the basis-reduction technique. With this implementation it is possible
to perform shakedown analysis for industrial applications with above 100,000 degrees of
freedom.
The operation range of a structure can be extended to the plastic regime, without increasing
the efforts in relation to elastic analyses substantially. The computing time permits param-
eter studies and the calculation of interaction diagrams, which give a fast overview on the
possible operation ranges. No details of material behaviour and of the load history are
needed. This is an important advantage if such data is expensive, uncertain or unavailable
in principle.
The basis-reduction technique could be extended for the shakedown analysis of a two-
surface plasticity model of bounded linear kinematic hardening. An analytical proof is
given, that the shakedown load of structures of unbounded kinematic hardening material
subjected to proportional loading and local failure, is twice the elastic load for any harden-
ing exponent. Therefore, shakedown bounds obtained for this failure mode do not increase
with kinematic hardening. For structures made of perfectly plastic or of unbounded kine-
matic hardening material subjected to only thermal proportional loading the shakedown
load factor is twice the elastic load independent of the failure mode.
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Some nonclassical formulations of shakedown problems
Nomenclature
P loads
f0 body force
p0 surface traction
u0 given displacement
ϑ0 prescribed temperature
n outer normal vector
u actual displacement
uE fictitious elastic displacement
∆u increment of residual displacement
s generalized stress
sS safe state of generalized stress
e generalized total strain
ee generalized elastic strain
et generalized thermal strain
ep generalized plastic strain
ε total strain
ε˙ total strain rate
εe elastic strain
ε˙e elastic strain rate
εp plastic strain
ε˙p plastic strain rate
εt thermal strain
∆εp plastic strain increment
ω vector of internal elastic parameters
κ vector of internal plastic parameters
σ actual stress
σE fictitious elastic stress
σS safe state of stress
σD deviatoric stress
E tensor of elasticity
Z tensor of internal el. parameters
ρ residual stress
ρ˙ residual stress rate
ρ¯ time-independent residual stress
pi back-stress
p¯i time-independent back-stress
F deformation gradient
Ψ thermodynamic potential
D damage parameter
G energy release rate
x coordinate vector
I identity tensor
[C] system dependent matrix
[B] compatibility matrix
{∆U} vector of nodal displacements
[N] shape function matrix
{X} vector of optimization variables
|J| determinant of the Jacobian matrix
L load domain
C convex elastic domain
B body or structure
BE elastic reference body
ρ mass density
αt coefficient of thermal expansion
V volume (structure)
∂V boundary (∂V = ∂Vp ∪ ∂Vu)
σH hydrostatic stress
σU uniaxial limit strength
σY yield stress
F yield function (F ≤ σY or σU)
t time
T absolute temperature
T0 reference temperature
Dp plastic dissipation
α load factor
αSD shakedown factor
αLSD lower bound of shakedown factor
αUSD upper bound of shakedown factor
Ωi initial configuration
ΩR reference configuration
Ωt actual configuration
m viscosity parameter
wi weighting factors
µ scalar multiplier
µ+ upper bounds of scalar multiplier
µ− lower bounds of scalar multiplier
NG number of Gaussian points
NV number of load vertices
Φ augmented Lagrangian function
εl, εc tolerances
: double contraction
∇ gradient-operator
δ(.) symbol for virtual quantities
˜ symbol for effective quantities
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1 Introduction
The development of numerical methods for the assessment of the long-time behaviour, the
usability and safety against failure of structures subjected to variable repeated loading is
of great importance in mechanical and civil engineering. A particular kind of failure is
caused by an excessive plastic deformations during the loading process, leading to either
incremental collapse or alternating plasticity. If, on the contrary, after some time plas-
tic strains cease to develop further and the accumulated dissipated energy in the whole
structure remains bounded such that the structure responds purely elastically to the applied
variable loads, one says that the structure “shakes down“.
The foundations of these theories have been given by [1] and [2], who derived sufficient
criteria for shakedown and non-shakedown, respectively, of elastic-perfectly plastic struc-
tures. Both criteria presume the existence of a convex yield surface and the validity of the
normality rule for the plastic strain rates. Moreover, the influences of material hardening,
geometrical effects and material damage are neglected. Consequently, extensions of the
classical shakedown theorems have attracted much interest in the last years. Reviews of
former investigations can be found for example in [3]-[18].
In contrast to the theoretical extensions of shakedown theorems, there has been compara-
tively little effort in the development of numerical techniques able to compute the safety
factor against failure of structures. It appears that the existing packages have been devel-
oped with the aim of performing academic research or specific applications. Nowadays,
shakedown packages including a complete library of finite elements able to model various
structures and loading occurring in industrial applications do not exist yet.
In this report, a discrete formulation of static and kinematic shakedown theorems for large-
scale problems is presented. This formulation is a direct method to compute the safety
factor against failure, which leads to a problem of mathematical programming.
Section 2 of this report is devoted to the formulation of the statical and kinematical shake-
down problem in the framework of continuum mechanics. The adopted constitutive equa-
tions and general assumptions will be reviewed by considering a quasi-static evolution of a
three-dimensional elastic-plastic body taken into account kinematical hardening, material
damage and geometrical changes.
In section 3, a discrete formulation of statical shakedown theorem is presented for large-
scale problems using a mathematical programming method for the complete space of resid-
ual stresses and, alternatively, the reduced subspace of residual stresses. The discrete for-
mulation is restricted to elastic-perfectly plastic body.
In section 4, a discrete formulation of kinematical shakedown theorem will be devel-
oped for large-scale problems using a mathematical programming method for the complete
space. The discrete formulation is restricted to elastic-perfectly plastic body.
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2 Formulation of the problem
2.1 Basic relations
We consider the behaviour of an elastic-plastic body B of finite volume V with a suf-
ficiently smooth surface ∂V consisting of the disjoint parts ∂Vp and ∂Vu, where statical
and kinematical boundary conditions, respectively, are prescribed (∂V = ∂Vp ∪ ∂Vu,
∂Vp ∩ ∂Vu = ∅). The body B (Fig. 2.1) is subjected to the quasi-statically varying ex-
ternal agencies P(x, t) ∈ L at time t consisting of body forces f0 in V , surface tractions p0
on ∂Vp, given displacements u0 on ∂Vu and prescribed temperature ϑ0 in V and on ∂V .
 
n 
V 
x
 1 
x
 2 
x
 3  
∂  V  p  
∂  V  u  
 
p0 
f0 
ϑ0 
Figure 2.1: Structure or body B
For the theoretical formulation, linear kinematical hardening is taken into account by us-
ing internal parameters according to the concept of Generalized Standard Material Model
“GSMM” [19]. For this, generalized total, elastic, plastic and thermal strains and general-
ized stresses are introduced defined by the sets
e = [ε, 0]T , ee = [εe,ω]T , ep = [εp,κ]T , et = [εt, 0], s = [σ,pi]T . (2.1)
Here, εe, εp and εt are respectively the observed elastic, plastic and thermally induced parts
of the total strain tensor ε. The observable stresses are represented by the stress tensor σ
and the quantities ω, κ and pi are the r-dimensional vectors of internal elastic and plastic
parameters and ”back-stresses”, respectively. The dimension r depends upon the particular
choice of hardening model.
The elastic-plastic damage behaviour of materials is introduced through the concept of
effective stress [20]. Using this concept, the behaviour of damaged material can be rep-
resented by the constitutive equations of the virgin material where the usual generalized
stresses on the micro-level are replaced by the effective generalized stresses defined by
s˜ =
s
1−D (2.2)
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Here, the value D = 0 corresponds to the undamaged state, D ∈ (0, Dc) corresponds to a
partly damaged state and D = Dc defines the complete local rupture (Dc ∈ [0, 1]). In the
sequel superposed tilde indicates quantities related to the damaged state of the material.
According to the restriction to geometrically linear theory, the total generalized strains e
can be split into purely elastic, purely plastic and temperature induced parts ee, ep and et,
respectively
e = ee + ep + et (2.3)
with
ε = εe + εp + εt (2.4)
0 = ω + κ. (2.5)
In order to introduce the constitutive equations in the formulation of shakedown theorem,
we consider the thermodynamic potential Ψ, assumed to be a convex function of all ob-
servable and internal variables (cf. [21]-[22])
Ψ(εe,κ, D, T ) = Ψe(ε
e, D, T ) + Ψp(κ, D) (2.6)
with
ρΨe =
1
2
(1−D)(εe − αtθI) : E : (εe − αtθI) + Cεθ2 (2.7)
ρΨp =
1
2
(1−D)κ · Z · κ (2.8)
where ρ is the mass density, Cε is the specific heat at constant strain, αt the coefficient of
isotropic temperature expansion, θ the difference between the absolute temperature (T ) and
the reference temperature (T0). E and Z are the tensors of elasticity of observable elastic
strains and internal elastic parameters and I is the identity tensor of second rank. The
operators (·) and (:) stand for simple and double tensor contraction, respectively. Then, the
material constitutive equations read as
σ = ρ
∂Ψ
∂εe
= (1−D)E : (εe − αtθI) (2.9)
pi = −ρ∂Ψ
∂κ
= −(1−D)Z · κ (2.10)
G = −∂Ψ
∂D
=
1
2
(εe − αtθI) : E : (εe − αtθI) + 1
2
κ · Z · κ. (2.11)
Hence, the thermodynamic force G conjugate to the damage variableD is the energy func-
tion of the undamaged material [22].
We assume the validity of the normality rule for plastic flow, such that
e˙p ∈ δϕ(s) (2.12)
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where δϕ(s) denotes the sub-gradients of the plastic potential ϕ(s) [19] which is the indi-
cator function of a convex generalized elastic domain C of all plastically admissible stress
states
s ∈ C (2.13)
C is defined by means of a yield function F (s˜)
C = {s|F (s˜) ≤ σY }. (2.14)
Here, it is assumed that the yield function F (s˜) is of von Mises type
F (s˜) =
√
3
2
(
σD
1−D −
pi
1−D
)
:
(
σD
1−D −
pi
1−D
)
(2.15)
σD denotes the deviatoric part of stress tensor σ defined by
σD = σ − σHI (2.16)
where σH = 1/3σii denotes the hydrostatic stress (i = 1, 2, 3).
The convexity of F (s˜) and the validity of the normality rule can be expressed by the gen-
eralized maximum plastic work inequality
(s− ss) : e˙p ≥ 0 (2.17)
where ss = [σs,pis]T is any safe state of generalized stresses such that F (s˜s) ≤ σY .
We remark that the conditions of convexity and validity of normality rule can be relaxed
by use of the concept of “Sanctuary of Elasticity”, introduced by Nayroles and Weichert
[23].
2.2 Structural behaviour
The behaviour of the body B subjected to variable loads P(t) (Fig. 2.1), can be classified
by one of the following way [7] (Fig. 2.2):
(1) If the load intensities remain sufficiently low, the response of the body is purely
elastic (with the exception of stress singularities).
(2) If the load intensities become sufficiently high, the instantaneous load-carrying ca-
pacity of the structure becomes exhausted and unconstrained plastic flow e˙p = [ε˙p, κ˙]
and damage D˙ occur. The structure collapses in this case.
(3) If the plastic strain increments in each load cycle are of the same sign then, after a
sufficient number of cycles, the total strains (and therefore displacements) become
so large that the structure departs from its original form and becomes unserviceable.
This phenomenon is called “incremental collapse” or “ratchetting”.
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(4) If the strain increments change sign in every cycle, they tend to cancel each other
and total deformations remain small leading to “alternating plasticity”. In this case,
however, the material at the most stressed points may fail due to low-cycle fatigue.
(5) If, after some time plastic flow and damage evolution cease to develop further and
the accumulated dissipated energy in the whole structure remains bounded such that
the structure responds purely elastically to the applied variable loads, one says that
the structure “shakes down“.
Purely elastic Instantaneous collapse Ratchetting
Alternating plasticity Shakedown
Figure 2.2: Possibilities of local response to cyclic loading
The behaviour of the body according to the first point does not influence its integrity, since
plastic deformation and damage do not occur at all. However, the load carrying potential
of the body is not fully exploited.
The failure of types (2)-(4) are characterized by the fact, that plastic flow and damage evo-
lution do not cease and that related quantities such as plastic deformation and accumulated
damage do not become stationary. Thus, there exist parts of the volume for which the
following holds
lim
t→∞
e˙p(x, t) 6= 0, lim
t→∞
D˙(x, t) 6= 0, (2.18)
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If the case (5) occurs, the body shakes down for the given history of loading P(t) ∈ L. It
follows that
lim
t→∞
e˙p(x, t) = 0, lim
t→∞
D˙(x, t) = 0. (2.19)
If one accounts for plastic deformation and damage in structural design, it seems natural
to require that, for any possible loading history, the plastic deformation and damage in
the considered body will stabilize, i.e. the structure will shake down (see [24]-[28]). It is
worthwhile mentioning that the phenomena of incremental collapse and alternating plas-
ticity (low-cycle fatigue) may appear simultaneously, e.g. if one component of the plastic
strain tensor increases with each load cycle whereas another oscillates.
The question of shakedown could be answered by examining the structural behaviour by
means step-by-step procedure (see e.g. [25]). However, such a procedure is in general
very cumbersome and, in many cases, inapplicable. Therefore, direct methods, namely
the static method expressed in stress variables and kinematic method expressed in velocity
variables, respectively have been developed allowing to find out whether a given body will
shake down, without recurring on the evaluation of stresses and strains. Both methods can
be related to a mixed formulation and lead to bounds of the shakedown or limit load: a
lower bound by the static method and upper bound by the kinematic method.
2.3 Formulation of the lower bound method
2.3.1 Assumptions
In the following, we introduce the notion of a ”purely elastic reference body BE” (Fig.
2.3), differing from the real bodyB only by the fact that its material reacts purely elastically
with the same elastic moduli as for the elastic part of the material law in the real body.
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Figure 2.3: Purely elastic and elastic-plastic body
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All quantities related to this reference body are indicated by superscript (E). The internal
parameters to describe the state of hardening and damage in the material vanish naturally
for the reference body BE , so that the generalized strains and stresses are given by
eE = (ee)E = [εE, 0]T , (ep)E = [0, 0]T , (et)E = [εt, 0]T , sE = [σE , 0]T . (2.20)
2.3.2 Static shakedown theorem
The extended static (Melan’s) theorem of shakedown can be expressed as follows:
If there exists a safety factor α > 1, a time-independent field of effective
residual stresses ˜¯ρ(x) and time-independent limited back-stresses ˜¯pi(x) such
that the time-independent field of effective generalized stresses ˜¯s = [˜¯ρ, ˜¯pi]T
superimposed on effective generalized purely elastic stresses s˜E = [σ˜E, 0]T
does not exceed the yield condition for any time t > 0
F (αs˜E(x, t) + ˜¯s(x)) ≤ σY , ∀x ∈ V (2.21)
then the body B will shake down with respect to the given loading P(t) ∈ L.
The field of purely elastic stresses satisfies the following system of equations
div σE =−f0 in V (2.22)
n · σE = p0 on ∂Vp (2.23)
uE = u0 on ∂Vu (2.24)
with
εE =
1
2
(∇(uE) +∇(uE)T ) (2.25)
εE = E−1 : σE + αtθI (2.26)
and the field of residual stress satisfies
div ρ¯ =0 in V (2.27)
n · ρ¯ =0 on ∂Vp (2.28)
where n is the outward normal vector to ∂Vp.
Then, the static shakedown theorem for the determination of the safety factor against failure
due to inadmissible damage or unlimited accumulation of plastic deformations can then be
expressed by the following optimization problem [29]
αLSD = max
ρ¯,p¯i,D
α (2.29)
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with the subsidiary conditions (2.27), (2.28) and
D < Dc in V (2.30)
FI
[
α
σE
1−D +
ρ¯
1−D −
p¯i
1−D
]
≤ σY in V (2.31)
FL
[
α
σE
1−D +
ρ¯
1−D
]
≤ σU in V (2.32)
This is a problem of mathematical programming, with α as objective function to be opti-
mized with respect to ρ¯, p¯i and D and with the inequalities (2.30)-(2.32) as nonlinear con-
straints. Here, FI and FL denote the initial yield condition and the limit yield condition,
respectively, with uniaxial yield stress σY and uniaxial limit strength σU . The condition
(2.30) assures structural safety against failure due to material damage and (2.31) assures
that safe states of stresses ss = αsE + s¯ are never outside the limit surface FL and so
guarantees implicitly the boundedness of the back-stresses. Condition (2.32) controls the
shakedown requirement of existence of a time-independent back-stress vector p¯i describing
a fixed translation of the initial yield surface FI inside the limit surface FL and so assures
that safe states of observable stresses σs are related to a fixed time independent position of
the initial yield surface FI inside the limit surface FL [30].
2.3.3 Geometrical effects
The formulation of statical shakedown theorem presented above can be extended to broader
classes of problems in order to include the influence of geometrical changes. For that we
assume that the external variable loads P(x, t) are of a special type: Up to an instant tR the
body B undergoes finite and given displacement uR with respect to the initial configuration
Ωi at time t = 0 in such a way that B is in the known configuration ΩR in equilibrium
under time-independent loads PR. For times t > tR the body B is submitted to additional
variable loads Pr such that:
P(x, t) = PR(x) + Pr(x, t) (2.33)
and occupies the actual configuration Ωt (see [6], [9]-[10]). Since the actual configuration
should also be an equilibrium configuration and the following equations hold:
(i) Statical equations
div(τR + τ r) = −fR0 − fr0 in V (2.34)
n·(τR + τ r) = pR0 + pr0 on ∂Vp (2.35)
with
τR + τ r = (FrFR)(σR + σr) (2.36)
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(ii) Kinematical equations
u = uR + ur in V (2.37)
F = FrFR = I +∇uR +∇ur in V (2.38)
ε = εR + εr =
1
2
(C− I) in V (2.39)
u = uR0 + u
r
0 on ∂Vu (2.40)
with
C = (FrFR)T (FrFR) (2.41)
where all quantities caused by the time-independent loads PR are marked by a superscript
(R), whereas the additional field quantities caused by the time-dependent loads Pr are
marked by superscript (r). The additional field quantities caused by Pr have to satisfy
the following equations:
(i) Statical equations
div(τ r) = −fr0 in V (2.42)
n·τ r = pr0 on ∂Vp (2.43)
with
τ r = HrFRσR + FRσr + HrFRσr (2.44)
(ii) Kinematical equations
Fr = I + Hr in V (2.45)
εr =
1
2
(FR)T [(Hr)T + Hr + (Hr)THr](FR) in V (2.46)
ur = ur0 on ∂Vu (2.47)
with
Hr = ∇Rur (2.48)
In the sequel, we restrict our considerations to loading histories characterized by the motion
of a fictitious comparison body BE , having at time tR the same field quantities as B but
reacting, in contrast to B , purely elastically to the additional time-dependent loads Pr,
superimposed on PR for t > tR (Fig. 2.4 (cf. [6],[9]). The differences between the states
in B and BE are then described by the difference fields:
∆u = ur − urE; ∆F = Fr − FrE; ∆ε = εr − εrE (2.49)
∆τ = τ r − τ rE; ∆σ = σr − σrE (2.50)
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and have to fulfill the following equations:
div(∆τ ) =0 in V (2.51)
n·∆τ =0 on ∂Vp (2.52)
and
∆F = Hr −HrE in V (2.53)
∆ε =
1
2
(FR)T [(∆F)T + (∆F)](FR)
+
1
2
(FR)T [(Hr)T (Hr)− (HrE)T (HrE)](FR) in V (2.54)
∆u = 0 on ∂Vp (2.55)
with
∆τ = (∆F)FRσR + FR(∆σ) + HrFRσr −HrE)FRσrE (2.56)
In the following, we restrict our considerations to situations where the state of deforma-
Figure 2.4: Evolution of real body B and comparison body BE
tion and the state of stress in B are subjected to small variations in time [6]. Consequently,
we neglect in the governing eqns. (2.49-2.56) all terms, which are nonlinear in the time-
dependent additional field quantities marked by a superscript (r). This excludes to study
buckling effects induced by the additional time-dependent loads. Then the following ex-
tension of Melan’s theorem holds:
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If there exists a time-independent field of effective residual stresses ∆˜¯σ such
that the following relations hold:
(i) div(FRσR) = −fR0 in V (2.57)
n · (FRσR) = pR0 on ∂Vp (2.58)
u = uR0 on ∂Vu (2.59)
(ii) div(∆τ¯ ) = 0 in V (2.60)
n · (∆τ¯ ) = 0 on ∂Vp (2.61)
∆u¯ = 0 on ∂Vu (2.62)
with ∆τ¯ = (∆F¯)FRσR + FR(∆σ¯) (2.63)
(iii) F (αs˜rE + s˜R +∆˜¯s) ≤ σY in V (2.64)
with s˜R = [σ˜R, p˜iR]T for all time t > tR, then the original body B will shake-
down under given program of loading P.
Then the safety factor against failure due to non-shakedown or inadmissible damage is
defined by [18]
αLSD = max
∆τ¯ ,D
α (2.65)
with the subsidiary conditions
div(∆τ¯ ) = 0 in V (2.66)
n·(∆τ¯ ) = 0 on ∂Vp (2.67)
D −Dc < 0 in V (2.68)
FI
(
α
σrE
1−D +
σR
1−D −
piR
1−D +
∆σ¯
1−D −
∆p¯i
1−D
)
≤ σY in V (2.69)
FL
(
α
σrE
1−D +
σR
1−D +
∆σ¯
1−D
)
≤ σU in V (2.70)
This is again a problem of mathematical programming, with α as objective function to be
optimized with respect to ∆τ¯ and D (D = DR + Dr) and with inequalities (2.68-2.70)
as nonlinear constraints. The condition (2.68) assures structural safety against failure due
to material damage and the condition (2.70) assures that safe states of stresses are never
outside the limit surface.
It should be mentioned, that if we neglect the influence of material damage (D = 0) and
geometrical effects (σR = 0), we get the extended theorem given by [30], [40] and in
addition if we put and p¯i equals to zero, we get the original Melan’s theorem [1].
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2.4 Formulation of upper bound method
2.4.1 Kinematic shakedown theorem
To formulate the upper bound theorem, we restrict ourselves to perfectly plastic material
with the assumption of small geometrical transformations. Using the associated flow rule
(eqn. (2.12)) and the von Mises yield criterion (eqn. (2.15)), the plastic dissipation can be
expressed by
Dp(ε˙p) = σ : ε˙p = (1−D)σY
√
2
3
ε˙p : ε˙p (2.71)
which is a non-negative scalar convex function. The admissible set of stresses in the static
formulation is unbounded: the addition of a scalar function in the diagonal of σ, corre-
sponding to adding hydrostatic pressure, does not affect the yield condition. This is why
one need in this case so called “incompressible finite elements” to perform the calculation
of the shakedown loading factor. Then, the shakedown loading factor αSD is the minimum
of the following optimization problem:
αUSD = min
ε˙p,∆u
√
2
3
σY (1−D)
∫ T
0
∫
V
(ε˙p : ε˙p)dV dt (2.72)
with the subsidiary conditions
D < Dc in V (2.73)∫ T
0
∫
V
σE : ε˙pdV dt in V (2.74)
tr ε˙p = 0 in V (2.75)
∆εp =
∫ T
0
ε˙pdt =
1
2
(∇(∆u) +∇(∆u)T ) in V (2.76)
∆u = 0 on ∂Vu (2.77)
where ε˙p and ∆εp denote plastic strain rate and plastic strain increment, respectively, ∆u
is the increment of residual displacement and σE is the fictitious elastic stresses caused by
external loads. The period of cyclic loading programs is denoted by T .
2.4.2 Regularization by the Norton-Hoff-Friaaˆ method
The objective function (eqn. (2.71)) is not differentiable at 0. To overcome this difficulty
Friaaˆ proposed a regularized method [31]-[32] which consists of replacing the plastic dis-
sipation Dp(ε˙p) of perfectly plastic material by the regularized and differentiable support
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function [Dp(ε˙p)]NH of Norton-Hoff viscoplastic material:
[Dp(ε˙p)]NH =
k1−m
m
[Dp(ε˙p)]m =
σ2−mY
m
[3µ]m−1(1−D)m
√(
2
3
ε˙p : ε˙p
)m
(2.78)
where µ is Lame´’s coefficient and m is the viscosity parameter (1 ≤ m ≤ 2). The vis-
coplastic dissipation tends to the plastic dissipation when the viscosity parameter tends to
one (see, e.g. [33]-[34].
For load factors greater than αSD, two types of collapse can occur
• incremental collapse, corresponding to an unlimited growth of plastic strains,
• low-cycle fatigue, corresponding to alternating plastic strains.
3 Discrete formulation of lower bound method
In the discrete formulation of shakedown problem, we restrict ourselves to the original
Melan’s theorem. Any discrete version of the statical formulation of the shakedown theo-
rem presented above preserves the relevant bounding properties [2] if the following condi-
tions are satisfied simultaneously:
(i) the solution of the fictitious elastic stresses (eqns. (2.22)–(2.24)) is exact;
(ii) the residual stress field satisfies point-wise the homogeneous equilibrium equations
(eqns. (2.27)-(2.28))
(iii) the yield condition (eqn. (2.21)) is satisfied everywhere in V .
In the numerical analysis of shakedown problems based on the classical Melan’s theo-
rem, the existence of the bounding properties was the reasons why many authors (see e.g.
[30], [35]-[38]) used the finite element stress method with a discretization of the stress
field. Moreover, since the extended Melan’s theorem is formulated in static quantities, it is
meaningful to discretize the stress field rather than the displacement field. Obviously, with
the same degree of discretization the stress method gives better results for the stresses than
the displacement formulation.
However, in statical formulations the discretized stress field a priori has to satisfy the equi-
librium equations and the statical boundary conditions. Since these conditions are more
difficult to fulfill than the respective conditions for the displacement field in the kinemati-
cal formulations, the FE-stress based method is not widely used. The majority of commer-
cially available FE systems are based on displacement formulations.
On the other hand, it is very difficult to preserve the bounding properties (i)-(iii). Especially
the first conditions can hardly be satisfied, if other than one-dimensional structures are
studied. Thus, in order to make the numerical approach as general as possible, we use
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the displacement method. In this case the well-known displacement element formulations
involving e.g. isoparametric elements can be applied. For that purpose it is necessary to
transform the statical equations from their local form into the equivalent global form.
3.1 Discretization of the purely elastic stresses
To calculate the elastic stresses σE in the reference body BE , we use the virtual work
principle combined with the finite element discretization with test functions for the dis-
placement fields. Then, the elastic stresses σE are in equilibrium with body forces f0 and
surface tractions p0 if the following equality holds
δUint = δUext (3.1)
or ∫
V
{σE}{δεE}dV =
∫
∂Vp
{p0}{δuE}dS +
∫
V
{f0}{δuE}dV (3.2)
for any virtual displacement δuE and any virtual strains δεE satisfying the compatibility
condition (eqn. (2.25)). The virtual displacement field δuE of each element e is approxi-
mated according to
{δuE} =
NK∑
k=1
Nkδuek (3.3)
where Nk and δuek denote the k-th shape function matrix and the vector of virtual displace-
ments of the k-th node of the element e, respectively. NK denotes the total number of nodes
of each element. The virtual strain field δεE(x) is derived by substitution of eqn. (3.3) into
eqn. (2.25), such that
{δεE(x)} =
NK∑
k=1
Bk(x)δuek (3.4)
where [B] is the compatibility matrix depending on the coordinates. The integration of
eqn. (3.3) has to be carried out over all Gaussian points NG with their weighting factors
wi in the considered element e, where the index i refers to the i-th Gaussian point. The
corresponding coordinate vector shall be denoted by xi, i.e.∫
V
{δεE(x)}T{σE(x)}dV = {δue}T
{
NGE∑
k=1
wi|J|i[B(xi)]T [E][B(xi)]
}
{ue}
= {δue}T [K]{ue}
= {δue}T{F} (3.5)
where {F} denotes the vector of nodal forces, wi the weighting factors, |J|i the determinant
of the Jacobian matrix and [K] the stiffness matrix.
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This integral leads for the i-th Gaussian point to
{σE(xi)} = [E][B(xi)]{ue}. (3.6)
3.2 Discretization of the residual stress field
Analogously, the field of residual stress can be determined by∫
V
{ρ¯}{δε}dV = 0. (3.7)
By introducing a vector form for the strain tensor ε, the corresponding virtual strains δε
are given in each element e by
{δεe} =
NK∑
k=1
Bkδuek (3.8)
The shape functions of the considered element are the same as for the determination of the
purely elastic stresses. Using this relation and introducing the unknown residual stress vec-
tor {ρ¯i} at each Gaussian point i, the equilibrium condition (3.7) is integrated numerically
by using the well-known Gauss-Legendre technique. The integration has to be carried out
over all Gaussian points NG∫
V e
{ρ¯}{δεe}dV =
NG∑
i=1
wi|J|i
[
NK∑
k=1
Bkδuek]
]
ρ¯i. (3.9)
By summation of the contributions of all elements and by variation of the virtual node-
displacements with regard to the boundary conditions, one finally gets the linear system of
equations (see [39]-[42])
NG∑
i=1
Ciρ¯i = [C]{ρ¯} = {0} (3.10)
where NG denotes the total number of Gaussian points of the reference body BE , [C] is
a constant matrix, uniquely defined by the discretized system and the boundary conditions
and {ρ¯} is the global residual stress vector of the discretized reference body BE .
3.3 Discretization of the time variable
Up to now, no restrictions have been made to the load domainL. ThusL can be of arbitrary
form. However in many practical cases the number of independent loads is restricted, each
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varying between some given bounds. If the number of such independent loads is n, then
the load domain is defined by an n-dimensional polyhedron
L =
{
P |P (x, t) =
n∑
j=1
µj(t)Pj(x), µj ∈ [µ−j , µ+j ]
}
(3.11)
where P is the vector of generalized loads, µj are scalar multipliers with upper and lower
bounds µ+j and µ−j , respectively. Pj represents n fixed and independent generalized loads
(e.g. body forces, surface tractions, prescribed boundary displacements, temperature changes
or combinations of them). For subsequent considerations the corners of the polyhedron
(load domain L) are numbered by the index j, such that j = 1, . . . , NV , where NV de-
notes the total number of corners. The loads, which correspond to each corner of L are
characterized symbolically by Pj. In view of the convexity of the yield function F (eqn.
(2.21)), where D = 0 and p¯i = 0, and due to the above assumption on the load domain L it
can be shown that [43]
F (ασE(x, t) + ρ¯(x)) ≤ σY (3.12)
is fulfilled at any time t, if
F (ασEi (Pj) + ρ¯i) ≤ σY (3.13)
holds for all j ∈ [1,NV] and for all i ∈ [1,NG]. Then the discretized formulation of the
static shakedown theorem for the determination of the shakedown loading factor is given
by
αLSD = max
ρ¯
α (3.14)
with the subsidiary conditions
[C]{ρ¯} = {0} (3.15)
F (ασEi (Pj) + ρ¯i) ≤ σY ∀i ∈ [1, NG] and ∀j ∈ [1, NV ]. (3.16)
The yield criterion has to be fulfilled at Gaussian points i ∈ [1,NG] and in each load corner
j ∈ [1,NV], where NV = 2n. The number of unknowns of the optimization problem (3.14)-
(3.16) is N = 1 + NG × NSK corresponding to α and {ρ¯}. The number of constraints
is NV × NG + NF , where NSK is the dimension of the stress vector at each Gaussian
point and NF denotes the degrees of freedom of displacements of the discretized body.
This problem can be solved by classical algorithms of optimization because for practical
problems the number of unknowns is in general very high. The direct approach presented
above of shakedown analysis leads to a problem of mathematical programming, which
requires a large amount of computer memory if other than one or two-dimensional struc-
tures are studied. Furthermore, for nonlinear yield conditions (e.g. von Mises criteria), the
solution of the respective nonlinear optimization problem often requires highly iterative
procedures and is therefore very time-consuming. This results from the fact, that the non-
linear programming approaches imply adopting solution schemes based more on purely
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mathematical considerations disregarding simplifying physical or technological features.
A Method to overcome the time-consumption is to use a software package for solving
large-scale nonlinear optimization problems (see e.g. [44]-[46]) or to apply the so-called
reduced basis technique (see e.g. [39]-[41], [47]-[50]). 
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the implemented algorithm
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3.4 Large-scale nonlinear optimization problem
The resolution of large-scale non-linear optimization problems can been carried out by
using the advanced code LANCELOT [51] which is based on an augmented Lagrangian
method. LANCELOT automatically transforms inequality constraints (3.16) into equa-
tions. This technique is extensively used in simplex-like methods for large-scale linear and
nonlinear programs [52]. The constrained maximization problem (3.14)-(3.16) is solved by
finding approximate maximizers of the augmented Lagrangian function Φ, for a carefully
constructed sequence of Lagrange multiplier estimates ηi, constraint scaling factors sii and
penalty parameter β
Φ(X, η, s, β) = f(X) +
m∑
i=1
ηibi(X) +
1
2β
m∑
i=1
siibi(X)
2 (3.17)
with
f(X) = α (3.18)
bp(X) = Cpqρ¯q p = 1, . . . , NF ; q = 1, . . . , NG×NSK (3.19)
br(X) = F (ασ
E
r + ρ¯r) ≤ σY r = NF + 1, . . . , NG×NV (3.20)
The number of optimization variables X which corresponds to α and {ρ¯} is equal to N .
The first-order necessary conditions for a feasible point X(k) = (α(k), {ρ¯}(k)) of the iter-
ation k to solve the problem (3.17), require that there are Lagrangian multipliers, η(k), for
which the projected gradient of the Lagrangian function at X(k) and η(k) and the general
constraints (3.18)-(3.20) at X(k) vanish. For k = 0 we set α(k) = αE and {ρ¯}(k) = {0}
where αE denotes the elastic limit factor of the reference body BE . One can then assess
the convergence of the augmented Lagrangian method by the size of the projected gradient
and constraints at X(k) and η(k). The optimization will be terminated if the conditions
||X(k) − P (X(k) −∇xΦ(X(k), η(k), s(k), β(k)))|| ≤ εl (3.21)
and
||b(X(k))|| ≤ εc (3.22)
hold for some appropriate small convergence tolerances εl and εc, where P denotes the
projection operator.
It turns out that the elements of {ρ¯} are not independent of each other and so a Gauss-
Jordan elimination procedure [53] can be applied to the matrix [C] to eliminate the equality
constraints (3.19) and to reduce the size of the problem. Then, we obtain the matrix [b]
with the following property
[C][b] = 0 (3.23)
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By this means, an arbitrary vector X with NX = NG× NSK − NF components yields
with the relation
{ρ¯} = [b]{X} (3.24)
a residual stress vector {ρ¯}, satisfying eqn. (3.19) for any vector {X}. The column vectors
of [b] represent linearly independent residual stress states of the discretized body. Then,
we get the following reduced optimization problem
αLSD = max
X
α (3.25)
with the subsidiary conditions
F (ασEi (Pj) + [bi]{X}) ≤ σY ∀i ∈ [1, NG], ∀j ∈ [1, NV ]. (3.26)
3.5 Reduced basis technique
Instead of solving the optimization problem (3.14) - (3.16) in the complete space of residual
stresses, it can be solved iteratively in a sequence of subspaces with very low dimensions
[39]-[41], [47]-[50]. At the beginning of the iteration k, we have a known feasible point of
the optimization problem represented by a load factor α(k−1) and a residual stress distribu-
tion {ρ¯}(k−1) = [bi](k−1){X}(k−1). Thus, the total stresses in the Gaussian point i for the
load Pj, corresponding to the j-th corner of the load domain, are given by
{σi(Pj)}(k−1) = α(k−1){σEi (Pj)}+ {ρ¯i}(k−1) (3.27)
and satisfy the inequality
F
({σi(Pj)}(k−1)) ≤ σY ∀i ∈ [1, NG], ∀j ∈ [1, NV ]. (3.28)
If we add a load increment, defined by ∆α(k) > 0 to the known load factor α(k−1), addi-
tional plastic strains will develop. These plastic strains cause a redistribution of the stress
state due to additional residual stresses. This residual stress state is a meaningful base vec-
tor for the shakedown problem, because it takes care of the corresponding load domain L.
The residual stress state can be determined by a simple linear elastic analysis accounting
for initial plastic strains, provided that the plastic strain distribution is known. For the de-
termination of the plastic strain distribution at the k-th iteration, we use the normality rule
(eqn. (2.12))
ε
p
j = λ
∂F (σj)
∂σj
(3.29)
with
λ = 1− F (σj)
F (0) − γ for 1−
F (σj)
F (0) > γ (3.30)
λ = 0 for 1− F (σj)
F (0) ≤ γ (3.31)
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and
0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 (3.32)
where
ε
p
j = {εp(Pj)}(k) and σj = {σ(Pj)}(k) (3.33)
A linear elastic analysis accounting for initial plastic strains according to eqn. (3.29) then
yields the respective residual stress distribution. This way, one gets for each load Pj one
residual stress state, i.e. one reduced base vector. Thus, the number of base vectors NXR
is equal to the number of corners of the load domain NV . The factor γ in eqn. (3.32) is a
control parameter for the iteration process and plays the role of weighting factor. If there
is no advance in α, γ will be increased until it reaches the value 1. The k-th improved state
is determined by solving the reduced optimization problem
α
L(k)
SD = max
X
α(k) (3.34)
and satisfy the inequality
F
(
α(k){σEi (Pj)}+ {ρ¯i}(k−1) + [bRi ](k){X(R)}(k)
) ≤ σY , ∀i ∈ [1, NG], ∀j ∈ [1, NV ].
(3.35)
The NXR column vectors of the matrix [bR](k) represent the selected base vectors. The
upper index “R” indicates, that [bR] is a reduced subspace. Here, α(k) and {X(R)}(k) are the
primary unknowns of the actual sub-problem (3.34) - (3.35). After solving this problem,
we obtain the improved state by the updates
{ρ¯}(k) = {ρ¯}(k−1) + [bR](k){X(R)}(k) (3.36)
The iteration process is repeated with the selection of new base vectors until the conver-
gence criterion
|∆α(k)| = α(k) − α(k−1) ≤ εl (3.37)
is fulfilled for some appropriate small convergence tolerances εl.
It must be mentioned, that this criterion is not sufficient for the convergence of the original
problem (3.14) - (3.16), because the value of ∆α(k) at each iteration strongly depends on
the choice of the reduced base vectors. It may happen, that ∆α(k) is very small at the
beginning of the iteration process, while the true load factor is much higher than α(k). The
check of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of the original problem [54] is the only way to assess
the quality of the approximation.
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4 Discrete formulation of upper bound method
4.1 Discretization of the time variable and space
We restrict ourselves to the original Koiter’s theorem. The presence of time integrals in-
volves in principle difficulties in the application. For that, we consider the stress and strain
rate field only at every vertex j instead the integration over the time cycle. The plastic
strain rate ε˙p can differ from zero at a point of the body only if the stress state σj cor-
responding to the loading corner j attains the yield surface. Let us denote, respectively,
the fictitious elastic stress and the plastic strain sub-increments during loading at corner
j of domain L by σEj and εpj . At each load vertex, the kinematical condition may not be
satisfied. However, the accumulated strain in a load cycle
∆εp =
NV∑
j=1
ε
p
j (4.1)
is a compatible strain field in the sense of Koiter. The discretization in space of the problem
(2.72) - (2.77) can be carried out by standard finite element procedures. Then, the vectors
of increments of residual displacement {∆u} and plastic strain {∆εp} for an element e are
approximated by
{∆u} = [N]{∆U}, {∆εp} = [B]{∆U} (4.2)
where {∆U} is the vector of nodal displacements, [N] is the shape function matrix and
[B] the resulting compatibility matrix. Then the discretized formulation of the kinematic
shakedown theorem for the determination of the shakedown loading factor is given by
αUSD = min
εpij ,∆u
NV∑
j=1
NG∑
i=1
σ2−mY
m
[3µ]m−1wi|J|i
√(
2
3
{εpji}T [X]{εpji}
)m
(4.3)
with the subsidiary conditions
NV∑
j=1
NG∑
i=1
wi|J|i{σEji}T{εpji} = 1 (4.4)
{Y}T{εpji} = 0 (4.5)
{∆εp} =
NV∑
j=1
{εpji} = [Bi]{∆U} (4.6)
Here, YT = {1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0} and X = diag [I, 1/2 I], where I denotes the identity matrix
of order 3. The vector {∆U} contains all unconstrained nodal displacements of the finite
element model and [Bi] is the assembled compatibility matrix for strains at Gauss points i ∈
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[1, NG]. It is worth noting that the plastic incompressibility is enforced at each load vertex
j for the relevant plastic strain sub-increment (eqn. (4.5)), while geometric compatibility
is imposed on the cumulative plastic strains of the admissible cycle (eqn. (4.6)) [55]-[58].
4.2 Large-scale nonlinear optimization problem
The above outlined discretization with respect to time and space reduces the optimiza-
tion problem (2.72)-(2.77) to a mathematical programming problem in a finite-dimensional
space. The constrained minimization for the kinematic shakedown problem (2.72)-(2.77)
is solved by finding approximate minimizers of the augmented Lagrangian function Φ
Φ(εpji,∆U, η,Li) = f(x) + ηb1(x) + b2(x) +
1
2
βb3(x) (4.7)
with
f(x) =
NV∑
j=1
NG∑
i=1
σ2−mY
m
[3µ]m−1wi|J|i
√(
2
3
{εpji}T [X]{εpji}
)m
(4.8)
b1(x) = 1−
NV∑
j=1
NG∑
i=1
wi|J|i{σEji}T{εpji} (4.9)
b2(x) =
NG∑
i=1
{Li}T
NV∑
j=1
({εpji} − [Bi]{∆U}) (4.10)
b3(x) =
NV∑
j=1
NG∑
i=1
wi|J|i{εpji}T{Y}T{Y}{εpji}. (4.11)
The resolution of the augmented Lagrangian problem above consists to find a feasible point
(εpji,∆U, η,Li) so that (ε
p
ji,∆U) is the solution of the constrained problem. The limit load
factor αUSD is the limit of αUSD(m) when m tends to 1. It may be proven that the duality
theory of mathematical programming provides a meaningful link between the lower and
the upper bound of limit load (see e.g. [43]). The unique exact shakedown load factor
occurs when the lower and upper bounds coincide so that αLSD = αUSD = αSD.
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Kinematical Formulation on Limit and Shakedown Analysis of Structures
Summary
In this report, we deal with a general non-linear kinematical approach for limit and shake-
down analysis of structures. The developed methods may be implemented with any displace-
ment-based finite element code. Plastic regularization methods are presented to overcome
the non-differentiability of the objective function. The temperature-dependence of the yield
limit is taken into account in shakedown analysis and the strain hardening effect of the
material is discussed. By the developed methodologies, two inadaptation factors may be
separately determined or a combined shakedown solution is presented. Several effective
numerical methods are developed. The non-linear programming problem is transformed
into a series of linear-elastic-like calculations. At every iteration, upper bound and lower
bound of limit and shakedown solutions may be dually obtained. With a rapid convergence,
the numerical solutions obtained tend to the accurate ones with low calculating costs.
In Section 1, the modified kinematical limit and shakedown theorems are described The
calculating methods are implemented in displacement-based finite element formulations.
In Section 2, the non-differentiability problem of the objective function is dealt with. Three
regularization procedures are presented
Section 3 concerns the numerical approach for the incremental plasticity analysis. Two
Newton-type algorithms are developed. Upper and lower bounds of limit solution are du-
ally given. The convergence of the solutions is proved.
Section 4 describes a kinematic shakedown algorithm, which may be considered as a sim-
plified form of the dual method presented in section 5 without static conditions considered.
In section 5, we present a new dual shakedown analysis. Starting from kinematic theo-
rem, but we introduce also static variables and optimization conditions to lead to a rapid
convergence and accurate dual solutions (lower and upper bounds of shakedown limits).
In section 6, several numerical examples are illustrated to show the efficiency and the
convergence of the methods. The numerical results are compared to those appeared in the
literature.
Section 7 gives some general remarks and conclusions.
We note that some other developments at University of Lie`ge (ULg) on LISA project,
such as pipe finite elements and limit-shakedown analysis by equilibrium backstress field
(Zarka’s analysis) are not presented in this report, which are referred, respectively, to [31]
and [34].
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1 General kinematical theorems and methods
1.1 Loading domains, plastic collapse and shakedown lim-
its
Let us suppose a general loading case: a body occupying the bounded domain V , is sub-
jected to n time-dependent loads Pk(t), k = 1, . . . , n and a time-independent (dead) load
P0. Generally loads consist of body force f and surface traction p. Thermal loading due to
the temperature field will be included when it concerns shakedown analysis. We classify n
active loading into three cases:
1) Every load varies independently within a given range of itself:
P¯ 0k ∈ I0k =
[
P¯−k ; P¯
+
k
]
=
[
µ−k ;µ
+
k
]
P 0k k = 1, . . . , n (1.1a)
The loading function may be represented as
P (t) =
n∑
k=1
µk(t)P
0
k µ
−
k ≤ µk(t) ≤ µ+k (1.1b)
This forms a n−dimensional loading domain L: a convex hyperpolyhedron in load
space. Fig. 1.1(a) shows such a loading domain (rectangle) taking two variable loads
as example.
2) If n loads, instead of varying independently, can be described by a set (m) of linear
inequalities such that
n∑
i=
Aijµ
−
i P¯
0
j ≤ 0 j = 1, m (1.2)
The loading domain becomes a polyhedron enveloped inside the domain L of (1.1a),
see Fig. 1.1(b).
3) A straight line in Fig. 1.1(c), represents a proportional and monotonic loading.
Now let us multiply the nominal loading domains by a load multiplier α. The objective
of shakedown analysis is to find the largest value αSD such that αSDP (t) + P0, which
still guarantees elastic shakedown. This situation means that after certain time t∗ or some
cycles of loading, the plastic strain may cease to develop and the structure returns to the
elastic behaviour.
ε˙pij(x, t) = 0 when t > t∗ (1.3)
Therefore, the total amount of plastic energy dissipated anywhere must be finite. Generally
the structure may be thought safe if above shakedown condition is satisfied.
When α > αSD, we can distinguish the following cases:
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L
αL
Figure 1.1: Three types of loading domain: (a) Independently varying (b) dependently
varying (c) proportional and monotonic loading
1) Alternating plasticity (plastic shakedown or low-cycle fatigue). Local break occurs
after a small number of cycles, as the result of local (or sometimes global) plastic
deformations alternating in sign (for example, plastic compression succeeds plastic
extension, and so on). In this case we have the following local relation
∆εpij =
∫
τ
ε˙pijdt = 0, but ε˙
p
ij 6= 0 (1.4)
where τ is the cycle time period. If alternating plasticity occurs, the structure may be
unsafe. However in some practical cases, very local alternating plasticity is permitted
in engineering design. By consequence a small plastic cell is surrounded by a large
elastic body. This is called overall shakedown. For example through a local thickness
of a shell, the alternating plasticity should be restricted to less than 20% of the section
for safety assessment.
2) Incremental plasticity (ratchetting). Plastic deformation does not change in sign, but
grows with cycles. This leads to the unlimited accumulation of plastic deformation
a mechanism is formed
∆εpij =
∫
τ
ε˙pijdt 6= 0 ε˙pij 6= 0 (1.5a)
ε˙pij = Λ˙(t)∆ε
p
ij Λ˙(t) is monotonic (1.5b)
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This phenomenon is never allowed in engineering design. So we see that it is some-
times significant to distinguish the above two inadaptation modes. On the other hand
in engineering practice the prevention against these two failure modes may be quite
different.
Obviously situation 1) and 2) may happen simultaneously. However, this does not
pose the difficulty in determining separately two inadaptation factors, because the
two inadaptation limits are independent from each other.
3) If one load vertex Pˆi of load the domain attains the plastic collapse limit, the structure
may fail instantaneously during this loading process. In this case the shakedown limit
does really coincide with the plastic collapse limit. So we know that limit analysis
is a special case of shakedown analysis when only one loading vertex is concerned.
The plastic collapse load is represented as αLP + P0. There exist some situations
where, even if dead load P0 cannot be carried alone, the combination αP + P0, with
αL1 < α < αL2, can be carried. This happens when there is a compensation effect
between force P and P0.
By defining the limit multiplier αL and shakedown limit αSD, as well as αD (shakedown
limit of dependent loading), it is clear that:
αSD ≤ αD (1.6)
αSD ≤ αL (1.7)
However, we do not have a general relation between αD and αL except that the proportional
load be enveloped within the dependent load domain. In this case we have also
αD ≤ αL. (1.8)
1.2 Limit analysis
It is assumed that a body is subjected to a monotonic and proportional load P (f,p) besides
dead a load P0(f0, p0). Limit analysis concerns a direct estimation of the plastic collapse
load such that αLP + P0, beyond which plastic collapse happens. Classical upper bound
analysis is based on Markov’s variational principle applicable to a rigid-perfectly plastic
and incompressible material. It may be stated:
Among all kinematically admissible and incompressible velocity fields v, the actual ve-
locity field corresponding to the limit state renders the following functional an absolute
minimum:
Π(v) =
∫
V
Dp(ε˙)dV − L (1.9a)
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L = α
(∫
V
fTvdV +
∫
∂Vp
pTvdS
)
+
∫
V
fT0 vdV +
∫
∂Vp
pT0 vdS (1.9b)
By adopting von Mises criterion, we have the following plastic dissipation function.
Dp(ε˙ij) = σ
D
ij ε˙ij = 2kv
√
J2(ε˙ij), J2 =
1
2
ε˙ij ε˙ij − 1
6
ε˙iiε˙ii (1.10)
where kv = σy/
√
3, σy is the yield limit of the material, σDij is the stress deviator, and J2 is
the second strain rate invariant.
It is noticed that the incompressibility condition, although it is true for plastic deforma-
tions of metals, introduces some numerical difficulty. By using plane stress or shell-type
elements, this condition can be naturally achieved by adopting the Kirchhoff hypothesis.
However it could not be automatically satisfied by using general finite elements (plane
strain, 3D. . . ) formulae. To overcome this difficulty, various methods have been used,
which may be classified as follows:
1) Incompressible or mixed finite element formulations were used by some authors.
Jiang [13] introduced the complementary strain variables satisfying the incompress-
ibility condition. A similar method has been adopted by EDF [28] by using mixed
finite element formulation. Both velocity and a hydrostatic pressure field are dis-
cretized. The incompressibility is ensured by dualization in a weak form and it is
inserted in the equations of the tangent matrix corresponding to velocity variables.
2) A method using a modification of Markov variational principle was proposed [29],
[30]. The fictitious volume strain power is introduced in internal dissipation calcula-
tion. By this a modification, the variational functional (1.9a) becomes
Π(u˙) =
∫
V
(Dp(ε˙ij) +
1
2
k¯ε˙2ii)dV − L (1.11a)
where
Dp(ε˙ij) = σ
D
ij ε˙ij = 2kv
√
J2(ε˙ij), J2 =
1
2
ε˙ij ε˙ij − 1
6
ε˙iiε˙ii (1.11b)
k¯ =
E¯
3(1− 2ν) . (1.11c)
E¯ is the fictitious linear-viscous Young’s modulus; k¯ the corresponding bulk modu-
lus; ν Poisson’s ratio.
3) Penalty function method was used by Liu et al. [22]. The incompressibility as
a constraint condition is enforced in the optimization process. In fact, the second
method of using the modified Markov’s functional is equivalent numerically to the
penalty method when one takes k¯ as a penalty function coefficient (large enough)
and cancels the volume term in the calculation of J2.
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We used methods 2 and 3 in limit and shakedown analysis to obtain equivalent calculating
efficiency. The methods permit us to use any usual displacement-based finite elements
without any modification. As methods 2 and 3 are similar, we will use mainly penalty-
method description in the following development. From the kinematical theorem, it may
be stated that:
The actual limit load multiplier αL is the smallest of multiplier set α+ corresponding to
the sets of kinematically admissible velocity field v:
αL = min
v
α+, (1.12a)
α+ =
∫
V
√
2kv
√
ε˙ij ε˙ij +
1
2
k¯ε˙2iidV −
(∫
V
fT0 vdV +
∫
∂Vp
pT0 vdS
)
(1.12b)
s.t.
∫
V
fT0 vdV +
∫
∂Vp
pT0 vdS = 1 (1.12c)
ε˙ij =
1
2
(u˙i,j + u˙j,i) in V (1.12d)
u˙0i = 0 on ∂Vu (1.12e)
The penalty function coefficient k¯ should be chosen large enough to assure the incom-
pressibility condition during the optimization process. Equation (1.12c) represents a nor-
malization to the original problem. It is well known that the dissipation function is convex
and homogeneous of order one. So the unique minimization of (1.12a) exists, however the
corresponding optimal field v is not unique. In fact there are infinitely many such field.
Here we use (1.12e) to fix the velocity field in a certain convex hull that contains the exact
solution of the problem. Consequently, the number of optimal field becomes finite but the
limit of functional (1.12b) remains unchanged. It should be pointed out that thermal load-
ing, by its self-equilibrating property, has no influence on the limit load if the geometric
effect of thermal load is ignored. However if we consider the yield limit of the material as
temperature dependent, the temperature field will have certain influence on the limit load
calculation through the variation of kv or σy. On the other hand, we may use the flow stress
instead of the yield stress to consider the effect of strain hardening of the material.
The above formulation may be discretized by any displacement-based finite element. We
define the following discretized terms:
• Displacement rate vector:
v = Nq˙e (1.13)
• Strain rate vector:
ε˙ = Bq˙e (1.14)
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• Dissipation density function
Dp = 2kv
√
(Bq˙e)T D¯Bq˙e =
√
(q˙eB)TDBq˙e (1.15)
• Penalty function density
1
2
k¯(Bq˙e)TDvBq˙e (1.16)
• External power due to dead load P0(f0, p0)∑
e
∫
Ve
(Nq˙e)T f0dV +
∫
∂Ve
(Nq˙e)Tp0dS = gT0 q˙ (1.17)
• External power due to nominal load P (f, p)∑
e
∫
Ve
(Nq˙e)T fdV +
∫
∂Ve
(Nq˙e)TpdS = gT q˙ (1.18)
Where N is the interpolation matrix; B the strain matrix; q˙e and q˙ are, respectively, ele-
mental and global node velocity vector. g and g0 are global load vector due to respectively
nominal and dead loads. D and Dv are the coefficient matrices. The transformation between
elemental and global node velocity vector is realized by means of localization matrix Le
such that q˙e = Leq˙. For the sake of simplicity, we will only use q˙ instead of q˙e in the
following description. The calculation of limit load multiplier may be represented in the
following discretized form:
αL = min
q˙
NG∑
i
wi
(√
q˙TBTDBq˙ +
1
2
k¯q˙TBTDvBq˙
)
− gT0 q˙ (1.19a)
s.t. gT q˙ = 1 (1.19b)
where wi is the integral weight.
1.3 Shakedown analysis
Shakedown analysis needs to be performed when structures are subjected to variable me-
chanical and thermal loading. These loads may be repeated (cyclic) or varying arbitrarily
in certain range. Such variable loads less than the plastic collapse limit may cause failure
of structures either due to excessive deformation or due to a local fatigue break after a
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finite number of loading cycles (time). As we have pointed out in 1.1, shakedown analy-
sis may be an extension of limit analysis by taking an integration of the functional over a
time cycle. So the principal discussion in limit analysis above is still valid for the present
shakedown analysis. Here we give only a simple description.
We introduce, according to Koiter [17], an admissible cycle of plastic strain field ∆εpij
corresponding to a cycle of displacement field ∆ui. At each instant t during the time cycle
τ , the plastic strain rate ε˙pij may not be compatible, but the plastic strain accumulated over
the cycle is required to be compatible. Hence we have the following relations:
∆εij =
∫
τ
ε˙pijdt (1.20)
such that:
∆εpij =
1
2
(
∂∆ui
∂xj
+
∂∆uj
∂xi
)
in V (1.21)
∆ui = 0 on ∂Vu (1.22)
On the other hand, in order to overcome the numerical difficulty concerning the incom-
pressibility as in limit analysis, we introduced a modification of Koiter’s theorem. So we
have the following general kinematical shakedown criterion:
1) Shakedown happens if the following inequality is satisfied:∫
τ
∫
V
σEij ε˙
p
ijdV dt ≤
∫
τ
∫
V
(
Dp(ε˙ij) +
1
2
k¯ε˙2ii
)
dV dt (1.23a)
2) Shakedown cannot happen when the following inequality holds:∫
τ
∫
V
σEij ε˙
p
ijdV dt >
∫
τ
∫
V
(
Dp(ε˙ij) +
1
2
k¯ε˙2ii
)
dV dt (1.23b)
where σEij is the fictitious elastic stress corresponding to a combination of external loads (a
set of variable load P (t) and dead load P0):
σEij ∝ αP (t) + P0 (1.24)
where α is a load multiplier. Correspondingly, we can decompose σEij into two parts
σEij = ασ
E∗
ij (t) + σ
E0
ij . (1.25)
The term 1/2
∫
τ
∫
v
k¯ε˙2iidV dt is a penalty function. We would point out that shakedown is
a limit evolution of the body after a history of repeated loading but not a state fixed in the
time. As it is shown by Koiter’s theorem, such situation will appear if the applied loading
does not give more work than the dissipated energy in the body during the loading cycle.
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Starting from the above general shakedown criterion, we can establish a kinematical upper
bound formula to determine the shakedown limit:
The actual shakedown load multiplier αSD is the smallest of multiplier set α+ correspond-
ing to the sets of kinematically admissible velocity field v:
αSD = minα
+ (1.26a)
α+ =
∫
τ
∫
V
(√
2kv
√
ε˙ij ε˙ij +
1
2
k¯ε˙2ii
)
dV dt−
∫
τ
∫
V
σE0ij ε˙ijdV dt (1.26b)
s.t.
∫
τ
∫
V
σE∗ij ε˙ijdV dt = 1 (1.26c)
∆εij =
1
2
(
∂∆ui
∂xj
+
∂∆uj
∂xi
)
in V (1.26d)
∆ui = 0 on ∂Vu (1.26e)
1.4 Temperature-dependent yield stress
As long as thermal load exists, represented here as thermal stress, the octahedral shearing
limit kv, in fact, changes during the loading cycle. When considering the yield stress of
material temperature (T ) -dependent, the upper bound property of shakedown solution by
(1.26a) will not be able to be assured unless the dissipation function D remain convex. To
achieve this convexity, we assume a convex yield function f in the σ − T space:
f = F (σij)− kv(T ). (1.27)
When using von Mises criterion, F (σij) = 12σ
D
ijσ
D
ij , σ
D
ij is the stress deviator, kv(T ) =
σy(T )/
√
3, and σy(T ) is the yield stress of the material depending on the actual temper-
ature. Since F (σij) is convex, σy(T ) is required to be concave or linearized for an ap-
propriate upper bound statement [6], [20]. This condition may be satisfied by many metal
and alloys for a rather wide range of T [21]. However, there exists some situation where
σy(T ) is convex. In this case, the solution obtained by the present method is an approx-
imation instead of a strict upper bound. The error due to this approximation is generally
small, because a linear σy(T ) function is a good approximation in the interesting range of
T . Therefore, we use the following dissipation function:
D(ε˙pij, σ
t
y) =
√
2
3
ε˙pij ε˙
p
ij (1.28)
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with σty = σy(T ). As an approximation, the temperature-dependence of Young’s modu-
lus E and thermal extension coefficient αt may also be considered in the calculation of
elastic response σeij , although a theoretic proof is expected. In this case, the elastic prop-
erty of material will have somewhat influence on shakedown behaviour. This effect is not
considered in this work for simplicity. However, Borino et al. [6] pointed out that the
method represented by (1.26a) does not give a ”proper upper bound” when considering
temperature-dependent yield stress by the fact that shakedown factor α+ is inside the dissi-
pation function. Denoting T as a nominal temperature field D(ε˙pij, σty) is defined by (1.28)
but with σty = σy(α+T ). Due to this difficulty, they have developed a so-called consistent
kinematic theorem [6], in which an additional ”plastic entropy rate” field conjugated with
T was introduced. This method opens a new numerical way although the finite element
implementation with this method has not yet be realized. However, it suffers an incre-
ment of variables due to ”plastic entropy rate” field. Alternatively in the present paper,
we use a simple strategy. Since the resolving of optimization (1.26a) may be realized by
an iterative procedure, σy(α+T ) may be updated with the actual shakedown factor at every
iteration until final convergence. Therefore the difficulty mentioned in [6] can be overcome
in the range of the classical theorem. In comparison with the theoretic method proposed by
Borino et al. [6], the present approach does not require to handle additional variables and
it is easy to be implemented in numerical calculations. For more details of the method, we
refer to [36].
1.5 Numerical methods of shakedown analysis
The time integral over the above shakedown formulae need special numerical techniques
to work with a discretized time history. Two numerical methods were developed in our
work, which are briefly presented as follows. We refer to [30], [35], [15] for the details of
the methods.
1.5.1 Separate Shakedown Limit method (SSL)
This approach finds separately two inadaptation factors concerning the incremental plastic-
ity (ratchetting) and the alternating plasticity (plastic shakedown), respectively. It is very
interesting to distinguish these two failure modes because in many practical engineering
problems only the incremental plasticity (ratchetting) limit is used as a design parameter
and it is often not possible to design the structure in the strict elastic shakedown domain.
1.5.1.1 Incremental plasticity limit
To identify the ratchetting limit, a special numerical way was developed to transform the
incremental plasticity analysis into an equivalent limit analysis by the following formulae
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[37]
αIP = min
q
NG∑
i=1
wi
(
kiv
√
q˙TBT D¯Bq˙ +
k¯
2
q˙TBTDvBq˙
)
− gT0 q˙ (1.29a)
s.t. gT q˙ = 1 (1.29b)
with
g0 =
NG∑
i=1
wiBTσE0 (1.29c)
g =
NG∑
i=1
NL∑
k=1
wi(µ¯kBTσEk )i (1.29d)
µ¯=k
{
µ+k if σEk (x)∆ε¯(x) ≥ 0
µ−k if σEk (x)∆ε¯(x) < 0
(1.29e)
where we define ∆ε¯ = BT q˙. This formula is completely similar to (1.12a) except that
the variable loading vector (1.29e) should be updated during the optimization process. So
we have succeeded to transform the shakedown analysis into an equivalent limit analysis.
The method shows an advantage of having fewer variables to optimize (independent of the
number of varying loads). When using a standard optimization code to solve this problem,
it may concern a minimization with a non-linear (or non-stable) constraint.
Remark 1
When we consider strain-hardening effect of the material by the above for-
mulae, kv (or σy) may be replaced by the hardening strength of the material.
Consequently the incremental load factor is proportional to the chosen ulti-
mate stress σu. However the obtained load limit may be unsafe due to the
possible geometrical effect. As engineering application, it is maybe simple
and approximate to use flow stress σF of the material such that σy ≤ σF < σu.
So a special consideration for strain hardening effect is generally not neces-
sary in the incremental limit calculation unless the geometrical effect is also
considered.
Remark 2
When we consider the yield limit temperature-dependent, kiv (or σiy) should be
also updated according to (1.29e) for the thermal stress (corresponding to the
temperature field) and to the current load factor. Denoting T1 andT2, respec-
tively, the lower bound and upper bound of nominal temperature field T , there
are two possible values of kiv such that kiv(α+IPT1) or kiv(α+IPT2) to be chosen
at each Gauss point.
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1.5.1.2 Alternating plasticity limit
To identify the alternating plastic limit, one needs to perform only several elastic calcula-
tions on all vertices of loading domain. We define a general stress response
σEij =
n∑
k=1
(µ¯k + µk)σ
Ek
ij (1.30)
where σEkij is the elastic stress solution of k-th nominal load Pk (including thermal loading)
and
µ¯k =
µ+k + µ
−
k
2
, |µk| = µ
+
k − µ−k
2
(1.31)
The sign of µk should be decided to render maximum the value of von Mises function F .
The alternating plasticity limit can be represented as
αAP = min
x
1
F
(
n∑
k=1
µkσEkij (x)
) . (1.32)
Remark 1
Eq. (1.32) states that the plastic fatigue limit is determined by the fact that any-
where in the structure, the maximum varying magnitude of equivalent fictitious
elastic stress ∆σeq can not exceed two times the yield limit of the material.
Remark 2
The constant (or monotonic) loads have no influence on the plastic fatigue limit
if these constant loads do not change the geometry and the material property
Remark 3
Kinematical strain hardening has no influence on the alternating plasticity limit
because it does not change the allowed stress variation. On the other hand, the
alternating plasticity limit is proportional to the current material strength for
an isotopic strain hardening material.
Remark 4
If the yield limit of material is considered temperature-dependent, (1.32) may
be represented in another simple form
αf =
σt1y + σ
t2
y
max
x
(∆σeq)
(1.33a)
or
αf =
2σ¯y
max
x
(∆σeq)
, σ¯y =
σt1y + σ
t2
y
2
(1.33b)
where σt1y and σt2y are the yield points corresponding to the actual temperature
at the beginning and at the end of the half-cycle.
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Remark 5
By the presence of the singularity at crack tips, the cracked structures under
varying loads are always unsafe according to the strict alternating plasticity
criterion. In this case, we should consider, by means of fracture mechanics,
the fatigue propagation of cracks and their lifetime in service condition. How-
ever, owing to the blunting phenomena at crack tips, the singularity of cracks
may reduce or vanish during the loading cycle. So in certain situations, crack
growth may cease and the structure may still be safe in point of view of shake-
down.
1.5.2 United Shakedown Limit method (USL)
This method finds directly the elastic shakedown limit (that is the smallest one of the incre-
mental plasticity limit and the alternating plasticity limit). We consider a special loading
path consisting of all load vertices of the loading domain. The kinematical condition is sat-
isfied by the accumulated strain in a load cycle. Assuming n variable loads with m = 2n
load vertices. The (elastic) shakedown limit may be found by the following minimization:
αSD = min
q˙ke
NV∑
k=1
NG∑
i=1
wi
(
2σi,ky√
3
√(
q˙ke
)T BT D¯Bq˙ke + k¯2 (q˙ke)T BTDvBq˙ke − gT0 q˙ke
)
(1.34a)
s.t.
NV∑
k
NE∑
e
(gke)T q˙
k
e = 1 (1.34b)
NV∑
k=1
q˙ke = Leq˙ (1.34c)
where
gke =
∫
Ve
BTσEk dV (1.34d)
where q˙ke and gke are the nodal displacement rate and load vector of element relative to
Pˆk load vertex, respectively. This formula is similar to the former one for limit analysis
but with increased number of variables. However, the optimization size of (1.34a) may be
reduced with appreciate numerical technique, which will be presented in section 4 and 5.
We note also that yield stress σi,ky depend on the temperature field (with respect to Gauss
point i) and its variation (with respect to load domain vertex k).
2 Regularization of plastic dissipation
Almost all algorithms of limit and shakedown analysis require knowledge of the gradient
of the objective function. However, the objective function is non-differential in the non-
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plastic region of structures where the plastic strain rate vanishes: ε˙ = Bq˙ = 0. This major
numerical problem has been noted by many authors. In this section we will present some
approaches to overcome this difficulty.
2.1 Norton-Hoff-Friaaˆ method
This method is developed by EDF [28] on the basis of the previous work of Casciaro in
1971, Hutula in 1976 [12] and Friaaˆ in 1979. The method is also applied in [13]. It involves
using a viscous plastic material obeying Norton-Hoff constitutive relation, instead of the
original perfectly plastic one and replacing the dissipation function Dp by the regularized
and differentiable function Dvm:
Dvm =
k1−mv
m
(ε˙ij ε˙ij)
m
2 , with 1 ≤ m ≤ 2 (2.1)
In practical calculation with Code Aster developed by EDF, one uses the regularizing pa-
rameter ninstead of m
n =
1
m− 1 , or m =
n+ 1
n
with 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ (2.2)
when m → 1, n → ∞, it gives the original plastic dissipation function. So with a finite
parameter n (or m) the regularization function Dvm is differentiable everywhere. By this
regularization method, the limit load solution is obtained by an iterative calculation with a
sequence of increasing parameter n to find the limit corresponding to n → ∞. Specially,
the calculation can be stop at any iterative step and restart from the previous solution even
with an updated calculating parameter n (or m). This may speed up the convergence.
2.2 Viscous-plastic regularization method
This method was developed at ULg [25], [30]. It involves the use of a fictitious linear
viscous-perfectly-plastic material instead of original one. It gives the perfectly plastic con-
dition when the fictitious Young’s modulus tends towards infinity.
The strain rate tensor is decomposed into two parts: linear viscous components ε˙vij and
perfectly plastic ones ε˙pij.
ε˙ij = H¯ijklσkl + βλ˙
∂f
∂σij
(2.3a)
where H¯ijkl is fictitious Hooke’s tensor, and
β = 1 if f = 0 and ∂f
∂σij
σ˙ij = 0 (2.3b)
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β = 0
{
if f < 0
if f = 0 and ∂f
∂σij
σ˙ij < 0
(2.3c)
f = 0 represents yield surface of the von Mises criterion.
For one-dimensional problem, the density of linear viscous–perfectly plastic dissipation
may be represented as
Dvp(ε) =
1
2
(σ∗ε˙− βσ∗ε˙p) = E¯
2
[
ε˙2 − β(ε˙p)2] (2.4a)
with
β = 0 if |σ| < σy (2.4b)
β = 1 if |σ| = σy (2.4c)
where E¯ is the fictitious Young modulus representing a linear relation between stress and
viscous strain rate. Introducing a dual yield limit in strain rate space,
ε˙y =
σy
E¯
(2.5)
(2.4a) can be transformed into
Dvp =
E¯
2
[
ε˙2 − β(|ε˙| − ε˙y)2
] (2.6a)
with
β = 0 if |ε˙| < ε˙y (2.6b)
β = 1 if |ε˙| ≥ ε˙y (2.6c)
Considering a general multiaxial stress state, the density of the fictitious linearly viscous-
perfectly plastic dissipation may be formulated in the following form:
Dvp(ε˙ij) =
1
2
(ε˙ijD¯ijklε˙kl − βε˙pijD¯ijklε˙pkl) (2.7)
where D¯ijkl is the inverse of the fictitious viscous Hooke tensor. The stress deviator σDij
and strain rate deviator e˙ij are defined as:
σDij = σij − smδij , sm =
1
3
σii, e˙ij = ε˙ij − 1
3
e˙mδij , e˙m = ε˙ii
where sm is hydrostatic pressure and e˙m volume strain rate. The decomposition of the
strain rate deviator gives:
e˙ij = e˙
v
ij + e˙
p
ij, e˙m = e˙
v
m + e˙
p
m. (2.8)
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Since the plastic deformation does not involve the change of volume one has
e˙pm = 0, e˙m = e
v
m =
sm
k¯
(2.9)
σDij = 2G¯e˙
v
ij , e˙ij =
σDij
2G¯
+ e˙pij (2.10)
where k¯ presents physically the fictitious volume modulus. Using (2.7) the density of
viscous-plastic dissipation becomes
Dvp = G¯(e˙ij e˙ij − βe˙pij e˙pij) +
1
2
k¯e˙2m (2.11)
or
Dvp = G¯e˙vij e˙
v
ij +D
p +
1
2
k¯e˙2m. (2.12)
Three terms in (2.12) represent viscous deviatoric, perfectly plastic and viscous volume
strain dissipation, respectively. The von Mises criterion is written as the following function
of the stress deviator:
f(σDij ) = F (σ
D
ij )− 1 ≤ 0 (2.13a)
where
F (σDij ) =
1
kv
√
J2(σ
D
ij ), J2(σ
D
ij ) =
1
2
σDijσ
D
ij (2.13b)
It is possible to write yield the criterion in terms of the strain deviator:
g(e˙ij) = G(e˙ij)− 1 (2.14a)
with
G(e˙) =
1
e˙y
√
J2(e˙ij), J2(e˙ij) =
1
2
e˙ij e˙ij (2.14b)
and e˙y =
kv
2G¯
(2.14c)
e˙y is dual to plastic yield limit σy or kv. Then we can define the internal dissipation density
depending on the strain state at any point of the structure:
• If√J2(e˙ij) < ep, it is in fictitious linearly-viscous state
Dvp(e˙ij) = 2G¯J2(e˙ij) +
1
2
k¯e˙2m. (2.15)
• If√J2(e˙ij) ≥ ep, the plastic deformation occurs. By the normality law, one has:
e˙pij = λ˙
∂f
∂σDij
= λ˙
σDij
2k2v
(2.16)
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σDij = 2G¯(e˙ij − e˙pij) = 2G¯e˙ij − G¯
λ˙σDij
k2v
(2.17)
σDij =
2G¯
1 + λ˙G¯
k2v
e˙ij (2.18)
Substituting (2.18) into (2.14a), we express the yielding state in term of total strain rate
deviator:
f(e˙ij) =
1
kv
2G¯
1 + λ˙G¯
k2v
√
J2(e˙ij)− 1. (2.19)
This gives the plastic intensity:
λ˙ = 2kv
[√
J2(e˙ij)− kv
2G¯
]
≥ 0. (2.20)
It is really equal to the plastic dissipation related to the incompressible plastic strain rate.
In fact, according to the definition of plastic dissipation, we have (2.14a)
Dp = σij ε˙
p
ij = λ˙σ
D
ij
∂F
∂σDij
= λ˙F = λ˙. (2.21)
Therefore by adding the linear viscous and fictitious volume strain energy as (2.12), we
may write the total internal dissipation density as follows:
Dvp(e˙ij , e˙m) = λ˙+
k2v
2G¯
+
1
2
k¯e˙2m = 2kv
{√
J2(e˙ij)− kv
4G¯
}
+
1
2
k¯e˙2m (2.22)
when E¯ →∞, G¯→∞ but we assume k¯ remain finite, (2.22) reaches the following limit:
lim
E¯,G¯→∞
Dvp(e˙ij, e˙m) = 2kv
√
J2(e˙ij) +
1
2
k¯e˙2m (2.23)
This procedure leads to the modified Markov functional in functional in Section 1.2 The
total internal dissipation is established by assembling over all finite elements.
Wp =
∑
i
wiD
vp. (2.24)
It is obvious that the gradient of the regularized objective function may always be obtained
in both the plastic and the fictitious viscous regions.
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2.3 Smooth regularization method
This simple method has been applied by many authors, for example [1]-[3], [8],[38]-[39]
etc., also adopted in our work. It concerns using the hyperbolic approximation procedure:
a small real positive number δ as a smoothing parameter is introduced in the dissipation
function. It leads to a perturbed objective function:
Dp =
√
q˙TBTDBq˙ + δ (2.25)
It is differential everywhere for ε 6= 0 and remains convex. This method is simple and
easy to be implemented. However, a suitable choice of ε is sometimes important to have
real optimization solution of the original problem and have a good convergence, especially
for a Newton type algorithm. Andersen [1] used a Newton barrier method to consider ε
as a variable of the optimization procedure. As a simple strategy, we use a decreasing
ε sequence depending on the reduction of limit multiplier α. Defining i as the current
iteration, the following relation may be used:
γ =
αi − αi−1
αi−1 − αi−2 (2.26a)
δi = γmδi−1 if γ < 1 (2.26b)
δi = δi−1 if γ > 1 (2.26c)
where m is a calculating parameter. Generally we use: 1 ≤ m ≤ 2. When using the direct
iteration method (see section 3.1), the regularization is performed only in the rigid region.
3 Optimization algorithm of limit and
incremental plasticity analyses
It is shown in section 1 that limit and shakedown load finding concerns a standard min-
imization with non-linear objective function and linear constraints. To solve this opti-
mization problem, several methods are developed and applied in our work such that 1)
a reduced-gradient algorithm (due to Wolfe, 1962) in conjunction with a quasi-Newton
algorithm (due to Davidon, 1959); 2) direct iteration method (Newton-Raphson type al-
gorithm) to transform the optimization into a series of linear-elastic-like calculations, 3)
Newton-penalty method consisting of Newton’s reducing direction and a linear research;
4) Dual optimization method considering the duality of static and kinematic formulation.
The first method involves applying of a standard optimization code MINOS [23]; Methods
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2-4 were developed specially for the present applications; All methods concern finding a
reducing direction and performing an iterative calculation.
In this chapter, we discuss mainly method 2 (direct Newton-Raphson algorithm) and method
3 (Newton-penalty algorithm). These two methods may be conveniently used limit or in-
cremental shakedown (ratchetting) analyses. As shown in section 1.5.1 the latter has been
transformed into an equivalent limit analysis. Method 4 (dual algorithm) will be presented
in section 5. More details were given in [16], [37].
3.1 Newton-Raphson iteration method
3.1.1 Upper bound estimation
Starting from (1.19a), we transform it into a non-constraint optimization problem by using
Lagrange multiplier λ
L =
NG∑
i
wi
(√
q˙TBTDBq˙ +
1
2
k¯q˙TBTDvBq˙
)
− gT0 q˙− λ(gT q˙− 1) (3.1)
Its optimization condition is
∑
i
wi
(
BTDBq˙√
q˙TBTDBq˙
+ k¯BTDvBq˙
)
= λg + g0 (3.2)
gT q˙ = 1 (3.3)
Where the regularization described in section 2 should be applied to avoid the singularity
in rigid region of the structure. Since the functional (3.1) is quadratic, we, according to
the suggestion of Yang [38] and Zhang et al [39], use the standard finite element iterative
method to change (3.2) into the following iteration (from n ton+ 1):∑
i
wi
BTDB√
q˙TnBTDBq˙n
+ wik¯BTDvB
 q˙n+1 = λn+1g + g0 (3.4)
It may be written in a simple form
Knq˙n+1 = λn+1g + g0 (3.5)
This is a classical linear system where Kn = Kn(q˙n) is supposed constant for current n+1
iteration. To resolve (3.5), we decompose the nodal velocity solution into two parts:
q˙n+1 = λn+1q˙I + q˙II (3.6)
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with
q˙I = K−1n g (3.7)
q˙II = K−1n g0 (3.8)
By normalization condition (3.3): gT q˙n+1 = 1, we can determine the current Lagrange
multiplier as:
λn+1 =
1
gT q˙I
(
1− gT q˙II
)
. (3.9)
So an upper bound estimation of limit load multiplier is
α+n+1 =
∑
i
wi
√
q˙Tn+1BTDBq˙n+1 − gT0 q˙n+1 (3.10)
Then we update the matrix Kn with the new velocity solution to carry out next step calcu-
lation. Such an iterative process described as above produces a sequence of load multiplier
{α+n }, a sequence of Lagrangian multiplier {λn} and a sequence of nodal velocity arrays{
q˙n+1
}
. It can be proved that all of these sequences converge to their limit. In fact, by the
convexity of objective function (1.19a), the optimization solution of (3.1) or (3.2) exists
and the minimization of limit load multipliers is unique, i.e.
lim
n→∞
α+n = α
+ ≥ αL (3.11)
and
lim
n→∞
q˙n = q˙ (3.12)
Moreover in order to prove the convergence of {λn}, we do a point multiplication by q˙n+1
for the two sides of (3.4). By normalization condition (3.3), we have:
λn+1 =
∑
i
wi q˙Tn+1BTDBq˙n+1√
q˙TnBTDBq˙n
+ wik¯q˙Tn+1BTDvBq˙n+1
− gT0 q˙n+1 (3.13)
Now we need to prove that the second term is small enough to be ignored in comparison
with the other terms. Let us consider the following minimization concerning the volume
strain rate:
min
q˙
∑
i
wiq˙TBTDvBq˙ (3.14a)
s.t. gT q˙ = 1 (3.14b)
By taking the same procedure as above, this problem can be transformed into a linear
system: ∑
i
wiBTDvBq˙ = λ¯g (3.15a)
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or
Kvq˙ = λ¯g (3.15b)
Since matrix D−1v is singular so K−1v is also. To overcome this difficulty, we add a small
projection:
(Kv + K/k¯)q˙ = λ¯g (3.16)
where k¯ is large penalty function coefficient. From the property of problem (3.14a), the
solution of (3.16) is approximately incompressible. Moreover by the similarity between
(3.16) and (3.4), we know that the solution of (3.4) in every iterative calculation is also
approximately incompressible. That is, we have ε˙ii ≈ 0 at every iteration step. On the other
hand we can prove that the second term in (3.4) represents approximately a hyperstatic
pressure:
k¯ε˙ii = k¯BTDvBq˙n+1 ≈
1
3
σii (3.17)
So we have
k¯ε˙2ii = k¯q˙
T
n+1BTDvBq˙n+1 ≈ 0 (3.18)
By neglecting the second term in (3.13) and considering (3.12) and comparing with (3.10),
we have
lim
n→∞
λn = λ = α
+. (3.19)
Our calculating practice shows that at least in the case without dead load P0, λn is also an
upper bound of the limit load multiplier and it has a convergence a little better than α+n .
3.1.2 Lower bound estimation
The method was proposed by Zhang and Lu [39] for shell-type structures where the in-
compressibility condition can be satisfied by usual finite element discretization. We have
extended this method for a general case as follows. According to the lower bound theorem
of Hill, a lower bound estimation of the limit load can be found by any static stress field
that does not violate anywhere the plastic admissible condition (yield criterion). Now we
examine (3.4) that represents in fact a static equilibrium between internal stress term and
external load because we can rewrite (3.4) into the following form:∑
i
wiBTσn+1 = λn+1g + g0 (3.20)
σn+1 = sn+1 + sm,n+1 (3.21)
where sn+1, sm,n+1 are the equivalent stress deviator and hyperstatic pressure at n+1 it-
eration defined by (3.4), respectively. For the convenience of calculation, we write the
following equilibrium relations
NG∑
i=1
wiBT (sI + smI) = g (3.22)
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NG∑
i=1
wiBT (sII + smII) = g0 (3.23)
where
sI =
DBq˙I√
q˙TnBTDBq˙n
, sII =
DBq˙II√
q˙TnBTDBq˙n
, (3.24)
smI = k¯DvBq˙I , smII = k¯DvBq˙II (3.25)
They correspond to solutions (3.6-3.8). It is well known that the hyperstatic pressure does
not contribute the plasticity criterion, it is not necessary to calculate (3.25) for the present
lower bound estimation. According to the static theorem, we have a lower bound at every
iteration step:
α−n+1 = lim
i∈NG
α−i,n+1 (3.26)
s.t. f(α−i,n+1sI + sII) ≤ 0 (3.27)
where f represents the von Mises criterion which can be written as sTD−1s − 1 = 0. So
for the present application we have
(α−i,n+1q˙I + q˙II)T (BTDB)i(α−i,n+1q˙I + q˙II) = hi,n (3.28)
Defining:
hi,n = q˙Tn (BTDB)iq˙n (3.29)
x = q˙TI (BTDB)iq˙I (3.30)
y = q˙TI (BTDB)iq˙II (3.31)
z = q˙TII(BTDB)iq˙II (3.32)
The solution of (3.28) at any integral point is
α−i,n+1 =
√
y2 + x(hi,n − z)− y
x
(3.33)
The lower bound of the structure is found by using (3.26). This procedure produces a
sequence of load multiplier {α−n }. Since we generally check the yield criterion only at
integration points so the obtained solution is only a quasi lower bound. Now we prove the
convergence of {α−n }. Considering at iteration step n+1, from (3.6) and (3.29)-(3.32), one
has
hi,n+1 = q˙Tn+1(BTDB)q˙n+1 = λ2n+1x+ 2λn+1y + z (3.34)
Solving this equation, one gets
λi,n+1 =
√
y2 + x(hi,n+1 − z)− y
x
(3.35)
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Since the velocity field converges according to (3.12), one has
lim
n→∞
(λi,n − λi,n+1) = 0 (3.36)
Eqs. (3.19), (3.33) and (3.35)-(3.36) lead to
lim
n→∞
α+n = lim
n→∞
λn = lim
n→∞
α−n = αL. (3.37)
This shows that upper bound and lower bounds, as well as the Lagrange multiplier have
identical limiting value. Therefore, the obtained solutions in limit are all theoretically
exact. Note that the above lower bound analysis needs to be carried out only in the plastic
region of the structure. If we examine the plastic admissible condition passing over all
possible dangerous points of the structure (for example on the surface, corners and other
stress singular points), the calculating error of the lower bound can be reduced.
3.2 Newton-penalty method
3.2.1 Newton’s decent direction
It is well known that when the gradient and Hessian matrix of the objective function can
be given, Newton’s optimization procedure can be used to lead to generally a rapid conver-
gence rate. For this sake, we use the penalty method to transform the constrained problem
(1.19a) into an unconstrained one:
min
q˙
W (q˙) (3.38a)
with
W (q˙) =
NG∑
i
wi
(√
q˙TBTDBq˙ + k¯
2
q˙BTDvBq˙
)
+
µ¯
2
(gT q˙− 1)2 − gT0 q˙ (3.38b)
where k¯, µ¯ are penalty parameters. The Newton method consists of the iteration
q˙n+1 = q˙n + Φndn (3.39)
where Φn is iteration step size that will be discussed later; dn is the Newton’s decent
direction for n+ 1 iteration:
dn = −H−1n Gn (3.40)
with gradient vector Gn
Gn =
∑
i
wi
 BTDBq˙n√
q˙TnBTDBq˙n
+ k¯BTDvBq˙n
+ µ¯g(gT q˙n − 1)− g0 (3.41)
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with Hessian matrix Hn
Hn =
∑
i
wi
 BTDB√
q˙TnBTDBq˙n
− q˙
T
nBTDBq˙n√(
q˙TnBTDBq˙n
)3 + k¯BTDvB
+ µ¯gTg (3.42)
Using the definition of Kn by (3.5), the gradient vector and Hessian matrix of W can be
written as
Gn = Knq˙n + µg− g0 (3.43)
Hn = K¯n + µ¯gTg (3.44)
with
µ = µ¯(gT q˙n − 1) (3.45)
K¯n = Kn + K′n (3.46)
K′n = −
∑
i
Wi
q˙TnBTDBq˙n√(
q˙TnBTDBq˙n
)3 (3.47)
As in direct iteration method, the gradient and Hessian exist only when the objective func-
tion at the Gauss point is strictly positive, this means that plastic flow occurs at this point.
So the smooth regularization method presented in section 2.2 is used to overcome this ob-
stacle. From the point of view of numeric calculation, the calculation involving in (3.40) is
also similar as a linear elastic calculation. However, a difficulty is encountered: although
the K¯n, as Kn, has same form as elastic stiffening matrix, Hessian matrix Hn does not,
due to the last term in (3.44). In some loading cases, Hn may be a almost-full symmet-
ric matrix. The solving the inverse of Hn in a usual way may lead to high calculating
cost. To overcome this difficulty, we apply a Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [4] to
transform (3.40) into
dn = −K¯−1n Gn +
K¯−1n g(K¯
−1
n g)T
1 + µ¯gT K¯−1n g
(3.48)
So only one inverse of matrix K¯n and some simple additional calculations (such that K¯−1n g
and K¯−1n G are needed. This is still approximately equivalent to a linear-elastic-like analy-
sis. Specially when Hessian matrix Hn or K¯n appears singular, we may simply replace the
Newton’s decent direction dn by Cauchy’s one for this iteration, that is to take dn = −Gn.
When the iteration step-sizeΦn is taken as 1 (this generally happens when the optimal point
will be found in this iteration). The method is referred to as the pure form of Newton’s
method. This means that the objective function near optimal point may be approximated
well by a quadratic function. However, this is not a general case. It should be pointed out
that the present objective function is strongly non-linear and has complex form (see after
the discussion in line search method). So we need to take a line search to increase the
calculating efficiency.
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3.2.2 Line search
The line search plays a important role in reducing the computation time. A line search pro-
cedure should be suitable to the special characteristics of the function to be minimized, and
if possible an exact line search procedure should be carried out. For the present problem,
the line search takes the following form of:
min
s≥0
f
(
q˙n+1 = q˙n + Φdn
) (3.49)
with
f =
∑
i
wi
[√
(q˙n + Φdn)TBTDB(q˙n + Φdn) + δ
+
k¯
2
(q˙n + Φdn)TBTDvB(q˙n + Φdn)
]
+
µ¯
2
(
gT (q˙n + Φdn)− 1
)2 − gT0 (q˙n + Φdn). (3.50)
where a small positive real value δ is used to avoid the singularity, see section 2.2. Fig.
3.1 gives an example of line search function f . Since the first and second derivatives of
the regularized function can be found, an ordinal Newton’s method may be used in this
one-dimensional problem. However, if considering the special property of the function,
we could find a more effective way. Particularly for the present problem, we find that the
following function may be used to well approximate the original function, especially when
the dead load is absent.
ϕ =
√
aφ2 + bφ+ c (3.51)
where a, b, c are constant coefficients to be determined. This is different from Newton’s
method that uses a quadratic one. However, it has the same optimal point and similar
property as Newton’s method when the current solution is near to the optimal point. Now
we derive the iterative formula of Φ. Starting from k-th iteration with current solution Φk,
the first and second derivatives of function (3.51) are as follows:
ϕ′ =
2aΦk + b
2
√
aΦ2k + bΦ
2
k + c
(3.52)
ϕ′′ =
a√
aΦ2k + bΦ
2
k + c
− (2aΦk + b)
2
4
√
(aΦ2k + bφ
2
k + c)
3
(3.53)
Suppose that the original function (3.50), and its first and second derivatives have current
values as fk, gk, hk. By defining q˙k = q˙n + Φkdn, we have
fk =
∑
i
wi
[√
q˙Tk (BTDB)q˙k + δ +
k¯
2
q˙Tk (BTDvB)q˙k
]
+
µ¯
2
(
gT q˙k − 1
)2 − gT0 q˙k (3.54)
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 Figure 3.1: The original function with δ = 0 and the regularized function with δ 6= 0
gk =
∑
i
wi
 q˙Tk (BTDB)dn√
q˙Tk (BTDB)q˙k + δ
+ k¯q˙Tk (BTDvB)dn
+ µ¯(gT q˙k − 1)gTdn − gT0 dn
(3.55)
hk =
∑
i
wi
 dTn (BTDB)dn√
q˙Tk (BTDB)q˙k + δ
−
(
q˙Tk (BTDB)dn
)2√(
q˙Tk (BTDB)q˙k + δ
)3 + k¯dTnBTDvB)dn

+ µ¯(gTdn)2 (3.56)
The equality between replacing function (fk, gk, hk) and original function (3.54)-(3.56)
leads to:
a = fkhk + g
2
k (3.57)
b = 2fkgk − 2aΦk (3.58)
The optimal point of the replacing function is determined by the condition
ϕ′
∣∣
Φk+1=Φk+∆Φk = 0, we obtain:
Φk+1 = Φk − fkgk
fkhk + g2k
(3.59)
This is the deduced iterative formula of step-size. Specially, when the current point is very
closing to the optimal point, gk → 0, so g2k may be neglected in comparison with term
fkhk, (3.59) becomes:
Φk+1 = Φk − gk
hk
. (3.60)
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Therefore, we recover the original Newton’s iterative formula in the neighbourhood of
the optimal point. It is shown by numerical tests that (3.59) leads to generally a better
convergence than (3.60) for the present problem.
However, we sometimes encounter another difficulty: the function to be minimized be-
haves nearly piece-wise linearity (cf. Fig. 3.1), which sometimes could not be well sim-
ulated even by the proposed the replacing function (3.51). Fig 3.2 shows a numerical
example to illustrate this situation. Starting from point A2 that is closer to the optimal
point P than another point A1, however, its iterative solution P2 is less better than P1 from
A1. That means that sometimes there may not be a converge solution. In order to avoid this
situation, we use an alternative method to speed the convergence. Seeing Fig 3.3, starting
from the k iteration AkΦk, fk, gk), we obtain the k + 1 solution Ak+1(Φk+1, fk+1, gk+1)
by (3.59). If a gradient condition defined by gkgk+1 < 0 is satisfied, we perform a linear
intersection as (3.61) to obtain point P’1 (Φ′k+1, f ′k+1, g′k+1) that is better thanAk andAk+1.
Φ′k+1 =
fk+1 − fk + Φkgk − Φk+1gk+1
gk − gk+1 (3.61)
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 Figure 3.2: Approximation by the replacing functions
Therefore, after each iteration, we could guarantee to obtain an improved solution. Gener-
ally only one such linear intersection is enough because an additional liner intersection to
get P’2 may not be better than P’1. The calculating practice shows that with this comple-
mentary line-intersection, the line search becomes more effective. On the other hand, line
search speeds the optimization procedure. The calculation in line search represents less
than 10% of total calculation. So approximately, a global iteration is equivalent to about
1.1 times a linear-elastic like calculation.
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 Figure 3.3: Linear intersection in line search
3.3 Direct iteration and Newton method
In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 above, we give a complete description of two optimization methods
developed specially for the present kinematical limit and shakedown analysis. Although
two methods are independently developed, we hope to find their essential relation in order
to understand well the convergence property of solutions. For this sake, we use a La-
grange’s function as (3.1) used for the direct iteration method instead of the penalty form
(3.14a). In this case, by using the previous definition (3.5), (3.23), we have the first and
second derivatives of the function
Gn = Knq˙n − λg− g0 (3.62)
Hn = Kn + K′n (3.63)
By neglecting K′n (since it is less important than Kn) and taking a constant step size Φ ≡ 1,
we have the following classical Newton’s iteration formula:
q˙n+1 = q˙n + dn (3.64)
where
dn = K−1n Gn = −q˙n + K−1n (λg + g0) (3.65)
Substituting (3.65) into (3.64), we get:
q˙n+1 = K−1n (λg + g0) (3.66)
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where Lagrange multiplier λ = λn+1, determined by condition (3.3), so equation (3.66) is
just the iterative formula of the direct iteration method. Therefore, we have demonstrated
that the direct iteration method may be explained as a simplified and modified form of
Newton-penalty method in two ways 1) a simplified Newton decent direction and a constant
step-size are adopted; 2) Lagrange method, instead of the penalty method, is used and
Lagrange multiplier λ is accurately determined by the normalization condition at each
iteration. Generally speaking, the Newton-penalty method leads to faster converge solution
while the direct iteration method is simpler and also a good converge rate (although it is
a little slower than the Newton-penalty method). Specially, the direct iteration method
may provide at every iteration, besides a upper bound, a lower estimation of the limit load,
which is very interesting and sometimes important. In comparison with Newton’s penalty
method, the direct iteration method is numerically more stable.
4 A kinematic shakedown algorithm
Specially for the united shakedown limit method (USL), we develop a numerical technique,
already proposed by Zhang [40] for shell type problems and recently by Carvelli et al. [7]
for general structures. We in this chapter give an independent demonstration. A lower
bound shakedown limit is also formulated as a by-product of upper bound analysis.
4.1 Optimization condition of shakedown
Considering the modified Koiter’s theorem that the kinematic condition is satisfied after a
loading cycle (representing here by the vertices of loading domain), we can rewrite (1.34)
into the following form by taking the strain rate at each loading vertex as the principal
variables.
αSD = min
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
k=1
wi
(
2σkiy√
3
√
e˙TkiD¯e˙ki +
k¯
2
e˙TkiDv e˙ki − e˙TkiσE0
)
(4.1a)
s.t.
NV∑
k=1
e˙ki = Biq˙ ∀i = 1, NG (4.1b)
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
k=1
wie˙
T
kiσ
E
ki = 1 (4.1c)
where e˙ki is the strain rate vector at the ith Gauss point, related to the kth loading vertex.
q˙ is the nodal velocity vector after a cycle of loading. σE0 ,σEki are the linear elastic stress
vectors at ith Gauss point due to, respectively, the dead load and the kth loading vertex.
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Using Lagrange multiplier λ and ρi, i = 1, . . . NG, the non-constrained Lagrange function
is written as
L(e˙ki, q˙, λ,ρi) =
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
k=1
wi
(
2σkiy√
3
√
e˙TkiD¯e˙ki +
k¯
2
e˙TkiDv e˙ki − e˙TkiσE0
)
− λ
(
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
k=1
wie˙
T
kiσ
E
ki − 1
)
−
NG∑
i=1
wiρ
T
i
(
NV∑
k=1
e˙ki − Biq˙
)
(4.2)
where ρi is, in physical, the Gauss-point related residual stress vector. The KKT conditions
for (4.2) are written as follows:
(with respect to e˙ki)
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
k=1
wi
2σkiy√
3
D¯e˙ki√
e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
+ k¯Dv e˙ki − σE0
− λ NG∑
i=1
NV∑
k=1
wiσ
E
ki −NV
NG∑
i=1
wiρi = 0
(4.3)
(with respect to q˙)
NG∑
i=1
wiBTi ρi = 0. (4.4)
The derivation to ρi and λ recoveries (4.1b) and (4.1c), respectively. Eq.(4.4) shows a self-
equilibrium relation of residual stress. It can be proven that (4.4) represents also a static
equilibrium at each loading vertex. In fact, if we write (4.3) in any Gauss point and any
loading vertex, we get
ρi =
2σkiy√
3
D¯e˙ki√
e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
+ k¯Dv e˙ki
− (λσEki + σE0 ) . (4.5)
Substituting (4.5) into (4.4), we obtain
NG∑
i=1
wi
2σkiy√
3
BTi D¯e˙ki√
e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
+ k¯BTi Dv e˙ki
 = NG∑
i=1
wiBi
(
λσEki + σ
E
0
) (4.6)
The left-hand terms of (4.6) represent the internal stress deviator and hydrostatic stress,
which are in equilibrium with the right-hand terms representing the applied force at k
loading vertex and the dead loads. It is known from the definition of (4.2)-(4.4) that the
residual stress ρi should be independent of the loading vertex (cycle time). However this
can be attained only when the optimal field is found. So by static relations (4.6) or (4.5)
as well as the plastic admissible condition, we can give later a lower bound estimation of
shakedown limit. For the simplicity, we temporarily do not consider the second term of
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the right hand side of (4.5) since the incompressibility condition is enforced by the penalty
method. From (4.5) we have
e˙ki =
√
3
2σkiy
D¯−1
√
e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
(
ρi + σ
E
0
)
+
√
3
2σkiy
(
λσEki
) (4.7)
By using the compatibility condition (4.1b) we can write
ρi =
D¯
NV∑
k=1
√
3e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
2σkiy
Biq˙i − λ NV∑
k=1
D¯−1
√
3e˙TkiD¯e˙kiσEki
2σkiy
− σE0 (4.8)
This shows that residual stress ρi is independent of loading vertex (time). Inserting (4.8)
in (4.7) we get back a recursive formula for strain rate deviator:
e˙ki =
√
e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
σkiy
NV∑
h=1
√
e˙ThiD¯e˙hi
σkiy
Biq˙i + λ NV∑
h=1
D¯−1
√
3e˙ThiD¯e˙hi(σEki − σEhi)
2σkiy
 (4.9)
In the case of without thermal loading or the yield limit is temperature-independent, (4.9)
may be simplified into:
e˙ki =
√
e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
NV∑
h=1
√
e˙ThiD¯e˙hi
Biq˙i + λ NV∑
h=1
D¯−1
√
3e˙ThiD¯e˙hi(σEki − σEhi)
2σkiy
 (4.10)
This is similar to a formula proposed by Zhang [40]. Here, e˙i =
NV∑
k=1
e˙ki = Biq˙i and e˙ki, are
the cycle strain rate (deviator) corresponding to nodal velocity (after a cycle of loading)
and the strain rate (deviator) at k loading vertex, respectively. Now we substitute (4.8) into
(4.4) to obtain a new optimal condition
NG∑
i=1
wiBTi D¯Biq˙
NV∑
k=1
√
3e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
2σkiy
= λ
NG∑
i=1
wi
NV∑
k=1
√
3e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
2σkiy
BTi σEki
NV∑
k=1
√
3e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
2σkiy
−
NG∑
i=1
wiBTi σE0 (4.11)
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If the yield limit of material is independent of loading vertex (or temperature) we define
Di = (2σiy/
√
3)2D¯, (4.11) is simplified into
NG∑
i=1
wiBTi DBiq˙
NV∑
k=1
√
e˙TkiDe˙ki
= λ
NG∑
i=1
wi
NV∑
k=1
√
e˙TkiD¯e˙kiBTi σEki
NV∑
k=1
√
e˙TkiD¯e˙ki
−
NG∑
i=1
wiBTi σE0 (4.12)
Based on the above analysis, we can establish an iteration algorithm for dual shakedown
limits (upper bound and lower bound).
4.2 Upper bound estimation
Starting from n iteration with e˙nki known, we look for the solution by n + 1 iteration
NG∑
i=1
wi
BTi DiBi
NV∑
k=1
√
(e˙nki)
TD(e˙nki)
+
NG∑
i=1
wik¯BTi DvBi
 q˙n+1 = λn+1gn + g0 (4.13)
where
gn =
NG∑
i=1
wiBi
NV∑
k=1
√
(e˙nki)
TDi(e˙nki)
NV∑
k=1
√
(e˙nki)
TDi(e˙nki)σEki (4.14)
g0 =
NG∑
i=1
wiBiσE0i (4.15)
This iteration algorithm is similar as a method proposed by Zhang [40]. Eq. (4.13) rep-
resents an equilibrium relation between equivalent external load and equivalent internal
stress field. Since it is completely similar to (3.2), we can perform a calculating procedure
similar to the direct iteration method in limit analysis (c.f. section 2.1):
Knq˙n+1 = λn+1gn + g0 (4.16)
with
Kn =
NG∑
i=1
wi
BTi DiBi
NV∑
k=1
√
(e˙nki)
TD(e˙nki)
+
NG∑
i=1
wik¯BTi DvBi (4.17)
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For solving it, we decompose the nodal velocity solution into two parts:
q˙n+1 = λn+1q˙I + q˙II (4.18)
with
q˙I = K−1n g (4.19)
q˙II = K−1n g0 (4.20)
The corresponding strain vectors at k loading vertex
e˙n+1ki = λn+1
(
e˙n+1ki
)
I
+
(
e˙n+1ki
)
II
(4.21)
with k = 1, NV
(
e˙n+1ki
)
I
=
√
(e˙nki)
TDi(e˙nki)
NV∑
h=1
√
(e˙nhi)
TD(e˙nhi)
[
Biq˙I +
NV∑
h=1
D−1i
√
(e˙nhi)
TDi(e˙nhi)(σEki − σEhi)
]
(4.22)
(
e˙n+1ki
)
II
=
√
(e˙nki)
TDi(e˙nki)
NV∑
h=1
√
(e˙nhi)
TD(e˙nhi)
Biq˙II , k = 1, NV (4.23)
By normalization condition (4.12): we can determine the current Lagrangian multiplier as:
λn+1 =
1−
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
k=1
wi
(
e˙n+1ki
)T
II
σEki
NG∑
i=1
wi
NV∑
k=1
(
e˙n+1ki
)T
I
σEki
(4.24)
So an upper bound estimation of the shakedown limit at the current iteration:
α+n+1 =
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
k=1
wi
√
(e˙nki)
TDi(e˙nki)− q˙Tn+1g0 (4.25)
Then we update the matrix Kn and gn with the new velocity solution to carry out next
step calculation. As described in section 3.1 in the case of limit analysis, such an iterative
process described as above produces a sequence of load multiplier {α+n }, a sequence of
Lagrangian multiplier {λn}, a sequence of nodal velocity arrays {q˙n} and a sequence of
Gauss point-Loading vertex strain rate arrays {e˙nki}. All of these sequences converge to
their limits.
lim
n→∞
α+n = α
+
SD ≥ αSD (4.26)
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and
lim
n→∞
q˙n = q˙ (4.27)
lim
n→∞
e˙nki = e˙ki (4.28)
lim
n→∞
λn = λ = α
+
SD (4.29)
Generally, λn is also an upper bound of the limit load multiplier and it has a convergence a
little better than α+n .
4.3 Lower bound estimation
As stated above, (4.8) give a time-independent residual stress field and (4.13) represents
the equilibrium relation for an equivalent load that characteristic the loading domain. Ac-
cording to Melan’s static shakedown theorem, cf. [24], [26], a lower bound estimation of
the shakedown load can be found by any residual stress field independent of time adding
to elastic stress and leading to the plastic admissible stress field that does not violate any-
where plastic yield criterion. So we can give a lower bound estimation of shakedown limit
by following analysis. We rewrite (4.8) in iterative form as
ρ¯n+1i = ρ
n+1
i − σE0 (4.30)
=
Di
NV∑
k=1
√
(e˙nki)
TDi(e˙nki)
[
Biq˙n+1i − λn+1
NV∑
k=1
D−1i
√
(e˙nki)
TDi(e˙nki)σEki
]
Therefore, we can obtain a lower bound estimation of shakedown limit by the following
calculation
α−n+1 = lim
i,k
αn+1ki i = 1, NG, k = 1, NV (4.31)
s.t. f(αn+1ki σ
E
ki + ρ¯
n+1
i ) ≤ 0 (4.32)
where f represents the von Mises criterion which can be written as σTDσ − 1 = 0.
Alternatively we can perform another procedure for the lower bound estimation by consid-
ering the equilibrium relation represented by (4.13) for an equivalent load that characteris-
tic the loading domain. We rewrite (4.13) into
NG∑
i=1
wiBTi σn+1ki = λn+1gn + g0 (4.33)
σn+1ki = s
n+1
ki + s
n+1
m,ki (4.34)
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where sn+1ki , s
n+1
m,ki are the current (n+1) equivalent stress deviator and hyperstatic pressure-
like vector related to k loading vertex, respectively. For the convenience of calculation, we
write the following equilibrium relations
NG∑
i=1
wiBTi (sI + smI) = gn (4.35)
NG∑
i=1
wiBTi (sII + smII) = g0 (4.36)
where
sI =
DiBiq˙I√
(q˙nki)TDi(q˙
n
ki)
, sII =
DiBiq˙II√
(q˙nki)TDi(q˙
n
ki)
, (4.37)
smI = k¯DvBiq˙I , smII = k¯DvBiq˙II (4.38)
It is well known that only stress deviator related to incompressible strain rate is concerned
in the plasticity criterion, so only (3.24) is performed for the present lower bound estima-
tion. According to the static theorem, we have a lower bound at every iteration step:
α−n+1 = lim
i∈NG
α−i,n+1 (4.39)
s.t. f(α−i,n+1sI + sII) ≤ 0 (4.40)
Since von Mises criterion can be written as sTDis − 1 = 0, for the present application we
have
(α−i,n+1q˙I + q˙II)T (BTDB)i(α−i,n+1q˙I + q˙II) = h2i,n (4.41)
Defining:
hi,n =
NV∑
k=1
√
(e˙nki)
TDi(e˙nki) (4.42)
x = q˙TI (BTDB)iq˙I (4.43)
y = q˙TI (BTDB)iq˙II (4.44)
z = q˙TII(BTDB)iq˙II (4.45)
The solution of (4.38) at any integral point is
α−i,n+1 =
√
y2 + x(h2i,n − z)− y
x
(4.46)
The lower bound of the structure is found by using (4.39). This procedure also produces
a sequence of load multiplier {α−n }. We do not yet find a proof for the convergence for
the present lower bound solution. However, according to Melan’s theorem and by duality
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between Melan’s theorem and Koiter’s theorem, (4.39) should give correct lower bound.
On the other hand, (4.46) may give an approximate estimate of lower bound, by which we
need not carry out an examination passing over all loading vertices.
5 A new dual shakedown analysis
In the above development, we used kinematical method on basis of Koiter’s kinematic
theorem. The shakedown solution is found in principal along a decreasing direction (of
upper bounds) although the lower bounds may be also given by the obtained static fields
during the process of optimization. On the other hand, the static shakedown analysis is
developed by other partners basing on Melan’s static shakedown theorem. In this case, the
shakedown solution is found along an increasing direction (of lower bounds)
However, up to now by all these existing shakedown analyses, the duality of the static lower
bound and the kinematic upper bound have not been practically used in numerical calcu-
lations. The optimization variables are either purely static or purely kinematic. This fact
explains the difficulty in further improvement of the calculating efficiency. On the other
hand, although Newton’s method has shown its high efficiency in limit analysis, it was not
applied effectively in shakedown analysis. The application of the duality was explored in
limit analysis by Zouain et al. (1993) [41] in the case where the plastic incompressibility
condition could be automatically satisfied with the used finite elements. Recently, Ander-
son et al. (2000) [3] developed an excellent analysis for minimizing a sum of Euclidean
norms by a primal-dual interior-point method. They have shown that the application of
the duality combining with Newton’s method may lead to very accurate results in limit
analysis with high efficiency. The present work constitutes a new development along this
direction in shakedown analysis with variable loading. It may be thought an improvement
and development of the methods presented in the previous chapters.
5.1 Normalized kinematic shakedown formulae
In this new dual analysis, we rewrite the upper bound of shakedown theorem in the follow-
ing normalized form, which is in fact equivalent to that in section 1.2:
α+ = min
∑
k∈ID
∫
V
Dp(ε˙kij)dV (a)
s.t. :

∆εij =
∑
k∈ID
ε˙kij (b)
∆εij =
1
2
(
∂∆ui
∂xj
+
∂∆uj
∂xi
)
in V (c)
∆ui = 0 on ∂Vu (d)∑
k∈ID
∫
V
σEij (x, P
0
k ) ε˙
k
ijdV = 1 (e)
(5.1)
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where α+ denotes the shakedown load factor; u is the displacement at point x of V , ε˙kij is
the corresponding strain rate at load vertex k; ∆εij is the plastic strain increment after a
loading cycle; ID is the set of all load vertices and Dp
(
ε˙kij
)
denotes the plastic dissipation
rate. By using von Mises’ yield criterion, the discretized form of (5.1) by means of the
finite element method can be expressed as following:
α+ = min
m∑
k=1
NG∑
i=1
√
2wikv
√
ε˙TikDε˙ik + ε20
s.t. :

m∑
k=1
ε˙ik = Biq ∀i = 1, NG
Dvε˙ik = 0 ∀i = 1, NG
m∑
k=1
NG∑
i=1
wiε˙
T
ikσ
E
ik = 1
(5.2)
where ε˙ik, σEik denote the vector of deformation rate and vector of the fictitious elastic
stress at Gauss point i and load vertex k; q is the nodal displacement vector, Bi is the strain
matrix; m = 2n, n is the number of varying loads; NG denotes the total number of Gauss
points of the whole structure with integration weight wi at Gauss point i, ε0 is a small
parameter of regularization.
5.2 Duality
By restricting ourselves to a polyhedral form of load domain, we show in this section that
the static lower bound based on Melan’s theorem is exactly the dual form of the kinematic
upper bound (5.2). For the sake of simplicity, let us rewrite the upper bound limit (5.2) in
a simpler form by setting:
• The new strain rate vector eik (the dot mark denoting time derivative has been omitted
for simplicity):
eik = wiD1/2ε˙ik (5.3)
• The new fictitious elastic stress field tik:
tik = D−1/2σEik (5.4)
• The new deformation matrix Bi:
Bˆi = wiD1/2Bi (5.5)
In the above definition D1/2 and D−1/2 are symmetric matrices (of the size 6 × 6 in the
three dimensional case) such that:
D−1/2 =
(
D1/2
)−1
D = D1/2D1/2
(5.6)
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With these definitions, the objective function in (5.2) becomes:
m∑
k=1
NG∑
i=1
√
2wikv
√
ε˙TikDε˙ik + ε20 =
√
2kv
m∑
k=1
NG∑
i=1
√
εTikεik + ε
2 (5.7)
In the formulation (5.7), ε2 is a small positive number suitably chosen to avoid the singular-
ity of the objective function. By substituting (5.3)-(5.7) into (5.2) one obtains a simplified
version for upper bound of shakedown limit:
α+ = min
√
2kv
m∑
k=1
NG∑
i=1
√
εTikεik + ε
2 (a)
s.t:

m∑
k=1
eik − Bˆiq = 0 ∀i = 1, NG (b)
1
3
Dveik = 0 ∀i = 1, NG, ∀k = 1, m (c)
NG∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
eTiktik − 1 = 0 (d)
(5.8)
where factor 1/3 is added in (5.8c) for a technical reason. This kinematic formulation is
called henceforth the modified kinematic formulation.
Andersen et al. [3] have found that in case of limit analysis there exists a dual form for
(5.8), while considering a problem of minimizing a sum of Euclidean norms. A general-
ization for shakedown analysis is presented hereafter through the following propositions:
Proposition 1:
If there exists a finite solution α+ for the kinematic shakedown load multiplier (5.8) and if
ε2 = 0 then α+ has its dual form as:
α− = max
γik,βi,α
α
s.t:

||γik + βi + tikα|| ≤
√
2kv (a)
NG∑
i=1
BTi βik = 0 (b)
(5.9)
having no gap to α+ where: || · || denotes Euclidean vector norm.
Proof:
By setting ε2 = 0, let us write the Lagrange dual function of (5.8) as:
FL =
NG∑
i=1
{
m∑
k=1
√
2kv
√
eTikeik −
m∑
k=1
1
3
(
γTikDveik
)− βTi
(
m∑
k=1
eik − Bˆiq
)}
− α
(
NG∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
eTiktik − 1
)
(5.10)
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where γik,βi, α are Lagrange multipliers. Note that γik,βi are vectors at Gauss point i for
each load vertex k while α is merely a scalar.
The dual problem of (5.8) is now:
max
γik ,βi,α
(
min
eik,q
FL
)
(5.11)
Because a finite solution for (5.8) exists, the constraint system (5.8b)-(5.8d) is affine and
the objective function is convex, then the duality theorem states that there exists no dual
gap between primal and dual solutions:
min
h(eik,q)=0
NG∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
√
2kv
√
eTikeik = max
γik ,βi,α
(
min
eik,q
FL
)
(5.12)
where h(eik, q) = 0 stands for linear constraint system (5.8b)-(5.8d).
The Lagrange dual function (5.10) may be written in another form:
FL =
NG∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
(√
2kveik√
eTikeik
− γik − βi − tikα
)T
eik +
NG∑
i=1
βTi Bˆiq + α (5.13)
In writing (5.10) in the form (5.13) we adopt here the convention that if the vector norm of
strain rate ||eik|| is equal to zero then:
√
2kveik√
eTikeik
eik = 0.
Due to the existence of a dual solution α− having no gap to the primal α+, it is required
that for any solution set of Lagrange multipliers (γik,βi, α) the function
(
min
eik,q
FL
)
must
have a finite value. To this end, the following system must be satisfied:
√2kveik√
eTikeik
− γik − βi − tikα
T eik ≥ 0 ∀eik (a)
NG∑
i=1
βTi Bˆiq = 0 ∀q (b)
(5.14)
otherwise we always have:
min
eik,q
FL → −∞ (5.15)
According to (5.14), the function of
(
min
eik,q
FL
)
is bounded from below:
min
eik,q
FL ≥ α (5.16)
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It reaches α when, for example, all strain rates and displacement are equal to zero. This
fact leads to the conclusion:
min
eik,q
FL = α (5.17)
The condition (5.14b) is equivalent to:
NG∑
i=1
BTi βi = 0 (5.18)
Further more, it is possible to point out that the condition (5.14a) is equivalent to restriction
on only multipliers γik,βi, α:
||γik + βi + tikα|| ≤
√
2kv ∀i, k (5.19)
Equalities (5.17), (5.18) and inequality (5.19) conclude our proof. We explain in physical
meaning γik,βi, tik as the hydrostatic, residual and elastic stress of structures, respectively.
Admitting that kinematic formulation (5.8) has its finite solution and its dual form (5.9),
it is also amenable to present the primal-dual forms as a set of stationary conditions or
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions as following:
√
2kveik√
eTikeik
− (γik + βi + αtik) = 0 (a)
Dveik = 0 (b)
m∑
k=1
eik − Bˆiq = 0 (c)
NG∑
i=1
(
BˆTi βi
)
= 0 (d)
NG∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
eTiktik − 1 = 0 (e)
(5.20)
Despite the fact that the dual form of (5.8) exists, equation (5.9) does not appear as the
discretized Melan’s theorem. In order to have von Mises’ condition in the dual form,
the Lagrange multiplier γik in the above system must be eliminated and the following
proposition can be proved without any difficulty:
Proposition 2:
If there exists a finite solution α+ for the kinematic shakedown load multiplier (5.8) and
if ε2 = 0 then the kinematic formulation has its dual form as the static one resulted from
Melan’s theorem, if the incompressibility condition may be automatically satisfied with the
used elements:
min
h(eik,q)=0
NG∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
√
2kv
√
eTikeik = max
BT ρ¯ = 0
f(ασ¯E
ik
+ ρ¯ik) ≤ 0
α (5.21)
A demonstration of the proof is given in [16].
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5.3 A dual algorithm
The developed dual algorithm aims at obtaining simultaneously both primal and dual val-
ues (the upper bound from velocity and strain rate field, and the lower bound from stress
field) by solving the system of stationary conditions (5.20). Unfortunately, solving directly
this system is not a good idea because it results in a system of equations much bigger
than that in the case of purely elastic computation. The resulted system thus requires large
amount of computer memory as well as computational effort to solve. Trying to keep our
problem size as small as possible, we use here the penalty method to handle equality con-
ditions (5.20b)-(5.20c) with Lagrange multipliers (stresses) playing intermediate roles. A
similar technique, which showed great efficiency in large scale problems, has been success-
fully applied to limit analysis by Andersen et al. [3]. Numerically speaking, the stationary
conditions (5.20) are very difficult to satisfy due to the singular property of the problem in
consideration and therefore we lack an appropriate criterion to stop optimization procedure
or to assess the exactness of the solution (the shakedown load multiplier α). However, if a
strictly lower bound is found at the same time with a strictly upper bound, we will possess
a very useful tool to control the obtained results. Although those strict bounds are hard to
find, in the following algorithm we will try to build some of their approximations while
using Newton method to solve (5.20):
Algorithm:
1) Initialize displacement and strain rate vectors q0 and e0 such that the normalized
condition is satisfied:
NG∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
tTike
0
ik = 1
Set all stress vectors to nulls:{
γ0ik = 0
β0i = 0
∀i = 1, NG, k = 1, 2n
Set up initial values for penalty parameter c and for ε. Set up convergence criteria.
2) Calculate incremental vectors dq, deik of displacement, deformations and (dα+ α)
at the current values of q, e by solving the following system:
deik =
√
eTikeik + ε
2Mˆ−1ik (−gik + dβi + tikdα)− Mˆ
−1
ik fik
NG∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
tTik (eik + deik) = 1
dq = −q + Sˆ−1fˆ1 + (α + dα)Sˆ−1fˆ2
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where:
Sˆ =
NG∑
i=1
BˆTi Kˆ
−1
i Bˆ
T
i
fˆ1 =
NG∑
i=1
BˆTi Kˆ
−1
i
(
m∑
k=1
eik −
m∑
k=1
Mˆ−1ik eik − c
m∑
k=1
√
eTikeikε
2Mˆ−1ik Dveik
)
fˆ2 =
NG∑
i=1
BˆTi Kˆ
−1
i
m∑
k=1
√
eTikeik + ε
2Mˆ−1ik tik
Kˆi =
[
I + c
m∑
k=1
√
eTikeik + ε
2Mˆ−1ik
]
Mˆik =
[
I− (γik + βi + αtik)e
T
ik√
eTikeik + ε
2
]
+
√
eTikeik + ε
2cDv
fik = eik −
√
eTikeik + ε
2(γik + βi + αtik)
gik = γik + cDveik
hi = βi + c
(
m∑
k=1
eik − Bˆq
)
3) Perform a line-search to find λˆq such that:
λˆq = minFP (q + λdq, e + λde)
where FP is the penalty function:
FP =
NG∑
i=1
{√
2kv
m∑
k=1
√
eTikeik + ε
2 +
c
2
m∑
k=1
eTikDveik
+
c
2
(
m∑
k=1
eik − Biq
)T ( m∑
k=1
eik − Biq
)
4) Update the displacement and strain rate vectors as:
q = q + λˆqdq
eik = eik + λˆqdeik
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5) Calculate the incremental vectors of stress vectors γik,βi:
dγik = −cDvdeik − gik
dβi = −c
(
m∑
k=1
deik − Bˆidq
)
− hi
Perform a line-search to find λˆs such that:
λˆs = maxλ
s.t: ||(γik + βi + tikα) + λ(dγik + dβi + tikdα)|| ≤ 1
Update stress vectors γik,βi and shakedown limit α (with a chosen parameter τ :
0 < τ ≤ 1): 
γik = γik + τ λˆsdγik
β=i βi + τ λˆsdβi
α = α + τ λˆsdα
6) Check the convergence criteria: if they are all satisfied then stop, otherwise repeat
steps 2-5.
Theoretically, the algorithm may fail due to some reasons such that unappreciated initial-
ization step, or failure in computing the matrix inversion Sˆ−1. Regardless of these possible
numerical obstacles, we can show that the algorithm converges to a solution set (q¯, e¯α¯).
The proof will not be presented here due to the limited space. Indeed to our calculating
experiences, a very satisfying convergence is always obtained.
As noted before, limit analysis is a special case of shakedown when the structure is loaded
with only one monotonic load, i.e. [µ0, µ0]P0, thus the above algorithm is also expected
to give accurate solution in limit analysis. Numerical examples hereafter shows that such
requirement is fairly satisfied.
6 Numerical applications
Some applications to extensive structures are reported elsewhere, see for instant [30],[27].
Special applications to cracked structures and to pipe structures are referred to [27], [32]
and [31], [33], [35]. In the present report, we present some problems in the LISA project.
Shakedown analysis with temperature dependent yield stress concerns some pipes and
pressure vessels. These premier results are discussed to give a general guidance for de-
signers
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6.1 Plate with a centered hole under traction
Due to the symmetry (see Fig 6.1), only one quarter of the structure is discretized with
quadratic finite elements. Both plane stress and plane strain states are considered. The
limit load is represented by limit multiplier defined by (6.1) :
αL =
σL
σy
(6.1)
Where σL is the limit traction; σy is the yield limit of the material.
It is seen in Table 6.1 that accurate solutions may be obtained by using very coarse element
meshes. For example in comparison with exact solution, the error is of 3.6% by using only
2 elements. The error is already reduced to 0.6% with only 16 elements. This show high
efficiency of the present method
Table 6.1: Limit load multiplier in the case of D/L=0.2, von Mises criterion
Number of elements 2 16 56 100 Reference
Plane stress 0.829 0.805 0.8025 0.8022 0.8 *1
Plane strain 0.935 0.9309 0.9256 0.9277 0.924 *2
*1) The exact analytic solution of [9]
*2) Simple lower bound estimation as: 0.8× (2/√3)
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0
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0.4
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0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
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bound
Average of U-L
 αL
 n
 D
 L
 Figure 6.1: The convergence of upper and lower bound limit load solution; D/L=0.2; plane
stress (Newton-Raphson method)
In order to show the convergence of the solutions for both upper bound and lower bound by
the presented direct iteration method, we show evolution of the results (56 elements) with
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iteration in Fig. 6.1, where the average values of the upper bound and lower bound and the
exact solution (0.8) are presented. It is clear that the upper bound decreases monotonically
with iteration n. On the other hand, the lower bound increases, although it is not strictly
monotonic, with iteration n. The convergence is obtained with a finite iteration depending
on the chosen calculating precision (generally 20-50 iterations for a precision of 1%). If
we take the average value of the upper bound and lower bound as approximation of the
solution, we can obtain a good precision with less iteration. For example, the average
solution has precision of 1% after only 4 iterations. Note that by this method, each iteration
is equivalent to a linear-elastic-like calculation. In order to estimate the convergence of
the methods when using a refined element mesh, we have tested this problem with 3000
quadratic elements (9221 nodes, 18240 d.o.f) by the direct iteration method (section 3.1)
and Newton-penalty optimization method (section 3.2).
6.2 Limit pressure of a grooved cylinder
A complete description of the problem was reported in [27]: a pressurized tube with a
circumferential defect. Axisymetrical quadratic elements are used for discretization. We
present the results by both direct iteration method and Newton-penalty method in Fig. 6.2.
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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0.21
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0.23
b= tRm
t
a  =t/3
p
n
pL
Lower bound -direct-L
Upper bound -direct-U
Upper bound -Newton method
Average value of U-L
 
Figure 6.2: Limit bending moment of a pipe under dead pressure and axial force (Rm = 5t)
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It appears that Newton-penalty method shows high efficiency. Only 3 iterations is needed
to give a converge solution. By the direct iteration method, both upper bound and lower
bound solution converge to an almost same value. If we take the average value of lower
bound and upper bound as solution, we have a good precision of 1% after 7 iterations.
6.3 Torispherical vessel head under internal pressure
Fig 6.3 gives geometry and elastic stress field with a simple finite element mesh. In the
present limit analysis, two different lengths of cylinder are calculated in order to investigate
their influence of the limit pressure. Four finite element meshes are used for the numerical
comparison. The limit analysis results are summarized in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Limit pressure of the vessel head (σy=100 MPa).
Length of cylinder L 0.1 R 0.3 R
Approx. by sphere solutionNo. of elements 34 136 46 168
Limit pressure [MPa] 3.931 3.929 3.942 3.905 4.0
Figure 6.3: Torispherical vessel head under internal pressure, finite element meshing and
fictitious elastic stress field (note: R and r are mean radius)
Remarks
1) We have not got the exact analytic solution for this problem. However, we could give
an estimation. As the structure is constructed of three part (cylindrical shell, one part
of sphere and one par of spherical ring), limit pressure of the whole structure should
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approach to the minimum of the limit pressure of the three one separately. In the
present case, it is the sphere that has the smallest limit pressure as Pl = 4 MPa.
However, from the numerical results, it seems that the deformation of spherical ring
causes a bending effect in the part of sphere and consequently it causes a non-uniform
stress distribution. So the limit pressure of the sphere is reduced a little (about 2%).
2) The length of cylinder don’t have obvious effect on the limit pressure of the structure,
because the cylinder is far from the initial collapse region.
3) The choice of Gauss points is proved to have certain effect on the limit load calcula-
tion. For example, using Gauss points as 4×4 will increase a little the limit pressure
solution. However in our upper bound method, using Gauss points as 2×2 is proved
to have a stable and better precision in most situations.
4) For 1% precision, the calculation by the direct iteration method takes about 8-15
iterations for the upper bound solution (but it needs about 40 iteration for the lower
bound). It takes a fewer iterations (about 5-10 iterations) by using the Newton-
penalty method.
6.4 Shakedown limit of straight pipe under internal
pressure and axial thermal load
Now we consider shakedown of structures involving thermal loads. Particularly we will
take into account the effect of temperature-dependence of the yield stress on shakedown
solution. As illustrative examples, the data of a kind of 316L(N) steel will be used in the
following calculations. For the numerical convenience, we write the yield stress in the
following explicit form by fitting the material data (see Fig. 6.4):
σty = 230.65− 0.5599T + 0.00096T 2 − 6× 10−7T 3(MPa) (6.2)
where T denotes temperature. It should be pointed out that due to the convexity of curve
σty(T ), the present method gives only an approximate estimation instead of strict upper
bound solutions (see discussion in section 1.3).
As shown in Fig 6.5, a cylindrical pipe with thickness h and mean radiusR is subjected to a
constant (or variable) internal pressure p and a uniformly distributed temperature T which
varies within [T0, T0 + ∆T ]. Its two ends are fixed but the radial extension is allowed.
Without considering the possible buckling failure, the shakedown limit can be presented as
follows [40].
3
(
p
pl
)2
+
(
T
Tl
)2
= 4 (6.3a)
where
pl =
σyh
R
, Tl =
σy
αtE
(6.3b)
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Sigma = -6E-07T3 + 0.00096T2 - 0.5599T + 230.65
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 Figure 6.4: Yield limit of the material depending on temperature
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r 
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 (0,1) 
Figure 6.5: Cylindrical shell under internal pressure and temperature variation
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Two kinds of finite elements (axisymmetric solid elements and pipe elements, Fig. 6.6),
are applied to take a comparison. Three elements are placed along axial direction.
a
b
 
 
a) Axisymmetric elements 
 
 
 
 
 
b) Beam-type pipe elements 
 
Figure 6.6: Finite element meshes for a cylindrical pipe
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(b) 
 Figure 6.7: Shakedown limit curve (P ∗ = p/pl ;T ∗ = T/Tl)
Note: when considering σty(T ) as temperature-dependent: The analytic calculations use
(a) σy corresponding to the lowest T ; (b) σy corresponding to the highest T
First we consider the yield limit T -independent. Numerical tests using both USL and
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SSL methods give almost same results that are in excellent agreement with analytic one
(6.3a), as shown in Fig. 6.7. Same results are obtained when the internal pressure varies
between p(0,1). It is clear that incremental plasticity happens only when pattains its maxi-
mum value. When considering the yield limit T -dependent, the results by USL method is
shown in Fig 6.7(a) and 6.7(b), which show the difference due to the different choice of the
constant yield stress of the material in the analytic calculation. It seems that when using
average yield stress corresponding to the mean temperature, a better agreement between
analytical and numerical solutions could be obtained. However for safe consideration, the
lowest yield limit of material corresponding to the highest temperature is recommended to
be used in engineering practice.
6.5 A thick-walled sphere under radial thermal loading
and internal pressure
A thick-walled sphere subjected to radial thermal loading T and internal pressure p, varying
independently. The distribution of T is described by (6.4). Owing to the central symmetry,
only one-fourth of the sphere is modelled by axisymmetric quadratic finite elements.
T = T0
b/r − 1
k − 1 (6.4)
where k = b/a = 2.5(a, b are respectively the internal and external radii of the sphere. The
load domain may be described by T ⊂ (0, Tmax) and p ⊂ (0, 1)pmax or p ⊂ (1, 1)pmax.
The analytic solution of shakedown limit was reported in [10]. The comparisons between
analytic and numerical results of shakedown are represented in Bree diagram, Fig. 6.8-6.9.
• Incremental limit
p0
pl
+
T0
Tl
= 1 (6.5a)
where
pl = 2σy ln k (6.5b)
Tl =
6(1− ν)σy
αtE
(k − 1)(k2 + k + 1) ln k
2√
3
(k2 + k + 1)3/2 − 3(k2 + k) (6.5c)
• Alternating plasticity limit
p0
pf
+
T0
Tf
= 1 (6.6a)
where
pf =
4σy
3
(1− 1
k3
) (6.6b)
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Tf =
4(1− ν)σy
αtE
k2 + k + 1
k + 2k2
(6.6c)
We begin shakedown analysis by considering the yield limit of material temperature-inde-
pendent, and taking its minimum value at the highest temperature. The numerical results
are in excellent agreement with analytic solutions despite of a very coarse FE mesh used.
Bree diagram of Fig. 6.8 is subdivided into some sub-regions that correspond to the differ-
ent modes of deformation:
1) Completely elastic behaviour in regions A;
2) Shakedown happens in region B if internal pressure varies arbitrarily or in (B+C)
if the pressure is constant. In this region, the structure plastified in initial loading
cycles will retune to elasticity. So the structure may be considered safe;
3) Alternating plasticity in region D (or D+C if p varies); Possibly the structure will fail
by fatigue crack in internal skin of sphere after finite time or loading cycles;
4) Incremental plasticity in region E. The structure fails finally due to excess radial
plastic deformation.
5) Beyond these regions, the structure will fail in a possibly mixed mode .
Now we consider the yield limit of material temperature-dependent. The results are repre-
sented by the solid points and the dashed line in Fig. 6.8. As shown, the present results are
higher than the previous ones obtained with constant yield stress. This means that if we
take the lowest yield stress at the highest temperature, the obtained shakedown limits are
generally on the side of safety.
In order to give a better analytic prediction, we suggest using the mean yield stress of
material at a mean temperature. By this approximation, the comparison between analytic
and numerical results is presented in Fig. 6.9. We see that the numerical results (with
temperature dependent yield limit) agree well with the modified analytic solution. The
difference in incremental limit calculation may be due to the fact that the temperature
distribution is really non-linear along the thickness while it is taken simply as linear average
in the modification of analytic solution.
For practical application, we need still to discuss another problem: which mean tempera-
ture should be taken in theoretical prediction? Let us consider the following example of
temperature cycle: (denote Ti and To as internal wall and external wall temperature of the
sphere, respectively).
Time 1: Ti = 20◦C, To = 20◦C,∆T1 = 0◦C
Time 2: Ti = 500◦C, To = 300◦C,∆T1 = 200◦C
Consider separately the incremental plasticity and alternating plasticity. For first one, the
failure behaves as uniform radial expansion resulting from the interaction of pressure and
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Figure 6.8: Bree diagram of sphere with temperature-independent or -dependent yield limit
pf : (6.6b), Tf : (6.6c), using the smallest yield limit (at highest temperature) in the predic-
tion
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Figure 6.9: Bree diagram of sphere with temperature-independent or -dependent yield limit
pf : (6.6b), Tf : (6.6c), using the mean yield limit of material in the prediction
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temperature along the thickness. So generally we should take the mean temperature along
the thickness as 400◦C. By contrary, the plastic fatigue failure happens locally at internal
wall. Its load limit is determined uniquely by the stress change at internal wall. So we
could theoretically take the mean temperature as 260◦C. However, the practical situation
may be quite complex. There is also the effect of elastic property (Eαt) that needs to be
considered. It may be appreciate to take a conservative choice of 400◦C. It appears that we
might always take the lowest yield limit at highest temperature to give a safe prediction in
most cases.
6.6 Limit and shakedown analysis by new dual method
In this section, we present some new applications to show high efficiency of the recently
developed dual method presented in section 5. Firstly we reconsider the example with
which limit analysis has been presented in section 6.1. Then we present a 3D shakedown
analysis: a structure to compare with the results of other partners.
6.6.1 Plate with a centered hole under traction
A square plate with central circular hole is subjected to two loads p1and p2 varying inde-
pendently. In the present analysis, the plate is modelled by 800 plane quadrilateral 8-node
elements as shown in Fig. 6.10. The analytical solution of limit load is known to be ex-
act for p1 6= 0, p2 = 0 with 0 < R/L ≤ 0.204 since in this range the lower bound
and upper bound coincide: plim = (1 − R/L)σy. As example, the exact limit load in the
case of R/L = 0.2 is plim = 0.8σy (σy is the yield stress). Our corresponding numeri-
cal values obtained in this case are 0.79924σy for lower bound and 0.80038σy for upper
bound. Based on an elastic calculation, the alternative shakedown limit can be estimated
as indicated section 1.4 while numerical results obtained by the dual algorithm in section
5 represent the minimum between alternative limit and incremental limit. For R/L = 0.2,
p1 6= 0, p2 = 0 alternative limit based on elastic analysis is 0.59947σy while present
method gives 0.59947σy as lower bound and 0.59949σy as upper bound (Fig. 6.11)
Exact values of limit load are also known for p1 = p, p2 = p, p 6= 0 in the range 0.483 <
R/L ≤ 1 where analytical lower bound coincides with upper one:
plim =
2√
3
sin
(
α− pi
6
)
σy,
1
(R/L)2
=
√
3
2 cos(α)
e
√
3(α−pi
6 )
Numerical results for limit analysis and shakedown show an excellent precision and very
rapid convergence. In limit analysis, both numerical lower and upper bound tend to analyt-
ical lower bound. This fact suggests that analytical lower bound is a better approximation.
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Figure 6.10: FE model
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Figure 6.11: Limit and shakedown analyses (R/L = 0.2, p1 6= 0, p2 = 0)
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Figure 6.12: Limit analysis (p1 = p2)
Table 6.3: Shakedown analysis (||p1|| = ||p2||, varying independently)
R/L Alternative limit Lower bound Upper bound
(From Elastic Analysis) (Numerical) (Numerical)
0.1 0.49082 0.49082 0.49086
0.2 0.43384 0.43384 0.43390
0.3 0.36128 0.36128 0.36131
0.4 0.27635 0.27635 0.27638
0.5 0.19442 0.19442 0.19445
0.6 0.12360 0.12360 0.12364
0.7 0.06763 0.06763 0.06765
0.8 0.02903 0.02903 0.02905
0.9 0.00709 0.00709 0.00710
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In shakedown analysis, the results are really two time the elastic limits. This means here
the dominance of alternative plasticity mechanism: the structure may fail due to a plastic
fatigue phenomenon. All tests are carried out with 2 × 2 Gauss points. The penalty and
other parameters are c = 108, τ = 0.9, ε = 10−10.
6.6.2 Pipe-junction under internal pressure
The problem has been examined by Staat & Heitzer (1997) [26] who used 125 hexahedron
elements (27 nodes/element) for this pipe junction. One quarter of the structure is modelled
because of its symmetries. In our analysis, the FEM mesh is presented in Fig. 6.13a: it
contains 720 solid 20-node hexahedron elements. The structure is subjected to internal
pressure p varying within [0, p0]. Numerical integrations are realized with 2× 2× 2 Gauss
points. The penalty and other parameters are c = 108, τ = 0.9, ε = 10−10. 
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Figure 6.13: FE mesh and numerical results
Numerical analysis leads to a collapse pressure of 0.14433σy (upper bound) and
0.14429σy (lower bound) compared with lower bound of 0.134σy obtained by Staat &
Heitzer [26]. Shakedown analysis gives 0.11044σy (upper bound) and 0.10983σy (lower
bound) compared with lower bound of 0.0952σy by Staat & Heitzer. The alternative shake-
down calculated based on elastic solution gives 0.10983σy by the present FE mesh. Note
that in this test, the structure fails due to alternative shakedown, therefore shakedown load
factor can be evaluated more precisely if we use a set of 3 × 3 × 3 Gauss points in nu-
merical integration: shakedown analysis in this case gives 0.10031σy (upper bound) and
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0.099388σy (lower bound) while alternative shakedown calculated based on elastic solu-
tion leads to 0.099388σy. The results depicted in Fig. 6.13b are obtained for shakedown
with 3× 3× 3 Gauss points and for limit analysis with 2× 2× 2 Gauss points. The con-
vergence by the present dual method is rapidly attained in few iterations (note that each
iteration is approximately equivalent to a linear-elastic-like calculation)
7 General remarks and conclusions
In this report, a general kinematical limit and shakedown formulation is presented. The
advantages of the developed methods may be summarized as follows
The methods allow us to use any displacement-based finite elements. In fact, only some
principal data from finite element solution such that the strain matrix, elemental informa-
tion . . . are needed for the present limit and shakedown formulation. So any existing finite
element code may be used to implement the present methods.
The non-linear programming procedure is transformed into a series of linear-elastic-like
calculations. So there is not a practical calculating-size limitation if a commercial finite
element code is used for the implementation.
Several different limit and shakedown computational methods are available in calculating
code ELSA developed at ULg. This provides alternative calculating means. A numerical
comparison is easy to be performed.
In most situations, upper bound and lower bound solutions are given in pair at every it-
eration step of calculation and they converge to same limit. Specially the lower bound is
obtained as a by-product of the upper bound calculation with little calculating effort. The
numerical tests show a satisfactory precision, and the calculating efficiency is much higher
than the usual elastic plastic calculation.
Two inadaptation factors may be separately identified, which is very meaningful in engi-
neering practice. Specially, the incremental plasticity analysis has been transformed into
an equivalent limit analysis.
The temperature dependence of the yield limit of the material is included numerically in
shakedown formulation. Its influence is evaluated for some simple numerical examples.
The developed dual shakedown analysis shows specially its efficiency. This method is very
promoting for further development.
The developed methods are implemented principally in an independent finite element code
ELSA at ULg. Although the methods are already well verified by benchmark tests, it is
strongly expected to implement them into a commercial FE code to improve the applying
efficiency.
We note also that some other developments at ULg concerning the LISA project, such
that a special pipe finite element, limit and shakedown analysis by equilibrium analysis of
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backstress field (also known as Zarka’s method) are not presented in the present report.
They are referred, respectively, to [31] and [34].
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Limit analysis by the Norton-Hoff-Friaaˆ regularizing method
1 Introduction
The aim of the limit analysis is the determination of the admissible loading of a mechanical
structure, the geometry of which being fixed, constituted by materials satisfying a strength
criterion, for instance a yield stress. We consider the case of combinations of any dead
(constant) load and another parametrized by the loading factor, the maximum value of
which we are seeking. The objectives of this study are to provide a F.E.M. tool to assess
the safety of mechanical components with respect to the risk of plastic collapse, and to get
some parameter needed in simplified fracture mechanics methods, like R6. Moreover, the
limit analysis is an useful tool for the geomechanical structures design.
After a review of the theoretical formulation and a brief summary of the proposed nu-
merical methods in the literature, we present the kinematical regularized approach (upper
bound method) we have chosen, applied to von Mises yield criterion, by the Norton-Hoff-
Fre´mond-Friaaˆ method, and implemented in the Code Aster R© software. It leads to mixed
finite continuous elements. The advantage of this regularized formulation is to provide con-
vergence theorems, leading to safe upper bounds associated to an estimated lower bound.
This formulation has been implemented into the general purpose finite element software
Code Aster, by introducing a specific constitutive relation and post-processing of the solu-
tion. We present the calculation of the numerical solutions of this non linear problem and
the post-processing giving estimations of the limit loading factor.
We give some numerical applications on 2D and 3D structures, making some comments on
the advantages and drawbacks. We observed that in 2D plane strain situation, this algorithm
is not very efficient without adaptive meshing, because the collapse mode present shear
bands, hard to represent with continuous velocities fields. Nevertheless, the same method
seems to be very efficient in 2D-axisymmetric and 3D situations. Finally, we have made a
comparison with a direct analysis of an industrial component (2D-axisymmetric), using an
elastoplastic finite strain simulation, to assess if another kind of failure mode (plastic snap-
through) can occur. Indeed, the results are corroborated, and it appears that the efficiency
of both simulations are quite similar.
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2 Theoretical formulation of the limit analysis
2.1 Definition of the limit load
We consider a body occupying the bounded domain V , submitted to surface loads αp+p0
on the boundary Γf , and body forces αf+ f0 on V . A distinction is made between the load-
ing (p, f), parametrized by the positive scalar α, and the dead or constant loading (p0, f0).
The homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions or perfect connections are applied on the
complementary boundary Γu of ∂V . Any non zero prescribed displacement nor inelastic
initial strain – thermal, plastic. . . – have no effect on the admissible loading domain. We
can refer to [23] for several other useful properties.
The constitutive material is characterized by a strength criterion, expressed by a scalar
function of the stresses, negative for any admissible stress. For perfectly plastic material,
with von Mises threshold, the criterion reads:
g (σ) = J (σ)− σy =
√
3
2
σD : σD − σy
=
√
2
2
.
√
(σ1 − σ2)2 + (σ2 − σ3)2 + (σ1 − σ3)2 − σy (2.1)
σD is the deviatoric stress tensor,
σy is the strength for uniaxial tensile condition (as a yield stress), eventually
depending on the localization in the considered solid,
σi being the principal stresses of the tensor σ.
This strength criterion being chosen, we are seeking to calculate the limit value of α, called
the limit load factor or yield-point load αlim, such as the solid can carry the surface tractions
αlimp+ p0 and the body force αlimf + f0.
Strictly speaking, the αlim value is the limit of the potentially supportable loading, but for
materials satisfying the Maximal Plastic Work Principle, this value is the true value of the
supported loading.
Two approaches are at our disposition for the yield design and limit analysis: the static
approach (expressed in stress variables) and the kinematical approach (expressed in ve-
locities variables). Both can be related to a mixed formulation, and lead, after numerical
discretization, to bounds of the limit load: a lower bound by the statical approach, an upper
bound by the kinematical approach. When both values are the same, the obtained limit
load is exact.
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2.2 Mixed approach of the limit load
For the given load (p, f), we define the kinematically admissible and normalized velocities
space:
V1a =
{
v admissible, v=0 on∂Vu,L(v) =
∫
V
f · vdV +
∫
∂Vp
p · vds = 1
}
(2.2)
This normalization corresponds to a unit work rate value of the load (p, f). The dead load
(p0, f0) work rate is denoted by: L0(v). From the strength criterion g(σ), we define:
• the set of admissible stress tensors: G(x) = {σ(x), g(σ(x)) ≤ 0}
(G(x) is convex, as well as g)
• the indicator function: ΨG(σ(x)) =
{
0 if σ(x) ∈ G(x)
+∞ if σ(x) /∈ G(x)
• the support function: pi(ε˙) = sup
σ∈IR6
[σ : ε˙−ΨG(σ)]
We call Σ the space of the stress fields τ on V – whose regularity is such as we can define
the internal work rate for any field from Va. For the sake of simplicity, we do not treat in the
following the internal discontinuities surfaces of velocities, lying in the body V . Assume
the Lagrangian Sm(v, τ ) (ε˙(v) is the velocity strain tensor associated to v), expressing
the equilibrium equations and the belonging to the criterion G via the indicator function
ΨG(τ ), playing the role of a potential:
Sm(v, τ) =
∫
V
(τ : ε˙(v))−ΨG(τ ) dV − L0(v) (2.3)
The extreme load corresponds to the saddle-point of this Lagrangian (because the maxi-
mization in α is included):
αlim = inf
v∈V1a
sup
τ∈Σ
Sm(v, τ ) = sup
τ∈Σ
inf
v∈V1a
Sm(v, τ ) (2.4)
2.3 Statical approach of the limit load (lower bound)
The lower bound approach uses the stress fields defined in the space:
Σαa =
{
τ ∈ Σ,W(v, τ ) =
∫
V
τ : ε˙(v) dV = αL(v) = α, ∀v ∈ V1a
}
. (2.5)
The extreme load factor is given by:
αlim sup
τ∈Σαa∩G
Si(τ ),where Si(τ ) = inf
v∈V1a
Sm(v, τ ) = α−
∫
V
ΨG(τ
D) dV (2.6)
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2.4 Kinematical limit load approach (upper bound)
The sup in the support function pi(ε˙) can be reached only if σ is chosen in G(x), such that:
σ = λε˙D + µI (this ensures that σ||ε˙D). The optimum corresponds to g(σ¯) = 0 ⇒ λ¯ =
σy
√
2/3
(
ε˙D · ε˙D)−1/2. Then the support function is given by
pi(ε˙(v)) = σy
√
2
3
√
ε˙(v) : ε˙(v) + sup
µ∈IR
(µdiv v).
It is interpreted as the density of dissipation work rate through the ε˙(v) at the material
point. We can observe that the pi(ε˙) function is not differentiable at 0. We do not treat
in the Code Aster the support function associated to the internal discontinuities surfaces,
lying in the V body [22]: the interfaces are disregarded.
Figure 2.1: Optimum σ¯ and graph of the support function pi(ε˙) in 1D situations
The kinematical approach is defined by the convex functional Se(v), which is positively
homogeneous of degree one, for any v ∈ V1a , in the whole domain:
Se(v) = sup
τ∈Σ
Sm(v, τ ) =
∫
V
pi(ε˙(v))dV −L0(v) (2.7)
This functional is the integral on the body of the support function pi of the convexG(x), cal-
culated for the ε˙(v) strain rate, and can be interpreted as the maximal dissipation work rate
in the velocities field v (the contribution of the interface strength vanishing). The support
function pi being positively homogeneous of degree one, consequently the functional Se(v)
is too. With the von Mises criterion, the dissipation work rate functional Se(v) reads:
Se(v) =
∫
V
[
σy
√
2
3
√
ε˙(v) : ε˙(v) + sup
q∈IR
(qdiv v)
]
dV −L0(v) (2.8)
We can observe that only the v fields belonging to the subspace
C =
{
v ∈ V1a , div v = 0 in V
}
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give finite values of Se(v). The v fields have to satisfy the isochoric condition:
div v = tr ε˙(v) = 0.
It is why we need incompressible finite elements to perform the calculation of limit load
factor with the von Mises criterion. The (quite general) method used to deal with the
incompressibility consists in mixed finite elements (velocities, mean pressure), ensuring
by dualization the isochoric condition in a weak form. These elements have to verify
the so-called LBB condition, to avoid spurious solutions. For instance, see [27] for the
formulation adopted by Code Aster.
The limit load factor αlim given by the kinematical approach is the solution of this opti-
mization problem:
αlim = inf
v∈V1a
Se(v) = inf
v ∈ Va
L(v) > 0
Se(v)
L(v) = supα>0 infv∈V1a (Se(v)− α(L(v)− 1)) .
When the optimum is reached, we get a solution u and the limit load factor αlim there is
no uniqueness of the field u, but αlim is unique. Any loading combination L0(v) + αL(v)
with 0 ≤ α ≤ αlim is supportable. Beyond αlim, the equilibrium problem violates the
strength criterion.
Remark 2.4.1:
There exist some situations where, even if L0(v) is not supportable alone, the
combination L0(v) + αL(v), with α1 ≤ α ≤ α2, becomes supportable over a
certain interval, and not only with two parallel loading.
Remark 2.4.2:
The limit load factor calculated for a two-dimensional problem, with the plane
strain condition, is necessarily higher than those obtained for this problem
idealized with the plane stress condition. This result gives a upper bound. If
we want to treat the problem with plane stress, we have to use the kinematical
approach on a three-dimensional idealization.
3 Review of numerical techniques
The implementation of the lower and upper bound methods presented above leads to diffi-
culties. The first one requires the construction of statically admissible stress fields, which
is delicate (excepted certain 2D cases), on which one must check the not exceeding of the
criterion. The second one frequently provides interesting results only to the condition of
choosing of discontinuous velocities fields, which are difficult to introduce into the finite
elements. It however requires the minimization of a non-differentiable functional (close to
that of elastoplastic damage mechanics).
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One finds very few “industrial” versions of computational softwares dealing with limit
analysis. This is due primarily to the low number of applications under consideration com-
pared to the practice in calculation of the structures (in elasticity or elastoplasticity for
example). However, the general balance-sheet of the methods tested by various authors
makes it possible the choice of algorithms. Those presented in the literature can be classi-
fied according to three groups:
Lower bound method Upper bound method Mixed method
1 Criterion and nonlinear
programming on discon-
tinuous stresses
2 Criterion and nonlinear
programming with a basis-
reduction technique of the
stress space
3 Linearization of the cri-
terion and linear program-
ming
4 Criterion and iterative
weak admissible elastic-
rigid stress fields by FEM.
1 Heuristic minimization
with discontinuous veloci-
ties
2 Linearization of the cri-
terion and linear program-
ming with discontinuous
velocities
3 Partition and partial reg-
ularization with discontin-
uous velocities
4 Norton-Hoff regulariza-
tion, with continuous ve-
locities.
1 Linearization of the cri-
terion and linear program-
ming, with continuous ve-
locities and discontinuous
stresses
2 Bingham regularization
by projection with continu-
ous velocities and colloca-
tion for the stresses
3 Norton-Hoff regulariza-
tion, continuous stresses
and velocities.
Table 3.1: Main algorithms characteristics.
3.1 Lower bound numerical methods of the limit load
The principal characteristics of the lower bound method are: the construction of statically
admissible stress fields; the resolution of the problem of optimization with checking of
the criterion everywhere. Historically, Hodge and Belytschko [13], [14] were among the
first to treat the 2D plane cases and plates. The selected discretization also consists of
finite elements with stresses d.o.f. (derived from an Airy’s function). The conditions of
connection on the elements edges are exploited to eliminate from the d.o.f. Discontinuities
can be considered only between two elements. A nonlinear programming algorithm of
minimization is used.
Casciaro et al. [3], [4] underline the cost of the checking of the criterion on each element,
caused by the choice of a quadratic discretization of the stress. They propose on the con-
trary a linear discretization, which makes it possible to limit the checking of the criterion
on the nodes of the mesh. A linearization of the criterion per pieces makes it possible to use
algorithms employed in linear programming, which are very effective. For the von Mises
case, one would need 32 linear inequalities to approach it with less than 5%. Christiansen
made this choice too to avoid very expensive problem of optimization [5].
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This strategy was also used by Pastor et al. [18] in a case adapted to the axisymmetric
problems. They used P1 stress finite elements, where 2 linear relations of continuity be-
tween the common edges are taken into account. In the Coulomb’s case, the criterion is
linearized per pieces, the cone being replaced by a polyhedron. Of course, the found limit
loads will be only upper limits for the real problem with the criterion of non associated
Coulomb. Once linearized, the criterion is calculated at the nodes, where the extrema are
reached.
More recently, Heitzer and Staat [21], [12] have proposed to use a basis-reduction tech-
nique of the residual stress space (the elastic solution being chosen to equilibrate the exter-
nal loading) so that the cost of the nonlinear programming becomes not excessive.
Another way was proposed by Ponter: the use of elastic finite elements to build by an iter-
ative procedure a sequence of equilibrated stress fields (in a weak sense), by a progressive
smoothing of zones where the criterion is reached.
3.2 Mixed approach numerical methods of the limit load
This method introduce multipliers, according to the Kuhn-Tucker’s theorem. The potential
risk lies in a bad conditioning: some people prefer to devote to the direct problem. The
mixed methods (leading to a saddle-point problem) have the advantage of revealing at the
same time the stress field and the velocities field in the collapse, and producing directly a
bounding of the limit load factor.
Casciaro et al. proposed an association of linear elements for velocities as for the stresses,
with discontinuities between elements, and with an a priori incompressibility of the veloc-
ities fields, or imposed with a dual form. Discretization of Lagrangian resulted in checking
the balance and the law of flow to the weak direction only; on the other hand, it is required
that the criterion be never violated, nor kinematic admissibility. Christiansen proposed a
little different method, with constant stress elements. A convergence theorem was estab-
lished [5].
Other works proposed not to linearize the criterion, like Zouain et al. [26], but a Newton-
like algorithm, replacing the Hessian by a positive definite matrix, directly on the condi-
tions of optimality of the Lagrangian.
3.3 Upper bound numerical methods of the limit load
Due to the difficulty lying in the not-differentiable character of the potential defining the
strength criterion of material, many authors proposed either a method of regularization, to
replace this potential (or its dualized form) by another which is differentiable, “ adjustable ”
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by a parameter, of which the limiting value led to convergence towards the preceding po-
tential, or a heuristic minimization, without the need of the Hessian.
The method of heuristic minimization of the function Se(vh), (used for instance by Mag-
hous [16], with constant or linear continuous fields vh) although very simple to implement
and general, seems expensive and sensitive to the choice of the starting point. Its users
associate it with a partitioning according to zones of the structure non concerned by the
collapse flow (given roughly by some iterations of nonlinear programming).
The linearization of the criterion makes it possible to use the fast methods of linear opti-
mization, but it can provide however results further away from the exact extreme loads (see
for instance [19] with P1 elements . . . ).
The incompressibility is sometimes treated in a way approached by penalisation, while
adding to Lagrangian term in (div v)2, affected of a great coefficient. If not, it is treated by
Lagrange’s multipliers and an Uzawa’s algorithm on the dual problem.
A first regularization of the Se(vh) functional, basic approach if one can say, consists in
adding in the expression of the function of support of convex constant term making it
derivable at 0, see for instance Cle´ment [6], Gaudrat [10], . . . . Of course, the problem
of minimization of the functional αSe(v) thus obtained is very badly conditioned when α
tends towards 0 (the gradient and the Hessian are difficult to calculate numerically).
One can classify the method suggested by Yan [25] in this category: he used a regular-
ization by a fictitious perfectly plastic viscous flow potential, where the Young’s modulus
plays the role of parameter; the incompressibility is treated in the same manner, by penali-
sation.
Another approach uses laws of viscous behaviour, where the parameter of regularization is
interpreted like a viscosity. A method by projection on the criterion G(x) was proposed by
Mercier [17]. He chooses a law of the Bingham-Perzyna type, where the flow takes place
only with the crossing of the threshold; the potential which replaces the indicator function
ΨG(σ) of convex having the form: ΨBPG (τ (x)) = 12µ ||τ (x)− ΠG(τ (x))||2.
The Mercier’s regularized functional derived from Se(v) reads:
µSe(v) = Se(v) +
∫
V
µ
2
||ε˙(v)||2 dV (3.1)
Instead of regularizing the functional to be optimized, one finds also algorithms which
exploit the presence of the rigid zones in the optimal solutions by a “ partition ”, while being
reduced to the optimization of a differentiable functional. Unfortunately, these algorithms
do not cross to a stage of regularization, to deal with the complete problem. One can
wonder, if the use of a method of adaptive meshing, coupled with the methods above,
could not be even more effective.
Finally, it seems interesting to use the method of regularization by the Norton-Hoff’s vis-
cous law (with a coefficient of “ viscosity ” µ > 0), both on the upper bound method or
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on the mixed approach. Historically, it seems that it is in the precursory work of Casciaro
in 1971, that one finds a first application of this regularization. Associated with a mixed
method, it led to a computational software “ LIMAN ”, see [3]. In 1982, these authors
proposed this regularization to the mixed approach [4]. This regularization was studied in
detail by Friaaˆ [9] in 1979. The indicator function ΨG(τ ) is regularized in the following
way, q > 1 (expressed with the gauge function j(τ ) of the convex G(x)):
ΨNHG (τx)) =
µ
q
[j(τ (x))]q (3.2)
Casciaro proposed also to choose the following expression of the regularized potential:
ΨNHqG (τ ) =
(
1
|V |
∫
V
(g(τ ) + σy)
q σ−qy dV
)1/q
(3.3)
Figure 3.1 allows to compare in the one-dimensional case (the convex is represented by the
segment ]− σy, σy[) these potentials with the original non differentiable potential.
Figure 3.1: Comparison of regularized potentials in 1D case.
The form of the coercive Norton-Hoff potential leads to place itself in functional spaces
in duality of the type Lp, p > 1, and Lq where the sum p−1 + q−1 = 1. We get good
properties on the solutions : they become regular, and for p = q = 2 that leads to a problem
of linear viscosity. And the solution of the initial collapse problem corresponds to the limit
of the normalized sequel of the solutions (uq, σq), for q →∞ ; by post-processing, we get
decreasing values of the limit load factor. Its initialization rests on a linear calculation. A
same technique was used for instance by Guennouni [11] or recently by Berak [2].
3.4 Choice of a numerical method of the limit load
One can summaries the advantages and the disadvantages of the various methods suggested
in the literature as follows. The lower bound methods, in their “exact” version are limited
to the 2D or plate-bending cases, and their cost is noticeable. It seems that linearizing the
criterion leads to poor results. In their “weak” (in the sense of verifying the equilibrium
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equations) version, with reduction technique, they appear efficient, but needs a special im-
plementation in usual finite element codes. For the treatment of the upper bound method,
it appears that the regularization is a good way, with a special mention to the Norton-Hoff
one, because of its convergence properties. That is why we have decided to implement the
upper bound approach, with the Norton-Hoff-Fre´mond-Friaaˆ method into a general pur-
pose nonlinear mechanical software uses displacement formulated finite elements, namely
Code Aster: we only need to implement the Norton-Hoff constitutive relation.
4 Norton-Hoff regularization of the upper
bound method
4.1 Theoretical formulation
We regularize the non-differentiable functional Se(v) by the Norton-Hoff method. We
replace the support function pi(ε˙) by the regularized and differentiable support function
piNH(ε˙). It is adjustable by a regularization parameter n(1 ≤ n ≤ +∞), which limit value
n→∞ gives the convergence to support function pi(ε˙):
piNH(ε˙) =
nk−1/n
1 + n
(pi(ε˙))m (4.1)
In the Code Aster, we choose the constant k = σ2y/3µ, in order to recover the elastic
incompressible problem, when n = 1 (2µ being the second Lame´’s coefficient).
We denote the space of the admissible velocities, adapted to the viscous flow, through the
Norton-Hoff constitutive relation of order m:
Vn1a = {v ∈ Ln(V ), ε˙(v) ∈ Ln(V ),v = 0 on Γu,L(v) = 1} . (4.2)
We define on this space the regularized functional Sne (v):
Sne (v) =
∫
V
nk−1/n
n+ 1
pi(ε˙(v))(1+n)/ndV − L0(v) (4.3)
The minimization problem inf
v∈Vn1a
[Sne (v)] is well-posed thanks to the properties of the
spaces Ln(V ) (due to the Ho¨lder inequality) and has a unique solution un, for which the
reached value of the inf is: αn. We show that this problem can also be written as the
seeking of the saddle-point (αn,un, pn) of the following Lagrangian:
max
α∈IR
inf
v∈Va
sup
q∈L2(V )
∫
V
A(n)
(√
ε˙(v) : ε˙(v)
)(1+n)/n
dV +∫
V
qdivvdV −L0(v)− α(L(v)− 1) (4.4)
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with:
A(n) =
n
1 + n
σ(n−1)/ny (3µ)
1/n
(
2
3
)(1+n)/2n
.
In practice, we take the sequence:
n 1 10 100 1000 . . . ∞
A (n) 2µ . . . σy
√
2
3
We observe that A(n) is decreasing (if E ≥ σy) from 2µ to σy
√
2
3
keeping homogeneous
to a stress, and remaining bounded.
This Lagrangian (4.4) allows to force directly in the operator the isochoric condition as well
the normalization to 1 of the work rate of loading. Then we build a decreasing sequence of
αn values and the limit load factor αlim is the limit of this sequence when n→∞:
αlim = lim
n→∞
(
inf
v∈Vn1a
[Sne (v)]
)
= lim
n→∞
(Sne (un)) . (4.5)
We can refer to [22] and [24] to see the proof. We show also the following property of the
solutions of (4.4). If we amplify the loading L → βL, when L0 = 0, the solutions depend
on β by the following relationships:
un(β) = β
−1un(1)
pn(β) = β
−1/npn(1)
σD(un(β)) = β
−1/nσD(un(1))
Sne (un(β)) = β−(1+n)/nSne (un(1))
One of the advantages of this regularizing method lies in the embedding property of the
spaces Ln(V ), that leads to an interesting property of the αn sequence, see section 4.3.
So we get the proof of the following properties [24], for a bounded body V , denoting
|V | = ∫
V
dV and ||V ||n =
∫
V
A(n)dV : For any 1 ≤ n and 1 ≤ r ≤ s and any field u
belonging to Vna , we have:∫
V
A(n)
√
ε˙(u) : ε˙(u)dV ≤ ||V ||
r−1
r
n
(∫
V
A(n)
√
(ε˙(u) : ε˙(u))rdV
) 1
r
≤ ||V ||
s−1
s
n
(∫
V
A(n)
√
(ε˙(u) : ε˙(u))sdV
) 1
s
(4.6)
∫
V
σy
√
2
3
ε˙(u) : ε˙(u)dV ≤ |V | 1n+1
∫
V
σ(n+1)/ny
(√
2
3
ε˙(u) : ε˙(u)
)(n+1)/n
dV

n
n+1
, ∀u
(4.7)
These properties are interesting because they remain true for heterogeneous materials, and
we can consider the yield stress either as measure (as a specific mass) or as belonging to
the strain energy.
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4.2 Numerical aspects of the limit load calculation
To calculate with Code Aster a limit load factor with the regularizing Norton-Hoff-Friaaˆ
method, with the von Mises criterion, we need to:
• define a 2D-idealization (plane or axisymmetric) or 3D with the incompressible finite
elements,
• define the material characteristics (Young’s modulus E ≥ σy, Poisson’s ratio ν
near to 0.5 to precise the quasi-incompressibility of the mixed finite elements in
the Code Aster [27], the strength parameter σy and Norton-Hoff coefficient n), the
shear modulus being deducted: 2µ = 2E/3. Notice that the limit load is independent
of E and ν,
• define the dead loading and the α-parametrized one,
• define the normalization of the work rate of the parametrized loading,
• make a non linear calculation with the Norton-Hoff constitutive relation with the
Newton-Raphson type algorithm,
• post-process the calculation to obtain the limit load factor.
The weak form of the optimization problem reads as following:
The coefficient n given, find (αn,un, pn) ∈ IR× Va × L2(V ) such that:∫
V
{
A(n)
√
ε˙(un) : ε˙(un)
1−n
n ε˙(un) : ε˙(v) + pndiv v
}
dV
−αnL(v) = L0(v) ∀v ∈ Va∫
V
qdiv undV = 0 ∀q ∈ L2(V )
L(un) = 1 (4.8)
This problem admits an unique solution for any n ≥ 1 (see [22]). For n = 1 the problem
is of linear incompressible elasticity type. We get an estimation of the limit load factor by
an upper bound, the un field giving an idea of a collapse mode. For the incompressibility
treatment, we refer to the document [27] to the weak mixed formulation:∫
V
qdiv u dV +
∫
V
qp
ξ
dV = 0 ∀q ∈ L2(V ),
the penalisation term
∫
V
qp
ξ
dV avoiding some difficulties with a LDLT-like linear algebra
solver1 and corresponding to a Poisson’s ratio like ν = 0.4999 . . . (ξ →∞when ν → 0.5).
Then the solutions are only quasi-incompressible.
1Bunck-Kaufman method with LDLT decomposition where L is a unit lower triangular matrix and D is
block diagonal.
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The variational formulation (4.8) is solved by the popular non linear iterative Newton-
Raphson algorithm by Code Aster (including other ingredients like line-search, continua-
tion. . . presented in [28]), with mixed 2D and 3D finite elements (Taylor-Hood), defined by
degrees of freedom vector (U,P), on the spaces V0 and Q of discretized functions.
The principle of the non linear Newton-Raphson algorithm of Code Aster is presented in
[28]. We get the incremental following problem:
Find (∆α,∆u,∆p) ∈ IR× V0 ×Q such that:∫
V
σ(u+∆u) : ε˙(v)dV +B(v, p+∆p)
−(α +∆α)L1(v) = (L0 +∆L0)(v) ∀v ∈ V0
B(u+∆u, q) = D+∆D ∀q ∈ Q
L1(v) = 1
• B is a linear operator containing the Dirichlet homogeneous boundary conditions, as
well the incompressibility condition,
• D corresponds to the prescribed data (Dirichlet homogeneous boundary conditions,
incompressibility),
• L0 is the dead load second member and L1 the α-parametrized load second member,
• V0 and Q are the spaces of discretized functions on the finite elements, defined by
the degrees of freedoms (DOFs) vector (U,P).
The stress tensor σ(u) satisfies the Norton-Hoff constitutive relation. The deviatoric stress
associated to the strain rate is:
σD(u) =
1 + n
n
A(n)
(√
ε˙D(u) : ε˙D(u)
)(1−n)/n
ε˙D(u). (4.9)
The nonlinear problem is solved by the Newton method, after the direct implicit discretiza-
tion of the constitutive relations, see [29].
The prediction step consists to solve the following system, from the initial state (u, p) to
obtain the first iteration solution : (∆u0,∆p0).∫
V
dσ
dε˙
∣∣∣∣
ε(u)
: ε˙(∆u0) : ε˙(v)dV +B(v,∆p0)−∆αL1(v) = ∆L0(v) ∀(v) ∈ V0
B(∆u0, q) = ∆D ∀q ∈ Q
L1(u+∆u0) = 1
The tangent operator dσ
dε
∣∣
ε(u)
comes from the tangent stiffness, applied to any deviatoric
tensor e:
dσD
dε˙D
e = A(r)
(√
ε˙D(u) : ε˙D(u)
)(1−r)/r (
e+
1− r
r
ε˙D(u)⊗ ε˙D(u)
ε˙D(u) · ε˙D(u) : e
)
. (4.10)
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Then we continue with the correction step, for the i-th iteration:∫
V
dσ
dε˙
∣∣∣∣
ε(u+∆ui)
: ε˙(∆ui+1 −∆ui) : ε˙(v)dV +B(v,∆pi+1)− (α +∆α)L1(v)
= (L0 +∆L0)(v)−
[∫
V
σ(u+∆ui) : ε˙(v)dV +B(v, p)
]
∀v ∈ V0
B(∆ui+1, q) = D+∆D−B(u, q) ∀q ∈ Q
L1(u+∆ui+1) = 1
The second member σ(u + ∆ui) : ε˙(v)dV is updated, through the computation of the
stress field from the constitutive relation. The tangent operator dσ
dε
∣∣
ε(u+∆ui)
is also updated
on request, at certain iterations i only, to avoid an expensive assembling of the stiffness
matrix.
In our case, the solution can be achieved without time-discretization, but it is interesting
to update the tangent stiffness from time to time to speed-up the convergence. We use a
LDLT type solver; the normalization equation, coupling a lot of DOFs being reported at
the bottom of the equations system. We can prefer to make a break in the calculation, or
restart from any previous solution (u, p), even obtained from another parameter n: this
enables computing time reduction. In any case, it is recommended to begin a calculation
with a coarse mesh to evaluate the effect of the parameter n on the αn values.
4.3 Post-processing and calculation of the limit load factor
The solution (αn,un, pn) being calculated, for a given n, we have to use the αn sequence
to build the approximation of the limit load factor. We make profit of the properties (4.5),
(4.6), the fact thatA(n) is decreasing, and the property coming from the minimization (4.4)
(see [24]). From these two last properties, with 1 ≤ r ≤ s, we conclude that for ur and us
respectively solutions (satisfying also the incompressibility and normalization conditions)
of (4.4) for n = r and n = s:(∫
V
A(r)
√
(ε˙(ur) : ε˙(ur))
rdV
)
≤
(∫
V
A(s)
√
(ε˙(us) : ε˙(us))
s dV
)
(4.11)
Associated to the property (4.5), we have for 1 ≤ r ≤ s:∫
V
A(r)
√
ε˙(ur) : ε˙(ur)dV ≤ ||V ||
r−1
r
r
(∫
V
A(r)
√
(ε˙(ur) : ε˙(ur))
r dV
) 1
r
≤ ||V ||
s−1
s
s
(∫
V
A(s)
√
(ε˙(us) : ε˙(us))
s dV
) 1
s
(4.12)
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We denote by α˜n the terms of the sequence, that we calculate in practice by post-processing
from un (the loading work rate being equal to 1):
α˜n = ||V ||
1
1+n
n
(∫
V
A(n)
√
(ε˙(un) : ε˙(un))
(1+n)/n dV
) n
1+n
−L0(un) (4.13)
This sequence α˜n is decreasing for n → +∞ and we show [24] that it converges to αlim;
that enables a good control. As we can make a minoration (knowing thatA(+∞) = σy
√
2
3
)
of the first term of (4.12):
αlim ≤
∫
V
σy
√
2
3
ε˙(un) : ε˙(un)dV −L0(un) ≤ α˜n (4.14)
we calculate then the decreasing sequence αˆn for n→ +∞ converging also to αlim:
αlim ≤ αˆn =
∫
V
σy
√
2
3
ε˙(un) : ε˙(un)dV − L0(un) ≤ α˜n. (4.15)
The precision of the approximation of the limit load factor αlim is determined by compar-
ison of the different values of αˆn that converge to αlim from above (at n → +∞). These
terms are calculated by numerical integration at the Gaussian points of the finite elements.
Another interpretation of the interest of making profit of this sequence lies in the fact that
it uses directly the expression of the support function of the strength convex, that is the
dissipation work rate in the potential collapse modes, applied to the incompressible and
normalized solutions un.
If the dead loading vanishes: L0 = 0, we can post-process the stress field (quasi statically
admissible) coming from the solution un and get an estimated value of the limit load factor,
which would be a lower bound if the equilibrium equations were exactly fulfilled (see
[22]). We calculate then the sequence αn, which has not –unfortunately– any property of
monotony:
αn =
∫
V
A(n)
√
(ε˙(un) : ε˙(un))
(1+n)/n
dV
sup
x∈V

√
3
2
σD(un) : σD(un)
σy
−1 ≤ αˆn
(4.16)
This maximization (of the gauge function of the strength convex) is calculated only at the
Gaussian points of the finite elements. So the obtained value, for each n, lower than αˆn
[22], can only be considered as an indication.
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5 Validation test
5.1 Reference problem
We consider a rectangular plate or a hexahedron or an axisymmetrical cylinder. The
strength property of the constitutive homogeneous material satisfies the von Mises crite-
rion (with the threshold σy). The body is subjected to pressures on the horizontal boundary
−ϕf and on the vertical boundary−(1− ϕ)f with ϕ ≥ 0.5. With this very simple sample
problem, an analytical calculation enables to get the exact limit load factor in the load-
ing direction, as well the estimations by the regularization method. For more details we
refer to [22] and [23]. That validation example corresponds to the test SSNV124 [30]
of Code Aster. The geometry is characterized by: inner radius a = 1mm, outer radius
b = 2mm, thickness b− a = 1mm, height: H = 4mm.
b
a
H
0
A B
r or x
D C
z or y
5.2 Plane case
The solid is submitted to pressures on the horizontal boundary: −ϕf and vertical one:
−(1 − ϕ)f , with: ϕ ≥ 1/2, and the z-displacement is zero. We consider two ways to
control the loading:
• case1: both pressures (horizontal and vertical) are parametrized by α,
• case2: the horizontal pressure is parametrized by α, while the vertical pressure re-
mains constant −(1− ϕ)f , with f0 = α0f .
5.2.1 Limit analysis solution
The solution is homogeneous (biaxial stresses σ : σxx = ϕf, σyy = (1 − ϕ)f, σxy = 0,
plane strain ε). We get [22] the limit load factor for these loading directions, for von Mises
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criterion, in plane strain, with the threshold σy:
case1: αlimf =
2
√
3σy
3|2ϕ− 1| (5.1)
case2: αlimf =
2
√
3σy
3|ϕ| +
1− ϕ
|ϕ| α0f (5.2)
We observe that if we take α0 = αlim in the case2, we recover the case1.
5.2.2 Regularized limit analysis solution
The solution is homogeneous. The plane strains are of the kind :
ε˙(u) = γ
 1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0
 √ε˙(u) : ε˙(u) = |γ|√2 (5.3)
Through the Norton-Hoff constitutive relation, we get the deviatoric stresses:
σD = A(n)
√
2
(1−n)/n|γ|(1−n)/nγ
 1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0

||σD||vM = A(n)
√
2
(1−n)/n|γ|1/n
√
3 (5.4)
The loading normalization leads to:
case1: γf = 1
H(b− a)(2ϕ− 1) (5.5)
case2: γf = 1
H(b− a)ϕ (5.6)
The sequence terms αˆm of limit load factor estimation for both parametrisations of loading
are:
case1: αˆnf =
2
√
3σy
3|2ϕ− 1| ∀n (5.7)
case2: αˆnf =
2
√
3σy
3|ϕ| +
1− ϕ
|ϕ| α0f ∀n. (5.8)
The invariance in n which can be observed here (this is a particular case) comes from the
fact that the equilibrated stress field is unique. For the case1, we can also compute the
sequence αn:
case1: αnf =
2n
√
3σy
3(1 + n)|2ϕ− 1| (5.9)
The we get the exact limit load factor αlim when n→∞.
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5.3 Axisymmetrical case
For the 2D axisymmetrical case, we consider the same geometry, but the solid, the axial
displacement of which vanishing, is submitted to the only pressure on the inner wall: ϕf
parametrized by α.
5.3.1 Limit analysis solution
We get [23] the limit load factor for this loading direction, for the von Mises criterion, with
axisymmetrical and zero axial strain condition, with the yield stress σy:
αlimϕf =
2
√
3
3
σyln
b
a
(5.10)
5.3.2 Regularized limit analysis solution
The solution is homogeneous. The displacement being radial, the isochoric strains are,
where γ is a parameter:
ur(r) =
γ
r
, ε˙(u) =
γ
r2
 −1 0 00 0 0
0 0 1
 , √ε˙(u) : ε˙(u) = |γ|
r2
√
2 (5.11)
Through the Norton-Hoff constitutive relation, we get the deviatoric stresses:
σD = A(n)
√
2
(1−n)/n|γ|(1−n)/nγ r−2/n
 −1 0 00 0 0
0 0 1

||σD||vM = A(n)
√
2
(1−n)/n|γ|1/nr−2/n
√
3 (5.12)
The axial and radial equilibrium equations give the mean stress:
tr σ(r) = 3A(n)
√
2
(1−n)/n
γ|γ|(1−n)/nr−2/n(1− n) + 3τ (5.13)
where τ is a constant, calculated from the zero pressure boundary condition on the outer
wall. Then we get the stresses:
σrr(r) = β(b
−2/n − r−2/n)
σzz(r) = β(b
−2/n − (n− 1
n
r−2/n) with β = A(n)n
√
2
(1−n)/n
(ϕfH)1/n
(5.14)
σθθ(r) = β(b
−2/n − n− 2
n
r−2/n)
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The loading normalization gives: ϕfγ = 1
H
.
The limit load factor sequence terms αˆn are :
αˆnϕf =
2
√
3
3
σyH
∫ b
a
|γ|
r2
rdr =
2
√
3
3
σyln
b
a
∀n (5.15)
Those of the sequence αn are:
αnϕf =
2
√
3n
3(1 + n)
σy
∫ b
a
r(−2n−2)/nrdr
(
max
(a,b)
(
r−2/n
))−1
=
σy
√
3n2
3(n+ 1)
b−2/n − a−2/n
a−2/n
(5.16)
For n→∞, that gives:
α1+ϕf =
2
√
3
3
σyln
b
a
,
that is the same value αˆn and αlim.
5.4 Three-dimensional case
In 3D we consider the same geometry, but the solid, of unit thickness, is free in the antiplane
z direction. The solid is submitted to pressures applied on the horizontal boundary: −ϕf
and vertical one: −(1− ϕ)f , with: ϕ ≥ 1/2. Both pressures are parametrized by α.
5.4.1 Limit analysis solution
The solution is homogeneous (biaxial stresses σ : σxx = ϕf, σyy = (1 − ϕ)f, σxy =
0, σzz = 0, strains ε). We get the limit load factor in this loading direction [23], for the von
Mises criterion, with the yield value σy:
αlimf =
σy√
3ϕ2 − 3ϕ+ 1 (5.17)
5.4.2 Regularized limit analysis solution
The solution is homogeneous. The isochoric strains are:
ε˙(u) = γ
 1 0 00 δ 0
0 0 −1− δ
 √ε˙(u) : ε˙(u) = |γ|√2(1 + δ + δ2) (5.18)
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Through the Norton-Hoff constitutive relation, we get the deviatoric stresses:
σD = β
 1 0 00 δ 0
0 0 −1− δ
 ||σD||vM = |β|√3(1 + δ + δ2) (5.19)
with β = A(n)
√
2(1 + δ + δ2)
(1−n)/n|γ|(1−n)/nγ. We deduce from σzz = 0 : trσ =
−3β(1 + δ). And the stresses:
σ = β
 2 + δ 0 00 1 + 2δ 0
0 0 0
 .
The equilibrium conditions give σxx(1− ϕ) = σyyϕ. We get the parameter δ = 3ϕ− 21− 3ϕ .
The loading normalization gives:
γf =
1
H(b− a)(ϕ+ δ(1− ϕ)) (5.20)
The limit load factor terms αˆm for this loading condition are:
αˆnf =
2
√
3σy
3
√
2(1 + δ + δ2)
ϕ+ δ(1− ϕ) =
σy√
3ϕ2 − 3ϕ+ 1 (5.21)
Limit analysis Regul. limit analysis solution sequence
plane case 1
αlimf =
2
√
3σy
3|2ϕ− 1| αˆnf =
2
√
3σy
3|2ϕ− 1| ∀n
αnf =
2n
√
3σy
3(1 + n)|2ϕ− 1| ∀n
plane case 2
αlimf =
2
√
3σy
3|ϕ| +
1− ϕ
|ϕ| α0f αˆnf =
2
√
3σy
3|ϕ| +
1− ϕ
|ϕ| α0f ∀n.
Axisymmetrical case
αlimϕf =
2
√
3
3 σyln
b
a
αˆnϕf =
2
√
3
3 σyln
b
a
∀n
αnϕf =
n2σy
√
3
3(1 + n)
b−1/n − a−1/n
a−1/n
∀n
Axisymmetrical case
αlimf =
σy√
3ϕ2 − 3ϕ+ 1 αˆnf =
σy√
3ϕ2 − 3ϕ+ 1 ∀n
Table 5.1: Direct and regularized limit analysis results
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5.5 Torispherical vessel head under internal
This benchmark test concerns a vessel-head under pressure see figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Torispherical vessel head under internal pressure ; deformed mesh (right) : 34
Q8 elements, 141 nodes.
The algorithm appears to be very efficient. We can observe on the figure 5.2 the conver-
gence of the upper an approximated lower bound in terms of the regularization parameter.
For a parameter n = 71, 0, and 19 equivalent elastic calculations, we get the results :
PAster sup=3.9404 MPa, and PAster inf=3.8372 MPa.
Figure 5.2: Torispherical vessel head under internal pressure: load factors vs. parameter n
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5.6 Comparison with a finite strain calculation
We considered an elastoplastic pressurized structure with a flaw on the outer wall (see
fig.5.3. With the Code Aster regularized limit analysis algorithm, we get, after 39 equiv-
alent elastic iterations (n = 8, 25) the following bounding of the limit pressure : 1.353-
1.916MPa, for a normalized σy = 10.0MPa. Moreover, we wanted to assess the predicted
collapse mode by a finite strain simulation : indeed, we can suspect that a snap-through
can occur, that limit analysis can not idealize. With the Code Aster elastoplastic finite
strain incremental simulation (using the Simo-Miehe [20] eulerian formulation, which is
incrementally objective), assuming isotropic hardening from the experimental strain-stress
curve, we get the maximum pressure near from 48.5 MPa, while with limit analysis, we
get : 35.1 MPa (if we take the Re-stress value on the strain-stress curve) or 93 MPa (taking
the Rm stress value). The failure modes are quite similar (see fig.5.3).
We have remarked on this kind of structure (high difference of stiffness between the parts
of the structure) that the computing time, for the same mesh are quite similar between limit
analysis and elastoplastic finite strain incremental simulation. We can conclude that it can
be safer and not too difficult to use in parallel elastoplastic calculations and limit analysis.
Figure 5.3: Comparison between the predicted collapses (mesh : 2D-axis, 583 Q8 ele-
ments, 1946 nodes
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6 Conclusions
The limit analysis numerical method presented here has the following characteristics:
• we get an upper bound, with a monotone decreasing with respect to the regularization
parameter, and convergence to the true limit load ;
• the regularized dissipation power involved in the upper bound does not include any
elastic term;
• we get an estimation of the lower bound by post-processing of the obtained numerical
stress field, with convergence to the limit load, in the case without dead load. The
increasing of the sequence of these lower bounds can not be proved, but is observed
on the benchmark tests. This estimation is of practical interest for the applications.
For the 2D-plane strain situation, we have observed that the main difficulty (of conver-
gence) is not the heterogeneous aspect, but the localization of the collapse mode (shear
bands appear). Adaptive meshing is necessary to provide better results for the bounding.
For the 2D-axis and 3D cases, the convergence is good and the calculations are not expen-
sive (especially in 2D-axis) and the results that are been obtained are very close to some
available analytical simplified lower bound, and other numerical results. These tests have
led to improvements of the method, as well to a better knowledge of its behaviour.
Finally, we can conclude that the proposed numerical method, easy to be implemented
into any FEM nonlinear software, leads to efficient (90% time saved) and sufficient accu-
rate bounding of limit loads with respect to incremental methods or analytical available
solutions.
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Simplified shakedown analysis with the ZAC method
1 Introduction
This present contribution concerns particularly the second subject that is the shakedown
analysis through a benchmark. One of the aims of this benchmark is to find the elastic
shakedown domain in a structure subjected to a cyclic thermal and mechanical loading.
Two calculations have been carried out to obtain this domain. The first one uses an incre-
mental simulation with an elastoplastic constitutive law [9] and the second one is realized
with a simplified method. In this work, the question is to see if the simplified method gives
the same results as the incremental calculation and then to valid this method in the elastic
shakedown case. We recall that a structure is said to shake down if it behaves elastically
after some initial cycles with plastic strain.
The considered structure is an axisymmetrical test-tube with variable thickness made of
quenched 316L stainless steel. This tube is subjected to a thermal cyclic loading and to an
internal cyclic pressure.
For the incremental elastoplastic simulations, we have used a model developed by EDF
[9] and implemented in the FEM Code Aster software. This model allows to describe the
ratchetting in nonsymmetrical load-controlled test, the elastic and plastic shakedown in
a symmetrical and nonsymmetrical loading and the cyclic hardening and softening after
overloading. Its particularity is to introduce a ratchetting stress and a discrete variable.
Concerning the simplified ZAC method proposed by Zarka and Casier [10], it is based on
the linear kinematic hardening and obeys the von Mises criterion. The material parameters
are supposed constant with the temperature. This method can be used from a free stress
or pre-stressed state and gives the limit state in a structure under cyclic thermo-mechanical
loading.
In the first section, we present the ZAC method. Then, we describe the EDF model. The
last section is dedicated to the presentation of the studied specimen (geometrical properties,
loading and boundary conditions) and to obtained results.
All the simulations has been performed with the EDF Code Aster software.
2 Description of the ZAC method
Depending on the magnitude of loading, a structure can show the structural responses
symbolized in the Bree interaction diagram. In addition to the plastic collapse, the structure
can fail plastically with time-variant loads through:
• incremental collapse by accumulation of plastic strains over subsequent load cycles
(also termed ratchetting, progressive plasticity or cyclic creep),
• plastic fatigue by alternating plasticity in few load cycles (also termed Low Cycle
Fatigue (LCF) or plastic shakedown).
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The structure does not fail plastically, if finally all plastic strain rates vanish and if the dissi-
pated energy remains finite. One says that the structure adapts to the load or it shakes down
elastically. After few initially plastic cycles no difference to the purely elastic behavior can
be observed in structural mechanics quantities.
First the theoretical framework of the ZAC methods has to be defined, i.e. the assumptions
for its application:
• Quasi static evolution
• Linear theory (small strains)
• Temperature independent material parameters
• Periodic loading (e.g. thermal load T , body forces f0, surface forces p0 and given
displacements u0)
• The elastic domain is defined with the von Mises yield criterion
F [σ − pi] ≤ σy or ||σD − pi|| ≤ σy (2.1)
with the stress tensor σ, its deviatoric part σD, the initial yield stress σy, the von
Mises yield function F and the back-stress tensor pi given by
pi = Cεp, (2.2)
where εp is the plastic strain tensor and C the material parameter defining the kine-
matic function.
Within this framework and the above assumptions, Melan’s shakedown theorem shows,
that under periodic loading any solution of an evolution problem tends to a periodic solu-
tion in terms of stress and strain corresponding to the limit state. If the local amplitude
of the plastic strain εp vanishes at all points of the structure the structure shakes down
elastically, otherwise it shakes down plastically.
The ZAC method is based on transformed internal variables. It assumes the linear kine-
matic hardening and gives an approximation of the limit stress and strain. Its main ad-
vantage over the direct shakedown analysis is that is gives an estimation of plastic strain
amplitudes from some elastic calculations. The quality of estimates on steady cyclic be-
haviour by Zarka’s method is critically discussed in [6]. If all assumption given above are
fulfilled for a structure V , it can be summarized as follows:
The actual tensor σ and its deviatoric part σD can be written as :
σ = σE + ρ and σD = σED + ρD (2.3)
with the elastic stress tensor σE and the residual stress tensor ρ and its deviatoric parts σED
and ρD. The idea of the method is to perform uncoupled computations at each point. The
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use of the modified parameter pi allows to build an approximation of the limit state of the
structure at each point, independently from the other points.
Y = pi − ρD with the yield criteria ||σED −Y|| ≤ σy. (2.4)
Y is the modified variable, such that in the deviatoric stress space, the yield surface repre-
sents a sphere of center σED and of radius σy.
The key point of the ZAC method [10] is the way to calculate the modified variable Y at
the limit state at each point. The knowledge of the transformed variable Y at the limit state
will allow to solve the elastic problem with an initial strain C−1Y verified by the residual
stress ρ and then to obtain the limit stress and strain.
2.1 Condition of elastic shakedown
At each point of the structure, one defines the quantities FE(x) on one cycle, such that
Y = pi − ρD with the yield criteria ||σED −Y|| ≤ σy. (2.5)
FE(x) = max||σE(x, t1)− σE(x, t0)|| ≡ ||σEmax(x)− σEmin(x)||, (2.6)
where t1 and t0 correspond to the extrema of the load cycle. The global quantity FE is the
maximum FE(x) for all x.
The comparison between the quantity FE and the initial yield stress σy allows to decide if
there is elastic or plastic shakedown{
FE ≤ 2σy elastic shakedown
FE > 2σy plastic shakedown
(2.7)
From a geometrical point of view, if the intersection CL (see 2.1) of two spheres of center
σEmax and σEmin and of radius the yield stress σy is not empty, there is elastic shakedown,
otherwise there is plastic shakedown. One shows that at each point of a structure in an
elastic shakedown situation, there is a limit factor Ylim fixed in time so that this modified
parameter Ylim at the limit state belongs to the intersection CL of these two spheres. In the
case of elastic shakedown, the estimate of the limit variable Ylim is obtained in the ZAC
method, through the local projection of the initial variable Y0 on this intersection CL of
these two spheres, according to the rules presented on figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The three ways to assess Ylim as a function of Y0.
2.2 Equations verified by the actual, elastic and residual
stresses
The following conditions are fulfilled for the stresses. The elastoplastic problem verifies:
−divσ = f0 in V
σn = p0 on ∂Vp
u = u0 on ∂Vu
ε =
1
2
(∇u+∇Tu)
σ = E : (ε− εp − εth) (2.8)
The elastic problem solution is given by:
−divσE = f0 in V
σEn = p0 on ∂Vp
uE = u0 on ∂Vu
εE =
1
2
(∇uE +∇TuE)
σE = E : (εE − εth) (2.9)
Calculating the difference between the sets of equations (2.8) and (2.9), one finds the self
equilibrated following problem with ρ = σ − σE , εR = ε− εE and uR = u− uE:
−divρ = 0 in V
ρn = 0 on ∂Vp
uR = 0 on ∂Vu
εR =
1
2
(∇uR +∇TuR)
εR = E−1 : ρ+ C−1 : (ρ0 + Y) (2.10)
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Then, the knowledge of the transformed variable at the limit state Ylim will allow to solve
the elastic problem (2.10) with an initial strain (Ylim/C) verified by the residual stress ρ
and then to obtain the limit stress and the limit plastic strain.
Remark
The initial variable Y0 can be chosen zero or nonzero. In this last case, several
loading cyclic can be performed with a linear kinematic model before applying
the ZAC method.
3 Elastoplastic cyclic constitutive law
The Visc-Taheri model [9] has been developed by EDF in order to describe simultane-
ously the ratcheting, the elastic and plastic shakedown in symmetrical and nonsymmetrical
stress-controlled tests and the cyclic hardening and softening after overloading in strain-
controlled tests. More generally, this model uses a non-linear isotropic and kinematic
hardening law and the evolution of internal variables is deduced from yield surfaces, from
the assumption of normality and consistency conditions. Briefly, the different features of
this model consists in the introduction of a ratcheting stress, of a discrete variable εpn rep-
resenting the plastic strain at last unloading and of a peak stress σP which, in the uni-axial
case, is the maximum stress undergone during the history of loading. The introduction of a
ratcheting stress is derived from some experimental tensile tests, which show that at room
temperature the ratcheting phenomena occurs when the maximum stress reaches a stress
threshold, independently of the amplitude of the loading.
There are four internal variables: εp plastic strain, peak stress σP , the cumulated plastic
strain p and the plastic strain at last unloading εpn. The significant variable is εp − εpn,
which measures the plastic strain amplitude. The model introduces a regularization of the
temporal discontinuity of εpn. The law is described by three yield surfaces in the deviatoric
space: a spherical loading surface F which governs the evolution of plastic strain, a spheri-
cal maximal surface G centered at the origin, containing the loading surface F and relative
to the evolution of the peak stress; the third is a fixed ultimate spherical surface centered at
the origin and containing the other surfaces (see [9] for the details of the model).
The constitutive law is described by the following equations:
F = (σ˜ − pi)eq − R ≤ 0 loading surface (3.1)
G = pieq +R− σp ≤ 0 maximal loading surface (3.2)
σ = 2µ(ε− εp) +Ktr(ε− εth)I εth = αt(T − T ref)I (3.3)
R = D
[
R0 +
(
2
3
)a
A (εp − εpn)aeq
]
D = 1−me−bp(1−σp/S) (3.4)
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pi = C [Sεp − σpεpn] C = C∞ + C1e−bp(1−σ
p/S) (3.5)
ε˙p =
3
2
p˙
σ˜ − pi
(σ˜ − pi)eq plastic law (normal) (3.6)
ε˙pn = ζ˙(ε
p − εpn) evolution law (3.7)
whereR is the isotropic hardening function,pi the back-stress tensor, εth the thermal strain,
K, µ the bulk and shear modulus, αt and T ref the thermal expansion coefficient and the
reference temperature and R0, a, A, b, C∞ and C1 the other material properties used to
define the hardening functions.
The consistency conditions are given by:
F ≤ 0 p˙ ≥ 0 F p˙ = 0 (3.8)
G ≤ 0 σ˙p ≥ 0 Gσ˙p = 0 (3.9)
F ≤ 0 ζ˙ ≥ 0 F ζ˙ = 0 (3.10)
In this model, four kinds of evolutions are possible:
real unloading ζ˙ = 0, p˙ = 0 pseudo unloading ζ˙ > 0, p˙ = 0 (3.11)
real loading ζ˙ = 0, p˙ > 0, σ˙p = 0 pseudo loading ζ˙ = 0, p˙ > 0, σ˙p > 0
(3.12)
4 Presentation of the benchmark
4.1 Specimen test
In Fig. 4.1, the geometry and the loading of the considered specimen are represented [3].
The structure is subjected to a cyclic internal pressure P0 and a cyclic thermal loading
(heating process by Joule effect until a given temperature, then cooling). The duration
of the heating is of 18s and the duration of cooling by natural convection is about 1480s
to come back to the room temperature (equal to 50◦C). The advantage of the considered
316L material is that it suits with the ZAC method because the tensile curves are practically
bilinear. The identification has been realized from three tensile tests at the temperatures
20◦C, 250◦C and 450◦C and the resulting values are given in Tab 4.1.
Remark
In a previous study about the same structure [2], [1] a first comparison was per-
formed in the plastic shakedown case between different elastoplastic models,
the ZAC method and the experiment. This study allowed to choose the most
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satisfactory constitutive models for the description of ratchetting. Therefore,
one considers here one of these constitutive laws and we shall suppose that
the used elastoplastic model represents well the real behaviour of considered
material.
Coefficient 20◦C 250◦C 450◦C
Young’s modulus (GPa) 192.5 168.3 160.2
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.3 0.3
Thermal expansion coefficient (K−1) 16.410−6 17.510−6 18.210−6
Yield stress (MPa) 210.9 118.4 101.2
Ultimate stress (MPa) 571 433 423
Hardening modulus (MPa) 6590 3022 2870
Table 4.1: Temperature dependent material data
4.2 Incremental calculations with the cyclic elastoplastic
constitutive law
For the incremental calculation, all material parameters are chosen temperature dependent
(the structure is made of 316L stainless steel). 4.2 summarizes the different simulations
to evaluate the elastic shakedown domain. The maximal temperature Tmax obtained in the
structure, the minimal temperature Tmin (at the same point where the specimen reaches
Tmax), the internal pressure , the number of simulated loading cycles, the duration of each
calculation (on an ORIGIN 2000 computer) and the increment of cumulated plastic strain
∆p at the last cycle at the most loaded point are presented.
To detect the elastic shakedown or plastic shakedown, we have calculated the increment of
cumulated plastic strain per cycle ∆p as a function of the number of the cycle, that is:
∆p = pn∗1500 − p(n−1)∗1500 (4.1)
where p is the maximal cumulated plastic strain reached in the structure and n the number
of the cycle. When the increment ∆p vanishes, there is elastic shakedown and when the
increment tends to an asymptote, there is plastic shakedown. Strictly speaking, the consid-
ered structure does not reach the stabilized state. Therefore, fixed values are chosen, which
define the plastic shakedown and the elastic shakedown. These values are
∆p ∼= 10−2% plastic shakedown (4.2)
∆p ∼= 10−4% elastic shakedown. (4.3)
Between these two values, the interpretation remains delicate. The choice of these values
has been suggested by the form of the curves representing the increment of ∆p as a function
of the number of the cycle n.
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Figure 4.1: Geometry and loading
4.3 Simulation with the ZAC method
We have chosen to apply the method for the constitutive law parameters defined at the max-
imal temperature Tmax reached in the structure and from a pre-stressed state. We have then
carried out a first incremental elastoplastic simulation (one and half cycle) with the linear
kinematic hardening model, then applied the simplified method. The two elastic problems
are solved at time corresponding to maximal loading (1519s) and at time corresponding to
minimal loading (1500s). In the table 4.2, we report the performed calculations and the
results. Concerning the duration of one simulation, it is very short, about 300s. The used
material for the specimen is considered with a good case to apply the ZAC method because
the tensile curves are practically bilinear.
Remark
The used material for the specimen is considered with a good case to apply the
ZAC method because the tensile curves are practically bilinear.
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Tmax(
◦C) Tmin(◦C) P0(MPa) Result
221 58 0 plastic shakedown
183 56 0 elastic shakedown
183 56 2.25 plastic shakedown
154 55 2.25 elastic shakedown
154 55 4.5 plastic shakedown
106 53 6.75 elastic shakedown
106 53 9 plastic shakedown
84 52 9 elastic shakedown
84 52 11.25 plastic shakedown
53 50 13.5 elastic shakedown
53 50 15.75 plastic shakedown
Table 4.2: Simulations with the ZAC method and results
4.4 Comparison of the two elastic shakedown domains
In the figure 4.2, we report the results of the two simulations in the diagram: variation of
the temperature ∆T = Tmax − Tmin (at the same point) as a function of internal pressure
P0. The points represent the results obtained by the elastoplastic model (incremental sim-
ulation) and the squares are the results obtained by the ZAC method. The red color stands
for the elastic shakedown case, the black color for the plastic shakedown and the blue color
for a ambiguous situation in the incremental simulations case. We have reported also the
lower bound of elastic shakedown domain for the ZAC method and for the elastoplastic
model. One remarks on this diagram that the elastic shakedown domain found by the in-
cremental calculation and by the simplified method are very close (the lower bound for the
elastoplastic model is a little smaller than the one obtained by the ZAC method).
5 Conclusion
This study has allowed to assess the ZAC method numerically in the elastic shakedown
case. If we consider that the cyclic elastoplastic model represents well the actual behaviour
of the material 316L, we find with the ZAC method the same elastic shakedown domain as
the one obtained by the EDF model. Despite the assumptions of the simplified method, this
result is very interesting for future applications. One recalls that these assumptions are:
• linear kinematic hardening. It is true that the material 316L quenched with a bilinear
curve is a good case to study the ZAC method. The choice of the hardening modulus
is easier and then one eliminates the problem of constitutive law choice.
• the method applies when the material characteristics are temperature-independent.
• the method gives only an approximation of the limit state.
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Figure 4.2: Elastic shakedown domain with the ZAC and the incremental method
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Shakedown analysis of plane stress problems via SOCP
Nomenclature
2D, 3D Two-dimensional, three-dimensional
APSC Alternating Plasticity
DOFs Degrees of Freedom
CNLP Convex Nonlinear Programming
CP Conic Programming
CQO Conic Quadratic Optimization
IPM Interior Point Method
LISA Limit and shakedown analysis, acronym of the project
LP Linear Programming
MOSEK Optimization software by MOSEK ApS, Copenhagen
MP Mathematical Programming
QCLP Quadratically Constrained Linear Programming
SDP Semidefinite Programming
SIP Semi-infinite Programming
SOCP Second Order Cone Programming
SQP Sequential Quadratic Programming
s.p.d. semipositive definite (matrix)
E modulus of elasticity
f, F,Φ yield function
V, ∂V structure and its boundary (∂V = ∂VP ∪ ∂VU )
αt thermal expansion coefficient
βi Numerical integration weight factor at i-th Gauss point
ε actual strain
pi Back-stress
ρ residual stress
σ actual stress
σu ultimate tensile strength
σy yield stress
NF Number of free DOFs in the structure
NE Number of finite elements in the structure
NG Total number of Gauss points
NV Number of vertices of the load domain
I Index set: I = {1, . . . , NG}
J Index set: J = {1, . . . , NV }
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1 Basic formulations
1.1 Introduction
All engineering structures are subjected to variable loading. In several cases the exact
loading path is unknown, or it has a prominently cyclic character. Fortunately the limits of
the variation of the actual loads can be usually prescribed with sufficient accuracy.
Shakedown analysis offers the possibility to estimate the load carrying capacity of an
elastoplastic structure subjected to variable loads. Its basis is formed by the work of Melan
([33], [34]) and Koiter ([25]): they formulated the static and kinematic shakedown theo-
rems by means of which, we can determine criteria as to whether a structure, subjected to
loads varying inside a given load domain, will shake down or not. Based on their work, a
plethora of researchers has intensively studied shakedown and formed it as a very active
independent research topic. If the loading domain shrinks to a point, then the shakedown
analysis problem becomes the limit analysis one. Theories, extensions and applications
of limit and shakedown analysis have been extensively studied the last thirty years. Both
problem types lead to extremum (optimization) problems and the presence of computers,
the finite Element Method (FEM), and Mathematical Programming (MP) techniques has
definitely influenced their development. (see e.g. the monographs [48]-[20], and the spe-
cialized conference proceedings [10]-[60]).
The shakedown theory has been extended to cover several aspects. Hardening and non-
associative flow rules have been studied e.g. by Maier [30, 31], [45], Weichert et al. [57],
Stein et al. [51], [52], Heitzer et al. [19], and Polizzotto et. al. [39]. Studies on the
shakedown problem under geometric nonlinearity can be found in [31, 56, 58, 41, 53].
Shakedown has been extended also to composites [59], damaged and cracked structures
[4, 14, 17, 58], and poroplasticity [9]. Another important case concerns the effects of
temperature on the yield surface [6, 24, 16, 62]. The shakedown design of frames has been
treated by Giambanco et al. [15] and Spiliopoulos [49].
Shakedown analysis can be cast in an abstract functional analytic setting. Its computa-
tional implementation consists in the combination of some FEM discretization and an op-
timization technique selected from MP. Since virtually all FEM codes are based on the
displacement method, the control points are usually the Gauss points of the FEM mesh. A
second crucial discretization step concerns the loading domain: it is assumed usually to be
a convex polyhedron, although this assumption is not included even in the basic theorems
of Melan and Koiter. Without this assumption the optimization problem renders to be a
rather difficult Semi-Infinite Programming (SIP) problem (cf. e.g. [46]).
Even in the simplest case of the classical von Mises yield condition with classical bound-
ary conditions and excluding geometric nonlinearity effects, the computational shakedown
analysis is not a trivial task for engineering applications. Due to the fact that the yield con-
dition is nonlinear, the final MP problem, resulting from e.g. the lower bound approach,
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is a Convex Nonlinear Programming (CNLP) problem with a large number of variables
and nonlinear constraints and consequently effective algorithms and implementations are
needed. The focus of the present work essentially concerns this aspect. A discretized for-
mulation is worked out, leading to a Second Order Cone Programming (SOCP) problem,
for which efficient algorithms and implementations exist.
1.2 The computational optimization framework
1.2.1 Motivation of the present work
In the first period of the application of MP techniques to the shakedown analysis, pioneered
by G. Maier and documented e.g. in [10], the involved yield surfaces have been linearized
and the resulting MP formulation was a LP problem. Consequently the MP method of
choice was the famous Simplex algorithm in its various forms.
If the von Mises yield surfaces are kept as nonlinear functions, the mathematical formula-
tion of the discretized shakedown problem - using the static approach - leads to a CNLP
problem. This general embedding is not in all cases computationally advantageous, since
the number of unknowns is large and the specific form and the peculiar characteristics of the
problem are not exploited. One effective way is to develop specifically tailored algorithms
and to incorporate them in the FEM code. Stein and Zhang [51, 52] Groß-Weege [16] and
Heitzer and Staat [50, 18] have developed special SQP methods based on a reduced basis
technique, exploiting the inherent characteristics of the shakedown problem.
The present approach follows another way. A formulation is worked out, which allows
for the application of available specific software, already developed by the MP community
within the framework of Interior Point Methods (IPMs), which constitute one of the most
active and fruitful research directions concerning CNLP during the last fifteen years. In
this case a well-defined and clearly coded program interface between the FEM and the MP
codes is needed. This approach has its own advantages and disadvantages. Depending
on the availability of the MP code, communication can be achieved perhaps only through
specific data files. This is not considered to be a very serious drawback for the today’s com-
puters. For the geometrically linear shakedown problems studied only one activation of the
IPM software is needed. Perhaps the most important disadvantage consists in the fact that
not all the peculiarities of the shakedown problem are really exploited. On the other side
the number of available IPM techniques grows very rapidly. Despite their efficiency, IPMs
are difficult to code and a clearly defined interface allows for independent developments
on the FEM as on MP side as well. Parallelization e.g., which holds as a computationally
attractive aspect, can be achieved independently on the FEM or on the MP side.
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1.2.2 The IPM framework
After the publication of the Karmarkar’s algorithm in 1984 a great number of IPMs have
been developed for LP problems with extraordinary success. Their name reflects the fact
that the points generated by the algorithms lie in the interior of the feasible region. This
is in contrast to the simplex method e.g., which is an active set method, moving along the
boundary of the feasible region. IPMs perform essentially Newton steps for large but sparse
systems. The success of IPMs for LP problems has encouraged researchers to apply them
to nonlinear problems as well (see e.g. [12]). Today the IPMs for CNLPs are considered
as really competitive to other computational techniques.
A key concept within the IPMs for CNLP is the Conic Programming (CP) problem, i.e.
the solution of a minimization problem with linear objective function and feasible region
defined by some cone ([38, 47, 5]). CP encompasses as important special cases not only
LP but the (Semi-definte Programming) SDP and the SOCP cases as well. A recent bench-
marking of available SDP and SOCP software has been undertaken by Mittelmann ([35]).
In its simplest form the SDP problem consists in the minimization (maximization) of a
linear function of x with x ∈ IRn subjected to the constraint that a matrix, which is a linear
function of x, must be semipositive definite (s.p.d.). The problem data of SDP are c ∈ IRn
and the n + 1 constant symmetric matrices F0,F1, . . . ,Fn defining the matrix function
F(x) = F0 + x1F1 + x2F2 + . . .+ xnFn. Then the SDP problem is formulated as:
min cTx
s.t. zTF(x)z ≥ 0
There are many equivalent representations of SDP. In control theory the s.p.d. constraint
is termed a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI). Let us note that the subspace of the s.p.d. ma-
trices form a cone. The SDP problem is a CNLP problem with a feasible region having a
piecewise smooth boundary. More specifically the boundary of the feasible region consists
of pieces corresponding to algebraic surfaces. Another property of SDP is that - provided
that the problem is feasible - an optimal point lies always on the boundary. Although the
SDP problem seems quite specialized, it has attracted much attention by the researchers,
since e.g. it includes many important optimization problems as special cases (cf. e.g. the
expository papers [55, 54] and the handbook [61]). Another reason, perhaps the most im-
portant one, is the fact that SDP problems can be theoretically studied and algorithmically
solved efficiently. Despite its efficiency, SDP is more general than required for the LISA
purposes.
1.2.3 The SOCP problem
In a SOCP problem, closely related to SDP but less general, we minimize a linear function
over the intersection of an affine set (a system of linear equations) with the Cartesian prod-
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uct of a finite number of second-order cones. In this section we follow the expositions of
[13, 29, 7].
Recall that a set K ⊂ IRD is a cone if the following condition holds:
x ∈ K =⇒ λx ∈ K ∀ λ ≥ 0 (1.1)
The cone K∗ ⊂ IRD, dual to K is defined by:
K∗ ≡ {s ∈ IRD : sTx ≥ 0 ∀ x ∈ K} (1.2)
If K = K∗ the cone is self-dual. The standard or unit second-order cone of dimension di
is defined by:
Ki = {xTi = (xi0,xTi1) ∈ IR× IRdi−1 : xi0 − ‖xi1‖ ≥ 0} Ki ⊂ IRdi (1.3)
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the usual Euclidean norm. (1.3) can be written also in the form:
Ki = {xi ∈ IRdi : x2i,1 ≥
di∑
j=2
x2i,j , xi,1 ≥ 0}
This cone, which is self-dual, is called also the ice-cream or Lorenz cone. The general
form of a second-order cone of dimension di for the variable x ∈ IRn is defined by the
inequality constraint:
Ki = {xi ∈ IRn : ‖Pix+ pi‖ ≤ gTi x+ ri} (1.4)
with data Pi ∈ IRdi× IRn, pi ∈ IRdi, gi ∈ IRn, ri ∈ IR. With appropriate selection of the
data the standard conic constraint (1.3) is recovered. (1.4) yields a linear equation system
as special case, when gi = 0 and ri = 0. If further pi = 0 the condition is recovered, that
x must lie in the null space of Pi.
Now a representative standard second-order cone program has the following partitioned
form:
min
k∑
i=1
cTi xi
s.t. xi ∈ Ki, i = 1, . . . , k
k∑
i=1
Aixi = b (1.5)
where xi ∈ IRdi, i = 1, . . . , k are the unknown variables, Ki are unit second-order cones
of dimension di respectively and the other data are b ∈ IRm, Ai ∈ IRm×di and ci ∈ IRdi .
The dual of problem (1.5) is:
max bTy
s.t. si ∈ K∗i , i = 1, . . . , k
ATi y + si = ci, i = 1, . . . , k (1.6)
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If some unknown xi, present in the the linear system, is not subjected to a conic constraint,
the respective dual variable si is zero, since the dual of the whole IRd is the singleton set,
containing the origin. Defining:
D ≡ d1 + . . .+ dk
K = K1 × . . .×Kk
A = (A1 : A2 : . . . : Ak) ∈ IRm×D
cT = (cT1 , . . . , c
T
k ) ∈ IRD
xT = (xT1 , . . . ,x
T
k ) ∈ IRD
sT = (sT1 , . . . , s
T
k ) ∈ IRD
the primal problem (1.5) can be compactly written as:
xopt = Arg [ min c
Tx |Ax = b, x ∈ K ] (1.7)
and respectively the dual (1.6) as:
(y, s)opt = Arg [ maxb
Ty |ATy + s = c, s ∈ K∗ ] (1.8)
If we write the dual as a primal problem in the minimization form:
(y, s)opt = Arg [ min −bTy |ATy + Is = c, s ∈ K∗ ]
its dual is simply:
(z, t)opt = Arg [ max c
Tz |Az = −b, Iz+ t = 0, t ∈ K ]
Comparing (1.7) with the last problem we see:
xopt = topt = −zopt
So far we have considered only unit second-order cones of the form (1.3). Considering
the general second-order conic constraint form (1.4) leads to the following general SOCP
problem:
min cTx
s.t. ‖Pix+ pi‖ ≤ gTi x+ ri, i = 1, . . . , N (1.9)
Sometimes SOCP is named Conic Quadratic Optimization (CQO), if it is referred to the
standard second-order conic constraint form (1.3). Although SOCP is in theory a more
specialized form of CP in comparison with SDP, it has a plenty of applications in various
engineering topics (cf. eg. [29]). Usually the reformulation of a problem as a SOCP one
is performed by using auxiliary unknowns. Let us consider e.g. the following quadratic
constraint (ri positive) :
‖yi‖ ≤ ri, yi ∈ IRdi−1
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This constraint is transformed to a second-order conic constraint xi ∈ Ki ⊂ IRdi by
introducing an auxilliary unknown xi0 with xTi = (xi0,yTi ) and adding the equation xi0 =
ri to the linear equations. This way Quadratically Constrained Linear Problem (QCLP),
closely related to LISA arises naturally from SOCP with vanishing gi. Another problem
which can be cast as SOCP, is the problem of minimizing a sum of norms, used in [8] for
the limit analysis of plane stress and plate problems. Let us consider e.g. the unconstrained
problem:
min
k∑
i=1
‖Pix+ pi‖ (1.10)
It can be expressed as an SOCP problem by introducing the auxilliary unknowns t1, . . . , tk:
min
k∑
i=1
ti
s.t. ti ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , k
‖Pix + pi‖2 ≤ t2i , i = 1, . . . , k (1.11)
Other second-order conic constraints can be easily incorporated, as e.g. linear equalities
or inequalities. It is noteworthy that although the objective function of a sum-of-norms
problem can be nondifferentiable (e.g. at the origin), this is not the case with (1.11), where
a zero gradient condition occurs in place of the aforementioned nondifferentiability.
Now let us write (1.9) in a form similar to the partitioned one (1.5) as follows:
min cTx
s.t. ‖ui‖ ≤ ti , i = 1, . . . , N
ui = Pix+ pi , i = 1, . . . , N
ti = g
T
i x+ ri , i = 1, . . . , N (1.12)
The dual of (1.9) reads (cf. e.g. [29]):
max −
N∑
i=1
(
pTi zi + riwi
)
s.t. ‖zi‖ ≤ wi , i = 1, . . . , N
−
N∑
i=1
(
PTi zi + giwi
)
= c (1.13)
with optimization variables zi ∈ IRdi−1 and w ∈ IRN .
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1.2.4 Duality in some specific forms of SOCP
Now let us consider the following problem:
max cT0 x0
s.t. ‖xi‖ ≤ 1 i = 1, . . . , N
A0x0 +
N∑
i=1
Aixi = b (1.14)
with optimization variables x0 ∈ IRn0 , xi ∈ IRni and data A0 ∈ IRm × IRn0 , Ai ∈
IRm × IRni and c0 ∈ IRn0,b ∈ IRm. Its dual is the following problem with variables
t ∈ IRm, w ∈ IRN :
min (bT t+
N∑
i=1
wi)
s.t. wi ≥
∥∥ATi t∥∥ i = 1, . . . , N
AT0 t = c0 (1.15)
Proof: The duality can be proven by standard enlargement. Let us set:
bˆ =
[
e
b
]
, Aˆ0 =
[
0
A0
]
, Aˆi =
[
aˆi 0
0 Ai
]
where e, aˆi ∈ IRN . The vector e has all entries equal to one and aˆi has all entries equal
to zero except the i-th entry which is equal to one. Setting cˆ0 = −c0, xˆ0 = x0, xˆi =
( xiz ,xi) ∈ IRni+1 and mˆ = m+N transforms the norm constraints of (1.14) to standard
conic ones and the problem (1.14) becomes a specific case of (1.5). Let us consider its dual
(1.6) with optimization variables yˆ ∈ IRmˆ. Partitioning yˆ as yˆ = (ye,yb), setting new
variables w = −ye and t = −yb we transform (1.6) after some simple algebra to (1.15).
If the system of equations in (1.14) is homogeneous, i.e. if b = 0, then the dual (1.15) be-
comes a problem of minimizing a sum of norms with additional linear equality constraints.
Let us now consider further this homogeneous case with the additional assumption that a
large part of the linear equation system does not contain the unknowns xi, i = 1, . . . , N ,
i.e:
A0 =
[
A01
A02
]
, Ai =
[
Ai1
0
]
, i = 1, . . . , N
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More analytically let us consider the primal problem:
max cT0 x0
s.t. ‖xi‖ ≤ 1 i = 1, . . . , N
A01x0 +
N∑
i=1
Aixi = 0
A02x0 = 0 (1.16)
The dual of (1.16) is obviously:
min
N∑
i=1
wi
s.t. wi ≥
∥∥ATi1t1∥∥ i = 1, . . . , N
AT01t1 + A
T
02t2 = c0 (1.17)
Finally let us consider a further specialization. Namely let us assume that only one com-
ponent of x0 enters the linear objective function and that the respective entries of A02 are
zero:
x0 =
[
λ
r
]
, λ ∈ IR, c =
[
1
0
]
, A0 =
[
A01
A02
]
=
[
aλ D
0 −C
]
i.e. let us consider the following primal problem with variables λ, r, xi:
max λ
s.t. ‖xi‖ ≤ 1 i = 1, . . . , N
aλλ + Dr +
N∑
i=1
Aixi = 0
Cr = 0 (1.18)
The dual problem with variables w, z, u becomes now:
min
N∑
i=1
wi
s.t. wi ≥
∥∥ATi z∥∥ i = 1, . . . , N
aTλz = 1
DTz = CTu (1.19)
where we have set z = t1 and u = t2. As we shall see, the static approach to the shakedown
analysis problem, based on Melans theorem, leads exactly to problem (1.18), where the
kinematic approach leads to its dual (1.19).
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1.3 The von Mises elastoplastic continuum problem
1.3.1 Starting relations
Let us consider a continuum body V with boundary ∂V = ∂VU∪∂VP . On ∂VU kinematical
boundary conditions hold and on ∂VP (with outer normal n) surface loads p are applied.
V is subjected also to body forces f . In this work we restrict ourselves to geometrically
linear phenomena where the small strain-displacement relation reads:
εij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
) (1.20)
The set E of all strain fields satisfying (1.20) and the boundary conditions imposed on ∂VU
is termed the set of kinematically admissible strain fields.
Within the framework of geometric linearity (small displacements and strains) the follow-
ing additive decomposition of the strains holds:
ε = ε0 + εE + εP (1.21)
where ε0, εE , εP are the initial, the elastic and plastic strains respectively.
The actual stresses satisfy the equilibrium relations:
divσ = −f in V and σn = p on ∂VP (1.22)
and the set S of all stress fields satisfying these equilibrium conditions for given (p, f) is
termed the set of statically admissible stresses for the given loading.
The actual stresses σ can be considered as the sum of two components, the elastic σE and
the residual stresses ρ:
σ = σE + ρ (1.23)
The elastic stresses are the stresses which would have been induced in the case of infinitely
linearly elastic material:
σEij = Eijklε
E
kl (1.24)
The residual stresses are due to the plastic strains. Since the actual and the elastic stresses
satisfy the equilibrium conditions for the same loading, the residual stresses satisfy the
homogeneous equilibrium conditions:
divσ = 0 in V and σn = 0 on ∂VP (1.25)
i.e. they are self-equilibrated (eigen-stresses). The set Sr of all stress fields satisfying
the homogeneous equilibrium conditions is termed the set of statically admissible residual
stresses.
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Under plane stress conditions the equivalent stress σequiv and plastic strain εPequiv are given
by:
σequiv =
√
σ2xx + σ
2
yy − σxxσyy + 3τ 2xy =
√
Φ(σ)
εPequiv =
2√
3
√
(εPxx)
2 + (εPyy)
2 + εPxxε
P
yy +
1
4
(εPxy)
2 (1.26)
Φ(σ) can be written also as:
Φ(σ) = σTMσ, M =
 1 −0.5 0−0.5 1 0
0 0 3
 (1.27)
Let us consider the classical von Mises plastic yield function:
F (σ) = σequiv =
√
Φ(σ) (1.28)
and the corresponding yield criterion:
f(σ) = σequiv − σy = F (σ)− σy ≤ 0 (1.29)
with associative plastic flow rule, i.e. plastic deformation rate normal to the yield function:
ε˙p =
∂f
∂σ
λ˙ (1.30)
obeying the well-known complementarity relations:
λ˙ ≥ 0, f(σ) ≤ 0, λ˙f(σ) = 0 (1.31)
Then the equivalent plastic strain rate is equal to:
ε˙Pequiv = λ˙ (1.32)
and the plastic dissipation function is given by:
dp[ε˙
p(x, t)] = max
f(  )≤0
σ : ε˙p(x, t) = σy(x) ε˙
P
equiv = σy(x) λ˙(x, t) (1.33)
1.3.2 The shakedown theorems
Consider now that V is subjected to variable loads which may assume any value inside a
bounded load domain L. Let P (t) ∈ L be some load path, where the parameter t expresses
the evolution of the phenomenon and is not the natural time (inertia terms neglected).
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According to Melan’s static theorem the maximum factor for which the structure shakes
down elastically in the load domain LSD = αSDL, i.e. the shakedown factor, can be
calculated as the solution of the optimization problem:
max α
s.t. f [ασE(x, t) + ρ(x)] ≤ 0 ∀ x ∈ V, ∀ P (t) ∈ L
ρ ∈ Sr (1.34)
with optimization variables a and the time-independent residual stress field ρ.
Let us now assume that the load domain is a convex hyperpolyhedron with NV vertices
and let us define the index set J = {1, . . . , NV }. If the load-domain is also box-shaped,
i.e. if the loading has NL independently varying components:
P (t) =
NL∑
k=1
µk(t)Pk, µ
−
k ≤ µk(t) ≤ µ+k (1.35)
then the number of load domain vertices is NV = 2NL. This quite specialized form is the
most commonly used in the design of structures.
Under the assumption that L is a convex hyperpolyhedron, the time variable can be elimi-
nated (see e.g. [24]) and (1.34) is reduced to the form:
max α
s.t. f [ασE(x, j) + ρ(x)] ≤ 0 ∀ x ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ J
ρ ∈ Sr (1.36)
where σE(x, j) is the elastic stress at point x due to the j-th vertex of the load domain. In
other words, the yield condition is checked only for the vertices of L.
According Koiter’s kinematic theorem an elastic perfectly plastic structure does not shake-
down if and only if there exists a history of plastic strain rate field and a time moment to
such that ∫ to
0
∫
V
σE(x, t) : ε˙p(x, t)dV dt >
∫ to
0
∫
V
dp[ε˙
p(x, t)]dV dt
with εp(x, to) =
∫ to
0
ε˙p(x, t)dt, εp(x, to) ∈ E (1.37)
under the assumption that the initial velocities defined on ∂VU are zero. If L is a convex
hyperpolyhedron (see [23, 21, 22, 6]) the time variable can be eliminated again. In this
case shakedown does not occur, if there exists a plastic strain field εp(x, j) for every j-th
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vertex of L such that:
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
σE(x, j) : εp(x, j)dV >
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
dp[ε
p(x, j)]dV
with
NV∑
j=1
εp(x, j) ∈ E (1.38)
Then for all α exceeding αSD there exist the aforementioned plastic strain fields εp(x, j)
with:
NV∑
j=1
εp(x, j) ∈ E (1.39)
such that the following condition is satisfied:
α
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
σE(x, j) : εp(x, j)dV >
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
dp[ε
p(x, j)]dV (1.40)
or:
α >
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
dp[ε
p(x, j)]dV
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
σE(x, j) : εp(x, j)dV
(1.41)
Normalizing:
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
σE(x, j) : εp(x, j)dV = 1 (1.42)
yields αSD as the solution of the following optimization problem:
min α =
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
dp[ε
p(x, j)]dV
s.t.
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
σE(x, j) : εp(x, j)dV = 1
NV∑
j=1
εp(j) ∈ E (1.43)
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1.3.3 A vectorial representation of stresses and strains
Considering the cartesian component representation of stresses σ in vector form σ ∈ IR3
we can use another (skew) basis to represent it:
y = Qσ, σ = Q−1y (1.44)
with y ∈ IR3 and Q ∈ IR3×IR3 an invertible matrix. For the plane stress case considered,
we select as matrix Q the Cholecky factor of the matrix M, appearing in (1.27):
M = QTQ, Q =
 1 −0.5 00 0.5√3 0
0 0
√
3
 (1.45)
Setting:
q = QσE , r = Qρ (1.46)
the static theorem (1.36) can be written obviously as:
max α
s.t. ‖y(x, j)‖ ≤ σy(x) ∀ x ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ J
αq(x, j) + r(x)− y(x, j) = 0 ∀ x ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ J
r(x)−Qρ(x) = 0 ∀ x ∈ V
ρ ∈ Sr (1.47)
We can use a similar vectorial representation of the plastic strain and of the plastic strain
rate.We select the following one:
ε˙P (x, t) = QTz(x, t), z(x, t) ∈ IR3 (1.48)
which yields the following relation for the equivalent plastic strain rate:
ε˙Pequiv = ‖z‖ (1.49)
as can be immediately verified. The plastic dissipation power now becomes:
dp[ε˙
P (x, t)] = σy(x) ‖z(x, t)‖ (1.50)
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Using this representation and (1.46) yields the following form of the kinematic theorem
(1.43):
min α =
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
σy(x) ‖z(x, t)‖ dV
s.t.
NV∑
j=1
∫
V
[
qT (x, j) z(x, j)
]
dV = 1
εP (x, j) = QTz(x, j) ∀ x ∈ V, j = 1, . . . , NV
NV∑
j=1
εP (j) ∈ E (1.51)
The yield stress can be incorporated locally in the stress and strain transformations. This
will be down in the next section.
1.4 The discretized problems
1.4.1 FEM discretization
Let us assume that the structure V is discretized through a displacement FEM method. Let
be :
NF Number of free DOFs in the structure (restrained ones omitted)
d Dimension of local stress vector (d = 3)
NE Number of finite elements
NEG Number of element Gauss points
NG Number of total Gauss points (NG = NE ×NEG)
with the assumption that all elements have the same number of Gauss points. We de-
fine the index set I = {1, 2, . . . , NG}.
The local strain vector is obtained from the nodal displacement vector u through :
ε(x) = Bk(x)u x ∈ Vk, k ∈ {1, . . . , NE} (1.52)
The principle of virtual work yields the following relation for some loading p and stresses
σ statically compatible with it:
pTu =
NE∑
k=1
∫
Vk
εTσdVk (1.53)
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Combining the last two relations:
p =
NE∑
k=1
∫
Vk
BTσdVk (1.54)
Performing the numerical integration yields the discretized equivalent to (1.22):
p =
NG∑
i=1
βiB
T
i σi =
NG∑
i=1
Ciσi with Ci = βiBTi , i ∈ I (1.55)
Collecting:
σT = [σT1 , . . . ,σ
T
NG]
C = [C1, . . . ,CNG]
we write (1.55) finally as:
p = Cσ (1.56)
and the FEM approximation of a residual stress field satisfies the homogeneous equation
system:
0 = Cρ =
NG∑
i=1
Ciρi (1.57)
i.e. the set Sr is the null space of the matrix C.
1.4.2 The static approach
Let us now introduce local transformation matrices Qi defined by:
σy,iQi = Q i ∈ I (1.58)
and let us apply at each i-th Gauss point and for each j-th load domain vertex the transfor-
mations (1.44) and (1.46):
qˆji = Qi (σ
E)ji , yˆ
j
i = Qi σ
j
i ∀ (i, j) ∈ I × J (1.59)
and corresponding:
rˆi = Qi ρi i ∈ I (1.60)
Then the static theorem (1.47) has the discretized form:
max α
s.t.
∥∥yˆji∥∥ ≤ 1 ∀ (i, j) ∈ I × J
αqˆji + rˆi − yˆji = 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ I × J
rˆi −Qiρi = 0 ∀ i ∈ I
NG∑
i=1
Ciρi = 0 (1.61)
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Since the matrix Q is invertible under plane stress conditions, setting:
Cˆi = σy,iCiQ
−1 i ∈ I (1.62)
and eliminating ρ by use of (1.60) leads to the problem:
max α
s.t.
∥∥yˆji∥∥ ≤ 1 ∀ (i, j) ∈ I × J
αqˆji + rˆi − yˆji = 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ I × J
NG∑
i=1
Cˆirˆi = 0 (1.63)
Problems (1.61) and (1.63) have exactly the SOCP form (1.18) and their duals could be
obtained directly in the form (1.19). In the next section we follow a more traditional me-
chanical approach.
1.4.3 The kinematic approach
Let us now consider the discretized form of problem (1.51) with:
(εP )ji = Q
Tzji ∀ (i, j) ∈ I × J (1.64)
The plastic dissipation, i.e. the objective function now takes the form:
α =
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
j=1
βiσy.i
∥∥zji∥∥ (1.65)
and the plastic work normalization condition reads:
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
j=1
βiσy.i (qˆ
T )
j
iz
j
i = 1 (1.66)
Finally the condition of kinematic admissibility can be expressed in terms of the variables
zi as follows:
NV∑
j=1
(εP )ji =
NV∑
j=1
QTzji = Biu ∀ i ∈ I (1.67)
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Consequently (1.51) leads to the following discretized form:
min α =
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
j=1
βiσy.i
∥∥zji∥∥ ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J
s.t.
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
j=1
βiσy.i (qˆ
T )
j
iz
j
i = 1
NV∑
j=1
QTzji = Biu ∀ i ∈ I (1.68)
Let us introduce the scaled variables:
zˆji = βiσy.iz
j
i (1.69)
and use (1.62) to transform the kinematic problem (1.68) for the plane stress case to the
following form:
min α =
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
j=1
∥∥zˆji∥∥ ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J
s.t.
NG∑
i=1
NV∑
j=1
(qˆT )
j
i zˆ
j
i = 1
NV∑
j=1
zˆji = Cˆ
T
i u ∀ i ∈ I (1.70)
which is a sum-of-norms problem with additional equality constraints.
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2 Extensions, implementation and examples
2.1 Extension to limited kinematic hardening
Let us consider the two-surface model of [51, 52] describing the limited kinematic hard-
ening behaviour of the structure. Then the following conditions replace the yield criterion
constraints:
Φ(σ − pi) ≤ σ2y , Φ(pi) ≤ (σu − σy)2 (2.1)
where pi is a back-stress field. The shakedown factor can be calculated via the static ap-
proach by the solution of the following optimization problem:
max α
s.t. Φ[ασE(x, t) + ρ(x)− pi(x)] ≤ σ2y ∀x ∈ V, ∀P (t) ∈ L
Φ[pi(x)] ≤ (σu − σy)2 ∀x ∈ V
ρ ∈ Sr (2.2)
Considering again a convex polyhedral load domain and the FEM discretized structure, the
static problem (2.2) takes the form:
max α
s.t. Φ[ασEi (j) + ρi − pii] ≤ σ2y.i ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J
Φ[pii] ≤ (σu.i − σy.i)2 ∀i ∈ I
Cρ = 0 (2.3)
Setting:
qji = Qσ
E
i (j), zi = Qpii, y
j
i = αq
j
i +Qρi − zi (2.4)
yields the following QCLP problem:
max α
s.t. ‖yji‖2 ≤ σ2y,i ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J
‖zji‖2 ≤ (σu,i − σy,i)2 ∀i ∈ I
αqji +Qρi − zi − yji = 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J
Qpii − zi = 0 ∀i ∈ I
Cρ = 0 (2.5)
which can be easily transformed to an equivalent SOCP by the standard enlargement tech-
niques discussed previously in Section 1.2. This way its formal dual can be also obtained.
A mechanical interpretation can be given to this dual, leading to a kinematic theorem for
the FEM discretized problem. This topic will be discussed elsewhere.
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2.2 Alternating plasticity
The plastic strains can result to a zero sum over a load cycle due to the fact that the sign
of plastic strains increment changes. This phenomenon is called plastic shakedown and is
related with the local failure due to alternating plasticity (APSC).
The safety factor in APSC, αAP , according to Polizzotto’s theorem in [40], (see also [64])
can be calculated as follows:
αAP = Arg
[
maxα | f [ασE(x, t) + σ∗(x)] ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ V, ∀t ] (2.6)
Let us consider the corresponding local problem:
αlocAP (x) = Arg
[
maxα | f [ασE(x, t) + σ∗(x)] ≤ 0 ∀t ] (2.7)
Since there is no other requirement for the stress field σ∗(x), the local problems are decou-
pled and consequently:
αAP = Arg [ min α
loc
AP (x) | x ∈ V ] (2.8)
i.e. a minimax problem with obvious discretized counterpart.
Let us consider a box-shaped load domain with NL independently varying components
and NV = 2NL vertices. Then the loading has the form (1.35):
P (t) =
NL∑
k=1
µk(t)Pk, µ
−
k ≤ µk(t) ≤ µ+k
Pycko and Mro´z [44] proved that the safety factor can be calculated as
αAP = min
j∈J , x∈V
σy√
Φ[τE(x, j)]
(2.9)
where τE are the elastic stresses induced in the symmetric load domain L′, defined as
P (t) =
NL∑
k=1
νk(t)Pk, |νk(t)| ≤ µ
+
k − µ−k
2
(2.10)
In fact αAP is the elastic factor corresponding to the L′ load domain. By elastic factor αE
of a load domain L we mean
αE = max{α | f(ασE(x, t)) ≤ 0, ∀x ∈ V, ∀P ∈ L}
or αE = min
x∈V, j∈J
σy√
Φ[σE(x, j)]
(2.11)
Since there is no global requirement for the stress field σ∗(x), the safety factor in APSC is
an upper bound for the (elastic) shakedown factor and obviously:
αE ≤ αSD ≤ αAP (2.12)
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2.3 The 3D case
So far all derivations concern primal the 2D plane stress case, i.e. a case with bounded yield
surface. The main idea was to use a variable transformation as (1.44) in order to make the
ellipsoidal yield surface a spheric one, most appropriate for the SOCP algorithms.
The same basic idea can be used also in cases with cylindrical yield surfaces as under
axisymmetric or 3D conditions. Then the von Mises yield surface is a bounded ellipsoid
in the deviatoric space and an appropriate transformation can make the ellipsoid again a
sphere.
Let us consider the 3D case and the following vector form of σ ∈ IR6 (in a skew basis):
σˆT = (h,yT )T , h ∈ IR, y ∈ IR5 (2.13)
given by the linear transformation:
[
h
y
]
=

h
y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
 =

1/
√
3 1/
√
3 1/
√
3 0 0 0
0.5 −1 0.5 0 0 0
−0.5√3 0 0.5√3 0 0 0
0 0 0
√
3 0 0
0 0 0 0
√
3 0
0 0 0 0 0
√
3


σx
σy
σz
τxy
τyz
τzx
 (2.14)
or:
h = Pσ, y = Qσ (2.15)
with obvious entries of the transformation matrices P ∈ IR × IR6, Q ∈ IR5 × IR6. Note
that the columns of the matrix
[
PT |QT ] form a vector basis for IR6. Note that PTP = 1
and PTQ = 0, i.e. this transformation induces a direct decomposition of the stress vector
in the volumetric and deviatoric part. In fact y can be considered as a representation of the
five independent components of the deviator σD. The yield function and the yield criterion
can be written as:
Φ(σ) = yTy (2.16)
f(σ) = || y|| ≤ σy (2.17)
Then the formulation of the static theorem (1.61) remains valid as it stays and (1.61) is
slightly changed, since the volumetric parts of the residual stresses appear also in the null
space condition (and only in it).
A kinematic interpretation can be given to the respective formal duals, which are obtained
as described in Section 1.2. Alternatively, a direct formulation - at least for the discretized
problem - can be elaborated through a respective decomposition of the strains in volumetric
and deviatoric parts.
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2.4 Implementation issues
It is noteworthy that the arising SOCP problems are all large but sparse i.e. most of the ma-
trices elements are zero and exactly the exploitation of this aspect is the basis of the success
of all the IPM algorithms. As we have explained in Section 1.2, we have decided to use
already available specific SOCP software developed by the MP community. An effective
algorithm for SOCP problems is e.g. described in [1]. We have finally decided to use the
package MOSEK [13]), which implements the algorithm presented in [2]. This package
contains also a general IPM solver for CNLP problems, described in [3]. Our decision has
been influenced also by the benchmark tests for SDP and SOCP solvers presented in [35],
where MOSEK outperforms its competitors. We have used the serial version of MOSEK
and not the parallelized one.
The input to MOSEK consists in ASCII files in the MPS format, well-known in the MP
community. Consequently we have implemented the solution of the arising SOCP prob-
lems in the following way:
1) The FEM code writes on binary disk files all necessary information, i.e.
• the restraint codes of the DOFs of the structure (in order to ignore the restrained
DOFs during the assembly of the structural equilibrium matrix C).
• element connectivity information and the element equilibrium matrices.
• the elastic solution stresses.
2) A preprocessor
• reads a directives file, prepared by the user, containing additional information
as σy, σu etc.
• reads the binary files generated by the FEM code, performs the necessary ma-
trix operations in order to make the yield surfaces spheric and prepares the
ASCII input files in MPS format needed by MOSEK.
• prepares a directives file for the postprocessor
3) A run of MOSEK is made.
4) A postprocessor reads and evaluates the ASCII output file yielding the final results
as α,ρ etc.
At this development stage the scheme is operational for plane stress and axisymmetric con-
ditions. An exploitation of the characteristics of the full 3D case is under development.
The sparsity effect has been clearly demonstrated. In the numerical examples the problem
resulting from the static formulation has been solved faster, although in the kinematic for-
mulation there exist fewer constraints. The problems based on the static formulation have
been also successfully solved (but not with the same speed) by the more general IPM opti-
mizer, incorporated in MOSEK. This fact was to be expected since a general IPM optimizer
does not exploit the specific characteristics of the SOCP problems.
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2.5 Examples
2.5.1 Square disk with a central hole
The first example concerns a disk with a central circular hole with constant modulus of elas-
ticity and thickness under independently varying pressure loads p1 and p2 as in Fig. 2.1(a).
The relationship between the hole diameter D and the disk side length L is D = 0.2L. The
yield criterion is the classical von Mises one. This example has been solved in many papers
both for the nonlinear von Mises criterion [50],[18], [16], [43], [7], [52] and for the lin-
earized one [11]. The disk is discretized in 600 4-node isoparametric plane stress elements
with 2× 2 Gauss integration, resulting in 7200 residual stress unknowns. The shakedown
analysis has been performed for the following cases of box-shaped load domains:
1) Biaxial tension:
0 ≤ p1 ≤ µ+1 σy, 0 ≤ µ+1 ≤ 1
0 ≤ p2 ≤ µ+2 σy, 0 ≤ µ+2 ≤ 1
2) Tension and compression:
0 ≤ p1 ≤ µ+1 σy, 0 ≤ µ+1 ≤ 1
0 ≤ −p2 ≤ µ+2 σy, 0 ≤ µ+2 ≤ 1
The number of conic constraints is 9600 for each case. The results are shown in Fig. 2.1(c).
The curve 1 and the two axis is the domain where the loads can vary in any way so that
no yielding will occur. Every point of curve 2 represents the upper right corner of the
shakedown domain. It is not necessary that the whole elastic region will be included in a
shakedown domain. In all cases the shakedown factor is the same as the safety factor in
alternating plasticity (APSC). This means that APSC is the critical failure mode.
It is noteworthy that although in the second case the elastic region is reduced, the shake-
down results are the same. We also notice that in the first case (biaxial tension) the limit
analysis results differ a lot from the shakedown curve.
2.5.2 Restrained block under thermomechanical loading
In this example the two dimensional plane stress structure shown in Fig. 2.2(a) is consid-
ered. We examine the load domains consisted of two independently varying load cases:
- pressure 0 ≤ p ≤ µ+1 σy, 0 ≤ µ+1 ≤ 1
- temperature variation 0 ≤ ∆T ≤ µ+2 To, 0 ≤ µ+2 ≤ 1 where To =
σy
Eαt
(E is
Young’s modulus, αt the thermal expansion coefficient)
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(a) Notation (b) Discretization
(c) Results
Figure 2.1: Square disk with a central hole under biaxial pressure
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(a) Notation (b) Results
Figure 2.2: Laterally restrained disk
The cases of material considered are
- σu = σy (perfectly plastic material).
- σu = 1.5σy
- σu =∞ (unlimited kinematic hardening).
The structure has been discretized (using the vertical symmetry) in 5000 4-node isopara-
metric plane stress elements, integrated in 2 × 2 Gauss points each of them. We used this
relatively large number of finite elements in order to show the efficiency of the algorithm.
In case that µ+1 , µ+2 6= 0 i.e. NV = 4 we have to solve an optimization problem con-
taining 80000 cone constraints. In the case of static formulation the SOCP problems were
solved (in average) in less 170-180 seconds. The solution of the problems obtained by the
kinematic formulation took 750-1000 seconds. The problems were solved in a PC system
containing CPU Pentium III 733Mhz, RAM 512 Mb, in Windows 98 environment. Note
that in the cases that the load domain contains only pressure or temperature changes then
NV = 2 and the optimization problem contains 40000 less conic constraints.
The results for the various load domains are shown in Fig. 2.2(b). We notice that:
- in the absence of temperature loading, in the case of perfectly plastic material, we do
not gain any advantage of the plastic material since the shakedown curve is very close
to the elastic region. The presence of hardening helps in the safety of the structure.
- reducing the range of the applied pressure, the margins between the elastic region and
the shakedown curve become all the more distant. We also notice that APSC tends
to become the critical failure mode thus the hardening effects tend to be eliminated.
A case of MOSEK optimization progress is also shown in Fig. 2.3.
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The next table contains numerical results obtained for various load domain conditions.
µ+1 µ
+
2 αE αSD(σu = σy) αSD(σu = 1.5σy) αSD(σy =∞)
1.00 0.00 1.156 1.197 1.796 2.312
1.00 0.25 1.087 1.180 1.763 2.174
1.00 0.50 0.926 1.142 1.681 1.852
1.00 0.75 0.785 1.088 1.565 1.570
1.00 1.00 0.673 1.023 1.345 1.345
0.75 1.00 0.746 1.243 1.493 1.493
0.50 1.00 0.828 1.531 1.657 1.657
0.25 1.00 0.915 1.825 1.829 1.829
0.00 1.00 1.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
Table 2.1: Results for various load domains
Figure 2.3: Optimization progress for µ+1 = 1, µ+2 = 0.5, (static formulation)
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Probabilistic Limit and Shakedown Problems
Nomenclature
a normal to limit state function
C system dependent matrix
E expectation
F yield function
f, F distribution function, CFD
f, f0 body force
F ,Fa failure region
∂F , ∂Fa limit state hyper-surface
g,G limit state function
L load domain
L Lagrangian function
M strength mismatch ratio
n, ni outer normal vector
P probability measure
Pf failure probability
p,p0 surface tractions
R, r resistance
R correlation matrix
S, s loading
Sm allowable design stress
Sr limit load parameter for Ff
U standard normal basic variable
u∗ design point
u˙, u˙0 velocity, given velocity
U˙pl dissipated plastic strain power
V , ∂V structure and its boundary
W˙ex external power of loading
W˙in internally dissipated energy
X basic variable
α limit load factor
α normal vector to g,G
β reliability index
ε, εij actual strain
λ, λi Lagrangian multipliers
µ, µi,µ mean value, expectation
ρ, ρij correlation, coefficient
ρ residual stress
σ, σi standard deviation
Σij ,Σ covariance, matrix
σ, σij actual stress, stress tensor
σE fictitious elastic stress
σf flow stress
σy yield strength, ReL or Rp02
Φ Gaussian distribution function
ω random event
Ω,Σ space of random events
∇ gradient-operator
2D, 3D two-dimensional, three-dimensional
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
DOFs Degrees of Freedoms
FEM Finite Element Method
FORM First Order Reliability Method
LCF Low Cycle Fatigue
LISA Limit and Shakedown Analysis, acronym of the project and its software
MCS Monte-Carlo Simulation
PDF Probability Density Function
PERMAS FEM software by INTES, Stuttgart, Germany
RSM Response Surface Method
SORM Second Order Reliability Method
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1 Introduction
Design and assessment of engineering structures imply decision making under uncertainty
of the actual load carrying capacity of a structure. Uncertainty may originate from random
fluctuations of significant physical properties, from limited information and from model
idealizations of unknown credibility. Structural reliability analysis deals with all these un-
certainties in a rational way. Reliability assessment of structures requires on the one hand
mechanical models and analysis procedures that are capable of modeling limit states accu-
rately. On the other hand, full coverage of the present random variables is also necessary
for a meaningful reliability assessment. The mechanical and stochastic model depends on
the definition of the limit state. For instance, if the limit state of the structure is defined
with respect to plastic collapse, then Young’s modulus, hardening modulus and secondary
stress need not be modeled as random variables, because they all do not influence the limit
load. Conversely, elastic buckling is governed by Young’s modulus, secondary stress, and
geometry imperfections.
In the most general case the structural response, i.e. its statistical properties results from
both the statistical properties of the loading as well as the statistical information on the
structural geometry and material. The processing of this statistical information requires
considerably more computational efforts than traditional, deterministic structural analysis.
Hence high computational efficiency is within the focus of interest in Stochastic Structural
Mechanics and Reliability.
Present structural reliability analysis is typically based on the limit state of initial or local
failure. This may be defined by first yield or by some member failure if the structure can be
designed on an element basis. However, this gives quite pessimistic reliability estimates,
because virtually all structures are redundant or statically undetermined. Progressive mem-
ber failures of such systems reduce redundancy until finally the statically determined sys-
tem fails. This system approach is not defined in an obvious way for a finite element (FE)
representation of a structure.
Low cycle fatigue (LCF), ratchetting and collapse as different possible failure modes are
difficult to use in a mathematical expression of the limit state function separating failure
from safe structure. Until today First and Second Order Reliability Methods (FORM/SORM)
could not be used with standard incremental plastic analysis because non-linear sensitiv-
ity analysis would be necessary for computing the gradient of the limit state function.
Therefore, one was restricted to simple but ineffective Monte-Carlo Simulation (MCS) and
mostly local failure definitions.
All these problems are overcome by direct limit and shakedown analyses, because they
compute directly the load carrying capacity or the safety margin. Therefore, they may
be used to combine finite element methods (FEM) with FORM for defining the failure.
Moreover, the solution of the resulting optimization problem provides the sensitivities with
no extra costs. In comparison with MCS a typical speed up of some 100 and 1000 is
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achieved with limit and shakedown analysis, respectively. The direct approach computes
safety without going through the different evolution of local failures for all possible load
histories. Therefore, limit and shakedown analysis is an obvious choice for reliability
analysis of structural problems with uncertain data.
Figure 1.1: Bree-Diagram of pressurized thin wall tube under thermal loading [43][45]
Damage accumulation in LCF or plastic strain accumulation in ratchetting are evolution
problems which can be modeled as stochastic process. Shakedown theorems yield much
simpler time independent problems. In principle the possible structural responses, which
are presented as icons in the Bree-Diagram (see Figure 1.1 and [5]) may be reproduced in
a detailed incremental plastic analysis. However, this assumes that the details of the load
history (including any residual stress) and of the constitutive equations are known.
It is most important for the analysis under uncertainty that limit and shakedown analyses
are based on a minimum of information concerning the constitutive equations and the load
history. This reduces the costs of the collection of statistical data and the need to introduce
stochastic models to compensate the lack of data. Due to the so-called tail sensitivity prob-
lem there is generally insufficient data to analyze structures of high reliability which are
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e.g. employed in nuclear reactor technology. Probabilistic limit and shakedown analyses
were pioneered in Italy [1]. Further work seemed to remain restricted to stochastic limit
analysis of frames based on linear programming [25], [51], [2], [27]. The present con-
tribution extends plastic reliability analysis towards nonlinear programming, shakedown,
and a general purpose large-scale FEM approach using lower bound theorems of limit and
shakedown load to define a limit state function for reliability analysis by FORM. The re-
sulting large-scale optimization problem is transferred to a relatively small one by the basis
reduction method.
2 Introduction to probability theory
2.1 Random variables
A function X : Ω → Σ of a space Ω into the space Σ is called variable. A real variable
X = x(ω), which is a mapping of a space Ω of random events ω of an experiment onto IR,
is called random variable 1.
x : Ω −→ IR. (2.1)
Generally, every random procedure is denoted as an experiment, like manufacturing pro-
cess of material or structures. Therefore, the yield stress of a material or e.g. the diameter
of a pipe are random variables. The elements of the image of X = x(ω) are called real-
izations of X and denoted by x. The space of events Ω is characterized by a probability
measure
P : P(Ω) −→ [0, 1], (2.2)
of the power set P(Ω) of all subsets of Ω, which satisfies the properties of a normed,
non-negative, σ-additive measure
1) 0 ≤ P (A) ≤ 1,
2) P (Ω) = 1, P (∅) = 0,
3) P (A ∪B) = P (A) + P (B) if A ∩B = ∅.
A family {Xi}i of random variables with Xi : Ω→ Σ is called stochastically independent
or independent for short, if for every choice of a subset Ai ⊂ Σ the events {Xi ∈ Ai}i are
independent of each other.
F (X) denotes the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the random variable X. With
the probability measure P it holds:
F (x) = P (X < x). (2.3)
1Stochastic variables are generally denoted by capital letters and their realizations by small letters. This
is often confusing in applied texts, because e.g. σ and Σ have distinct, different meanings. Therefore, we
will also denote stochastic variables by x(ω) where ω represents the random event.
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This means, that the value of F at x is the probability of the event, that the random variable
X has a realization lower than x. A random variable is characterized by its CDF. We
summarize the most important characteristics of distribution functions:
1) F (x) is non-decreasing and continuous on the left,
2) lim
x→∞
F (x) = 1, lim
x→−∞
F (x) = 0, P (a ≤ X < b) = F (b)− F (a).
These characteristics hold for discrete and continuous random variables. A random vari-
able X is called continuous, if the distribution function F has the form
F (x) =
x∫
−∞
f(t)dt. (2.4)
The function f is called probability density function (PDF) of the distribution or density
for short. From the properties of F one derives for f :
1) P (a ≤ X < b) =
b∫
a
f(t)dt, 3)
∞∫
−∞
f(t)dt = 1.
2) P (X = a) = 0,
The appendix summarizes the most important distribution functions, densities and further
details. The following distributions play a special role in structural reliability analysis:
Normal distribution and standard normal distribution (σ = 1, µ = 0) with densities
f(x) =
1√
2piσ2
e−(x− µ)2/2σ2 and f(x) = 1√
2pi
e−0.5x2 . (2.5)
The expected value E(X) of the random variable X with the density f is defined by
E(X) =
∞∫
−∞
xf(x)dx, (2.6)
if the integral converges. The following simple rules for the expectation hold:
1) E(a) = a, a ∈ IR.
2) E(X + Y) = E(X) + E(Y), E(λX) = λE(X), λ ∈ IR.
3) E(X ·Y) = E(X) · E(Y), if and only if X and Y are independent.
Let X be a random variable with continuous density f and let g be a continuous function,
then the expectation E(g(X)) exists if and only if
∫ |g(x)|f(x)dx is bounded, with
E(g(X)) =
∞∫
−∞
g(x) f(x)dx. (2.7)
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The variance Var(X) of a random variable X is defined by
Var(X) = E((X− E(X))2) = E(X2)− (E(X))2. (2.8)
The variance reflects the expected deviation of a realization x from the expected value
E(X). The standard deviation is defined by σ(X) =
√
Var(X).
A set of n random variables may be collected in a random vector x(ω) which has a joint
probability density function
fX : IR
n −→ IR, (2.9)
that must satisfy certain conditions similar to those given for the above one-dimensional
PDF. The multi-dimensional CDF F (x) is defined as
F (x) = P (X1 < x1, . . . , Xn < xn) =
x1∫
−∞
· · ·
xn∫
−∞
fX(t1, . . . , tn)dt1 . . . dtn. (2.10)
Two variables xi, xj (i 6= j) are independent if and only if
fxixj = fxifxj . (2.11)
Additionally to the concept of independence of random variable, the covarianceCov(Xi,Xj)
of random variables (written as random vector components) Xi and Xj is defined by
Cov(Xi,Xj) = Σij = E((Xi −E(Xi))(Xj −E(Xj))) = E(XiXj)−E(Xi)E(Xj). (2.12)
The correlation coefficient ρij is defined as
ρij :=
Σij√
ΣiiΣjj
=
Σij
σiσj
, (2.13)
where the standard deviation σi =
√
Σii is the ith diagonal element of the covariance
matrix ΣX = (Σii). It is symmetric semi-definite and it holds−1 ≤ ρij ≤ +1.
The random variables Xi and Xj are uncorrelated, if Cov(Xi,Xj) = 0 (or ρij = 0)
holds. Therefore, independent random variables are uncorrelated but not vice versa. In
the appendix the expectations and variances of the most important distribution functions
for structural reliability analysis are listed.
2.2 Random fields
The notion of a random variable may be extended to that of a random process in time or
of a random field in space. By use of limit and shakedown analysis a time independent
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reliability problem is obtained. Therefore, no random process has to be considered and the
reliability problem is considerably simplified. It remains to consider random fields which
are derived in replacing the image space IR by a real function space over a n-dimensional
subspace V (the volume occupied by the considered structure) of IRn, n = 1, 2, 3. We
consider homogeneous random fields that are characterized by a generic PDF f and by a
spatial correlation function ρ meeting the properties
1) f(x1) = f(x2) ∀x1, x2 ∈ V ,
2) ρ(x1, x2) = ρ(x1 − x2) ∀x1, x2 ∈ V.
Random fields may be collected in a random vector field like random variables can be
collected in a random vector. The correlation function measures the spatial variability of
a random field. The correlation length l  = (lcx, lcy, lcz) is used as normalizing parameter
in the quantification of material imperfections. An isotropic stochastic field is obtained for
lcx = lcy = lcz =: lc. The following isotropic correlation functions are commonly used in
structural mechanics:
1) Triangular correlation:
ρ(x1, x2) = max
{
0, 1− ‖x1 − x2‖
lc
}
, (2.14)
2) Exponential correlation;
ρ(x1, x2) = exp
(
−‖x1 − x2‖
lc
)
, (2.15)
3) Gaussian correlation:
ρ(x1, x2) = exp
(
−‖x1 − x2‖
2
l2c
)
, (2.16)
For these ergodic random fields the correlation functions decay from one (complete corre-
lation) to zero (uncorrelated) as the distance ‖x1−x2‖ between two points increases. The
triangular correlation is zero for ‖x1 − x2‖ ≥ lc.
The correlations of the ergodic random fields show that a complete correlation (ρ(x1, x2) =
1) is obtained if all components of the correlation length l  go to infinity. In this case the
stochastic field can be represented by single stochastic variable. Otherwise the random
field can be discretized in two ways:
1) The random field is transformed into a finite number of stochastic variables by a finite
series expansion into linearly independent, deterministic functions with stochastic
coefficients. This method is not considered here, because it is restricted to Gaussian
random fields.
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2) The random field is discretized by stochastic elements which must contain at least
one finite element. They may contain several finite elements, because they need to
represent the fluctuations of material data instead of e.g. stress singularities. Inside
a random element i the field is assumed constant so that it is represented by a sin-
gle stochastic variable Bi. If the field is discretized with Nse elements it may be
represented by the collection B = (B1, . . . , Bse)T of stochastic variables.
Usually the representative stochastic variable is chosen in one of the two ways:
1) Point methods:
Either the geometric center of the stochastic element (center point method) or the
arithmetic mean of all of its nodal points (nodal point method) is chosen as the rep-
resentative point. Then the representative stochastic variable is identified by the
distribution of the stochastic field at this point. This method is preferred, because it
is simple and it overestimates the spatial variance of the random field.
2) Volumetric average methods:
The volumetric mean value of the random field over a stochastic element is used as
representative stochastic variable. Similarly the correlation coefficient is obtained
also as a volume integral over a stochastic element. This method is not recom-
mended, because it is more difficult to use and it underestimates the spatial variance
of the random field.
A comparison of these two and other discretization methods is presented in [26]
3 Reliability analysis
The behavior of a structure is influenced by various typically uncertain parameters (load-
ing type, loading magnitude, dimensions, or material data, . . . ). Data with random fluctua-
tions in time and space is adequately described by stochastic processes and fields. Typical
examples of engineering interest are earthquake ground motion, sea waves, wind turbu-
lence, imperfections. The probabilistic characteristics of the processes are known from
various available measurements and investigation in the past. In engineering mechanics,
the available probabilistic characteristics of random quantities affecting the loading of the
mechanical system often cannot be utilized directly to account for the randomness of the
structural response due to its complexity. In structural response calculations a distinction
is made between the involved structural model properties which are either considered as
being deterministic or stochastic.
The numerical effort of stochastic analysis becomes large, if FEM discretization leads to
high dimensional problems and if a high reliability of the structure is required. In both
cases it is a necessary requirement of application in the engineering practice to achieve
very effective analysis methods.
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All probabilistic characteristics in this setup are described by random variables collected
in the vector of basic-variables X = (X1, X2, ...). We will restrict ourselves to those basic
variables Xj for which the joint density fX(x1, . . . , xn) exists and the joint distribution
function F (x) is given by equation (2.10). The deterministic safety margin R−S is based
on the comparison of a structural resistance (threshold) R and loading S (which is usually
an invariant measure of local stress at a hot spot or in a representative cross-section). With
R, S function of X the structure fails for any realization with non-positive limit state
function g(X) = R(X)− S(X), i.e.
g(X) = R(X)− S(X)

< 0 for failure
= 0 for limit state
> 0 for safe structure
(3.1)
Different definitions of limit state functions for various failure modes are suggested in
Table 3.1. The limit state g(x) = 0 defines the limit state hyper-surface ∂F which separates
the failure region F = {x|g(x) < 0} from safe region. Figure 3.1 shows the densities of
two random variables R, S, which are generally unknown or difficult to establish. The
failure probability Pf = P (g(X) ≤ 0) is the probability that g(X) is non-positive, i.e.
Pf = P (g(X) ≤ 0) =
∫
F
fX(x)dx. (3.2)
R,S
Resistance R
Loading S
f  (R)
f  (S)
R
S
Figure 3.1: Basic R− S problem in fR, fS presentation on one axis
Usually, it is not possible to calculate Pf analytically. Direct Monte Carlo Simulation
becomes increasingly expensive with the increase of the structural reliability. Acceptable
failure probabilities might be in the range of 10−4 to 10−6. They are even lower in nuclear
reactor technology. For a validation that the failure probability Pf is less than an accepted
limit Pc, the sample size required for direct MCS must be at least Pc/10 leading to a
minimum sample size in the range of 105 to 107. Such a large number exceeds particularly
for complex FE-models, available resources by far. The numerical effort can be reduced by
variance reduction methods like Importance Sampling and by Response Surface Methods
(RSM) considerably. However, the most effective analysis is based on First and Second
Order Reliability Methods (FORM/SORM) if gradient information is available [13].
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Table 3.1: Different limit state functions [10]
Analysis Resistance R Loading S Limit state function
Elastic strength yield stress σy equivalent stress σˆ g = σy − σˆ
Serviceability displ. threshold u0 displacement u g = u0 − u
Fatigue critical damage Dcr accum. damage D g = Dcr −D
Elastic stability buckling load Pcr applied load P g = Pcr − P
Elastic vibration eigen frequency ω0 harm. excitation Ω g = ω0 − Ω
Brittle fracture fract. toughness KIC stress intesity factor KI g = KIC −KI
Limit load limit load applied load
Py = αyP0 P = α0P0 g = αy − α0
Shakedown shakedown domain applied domain
LSD = αSDL0 La = αaL0 g = αSD − αa
3.1 Monte-Carlo-Simulation
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is a well known method for the evaluation of the failure
probability Pf . For use with the simulation methods there are less strict requirements on
the analytical properties of the limit state function and functions of the algorithmic type
(like ”black box”) can be used. The straight forward (or crude) MCS become generally
costly for small probabilities. The computational effort of crude MCS increases quickly
with reliability [2] but not with the number of basic variables (contrary to FORM/SORM).
Importance Sampling or other variance reduction techniques should be used to reduce the
computational effort [3]. MSC is an approximate solution of the exact stochastic problem.
3.2 First/Second Order Reliability Method
First and Second Order Reliability Methods (FORM/SORM) are analytical probability in-
tegration methods. Therefore, the defined problem has to fulfill the necessary analytical
requirements (e.g. FORM/SORM apply to problems, where the set of basic variables are
continuous). Because of the large computational effort of MCS due to small failure prob-
abilities (10−4 to 10−8), any effective analysis is based on FORM/SORM [23]. The failure
probability is computed in three steps.
• Transformation of basic variable X into the standard normal vector U,
• Approximation Fa of the failure region F in the U–space,
• Computation of the failure probability due to the approximation Fa
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3.2.1 Transformation
The basic variables X are transformed into standard normal variables U (µ = 0, σ = 1).
Such a transformation is always possible for continuous random variables. If the variables
Xi are mutually independent, with distribution functions FXi , each variable can be trans-
formed separately by the Gaussian normal distribution Φ into Ui = Φ−1[FXi(xi)]. For
dependent random variables analogous transformations can be used [23]. The function
G(u) = g(x) is the corresponding limit state function in U–space. The dimension of the
U–space depends on the dependencies of the random variables Xi and is not necessarily
equal to the dimension of the X–space. However, the transformation to U–space is exact
and not an approximation [3].
re
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Figure 3.2: Transformation into normally distributed random variables
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3.2.2 Approximation
In FORM a linear approximationFa of the failure regionF is generated. The failure region
F is approximated at a point u0 ∈ ∂F with the normal a = ∇uG(u0)
Fa = {u|∇TuG(u0)u+ a0 ≤ 0} = {u|aTu+ a0 ≤ 0} (3.3)
The limit state hyper-surface ∂Fa is represented in the normal form
∂Fa =
{
u
∣∣ aTu+ a0 = 0} = {u ∣∣ αTu+ β = 0} , (3.4)
with α = a/|a| and β = a0/|a|, such that |α| = 1. The vector α is proportional to the
sensitivities ∇uG(u0). The failure event {u ∈ Fa} is equivalent to the event {αTu ≤
−β}, such that an approximation of the failure probability Pf is given by
Pf = P(α
TU ≤ −β) = Φ(−β) = 1√
2pi
−β∫
−∞
e−0.5z
2
dz, (3.5)
because the random variableαTU is normally distributed. The failure probability depends
only on β, such that it is called reliability index. If it is possible to derive β analytically
from the input data, the probability Pf is calculated directly from the function Φ.
If the limit state function is nonlinear in U-space a quadratic approximation of the failure
region F gives closer predictions of Pf . These second order methods (SORM) may be
based on a correction of a FORM analysis. FORM/SORM give the exact solution to an
approximate problem. The numerical effort depends on the number of stochastic variables
but not on Pf (contrary to MCS).
3.2.3 Computation
To apply FORM/SORM one or several likely failure points on the limit state surface in U–
space must be identified. These points are defined by having a locally minimum distance
to the origin. Therefore, a nonlinear constrained optimization problem must be solved [2]
β = min uTu such that {u | G(u) ≤ 0}, (3.6)
which usually needs the gradient of G(u).
The design point u∗ ∈ ∂Fa is the point, which is the solution of problem (3.6), i. e. which
is closest to the origin. The limit state function G(U) is approximated by its linear Taylor
series in point u0 ∈ ∂F
G(u) ≈ G(u0) +∇uG(u0)(u− u0) (3.7)
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in order to generate the tangent hyper-plane in point u0. Let uk be an approximation of the
design point u∗. If ∇uG(uk) 6= 0 holds, the following iterative procedure is defined
uk+1 =
∇uG(uk)
|∇uG(uk)|2
[
uTk∇uG(uk)−G(uk)
] (3.8)
as a simple search algorithm for the design point u∗.
The derivatives are determined by
∇uG(u) = ∇ug(x) = ∇xg(x)∇ux. (3.9)
If the deterministic structural problem is solved by a step-by-step iterative FEM analysis
this gradient information is obtained from a sensitivity analysis, which consumes much
computing time. Extension of this type of reliability analysis to plastic structural failure
faces several problems which are not present in linear elastic analysis: Local stress has
no direct relevance to plastic failure and structural behavior becomes load-path dependent.
Therefore, no straight-forward g(X) is obtained from standard incremental analysis if fail-
ure is assumed by plastic collapse, by ratchetting or by alternating plasticity (LCF). It is
even more difficult to obtain the gradient of g(X). Therefore, as an additional draw-back
MCS (improved by importance sampling or by some other means of variance reduction)
is used in connection with incremental nonlinear reliability analyses with very few excep-
tions.
3.3 Response Surface Methods
Repeated FEM analyses are the most time consuming part in both, MCS and FORM/SORM.
Therefore, the limit state function is replaced by a simple function, which is obtained as
the approximation to the function values resulting from only few FEM analyses. Usually a
linear or quadratic polynomial of the basic variables is employed. Starting from some val-
ues of the limit state function a fit is generated. Adopting the simpler response functions
allows more efficient simulation or parameter studies. For classical, statistical methods
Response Surface Methods (RSM) are well-known techniques [4].
3.4 Systems reliability
Linear elastic material models do not allow to define a limit state function such that it
can describe e.g. collapse or buckling, because the yield stress σy or the ultimate stress
σu is a fictitious parameter in these models. Exceeding σy or σu at any location can be
associated with collapse only for statically determinate structures. Most real structures
are statically indeterminate. They are thus safer, because redundancy allows some load
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carrying capacity beyond partial collapse of a structural member (or section). A local
threshold concept would have to define a composite limit state function in terms of stresses
at different locations such as the plastic hinges in a frame structure. If these locations
are known a-priori, the definition of the limit state function of a series system would be
possible. Failure occurs if a sufficient number of hinges 1 AND 2 AND ... have developed.
Different sequences of hinge development may lead to different collapse mechanisms. For
example a plane portal frame may fail in beam OR in sway OR in combined mode. These
modes establish a parallel system in fault-tree representation. Reliability analysis of such
parallel series systems may be based on the failure modes approach (event-tree representa-
tion) or on the survival modes approach (failure-graph representation). Analysis is possible
with MCS and with FORM/SORM but it causes additional complications. The analyst is
required to identify the complete system representation. Algorithms for automatic genera-
tion of the significant failure modes work properly for truss structures [34]. However, more
complex structures may not be considered as consisting of a finite number of members with
lumped parameters (e.g. beams). In a FEM discretization a series of finite elements may
be formed which must all fail in order to define a possible collapse mechanism. The defini-
tion of such series systems is neither straight forward nor unique. Moreover, the resulting
system may be large and complex.
These difficulties are avoided by the direct limit and shakedown approach, which formu-
lates the limit state function as the solution of an mathematical optimization problem. It
remains to define a parallel system in the typical situation that more than one failure mode
is possible. According to the Bree-diagram Fig. 1.1 the thin tube may fail locally by LCF
at low mechanical stress when crossing the shakedown limit. At higher mechanical stress
it may fail globally by ratchetting. Using different starting points in a FORM/SORM anal-
ysis n different design points u∗i may be obtained and collected in the vector u∗, leading to
different βi-factors and failure probabilities Pfi = Φ(−βi) for the respective failure modes.
For linearized limit state functions a matrix R = (ρij) of correlations coefficients for u∗
and β, may be obtained. Then Pf may be estimated from the n-dimensional standard
multi-normal distribution Φn(−β;R). With little numerical effort also first-order series
bounds for the cases of fully dependent and fully independent failure modes may be used
max
i=1..n
{Pfi} ≤ Pf ≤ 1−
n∏
i=1
(1− Pfi). (3.10)
Different methods have been proposed to find all significant failure modes or at least the
most dominant ones [32].
4 Limit and shakedown analysis
An objective measure of the loss of stability may be based on the loss of stable equilibrium
[6]. A system is said to be in a critical state of neutral equilibrium or collapse if the second-
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order energy dissipation vanishes, ∫
V
ε˙ : σ˙dV = 0, (4.1)
for at least one kinematically admissible strain-rate field ε˙.
In a FEM discretization using a varying (symmetric part of the) stiffness matrix K or an
appropriate update of it for nonlinear analysis this occurs, if
u˙Ku˙ = 0 (4.2)
holds, for at least one admissible nodal velocity vector u˙. This is equivalent with the limit
state function g(X) =detK = 0. A sufficient condition is, that the smallest eigenvalue ofK
vanishes. Both limit state functions are numerically expensive and suffer from hard numer-
ical problems (round-off and truncation error, non-uniform dependence on basic variables
and possibly non-smoothness). A limiting structural stiffness may be used (e.g. half the
elastic stiffness matrixK0 in the sense of the Double Elastic Slope Method of ASME Code,
Sect. III, NB-3213.25)) on the basis of an appropriate matrix norm
g(X) = ‖K(X)‖ − 0.5‖K0(X)‖. (4.3)
Such complications do not occur if plastic collapse modes are identified by limit analy-
sis. Moreover, the Double Elastic Slope Method ntroduces the elastic properties into the
plastic collapse problem, which is mechanically questionable. However, the stiffness ap-
proach may be employed for failure modes like buckling, which in turn fall outside of limit
analysis.
Static limit load theorems are formulated in terms of stress and define safe structural states
giving an optimization problem for safe loads. The maximum safe load is the limit load
avoiding collapse. Alternatively, kinematic theorems are formulated in terms of kinematic
quantities and define unsafe structural states yielding a dual optimization problem for the
minimum of limit loads. Any admissible solution to the static or kinematic theorem is a
true lower or upper bound to the safe load, respectively. Both can be made as close as
desired to the exact solution. If upper and lower bound coincide, the true solution has been
found. The limit load factor is defined in (4.4) by PL = αLP0, where PL = (fL,pL)
and P0 = (f0,p0) are the plastic limit load and the chosen reference load, respectively.
Here we have supposed that all loads (f body forces and p surface loads) are applied in a
monotone and proportional way. The theorems are stated below.
4.1 Static or lower bound limit load analysis
Find the maximum load factor αL for which the structure is safe. The structure is safe
against plastic collapse if there exists a stress field σ such that the equilibrium equations
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are satisfied and the yield condition is nowhere violated. The maximum problem is given
by:
max α
s. t. F (σ) ≤ σ2y in Ω
divσ = −αf0 in V (4.4)
σ n = αp0 on ∂Vp
for the structure V , traction boundary ∂Vp (with outer normal n), yield function F , body
forces αf0 and surface tractions αp0.
The FEM discretization of the lower bound problem reads (see [45])
Maximize αs
s. t. f(s)− r ≤ 0,
Cs− αsp = 0. (4.5)
The inequality constraints of the NG Gaussian points were collected to the vectors f , s
and r. The unknowns are the limit load factor αs and the stresses s.
4.2 Static or lower bound shakedown analysis
The shakedown analysis starts from Melan’s lower bound theorem [31]. In the shakedown
analysis the equilibrium conditions and the yield criterion of the actual stresses have to be
fulfilled at every instant of the load history.
Find the maximum load factor αSD for which the structure is safe. The structure is safe
against LCF or ratchetting if there exists a stress field σ(t) such that the equilibrium equa-
tions are satisfied and the yield condition is nowhere and at no instant t violated. The
maximum problem is given by:
max αs
s. t. F (σ(t)) ≤ σ2y in V
divσ(t) = −αsf 0(t) in V (4.6)
σ(t) n = αsp0(t) on ∂Vp
for the structure V , traction boundary ∂Vp (with outer normal n), yield function F , body
forces αsf0(t) and surface loads αsp0(t) for all f0(t),p0(t) in a given initial load domain
L0.
The maximum problems (4.4) and (4.6) are solved by splitting the stresses σ and σ(t) into
fictitious elastic stresses σE , σE(t) and time invariant residual stresses ρ which fulfill the
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homogeneous equilibrium conditions. This leads in the case of shakedown analysis to the
mathematical optimization problem
max α (4.7)
s. t. F [ασE(t) + ρ¯] ≤ σ2y in V
div ρ¯ = 0 in V
ρ¯ n = 0 on ∂Vp
The resulting problem is transferred to a relatively small one by the basis reduction method
and it is solved by means of Sequential Quadratic Programming techniques [14].
4.3 Kinematic or upper bound analysis
Find the minimum load factor αSD for which the structure fails. The structure fails by
plastic collapse if there exists a (kinematically admissible) velocity u˙ field such that the
power W˙ex of the external loads is higher than the power W˙in which can be dissipated
within the structure:
min αk
with αk = W˙in =
∫
V
˙εeq
PσydV
s. t. 1 = W˙ex =
∫
V
bT0 u˙dV +
∫
∂Vp
pT0 u˙dS ≥ 0,
ε˙ =
1
2
(∇u˙+ (∇u˙)T ) in V ,
u˙(t) = u˙0(t) on ∂Vu, (4.8)
for the structure V , boundary ∂V = ∂Vp ∪ ∂Vu (with outer normal n).
The FEM discretization of the upper bound limit load problem reads (see [45])
Minimize e˙Teqr (= αk)
s. t. u˙Tp = 1. (4.9)
The objective function αk is non-smooth at the boundary of the plastic region. Then the
optimization problem resulting from a FEM discretization is also non-smooth. It may
be solved with a bundle method [52]. As a practical alternative, different regularization
methods are used as smoothing tools in the LISA project [48], [53]. The regularized min-
imization problem is solved in [53] by a reduced-gradient algorithm in conjunction with a
quasi-Newton algorithm [35].
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5 Plastic failure and reliability analysis
Following table 3.1 resistance R and loading S can be defined by the limit or shakedown
load factor αy and the applied load factor α0, respectively to obtain the limit state function
g(X) = αy − α0.
The limit or shakedown ranges obtained from problems (4.4), (4.7) are linear functions
of the failure stress σy if a homogeneous material distribution is assumed. Otherwise the
random field concept has to be employed. If the structure has a heterogeneous material
distribution we obtain in different Gaussian points i eventually different failure stresses
σy,i. Then the limit load is no more a linear function of the failure stresses. It also ceases
to be a linear function if the loading is non-proportional, e.g. in the presence of dead loads.
In this case the derivatives of the limit state function may not be computed directly from
the linear function of the failure stresses. The Lagrange multipliers of the optimization
problem (4.4) yield the gradient information of g(X) without any extra computation. This
is derived from a variation of σy,i as the right hand side of problem (4.4) (see [11]).
5.1 Sensitivity and mathematical programming
A constraint maximization problem P in the most general case is defined as
max f(x)
s.t. gi(x) ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ I. (5.1)
Suppose that f, gi : IRn → IR are twice continuously differentiable and let I be some
index set. In many applications (e.g. shakedown analysis), the objective function f as well
as the constraint functions gi may depend also on other parameters. Consider the following
perturbation P(ε) of the original problem P(0)
max f(x, ε)
s.t. gi(x, ε) ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ I, ε ∈ IRq, q ∈ IN (5.2)
A perturbation ε can be interpreted in two ways: as a random error, or as a specific change
in the parameters defining the problem functions. The optimal solution x∗(ε) of problem
P(ε) with the Lagrangian multipliers λ∗ fulfills the following first order Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker conditions:
λ∗i gi(x
∗, ε) = 0, ∀i ∈ I
λ∗i ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I
∇xL(x∗,λ∗, ε) = 0 (5.3)
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with the Lagrangian function
L(x,λ, ε) = f(x, ε)−
∑
i∈I
λigi(x, ε). (5.4)
If the system of equations is nonsingular, the implicit function theorem implies the ex-
istence of a unique differentiable local solution (x∗(ε), λ∗(ε)) of P(ε). The restricted
Lagrangian is defined with only the active constraints gi = 0, i ∈ I0 for second order
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The second order sufficient conditions state that a point
(x∗, ε∗) is a strict local maximum of P(ε) if (5.3) is satisfied at (x∗, ε) and if the Hes-
sian ∇2xL(x∗,λ∗, ε) of the restricted Lagrangian is negative definite on the tangent space
{ξ | ξT∇xgi(x∗) = 0, i ∈ I0 : λ∗i > 0}. Let ε = 0, then the conditions are fulfilled in a
local solution x∗ of P(0). The associated theorem is given in [8], [9].
Corollary [8]:
At a local solution x∗ of problem P(0), assume that the linear independence condition, the
second order sufficiency condition and the strict complementarity condition λ∗i gi(x∗, ε) =
0 are satisfied for all i ∈ I, and that the functions defining P(ε) are twice continuously
differentiable with respect to (x, ε) in a neighbourhood of (x∗, 0). It follows that at, ε0 = 0
d
dε
(
x(0)
λ(0)
)
= −Q−10 V0, (5.5)
and
d
dε
f(x(0), 0) =
∂f(x(0), 0)
∂ε
−
∑
i∈I
λ∗i
∂gi(x(0), 0)
∂ε
(5.6)
where
Q0 =

∇2xL −∇xg1 · · · −∇xgm
λ1∇Tx g1 g1 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
λm∇Tx gm 0 gm
 (5.7)
and
V0 =

∂
∂ε
[∇xLT ]
λ1
∂
∂ε
[∇xg1]
.
.
.
λm
∂
∂ε
[∇xgm]
 . (5.8)
All quantities are evaluated at x∗(0), λ∗(0), ε0 with m = |I|.
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5.2 Sensitivity in limit and shakedown analysis
We restrict ourselves to the following perturbation P(ε) of the original static shakedown
problem (4.7) with the unknowns x = (α,ρ1, . . .ρNG) and gi = F [ασEi,j(ε) + ρi]− σ2y:
max α
s.t. F [ασEi,j(ε) + ρi]− σ2y ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , NG, j = 1, . . . , NV. (5.9)
The problem fulfills the assumptions of the corollary, such that we obtain the derivatives
at the solution α∗ of the original problem P(0) with the original fictitious elastic stresses
σE(0) by:
d
dε
f(x(0), 0) =
dα∗
dε
−
∑
i active
λ∗i
∂gi(x(0), 0)
∂ε
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ε=0
= −α∗
∑
i active
λ∗i
∂
∂σEi
[
F (ασEi (ε) + ρi)
] ∂σEi (ε)
∂ε
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ε=0
(5.10)
This problem is solved by the basis reduction method in a recursive manner by means
of Sequential Quadratic Programming techniques. The shakedown factor αk as well as
the Lagrange multipliers λ∗k obtained during the optimization step k converge to the true
solution α∗ and λ∗ [14]. Therefore, in equation (5.10) all values except
∂σEi (ε)
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
(5.11)
are given by the limit and shakedown analysis. This means, that in the case of limit and
shakedown analysis the sensitivity analysis of the plastic structural behaviour is reducible
to the sensitivity analysis of the elastic structural response, which is a significant reduction
of computational effort. Similar techniques can be used for structural optimization with
respect to limit and shakedown constraints [15], [16]. The sensitivity analysis of the elastic
response is performed by a finite-difference method for a small number of parameters, see
[24] for alternative techniques.
5.2.1 Sensitivity of yield stress
In the FORM optimization problem described above the partial derivatives of the limit
state function g are needed. In principle the limit load and shakedown analysis have the
following form with G as vector of all inequality restrictions φ, the failure stresses r =
(σ2y,1, . . . , σ
2
y,NG) and the variables ξ = (α,ρ1, . . . ,ρNG)
max f(ξ)
s. t. G(ξ) ≤ r (5.12)
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The influence of the failure stresses σy,i on the load factor α is dominated by the derivatives
∂α/∂σy,i or by ∂f(ξ)/∂δ. These derivatives could be generated by the corollary shown
above. For the limit and shakedown analysis it follows
∂α
∂σy,1
= −λ∗1, . . . ,
∂α
∂σy,NG
= −λ∗NG, (5.13)
such that the influences of the failure stresses on the limit and shakedown load factor α
could be obtained by the solution of the problems (4.4), (4.7). The FORM-Algorithm
developed in [41] has been adapted to plastic reliability analysis.
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the probabilistic limit load analysis
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The flowchart in Figure 5.1 contains the logical connections of the main analysis steps as
they have been implemented in the Finite Element Software PERMAS Version 4 [36] in
the LISA project.
6 Stochastic programming
In Operations Research two main approaches to optimization (programming) under uncer-
tainty have been developed. The most important ones for decision making under uncer-
tainty are the two-stage and multistage stochastic programs with recourse problems. Struc-
tural reliability problems in plasticity context lead more naturally to the so-called chance
constrained stochastic programming.
Stochastic programming is not used in this sense in reliability literature such as [25], [30],
[51] and has not been planned in the LISA project. Chance constrained stochastic pro-
gramming will be described here as an alternative design approach following [42]. The
limit load is computed for a fixed reliability instead for a fixed safety margin as in de-
terministic design. This is easily extended to stochastic structural optimization. A similar
exposition was given for limit analysis with linear programming (for Tresca material) with-
out duality in [40]. The application of a two-stage stochastic linear program with complete
fixed recourse is described in [29].
6.1 Static approach to chance constrained programming
Starting from the static theorem of limit analysis the deterministic program (4.5 becomes
max
αs
{αs|f(s)− r ≤ 0,Cs− αsp = 0}. (6.1)
For stochastic strength r(ω) a stochastic formulation is obtained by assuming that the in-
equality constraints are satisfied at least by a chance γ
max
αs
{αs|P (f(s)− r(ω) ≤ 0) ≥ γ,Cs− αsp = 0}. (6.2)
For continuous distributions no probability can be assigned to an equality. Therefore, the
problem must be reformulated in case of stochastic loads p. With γ = (γ1, . . . , γNG)
this is an individual chance constrained program. Alternatively a joint chance constrained
program can be formulated [42].
It is assumed that r(ω) = (r1(ω), . . . , r2(ω)) follows a multivariate Gaussian (normal) dis-
tribution with mean vector µr and covariance matrixΣr. Otherwise is may be transformed
to such a distribution. A standard normally distributed vector r˜(ω) is obtained by
r˜i = (ri − µi)/σi. (6.3)
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Then the inequality f (s)− r(ω) ≤ 0 is element-wise
fi(s) ≤ ri = r˜iσi + µi, (6.4)
so that
f˜i(s) := (fi(s)− µi)/σi ≤ r˜i (6.5)
and the probabilistic inequality becomes
P (fi(s) ≤ ri(ω)) = P (f˜i(s) ≤ r˜i(ω)) ≥ γi. (6.6)
If the CDF of the standard normal distribution is denoted Φ we may use Φ(−x) = 1−Φ(x)
to write
P (r˜(ω) ≥ f˜i(s)) = 1− P (r˜(ω) ≤ f˜i(s)) = 1− Φ(f˜i(s)) = Φ(−f˜i(s)) ≥ γi. (6.7)
Introducing the abbreviation κi := Φ−1(γi) so that γi = Φ(κi) yields
Φ(−f˜i(s)) ≥ Φ(κi). (6.8)
Φ is monotonic or order preserving. Therefore,
κi ≤ −f˜i(s) = (µi − fi(s))/σi (6.9)
or rearranging
µi − κiσi ≥ fi(s). (6.10)
Introducing σr = diagΣr = (σ1, . . . , σNG) this may be written in matrix form
µr − κTσr ≥ f(s) (6.11)
to obtain the deterministic equivalent of the stochastic program (6.2)
max
αs
{αs|f(s)− (µr − κTσr) ≤ 0,Cs− αsp = 0}. (6.12)
This nonlinear program shows that the optimum limit load factor αs decreases if the stan-
dard deviation σi or the required reliability γi and thus κi = Φ−1(γi) increase for the ith
strength variable ri.
6.2 Kinematic approach to chance constrained program-
ming
Starting from the kinematic theorem of limit analysis the deterministic program (4.9) be-
comes
min
λ
{λTr|u˙Tp = 1}. (6.13)
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with λ = ε˙eq ≥ 0.
For uncertain strength r(ω) the objective function λTr(ω) becomes also a stochastic vari-
able. First the minimum of an stochastic objective function must be explained. In decision
theory it is common to minimize the expectation E(λTr) = µλT r = λTµr of the cost
function (e.g. minimizing a possible loss). If the risk has to be minimized simultaneously,
λTµr − kσλT r (6.14)
may be used as objective function with some arbitrary weight k, k > 0. If a normal distri-
bution is assumed again for r(ω), the objective function can be written as
λTµr − k
√
λTΣrλ. (6.15)
This objective function may be obtained from a chance constrained stochastic program.
Consider the probability that the minimum of (6.13) is not assumed
P (λTµr ≥ z) = 1− P (λTµr ≤ z) ≤ γ. (6.16)
Here γ ∈ [0, 1] is the maximum risk that the yet undetermined level z is not achieved. This
can be written as
1− P
(
λTµr − µλT r
σλT r
≤ z − µλT r
σλT r
)
≤ γ. (6.17)
where
λTµr − µλT r
σλT r
(6.18)
is a standardized stochastic variable. For the normal distribution
P (λTµr ≥ z) = 1− Φ
(
z − µλT r
σλT r
)
≤ γ (6.19)
so that
−κ := Φ−1(1− γ) ≤ z − µλT r
σλT r
(6.20)
or
µλT r − κσλT r ≤ z. (6.21)
The joint chance constrained stochastic program
min
λ
{λTr|P (λTµr ≥ z) ≤ γ, u˙Tp = 1}, (6.22)
has the deterministic equivalent
min
z
{z|µλT r − κσλT r ≤ z, u˙Tp = 1}
= min
λ
{λTµr − κσλT r|u˙Tp = 1}. (6.23)
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For normally distributed r(ω) this assumes the form
min
λ
{λTµr − κ
√
λTΣrλ|u˙Tp = 1}. (6.24)
The Chebychev inequality
P
(
λTr ≤ λTµr − κσλT r
) ≤ P (λTr − µλT r
σλT r
≥ −κ
)
≤ 1
κ2
(6.25)
says that the true value λTr is less than λTµr − κσλT r with probability (1− 1/κ2) · 100%
for κ > 1. The value of κ = −Φ−1(1 − γ) has to be determined from the risk γ in eqn.
(6.16).
The model may be critizised, because it measures risk symmetrically i.e. over- and under-
estimations of the optimum are assessed in the same way. An asymmetric risk measure
may be more plausible.
6.3 Duality in chance constrained programming
The deterministic minimum and maximum problems resulting from the static and kine-
matic theorems for the discretized structures are Lagrange duals [28]. We will show that
the same holds true for the deterministic equivalents of the chance constraint stochastic
programs for normally distributed r(ω).
Let the deterministic equivalent of the joint chance constrained lower bound problem be
the primal program
Maximize αs
s. t. f(s)− µr + κσr ≤ 0,
Cs− αsp = 0. (6.26)
The inequality constraints of theNGGaussian points were collected to the vectors f , s,µr,
and r. The unknowns are the limit load factor αs and the stresses s. The minimum
problem with restrictions is transformed into an unrestricted problem by the Lagrangian
L(αs, s, u˙,λ), such that the optimality conditions for unrestricted problems hold (see [11],
[28]). With the Lagrange factors λ ≥ 0 and u˙ it holds
L(αs, s, u˙,λ) = αs + u˙
T (Cs− αsp)− λT (f (s)− µr + κσr). (6.27)
In the minimum the Lagrangian L(αs, s, u˙,λ) has a saddle point, such that the optimal
value is the solution of
min
u˙,λ
max
αs, s
L(αs, s, u˙,λ). (6.28)
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The necessary optimality conditions of the maximum are
∂L
∂αs
= 1− u˙Tp = 0, (6.29)
∂L
∂s
= u˙TC − λT ∂f
∂s
= 0. (6.30)
Equation (6.29) means a normalization of the external power of loading W˙ex = u˙Tp = 1
of the discretized structure. By substituting this in the dual objective function l(u˙,λ) =
max
αs, s
L(αs, s, u˙,λ) we derive the Euler differential equation
sT
∂f (s)
∂s
= f(s). (6.31)
With eq. (6.29) it follows with λ ≥ 0
l(u˙,λ) = max
αs, s
L(αs, s, u˙,λ)
= αs + u˙
TCs− αs − λT (f(s)− µr + κσr)
= λT
∂f (s)
∂s
s− λT (f (s)− µr + κσr)
= λT (µr − κσr). (6.32)
Equation (6.28) is derived by eq. (6.29), (6.30) and (6.32), such that the dual program is
defined by
Minimize λT (µr − κσr)
s. t. λ ≥ 0,
u˙Tp = 1,
CT u˙− λT ∂f
∂s
= 0. (6.33)
Because of the normalization W˙ex = u˙Tp = 1 it holds αk = l(λ) = W˙in(ε˙eq).
The Lagrange factors of the primal problem are the unknowns of the dual problem. The
dual problem is formulated in the kinematic terms u˙ and λ. With
e˙p = λT
∂f (s)
∂s
(6.34)
eq. (6.30) could be reformulated for the associated flow rule and e˙p = e˙ in the collapse
state
CT u˙− e˙ = 0, (6.35)
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which is automatically satisfied in a displacement FEM discretization. λ may be replaced
by the collection of effective strain rates ε˙eq and always λ = ε˙eq ≥ 0. Then the dual
problem reduces to
Minimize αk
with. αk = ε˙Teq(µr − κσr)
s. t. u˙Tp = 1. (6.36)
This is the deterministic equivalent (6.23) of (6.22).
The saddle point properties of the Lagrangian shows, that the maximum problem is concave
and the minimum problem in convex such that both problem have the same optimal value
maxαs = α = minαk. (6.37)
Because of the convexity of the problem, the obtained local optimum is a global one (see
[11]) such that the limit load factor is unique.
7 Examples
The plastic reliability problem can be solved analytically if the limit load is known and
R and S are both normally or log-normally distributed. Simple models are used to test
correctness and numerical error.
7.1 Limit load analysis
In case of a square plate of length L with a hole of diameterD (see Figure 7.1) and D/L =
0.2 subjected to uniaxial tension the exact limit load is given by Py = (1 −D/L)σy with
the yield stress σy (see [12], [44]).
Thus the resistance R = Py depends linearly of the realization σy of the yield stress basic
variable X. The load S = P is a homogeneous uniaxial tension on one side of the plate.
The magnitude of the tension is the second basic variable X. The limit load PL of each
realization x of X is
Py(y) = (1−D/L) x. (7.1)
The limit state function is defined by
g(x, y) = R− S = Py − P = (1−D/L) x− y. (7.2)
The normally distributed random variables X and Y with means µr, µs and standard devi-
ations σ2r , σ2s respectively, yield with
x = σr ur + µr and y = σs us + µs (7.3)
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Figure 7.1: Finite element mesh of plate with a hole
the transformed limit state function
G(ur, us) = ((1−D/L)µr − µs) + (1−D/L)σrur − σsus. (7.4)
With realizations u = (ur, us)T of the new random variable U it may be written
G(u) =
((1−D/L)σr,−σs)√
(1−D/L)2σ2r + σ2s
u+
(1−D/L)µr − µs√
(1−D/L)2σ2r + σ2s
, (7.5)
such that the reliability index β (with D/L = 0.2) is
β =
(1−D/L)µr − µs√
(1−D/L)2σ2r + σ2s
=
0.8µr − µs√
0.64σ2r + σ
2
s
. (7.6)
Remark
For normally distributed variables X and Y one can calculate the failure proba-
bility directly from the joint distribution. Let Z be the random variable defined
by
Z = (1−D/L)X−Y = 0.8X−Y (7.7)
then Z ∼ N(0.8µx − µy, 0.64σ2x + σ2y) holds with the density
fz =
1√
2pi(σ2y + 0.64σ
2
x)
e
− (z−(0.8µx−µy))
2
2(σ2y+0.64σ
2
x) . (7.8)
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The failure probability is given by
P (g ≤ 0) =
0∫
−∞
fz(z)dz =
0∫
−∞
1√
2pi(0.64σ2x + σ
2
y)
e
− (z−(0.8µx−µy))
2
2(0.64σ2x+σ
2
y) dz
=
1√
2pi
−β∫
−∞
e−0.5z2dz = Φ(−β). (7.9)
In Figure 7.4 the failure probabilitiesPf = Φ(−β) are shown versus µs/µr. The numerical
Pf of the limit analyses are compared with the analytic values resulting from the exact
solution. Both variables are normally distributed with standard deviations σr = 0.1µr and
σs = 0.1µs.
Similar simple models are used to test correctness and numerical error (see the Fig. A1
and Tab. A1 in the appendix). The lower bound theorem generates collapse loads which
are safe. But they are 1 to 2 % below the analytical limit loads by the termination error of
the iteration. This error is amplified in the probabilistic analysis. The errors of the FORM
calculations and of the numerical limit analyses are included in the results (see Figure 7.4
and Table 7.3). The errors are acceptable for highly reliable components, because the tail
sensitivity problem is much more severe. The calculated failure probabilities correspond
very well with the analytical probabilities if the analytical limit loads are reduced by 2%
to obtain Pf (anal.-2%). This shows that the main part of the observed errors results from
the deterministic limit analyses. SORM would give no improved results with a linear limit
state function G(u). Linearity may be lost, if X or Y are not normally distributed.
Much more severe deviations of the computed failure probabilities have to be expected if
other limit state functions were used such as the extension of plastic zone or of the half
the elastic stiffness approach (4.3). Moreover, such limit states give the wrong impression
that the stochastic plastic collapse load is sensitive to the basic variable Young’s modulus.
Therefore some non-linear distributions are tested. First, calculations with log-normally
distributed loads X and failure stresses Y are made [20]. The density of non-negative,
log-normally distributed random variables x with the parameters m and δ is given by [7]
f(x) =
1
x
√
2piδ2
e−[log(x/m)]2/2δ2 , with m > 0, x ≥ 0. (7.10)
The log-normal distribution has the expectation µ and the variance σ2
µ = E(X) = m eδ
2/2, σ2 = Var(X) = m2 eδ
2
(eδ
2 − 1). (7.11)
For the comparison of the different random distributions the same expectation µx,y and
variance σ2x,y must be chosen, such that the values of µx,y and σx,y have to be transformed
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to the parameters mx,y and δx,y:
mx,y = µx,y e
−δ2x,y/2 = µx,y√(
σ2x,y
µ2x,y
+ 1
) and δx,y =
√
log
(
σ2x,y
µ2x,y
+ 1
)
.
(7.12)
If X and Y are log-normally distributed the random variables X¯ = log (X) and Y¯ = log (Y)
are normally distributed with means µ¯x,y = log(mx,y) and deviations σ¯x,y = δx,y, such that
the following transformations hold
log(x) = uxσ¯x + µ¯x = uxδx + log(mx), (7.13)
log(y) = uyσ¯y + µ¯y = uyδy + log(my). (7.14)
The transformation from X-space to U-space is nonlinear. The failure domain F is given
by
F =
{
(X, Y )
∣∣∣∣(1−D/L)XY ≤ 1
}
= {(X, Y ) | log(1−D/L) + log (X)− log (Y) ≤ 0}
(7.15)
with the limit state function
g(X,Y) = log(1−D/L) + log (X)− log (Y). (7.16)
With the transformation we derive
g(X,Y) = uxδx − uyδy + log(1−D/L) + log(mx)− log(my), (7.17)
such that β is given by
β =
log ((1−D/L)mx)− log(my)√
δ2x + δ
2
y
. (7.18)
7.2 Shakedown analysis
In the shakedown analysis a convex load domain L is analyzed [19], [18]. The tension
p cycles between zero and a maximal magnitude of pˆ. Only the amplitudes but not the
uncertain full load history enters the solution
0 ≤ p ≤ αλpˆ, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. (7.19)
In the first simple reliability analysis the maximal magnitude pˆ is a random variable, but
the minimum magnitude zero is held constant. The results of the FORM calculation are
compared with an analytical approximation of the shakedown load in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.1: Numerical and analytical results for σr,s = 0.2µr,s (Log-normal distributions)
Limit load analysis σr = 0.2µr, σs = 0.2µs
µs/µr Pf (num.) Pf (anal.) Pf (anal.-3%)
0.1 1.337E-13 5.655E-14 1.278E-13
0.2 6.786E-07 3.715E-07 6.459E-07
0.3 4.601E-03 2.308E-04 3.453E-04
0.4 9.443E-03 6.664E-03 8.987E-03
0.5 5.864E-02 4.665E-02 5.827E-02
0.6 1.816E-01 1.521E-01 1.792E-01
0.7 3.601E-01 3.167E-01 3.564E-01
0.8 5.458E-01 5.000E-01 5.433E-01
0.9 7.046E-01 6.629E-01 7.017E-01
1.0 8.213E-01 7.871E-01 8.173E-01
1.1 8.959E-01 8.722E-01 8.935E-01
1.2 9.414E-01 9.261E-01 9.402E-01
1.3 9.674E-01 9.584E-01 9.672E-01
1.4 9.828E-01 9.771E-01 9.824E-01
1.5 9.907E-01 9.875E-01 9.906E-01
Limit load analysis σr = 0.1µr, σs = 0.1µs
µs/µr Pf (num.) Pf (anal.) Pf (anal.-3%)
0.3 9.593E-12 1.790E-12 8.091E-12
0.4 1.409E-06 4.473E-07 1.316E-06
0.5 1.009E-03 4.315E-04 9.172E-04
0.6 3.485E-02 2.071E-02 3.412E-02
0.7 2.409E-01 1.719E-01 2.324E-01
0.8 5.936E-01 5.000E-01 5.854E-01
0.9 8.575E-01 7.981E-01 8.533E-01
1.0 9.648E-01 9.431E-01 9.638E-01
1.1 9.935E-01 9.880E-01 9.933E-01
1.2 9.990E-01 9.979E-01 9.989E-01
1.3 9.998E-01 9.997E-01 9.998E-01
1.4 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01
1.5 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01
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Table 7.2: Numerical and analytical results for different σr,s (Log-normal distributions)
Limit load analysis σr = 0.2µr, σs = 0.1µs
µs/µr Pf (num.) Pf (anal.) Pf (anal.-3%)
0.1 2.403E-20 1.800E-21 6.621E-21
0.2 8.296E-10 1.327E-10 3.197E-10
0.3 1.303E-05 3.574E-06 6.749E-06
0.4 1.807E-03 7.067E-04 1.127E-03
0.5 2.848E-02 1.442E-02 2.027E-02
0.6 1.407E-01 8.638E-02 1.101E-01
0.7 3.518E-01 2.520E-01 2.977E-01
0.8 5.860E-01 4.736E-01 5.284E-01
0.9 7.744E-01 6.790E-01 7.265E-01
1.0 8.884E-01 8.264E-01 8.594E-01
1.1 9.509E-01 9.146E-01 9.341E-01
1.2 9.796E-01 9.610E-01 9.712E-01
1.3 9.918E-01 9.831E-01 9.881E-01
1.4 9.969E-01 9.930E-01 9.952E-01
1.5 9.988E-01 9.971E-01 9.981E-01
Limit load analysis σr = 0.1µr, σs = 0.2µs
µs/µr Pf (num.) Pf (anal.) Pf (anal.-3%)
0.1 4.802E-15 6.295E-21 2.273E-20
0.2 3.566E-10 3.090E-10 7.315E-10
0.3 6.861E-06 6.586E-06 1.222E-05
0.4 1.168E-03 1.107E-03 1.736E-03
0.5 2.114E-02 2.000E-02 2.766E-02
0.6 1.115E-01 1.090E-01 1.369E-01
0.7 2.981E-01 2.959E-01 3.450E-01
0.8 5.338E-01 5.263E-01 5.805E-01
0.9 7.337E-01 7.248E-01 7.686E-01
1.0 8.635E-01 8.582E-01 8.867E-01
1.1 9.353E-01 9.334E-01 9.494E-01
1.2 9.715E-01 9.709E-01 9.789E-01
1.3 9.884E-01 9.879E-01 9.916E-01
1.4 9.954E-01 9.951E-01 9.968E-01
1.5 9.982E-01 9.981E-01 9.988E-01
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Figure 7.2: Distribution functions of log-normal variables with different σ, µ
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of numerical with analytical results for log-normally distributed
variables with σr = 0.2µr, σs = 0.2µs
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Table 7.3: Comparison of numerical and analytical results for σr = 0.1µr, σs = 0.1µs
(Normal distributions)
Limit load analysis Shakedown analysis
µs/µr Pf (num.) Pf (anal.) Pf (anal.-2%) µs/µr Pf (num.) Pf (anal.)
0.2 2.643E-13 1.718E-13 2.640E-13 0.2 1.943E-10 1.943E-10
0.3 3.843E-09 2.426E-09 4.063E-09 0.3 5.964E-06 5.963E-06
0.4 6.112E-06 3.872E-06 6.416E-06 0.4 3.877E-03 3.877E-03
0.5 1.093E-03 7.364E-04 1.128E-03 0.5 1.227E-01 1.229E-01
0.6 3.049E-02 2.275E-02 3.118E-02 0.55 3.108E-01 3.111E-01
0.7 2.067E-01 1.734E-01 2.112E-01 0.59 5.000E-01 5.000E-01
0.8 5.550E-01 5.000E-01 5.567E-01 0.6 5.485E-01 5.485E-01
0.9 8.305E-01 7.969E-01 8.344E-01 0.65 7.538E-01 7.538E-01
1.0 9.544E-01 9.408E-01 9.554E-01 0.7 8.858E-01 8.858E-01
1.1 9.900E-01 9.863E-01 9.903E-01 0.8 9.828E-01 9.828E-01
1.2 9.981E-01 9.972E-01 9.981E-01 0.9 9.980E-01 9.980E-01
1.3 9.996E-01 9.995E-01 9.996E-01 1.0 9.997E-01 9.997E-01
1.4 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 9.999E-01 1.1 9.999E-01 9.999E-01
Because of the local failure of the plate in the ligament points of the hole, the shakedown
factor αSD corresponding to the initial yield load py is equal to 2 (see [14], [50]). There-
fore, from the yield load py = 0.2949σy resulting from the deterministic FEM-computation
follows that the FEM–approximation of the shakedown load is 0.5897σy. The implemented
shakedown analysis with the basis reduction technique gives very good results for the relia-
bility analysis of the plate (listed in Table 7.3), because the deterministic shakedown factor
2 is reached in 3 to 5 steps nearly identically.
Additionally, the shakedown reliability analysis needs less computing time than the limit
load reliability analysis. The results of the shakedown reliability analysis show a decrease
in reliability in comparison with the limit load reliability results. For a load level of µs =
0.4µr the reliability decrease by 3 orders of magnitude. This means that the reliability of
the structure depends very strongly on the loading conditions, such that the assessment of
the load carrying capacity has to be done very carefully.
7.3 Pipe-junction subjected to internal pressure
The pipe-junction [43] under internal pressure p is taken from the collection of PERMAS
test examples. It is discretized with 125 solid 27-node hexahedron elements (HEXEC27).
The FE-mesh and the essential dimensions of the pipe-junction are represented in Fig.
7.5. The internal pressure at first yield in the symmetry plane at the inner nozzle corner
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of numerical with analytical results for σr = 0.1µr, σs = 0.1µs
is calculated to pelastic ≈ 0.0476σy. For comparison [43] the limit pressure resulting from
the German design rules AD-Merkblatt B9 is calculated to plimit = 2.85pelastic. With the
safety factor 1.5 the design pressure is pdesign = 1.9pelastic = 0.0904σy.
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Figure 7.5: FE-mesh and dimension of a pipe-junction
Numerical limit analysis leads to a collapse pressure of 0.134σy. In shakedown analysis the
system is subjected to an internal pressure which may vary between zero and a maximum
magnitude. The analysis becomes stationary after only 2 iteration steps with the shakedown
pressure pSD = 0.0952σy. The shakedown pressure is twice the elastic pressure in good
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correspondence with an analytic solution [14], [21].
Thus the limit and the shakedown load are linearly dependent of the realization σy of the
yield stress, which is the basis variable X. The second basis variable Y is the increasing
inner pressure P . The limit load Py of every realization x of X is
Py(y) = 0.134x. (7.20)
Obviously, Py takes the role of a resistance R and P is the loading variable S. The limit
state function is defined by
g(x, y) = Py − P = 0.134x− y. (7.21)
The normally distributed random variables X and Y with means µx, µx and standard devia-
tions σx, σy, respectively, yield with x = σx ux+µx and y = σy uy+µy the transformation
G(x, y) = (0.134µx − µy) + 0.134σxux − σyuy. (7.22)
With the new random variable U with realizations u = (ux, uy)T , it holds:
G(u) =
(0.134σx,−σy)√
0.1342σ2x + σ
2
y
u+
0.134µx − µy√
0.1342σ2x + σ
2
y
,
such that the reliability index β of the random variable U is
β =
0.134µx − µy√
0.1342σ2x + σ
2
y
=
0.134µx − µy√
0.018σ2x + σ
2
y
(7.24)
In Figure 7.6 the numerical results of the shakedown analysis are compared with the ana-
lytic values resulting from the exact solution. The results are normalized to the mean values
µx and µy of the corresponding distributions. Both variables are normally distributed with
standard deviations σx = 0.1µx and σy = 0.1µy.
The results correspond well with the analytic results and demonstrate that reliability anal-
ysis can be performed for realistic model sizes at very low computing times compared to
incremental analyses. Note, that the latter cannot be used in a quantitative comparison
because incremental nonlinear analysis fails to give a sharp evidence for plastic failure.
7.4 Plate with mismatched weld and a crack
A plate with a strength mismatched weld and a centered crack under tension is investigated.
One half of the plate with strength mis-matched weld has the length L = 40mm, the width
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of numerical with analytical results for σx = 0.1µx, σy = 0.1µy
Limit analysis Shakedown analysis
P/σy Pf (numer.) Pf (anal.) Pf (numer.) Pf (anal.)
0.03 1.8653E-14 1.8135E-14 3.4294E-11 3.2430E-11
0.04 1.1458E-11 8.9725E-12 4.7844E-08 4.5052E-08
0.05 2.2948E-09 2.1383E-09 1.3919E-05 1.3145E-05
0.06 2.5188E-07 2.3252E-07 9.2428E-04 8.7985E-04
0.07 1.2282E-05 1.1513E-05 1.7126E-02 1.6478E-02
0.08 2.7486E-04 2.6997E-04 1.1388E-01 1.1078E-01
0.09 3.3817E-03 3.2069E-03 3.5179E-01 3.4571E-01
0.0952 9.6429E-03 9.1261E-03 5.0654E-01 5.0000E-01
0.1 2.2190E-02 2.1001E-02 6.4212E-01 6.3594E-01
0.11 8.3328E-02 8.3125E-02 8.4933E-01 8.4550E-01
0.12 2.2510E-01 2.1819E-01 9.4897E-01 9.4728E-01
0.13 4.2411E-01 4.1517E-01 9.8519E-01 9.8460E-01
0.134 5.0892E-01 5.0000E-01 9.9113E-01 9.9087E-01
0.14 6.3079E-01 6.2157E-01 9.9610E-01 9.9592E-01
0.15 7.8917E-01 7.8683E-01 9.9902E-01 9.9898E-01
0.16 9.0053E-01 8.9358E-01 9.9976E-01 9.9974E-01
Table 7.4: Comparison of numerical and analytical results for σx = 0.1µx, σy = 0.1µy
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W = 4mm, the crack length 2a = 4mm, the thicknessB and the weld height h = 1.2mm,
so that a/W = 0.5, h/W = 0.3 holds (see Fig. 7.7). The different material data of the
base material and the weld material are idealized by perfect plasticity with different yield
stresses σBy and σWy , respectively. The main parameter here is the strength mismatch ratio
M = σWy /σ
B
y of yield stress values of base and weld material. A reference value of the
yield stress is σBy = 100MPa. The example was proposed by the EU-project SINTAP [49]
as a benchmark, see [46] for a detailed description.
Lh
W
a
Figure 7.7: FE mesh of a plate with cracked mis-matched weld
There is a well known exact plane stress limit load Fyb for the situation M = σWy /σBy = 1.
Estimation of the corresponding plane strain limit load yields the values
plain stress : Fyb = 2B(W − a)σBy plain strain : Fyb =
4√
3
B(W − a)σBy (7.25)
Approximations for limit load Fym are known [38] for plain stress and strain state. The
plane strain results of the direct lower bound FEM approach (using triangular elements)
are given in table 7.5.
Plate with a centered crack in a mismatched weld under tension
M = σWy /σ
B
y 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50
analytic solution [38] 32.33 47.92 57.74 65.82 73.33
lower bound FEM 33.16 49.74 60.38 68.21 75.55
Table 7.5: Comparison of plane strain limit analysis results
There is an exact plane stress solution for the collapse load 2BWFyb for the matched
situation (M = σWy /σBy = 1):
Fyb =
(
1− a
W
)
σBy , (7.26)
so that for the given data Fyb = 50MPa. For the mis-matched situation plane stress and
plane strain approximations for limit load Fym are given in [38]. With the abbreviation
ψ = (W − a)/h it holds for plane stress:
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Undermatched (M < 1):
Fym
Fyb
=
{
M for 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1.43
min
{
F (1), 1− (1−M)1.43
ψ
}
for ψ ≥ 1.43 (7.27)
F (1) = M
[
2√
3
−
(
2−√3√
3
)
1.43
ψ
]
Overmatched (M > 1):
Fym
Fyb
= min
{
F (2),
W
W − a
}
(7.28)
F (2) =
{
M for ψ ≤ ψl
24(M − 1)
25
ψl
ψ
+ M + 2425 for ψ ≥ ψl
with ψl =
[
1 + 0.43e−5(M−1)
]
e−(M−1)/5. With the dimensions of the model (i.e. ψ =
(W−a)/h = 5/3) and some numerical calculus the piecewise linear relations are obtained:
Undermatched (M < 1):
Fym
Fyb
=
{
1.022M if 0 ≤ M < 0.866
0.142 + 0.858M if 0.866 ≤ M < 1 (7.29)
Overmatched (M > 1):
Fym
Fyb
=
{
M(0.04 + 0.576ψl) + 0.04− 0.576ψl if 1 < M < 3.628
2 if 3.628 ≤ M. (7.30)
The resistance R and the load S are respectively given by the limit load Fy and by the
increasing uniaxial tension F . We define the normally distributed basis variables X as
variable for the tension F ,M as variable of the mismatch ratio and the variable for the yield
stress of the base material. Their realizations are denoted x = F,m = σWy /σBy , r = σBy
such that the limit load Fy(m, r) is a function of m and r.
The limit state function g is defined by
g(m, x, r) = Fy(m, r)− F = Fy(m, r)− x. (7.31)
The numerical results are normalized to the mean values µx and µm/µr of the correspond-
ing distributions. All variables are normally distributed with standard deviations σ = 0.1µ.
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In addition a comparison of the failure probabilities for one and two material variables in
the matched case (M = 1) is performed (see Fig. 7.9). Case 1 (one variable) represents
a homogeneous material distribution. Case 2 (two parameters) is represented by two inde-
pendent identically distributed variables for the weld and the base material. The analytical
limit load is given for this example by F/Fy = 1, such that the analytical failure probability
is Pf = 0.5 for any two symmetric distributions, which fits very well with the numerical
results.
For case 1 the limit load Fy(r) = Fyb(r) of every realization r of the yield stress of the
base material is
Fyb(r) = 0.5r. (7.32)
The limit state function is defined by
g(x, r) = Fyb(r)− F = Fyb(r)− x. (7.33)
The normally distributed random variables X and R with means µx, µr and standard devia-
tions σx, σr, respectively, yield with x = σx ux+µx and r = σr ur+µr the transformation
G(ux, ur) = (0.5µr − µx) + 0.5σrur − σxux. (7.34)
With the new random variable U with realizations u = (ur, ux)T , and Gu(u) = αTu+ β
with |α| = 1, it holds:
G(u) =
(0.5σr,−σx)√
0.25σ2r + σ
2
x
u+
0.5µr − µx√
0.25σ2r + σ
2
x
,
such that the reliability index β of the random variable U is
β =
0.5µr − µx√
0.25σ2r + σ
2
x
with Pf = Φ(−β) (7.36)
The design point is calculated with standard deviations σ = 0.1µ by:
u∗ = −βα = − 0.5µr − µx√
0.25σ2r + σ
2
x
(0.5σr,−σx)√
0.25σ2r + σ
2
x
(7.37)
= 10
0.5µr − µx
(0.5µr)2 + µ2x
(µx,−0.5µs). (7.38)
In the X-space the equivalent value is x∗ = (r∗, x∗) with x∗ = σx u∗x + µx and r∗ =
σr u
∗
r + µr. For example the means µr= 100 MPa and µx = 25MPa (i.e. F/Fyb = 0.5)
yields
β =
25√
31.25
, α =
(5,−2.5)√
31.25
, u∗ = (−4, 2) and x∗ = (60, 30)MPa. (7.39)
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F/Fyb Pf Case 1 Pf Case 2 analytical
0.5 2.8817E-05 7.5016E-06 3.8721E-06
0.6 4.5558E-04 5.7639E-04 3.0182E-04
0.7 1.9351E-02 1.0271E-02 6.9915E-03
0.8 5.0113E-02 6.2066E-02 5.9174E-02
0.9 0.1678 0.2826 0.2286
1.0 0.5184 0.5076 0.5000
1.1 0.8058 0.8286 0.7494
1.2 0.9489 0.9726 0.8997
1.3 0.9872 0.9957 0.9663
1.4 0.9973 0.9993 0.9899
1.5 0.9995 0.9999 0.9972
Table 7.6: Comparison of case 1, case 2 and the analytical solution
Therefore, collapse will occur most probably with a realization around F = 30MPa and
σBy = 60MPa leading to a failure probability of Pf = 3.8721 · 10−6. The numerical results
converge to these values depending on the starting values.
Typical structural components demonstrate that reliability analysis can be performed for
realistic model sizes at very low computing times compared to incremental analyses. Note,
that the latter cannot be used in a quantitative comparison because incremental nonlinear
analysis fails to give a sharp evidence for plastic failure.
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Figure 7.8: Reliability analysis for different values of m = σWy /σBy
The static theorem generates bounds for collapse loads which are safe. But they are 1 to
2 % below the analytical limit loads by the termination error of the iteration. This error
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is amplified in the probabilistic analysis. The errors of the FORM calculations and of the
numerical limit analyses are included in the results. The calculated failure probabilities
correspond very well with the analytical probabilities.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison between results for one and two material variables for the same
value of the means of σWy and σBy , M = 1
8 Conclusions
Traditional structural analysis treats the inherent uncertainties intuitively and subjectively.
The current status of computational facilities, however, allows a more rational treatment
of these uncertainties by stochastic procedures. Limit and shakedown theorems of plastic
structural failure provide unique definitions of limit state functions. In combination with
FEM and with FORM, failure probabilities of passive components are obtained with suf-
ficient precision at very low computational efforts compared to incremental analyses with
MCS. The advantage of the approach suggested here is the fact that the discretization pro-
cedures can be directly utilized. In this approach sensitivities need no extra FEM analysis.
The remaining numerical error may be estimated or reduced by the additional use of up-
per bound theorems. It is most important for the analysis under uncertainty that limit and
shakedown analyses are based on a minimum of information concerning the constitutive
equations and the load history. In fact the shakedown problem is made time invariant. This
reduces the costs of the collection of statistical data and the need to introduce stochastic
models to compensate the lack of data. Further research is also addressed to more realistic
material modeling including non-linear kinematic hardening and continuum damage.
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Appendix
A1 Distribution functions and densities
Normal distribution
f(x) =
1√
2piσ2
e−(x − µ)2/2σ2,
E(X) = µ, Var(X) = σ2
Standard normal distribution (σ = 1, µ = 0)
f(x) =
1√
2pi
e−0.5x2 ,
E(X) = 0, Var(X) = 1
Exponential distribution
f(x) =
{
λ e−λx for x ≥ 0
0 for x < 0
, with λ > 0,
E(X) = 1/λ, Var(X) = 1/λ2
Weibull distribution
f(x) =
 p x
p− 1
bp
e−(x/b)p for x ≥ 0
0 for x < 0
, with b, p > 0,
E(X) = b Γ
(
p+ 1
p
)
,Var(X) = b2
[
Γ
(
p+ 2
p
)
− Γ2
(
p+ 1
p
)]
Log-normal distribution
f(x) =
1√
2pix2δ2
e−[log(x/m)]2/(2δ2) , with m > 0, x ≥ 0.
E(X) = m eδ
2/2, Var(X) = m2 eδ
2
(eδ
2 − 1)
In the following we summarize the characteristics of joint distributions.
1) Let X and Y be independent random variables with the densities f1(x) and f2(y),
then the density f3(z) of the random variable Z = X+ Y is given by convolution:
f3(z) =
z∫
0
f1(z − u) f2(u) du. (A1)
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If X and Y are independent and normally distributed, e.g. X ∼ N(µ1, σ21) and Y ∼
N(µ2, σ
2
2), then the random variableZ = X±YN(µ, σ2) is normally distributed with
µ = µ1±µ2 and σ2 = σ21+σ22. Thus it holdsE(Z) = µ1±µ2 and Var(Z) = σ21+σ22 .
2) Let X and Y be independent random variables with Y > 0 and the densities f1(x)
and f2(y), then the density f3(z) of the random variable Z = X/Y is given by
f3(z) =
∞∫
0
y f2(y) f1(yz) dz. (A2)
The expectation E(Z) of the random variable Z is given for independent variables X
and Y by (see [33]):
E(Z) =
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
x
y
f1(x) f2(y) dx dy. (A3)
3) For log-normally distributed random variables X and Y with expectations µx and
µy and variances σ2x and σ2y the random variables log(X) and log(Y) are normal
distributed. The corresponding expectations µˆx and µˆy and variances σˆ2x and σˆ2y are
µˆx = logµx − 0.5σ2x µˆy = logµy − 0.5σ2y
σˆ2x = σ
2
x σˆ
2
y = σ
2
y . (A4)
The random variable log(Z) with
log(Z) = log(X)− log(Y) = log(X/Y) (A5)
as difference of the normally distributed variables logX and logY is normally dis-
tributed with the expectation µˆz and the variance σˆ2z :
µˆz = µˆx − µˆy = logµx
µy
− 0.5(σ2x + σ2y) (A6)
σˆ2z = σˆ
2
x + σˆ
2
y = σ
2
x + σ
2
y . (A7)
Therefore, Z = X/Y is a log-normally distributed random variable with the expec-
tation µz and the variance σ2z
µz =
µx
µy
(A8)
σ2z = σ
2
x + σ
2
y (A9)
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A2 Reliability analyses for the plate with a hole
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Figure A1: Distribution functions for fixed mean value and different standard deviations
for normally distributed variables
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µr/µs Pf (numerical) Pf (analytical) abs. error rel. error
0.1 6.455E-06 6.313E-06 1.867E-07 1.910E-07
0.2 1.085E-04 9.919E-05 9.299E-06 1.017E-05
0.3 1.205E-03 1.065E-03 1.403E-04 1.587E-04
0.4 8.763E-03 7.646E-03 1.117E-03 1.280E-03
0.5 4.163E-02 3.675E-02 4.873E-03 5.519E-03
0.6 1.361E-01 1.209E-01 1.519E-02 1.709E-02
0.7 3.103E-01 2.835E-01 2.683E-02 2.936E-02
0.8 5.319E-01 5.000E-01 3.189E-02 3.392E-02
0.9 7.397E-01 7.070E-01 3.271E-02 3.422E-02
1.0 8.765E-01 8.554E-01 2.105E-02 2.156E-02
1.1 9.499E-01 9.388E-01 1.105E-02 1.118E-02
1.2 9.821E-01 9.772E-01 4.873E-03 4.897E-03
1.3 9.943E-01 9.925E-01 1.961E-03 1.964E-03
1.4 9.983E-01 9.976E-01 6.443E-04 6.447E-04
1.5 9.995E-01 9.993E-01 2.090E-04 2.090E-04
1.6 9.999E-01 9.998E-01 6.920E-05 6.920E-05
Table A1: σr = 0.2µr, σs = 0.1µs
µr/µs Pf (numerical) Pf (analytical) abs. error rel. error
0.1 7.271E-06 7.085E-06 2.152E-07 2.208E-07
0.2 1.514E-04 1.374E-04 1.404E-05 1.547E-05
0.3 1.948E-03 1.717E-03 2.311E-04 2.621E-04
0.4 1.437E-02 1.267E-02 1.698E-03 1.925E-03
0.5 6.271E-02 5.590E-02 6.788E-03 7.614E-03
0.6 1.742E-01 1.587E-01 1.557E-02 1.709E-02
0.7 3.427E-01 3.190E-01 2.366E-02 2.541E-02
0.8 5.256E-01 5.000E-01 2.558E-02 2.688E-02
0.9 6.843E-01 6.610E-01 2.332E-02 2.414E-02
1.0 8.021E-01 7.826E-01 1.957E-02 2.005E-02
1.1 8.775E-01 8.649E-01 1.254E-02 1.272E-02
1.2 9.258E-01 9.172E-01 8.537E-03 8.617E-03
1.3 9.550E-01 9.493E-01 5.700E-03 5.734E-03
1.4 9.729E-01 9.686E-01 4.259E-03 4.278E-03
1.5 9.823E-01 9.802E-01 2.079E-03 2.083E-03
1.6 9.882E-01 9.873E-01 8.666E-04 8.673E-04
Table A2: σr = 0.2µr, σs = 0.2µs
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Limit analysis of frames - Application to structural reliability
1 Introduction
The safety level of a structure is a function of the mechanical and ‘strength’ properties of
the material and of loads depending on environmental parameters. All these data are never
known exactly, inducing the random character of all the basis elements of the problem. The
whole of these random variables means that the structure has never a non-zero probability
of failure.
The present report describes a methodology, based on the limit analysis method, to appraise
the probability of plastic failure of a frame structure subject to extreme environmental
conditions.
Limit analysis yield the limit loads of the most general structures, without further approx-
imations than these involved in the finite element modelization. Otherwise it enables to
directly obtain a simple series representation of the structure, with a simply linear limit
state function associated with each component of the series system. In this way it permits
to reduce the whole structure to a set of hyperplanes in the space of the random force and
resistance variables.
2 General formulation
We consider a frame structure loaded by actions represented by a vector F. According to
limit analysis theory, collapse is identified with the development of plastic hinge in such a
number and location to allow a movement of the whole or of a part of the structure without
requiring deformation of the zones with stresses below the yield limit.
The load conditions at the limit of collapse are determined on the basis of the two theorems:
Static theorem proves that collapse does not occur if there exist a stress field in equilibrium
with the applied loads and not violating the strength inequality at any point of the structure.
Kinematic theorem proves that collapse occurs if there exist a displacement field, compati-
ble with the collapse mechanism, such that the work done by the applied loads F is larger
than the corresponding internal plastic work.
Static and kinematic theorems can be expressed as the primal and dual formulation of an
optimization problem. They give respectively a lower and an upper bound of the load
conditions FR that correspond to the threshold of collapse.
Our approach is based on the static formulation of limit analysis, which gives a lower
bound of FR and consequently goes in the sense of safety.
Let F be the applied load vector and S the vector of generalized internal forces in the
relevant sections of the structure. The condition of equilibrium between S and F is:
AS = F (1)
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where A is the rectangular force matrix.
The condition of admissibility of the internal force vector corresponding to each critical
section can be expressed by simple inequalities:
Φ(k)(S,R)− e(k) ≤ 0 k = 1, . . . , NS (2)
With:
NS the number of critical sections.
Φ(k)(S,R) = C(k)(R)S(k)
C(k)(R) a matrix depending on the strength vector R and the k-th critical section
S(k) the vector of internal forces corresponding to the k-th critical section
e(k) = (1, . . . , 1)T
These inequalities correspond to a piecewise linear yield condition in each critical section,
which can be written in the generalized form:
Φ(S,R)− e ≤ 0. (3)
Example:
If we consider the axial force N (k) and bending momentM (k) we could specify the follow-
ing conditions as first approximation:∣∣N (k)∣∣
NP
− 1 < 0 and
∣∣M (k)∣∣
MP
− 1 < 0
with R = (NP ,MP ) the generalized internal yield forces.
These relations can be expressed in a matrix formulation:
1/NP 0
−1/NP 0
0 1/MP
0 −1/NP
( N (k)M (k)
)
−

1
1
1
1
 ≤

0
0
0
0
 .
But if we consider that the axial force reduces the yield moment we use relations combining
these two internal forces, like the following one:∣∣N (k)∣∣
NP
+
∣∣M (k)∣∣
1.18MP
− 1 ≤ 0∣∣M (k)∣∣
MP
− 1 ≤ 0
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we have: 
1/NP 1/(1.18MP )
−1/NP 1/(1.18MP )
−1/NP −1/(1.18MP )
1/NP −1/(1.18MP )
0 1/MP
0 −1/MP

(
N (k)
M (k)
)
−

1
1
1
1
1
1

≤

0
0
0
0
0
0

.
Considering a factor α applied to the load F, and according to (1) and (3), the static ap-
proach can be formulated as a maximum problem:
max{α|AS = αF,Φ(S,R)− e ≤ 0}. (4)
This is the expression of a linear programming problem that can be solved by the simplex
method, giving the maximum load factor αR and the internal force distributionS producing
the collapse mechanism.
Notice that in the past decade primal-dual algorithms have emerged [8], which, in addition
to a good complexity, have the advantage of solving the primal and dual forms of the
problem, i.e. the static (internal force distribution) and the kinematic (displacement and
plastic strains) form of the limit analysis problem.
3 Application to structural reliability
We will consider now NP nodal loads ynF(n) with F(n) a vector associated with the node
n and yn the realization of a random variable Yn.
Let
F(y1, . . . , yNP ) =

y1F
(1)
· · ·
yNPF
(NP )

be the generalized load vector, and
R =

R(1)
· · ·
R(NS)

be the generalized yield strength vector. Elements of R will be also considered as random
variables.
According to the realization of the random variables (R,Y) the frame structure can be
subject to an important number of collapse mechanisms. We will associate a limit state
function with each mechanism:
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3.1 Limit state function
Starting from a realization of the random variables (R,Y), the solution of the correspond-
ing optimization problem (4) gives a realization of the internal force distribution S corre-
sponding to a collapse mechanism.
Notice, that when the index k corresponds to a plastic hinge we have from the yield condi-
tion (2):
CTik•S
(k) − 1 =
m∑
j=1
Cik,jS
(k)
j − 1 = 0 for a row ik of the matrix C(k)1 (1)
CTi•S
(k) − 1 < 0 for the others. (2)
Consequently it is possible, from the result of the static formulation, to retrieve the location
of the plastic hinges constituting the collapse mechanism.
Once the mechanism is identified we can write the equality between the virtual works
corresponding to the collapse mechanism:
δW = STε− FTδ =
NS∑
k=1
S(k)Tε(k) −
NP∑
n=1
ynF
(n)Tδ(n)
=
NS∑
k=1
m∑
j=1
S
(k)
j ε
(k)
j −
NP∑
n=1
p∑
i=1
ynF
(n)
i δ
(n)
i = 0 (3)
With:
δ(n) vector of general virtual displacement of node n, compatible with mechanism
ε(k) vector of virtual strains in critical section k, compatible with mechanism
ynF
(n) forces at node n
S(k) internal forces at section k.
As the collapse corresponds to a rigid body mechanism the virtual strain elements ε(k)j are
non-zero uniquely for the indices j fulfilling (1). Consequently we have:
δW =
∑
k=k1,...,kN
∑
j∈J (k)
S
(k)
j ε
(k)
j − FTδ = 0 (4)
where {k1, . . . , kN} are the indices of the plastic hinges and J (k) the family of indices j
appearing in (1) for the hinge k. Notice that {k1, . . . , kN} defines the considered collapse
mechanism (m).
1To simplify notations Cik,j will be used instead of C
(k)
ik ,j
(R)
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3.1.1 Simple case
Firstly we will consider the following elementary conditions of admissibility:
S
(k)
j
R
(k)
j
− 1 ≤ 0 j = 1, . . . , m (5)
which consist in taking:
C(k) = diag
(
1
R
(k)
1
, . . . ,
1
R
(k)
m
)
.
Moreover, ∀k ∈ {k1, . . . , kN} we have J (k) = {jk} and S(k)jk = R
(k)
jk
Consequently:
δW =
∑
k=k1,...,kN
R
(k)
jk
ε
(k)
jk
− FTδ = 0. (6)
We can write:
〈Rj1 , . . . , RjN 〉

εj1
· · ·
εjN
 = RTD(m)ε (7)
with D(m) a square and diagonal matrix such that: D(m)j,j = 1⇔ j ∈ {jk1, . . . , jkN}
In addition we have the condition of compatibility between the vectors of the generalized
virtual strains and virtual displacements:
ε = ATδ. (8)
Finally from (7) and (8) we have:
δW =
(
AD(m)R
)T
δ − FTδ =
(
AD(m)R− F
)T
δ = 0. (9)
Notice, that for every virtual displacement δ compatible with the collapse mechanism (m),
we have: δ = µδ(m) where µ is a scalar and δ(m) is a basis vector corresponding to (m).
The j-th column of the matrix AD(m) is equal to the j-th column of A if j ∈
{jk1 , . . . , jkN}, it is equal to zero otherwise.
Consider now the following function:
g(m)(R,F) =
(
AD(m)R− F
)T
δ(m) (10)
with δ(m) the displacement vector associated with the mechanism (m). As ε = ATδ(m)
we have:
g(m)(R,F) < 0⇔ RTD(m)ATδ(m) − FTδ(m) < 0⇔ RTD(m)ε− FTδ(m) < 0. (11)
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Thus if g(m)(R,F) < 0 there exist a displacement field δ(m), compatible with the collapse
mechanism (m), such that the work done by the applied loads F is larger than the corre-
sponding internal plastic work. We deduce from the kinematic theorem that the collapse
occurs in this case. Reciprocally,if g(m)(R,F) > 0 the kinematic theorem proves that the
structure is safe.
We conclude that g(m)(R,F) defines a limit state function associated with the collapse
mechanism resulting from the solution of (4).
3.1.2 Generalization
The previous result can be extended to the general case of any linear yield condition. Let
us recall the Hill principle (1950) specifying that the variation vector of plastic strains is
oriented along the external normal to the boundary of the elastic domain.
Figure 1: Normality rule
As the boundary of the elastic domain is defined by ∂E = {S|CTik•S(k) − 1 = 0, k ∈{k1, . . . , kN}}, we have:
ε
(k)
j
ε
(k)
j∗
k
=
Cik,j
Cik,j∗k
∀j 6= j∗k (12)
where j∗k is some index of the family J (k).
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Consequently:
∑
k1,...,kN
S(k)Tε(k) =
∑
k1,...,kN
S(k)j∗
k
ε
(k)
j∗
k
+
∑
j 6=j∗
k
S
(k)
j
Cik,j
Cik,j∗k
ε
(k)
j∗
k
 (13)
=
∑
k1,...,kN
S(k)j∗
k
ε
(k)
j∗
k
+
ε
(k)
j∗
Cik,j∗k
∑
j 6=j∗
k
Cik,jS
(k)
j

And from the definition of ∂E we deduce:∑
j 6=j∗
k
Cik,jS
(k)
j = 1− Cik,j∗kS
(k)
j∗
k
. (14)
Thus: ∑
k1,...,kN
S(k)Tε(k) =
∑
k1,...,kN
ε
(k)
j∗
k
Cik,j∗k
. (15)
Finally we obtain:
δW =
∑
k=k1,...,kN
ε
(k)
j∗
k
Ci(k),j∗
k
− FTδ = χ(R)Tε− FTδ (16)
where:
χ(m)(R) =

χ(1)(R)
· · ·
χ(NS)(R)
 with
{
χ
(k)
ik
= 1Cik,j∗k
for k ∈ {k1, . . . , kN}
χ
(k)
i = 0 otherwise.
We have: ε = ATδ and δ = µδ(m), therefore: δW =
(
Aχ(m)(R)− F)T δ(m). And as
previously, we prove from the kinematic theorem that:
g(m)(R,F) =
(
Aχ(m)(R)− F)T δ(m)
defines a limit state function.
Remark: In the simple case previously treated we have χ(m)(R) = D(m)R.
3.2 Failure probability of each collapse mechanism
In this way we can associate a linear limit state function with each collapse mechanism
(m), dividing the probability space into a safe set S(m) = {(R,S)|g(m)(R,F) > 0} and a
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failure set F (m) = {(R,S)|g(m)(R,F) < 0}. The corresponding probability of survival is
then calculated as:
P (m)s = P (g(m)(R,F) > 0). (17)
As an alternative to P (m)s a reliability index β(m) is often defined as:
β(m) = Φ−1(P (m)s ) = −Φ−1(P (m)f ) (18)
where P (m)f = 1 − P (m)s = P (g(m)(R,F) < 0) is the failure probability, and Φ the Gaus-
sian normal distribution function. In general the above expressions cannot be computed
analytically, except when the basic variables (R,Y) are jointly normally distributed where
the failure probability is:
P
(m)
f = Φ(−β(m)) (19)
with β(m) the Hasofer and Lind reliability index equal to the minimum distance from the
origin to a point on the failure surface.
In the general case it is always possible to transform the basic variables X = (R,Y) into
uncorrelated and standard normal variables U = T (R,Y).
The simplest definition of the transformation T appears when the basic variables are mu-
tually independent. Then each variable can be transformed separately with the following
transformation:
Ui = T (Xi) = Φ
−1 (FXi(Xi))) (20)
where FXi is the distribution function corresponding to the variable Xi.
When the basic variables are not mutually independent the Rosenblatt transformation [7]
gives analogous results.
The functionG(m)(U) = g(m)
(
T−1(U)
)
is the corresponding limit state function in the U-
space. As it defines a failure surface which is not a hyperplane of the U-space the relation
given by (18) provides an approximation of P (m)f which correspond to a linearization of
the failure surface at a design pointU∗. The design points are defined as the local solutions
of the following optimization problem:
β(m) = min{||U|| |G(m)(U) ≤ 0}. (21)
The tangent hyperplane to the failure surface at the design point has the equation:∑
i
∂G(m)
∂Ui
(U∗) (U∗i − Ui) = 0. (22)
This equation can also be written into the following form:
∇TUG(m) (U∗)∣∣∇UG(m) (U∗)∣∣U∗ − ∇
T
UG(m) (U
∗)∣∣∇UG(m) (U∗)∣∣U = β(m) +α(m)TU = 0 (23)
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where
α(m) = − ∇UG(m) (U
∗)∣∣∇UG(m) (U∗)∣∣
is the unit vector normal to the failure surface at the design point and
β(m) = −α(m)TU∗
the Hasofer and Lind reliability index.
A reliability method based on this procedure is called first order reliability method (FORM),
and β(m) is the first order reliability index.
Numerous general iterative algorithms are available to solve the optimization problem (20).
The following iteration method is very simple and has proved to work well for practical
problems:
U(k+1) =
(
U(k)Tα(k)
)
α(k) +
G(m)
(
U(k)
)
∣∣∣∇UG(m) (U(k))∣∣∣α(k) (24)
with:
∇UG(m) (U) = ∇Ug(m) (X) = ∇Xg(m) (X)∇UX. (25)
In our case:
∇Ug(m) (X) = ∇Rg(m) ((R,F))∇UR +∇F g(m) (R,F)∇YF∇UY (26)
i.e.:
∂g(m) (R,F)
∂Ui
=
∑
j
∂g(m) (R,F )
∂Rj
∂Rj
∂Ui
+
∑
k
∂g(m) (R,F)
∂Fk
(∑
l
∂Fk
∂Yl
∂Yl
∂Ui
)
. (27)
We have:
g(m)(R,F) = χ
(m)TATδ(m) − FTδ(m) =
∑
k1,...,kN
χ
(k)
ik
(
AT•ikδ
(m)
)
−
∑
k
Fkδ
(m)
k . (28)
Consequently:
∂g(m) (R,F)
∂Rj
=
∑
k1,...,kN
∂χik (R)
∂Rj
(
AT•ikδ
(m)
)
=
∑
k1,...,kN
∂χik (R)
∂Rj
εi (29)
∂g(m) (R,F)
∂Fk
= −δ(m)k (30)
And as F =

y1F
(1)
· · ·
yNPF
(NP )
 we have: ∂Fk∂Yl =
{
F
(l)
q when k = (l − 1)p+ q
0 otherwise
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3.3 Reliability of series systems
We saw previously that a frame structure exposed to random force and resistance variables
can be subject to an important number of collapse mechanisms. With each mechanism
we associate a linear limit state function, dividing the probability space into a safe set
and a failure set. The structure collapses if at least one limit state function is negative.
Consequently it is possible to express the structure as the series system of all the different
mechanisms.
Boolean state variables for each failure mode (m) are defined by:
Am = 1 if g(m)(R,S) > 0
Am = 0 if g(m)(R,S) < 0
Bm = 1− Am, m = 1, . . . , NM with NM the number of failure modes.
Denoting AS and BS the Boolean state variables for the system we have:
AS = A1A2 . . . ANM . (31)
From this last expression we deduce [6] :
BS = B1 + A1B2 + A1A2B3 + · · ·+ A1A2 · · ·ANM−1BNM . (32)
Since the variables Am and Bm can only take the values 0 and 1 we deduce:
max
m
{Bm} ≤ BS ≤
NM∑
m=1
Bm. (33)
Consequently we obtain some general bounds on the failure probability:
max
m
{
P
(
g(m)(R,F) ≤ 0
)} ≤ Pf ≤ NM∑
m=1
P
(
g(m)(R,F) ≤ 0
)
. (34)
Closer bounds were given by Ditlevsen:
P1 +
NM∑
m=1
max
(
Pm −
m−1∑
n=1
Pmn, 0
)
≤ Pf ≤
NM∑
m=1
Pm −
NM∑
m=2
max
n<m
Pmn (35)
with:
Pm = P (gm (R,F) ≤ 0)
and
Pmn = P
({
g(m) (R,F) ≤ 0
} ∩ {g(n) (R,F) ≤ 0}) = P (S(m) ∩ S(n)) .
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In a first order analysis, Pm and Pmn are approximated by linearization of the limit state
functions expressed in the U-space. Hence Pm is calculated by the formula (19) while Pmn
is obtained by approximating the joint failure set S(m) ∩ S(n) by the set bounded by the
tangent hyperplanes at the design points for the two failure modes.
We saw previously that the tangent hyperplanes are characterized by the linear safety mar-
gins:
M (m) = β(m) +α(m)TU and M (n) = β(n) +α(n)TU.
As M (m) and M (n) are standardized normally distributed, we have:
Pmn = Φ
(−β(m),−β(n); ρmn) . (36)
Where Φ is the probability density function for a bivariate normal vector with zero mean
values, unit variance, and correlation coefficient ρmn = α(m)Tα(n).
3.4 Identification of the significant collapse mechanisms
In practice, even if the considered frame is small, the identification of all the possible mech-
anisms is cumbersome. But generally only the mechanisms of high probability (with a low
value of reliability index) are sufficient to obtain a good approximation of the probabil-
ity of collapse. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that many mechanisms are mutually
highly correlated (mechanisms having common bars in yielding). Consequently even a
mechanism with a low value of the reliability index may not be important in the sense that
it contributes significantly to the failure probability, since most of the failure set of that
mechanisms already may have been accounted for by another (highly correlated) mecha-
nism.
Locci [5] suggests a simple algorithm to compute the principal mechanisms needed to ap-
proach the structural reliability: resolution of optimization problem (4), formulated with
the mean values of strengths and forces, yields the lowest load factor associated with those
values. If a new solution is searched after one of the constraints of the basic solution is
suppressed, a new mechanism will be found with a necessarily higher load factor. A large
number of mechanisms can therefore be found with increasing load factors by suppressing
in turn each rupture component of each previously computed mechanism and reordering
the set of mechanism by ascending load factors at each step. Since there is an obvious cor-
relation between ascending load factors computed on mean values and ascending reliability
indices, a truncated series system will be satisfactory in practice.
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4 Conclusion
The use of the limit analysis in reliability carries out some important improvements in
comparison with classical methods. It allows to easily automate the failure mode deter-
mination, from components available in any finite element code. Otherwise it allows to
associate a linear limit state function with each collapse mode and so easily estimate the
failure probability of the considered frame.
Notice to conclude some possible improvements:
• The use of sophisticated methods to approach the failure surface.
• The study of more realistic failure criteria, leading to an improvement of the limit
state functions.
• The development of efficient algorithms to select the significant failure modes.
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